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(ABSTRACT) 

An experimental and analytical study of the tribological behavior of polymer 

composites is presented. Glass, aramid, and carbon fiber-filled polyamide (Nylon 6,6) 

composites serve as models for understanding friction and wear processes encountered 

when polymer composites are used in tribological applications. Experimental results not 

only include measurements of friction and wear, but surface temperatures produced by 

frictional processes during oscillating contact experiments. Since an optically flat, 

transparent sapphire disk is used as the oscillating countersurface, surface temperatures 

can be measured directly at the interface using an infrared microscope. 

Experimental results show that the presence of fibers in the polyamide matrix lowers 

wear, friction, and surface temperature when compared with the unfilled polymer. 

Rationale for this improved tribological behavior is presented and discussed. Fiber-type 

is shown to have a direct influence on the tribological behavior of the polymer composite, 

and the chemical behavior at and near the interface is shown to be significant by 

examining worn and transferred material through surface analytical techniques. In 

particular, evidence is presented for the tribochemical degradation of intramolecular bonds 

in the polyamide macromolecule. 

Measurements of surface temperatures are compared with theoretical predictions 

using models for the real area(s) of contact, and results from “scanning” experiments are 

also presented in which the infrared microscope is used to measure surface temperatures 

at possible real areas of contact within the apparent contact region. Instantaneous 

measurements of surface temperature and friction over a single cycle of motion are also 

presented which allows for the performance of a frequency domain analysis. This 

technique not only shows the frequency content of the friction and surface temperature 

signals, but it also shows correlations between these two parameters. The role of 

intermolecular attractions in frictional processes is addressed, and evidence for relatively 

strong intermolecular attractions between the polyamide surface and sapphire disk is 

discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale for this Study 

For any research to be justifiable, a need must exist for the information obtained 

from that research. Since friction, wear, and lubrication processes are involved whenever 

one solid slides, rolls, or vibrates against another solid, a need certainly exists for 

research in this area. Such processes occur in a wide variety of mechanical devices and 

systems that include bearings, cams, piston rings, valves, gears, clutches, brakes, tires, 

belt drives, fasteners, magnetic disks and tapes, and even human joints. Since metals are 

the primary materials used in these applications, a natural question is, "Can composite 

materials solve these problems"? The answer to this question is of course, yes! 

Composite materials are being developed and utilized for many applications that 

encompass those listed above. The next question is what approach should be taken to 

design these composites? Approaches to developing polymer composites often involve 

a trial-and-error process. This technique is frequently ineffective and does not lead to an 

understanding of the composite's true capabilities and behavior. Furthermore, there is 
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an incorrect tendency to refer to materials as having low friction and wear "properties". 

Even though tabulated values of wear and friction "coefficients" are commonly found in 

the literature, tribological phenomena must be considered as application dependent 

material characteristics that vary depending on how the material is utilized. 

In lieu of the problematic trial-and-error methods, this research provides a more 

fundamental understanding of how polymer composites perform in tribological 

applications. Since measurements of instantaneous frictional forces and wear rates can 

be coupled with measurements of frictionally generated surface temperatures obtained 

using an infrared microscope coupled to a digital data acquisition system, results from 

carefully controlled (or modelled) experiments form the fundamental building blocks for 

this research. As a result, a more thorough understanding of the chemical, physical, 

bulk and interfacial behavior of tribological polymer composites is obtained. This can 

facilitate the prediction of polymer composite behavior, and can also be used for the 

design of improved polymer composites for tribological applications. 

A wide variety of polymeric materials have been used as replacements for metallic 

materials in friction and wear applications. These replacement materials include but are 

not limited to polyoxymethylene (acetal), polyamide (Nylon), polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE), polycarbonate, polyimide, and more recently polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) and 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK). Although these polymers are often used without 

modification, various fibers and fillers are sometimes added to form a polymer composite 

with improved tribological behavior over the base polymer. For bearing and gear 

applications such as those studied in the field of tribology, fiber-filled polymers are 
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common along with polymers incorporating dispersed non-fibrous additives that are 

usually in a powder or liquid-like form. The fibrous fillers include carbon fibers, glass 

fibers, aromatic polyamide fibers (Kevlar), and metallic fibers such as_ stainless steel. 

Included in the non-fibrous category are materials such as PTFE, MoS,, graphite 

powders, silicone, and metals such as silver and copper. Although other additives and 

fibers have been incorporated into polymer matrices over the years, the materials 

identified above are the ones most commonly used in friction and wear applications such 

as bearings, gears, and seals. 

Since it is beyond the scope of any research project to perform a fundamental 

experimental study of all the various polymer/fiber/additive combinations, a model 

polymer composite “system" was selected that typifies the thermoplastic category. This 

system consists of a polyamide (Nylon 6,6) base polymer, and a fibrous glass, carbon, 

or Kevlar "filler". As discussed in the literature review, Nylon 6,6 polymers (and Nylon 

6,6-based composites) are widely used in engineering applications, and literature sources 

on the characteristics and properties of Nylon 6,6 are readily available. 

By performing tribological experiments with these model Nylon 6,6 composites, 

it was felt that a rational methodology for wear, friction, and surface temperature 

generation mechanisms could be established for polymer composites as a whole. 

1.2 Related Research at VPI&SU 

The experimental research documented in this dissertation represents an extension 

of research at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI&SU) to measure 
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surface temperatures generated during tribological processes such as fretting. Therefore, 

a short summary of investigations carried out at VPI&SU on this topic (and related topics) 

is presented in this section. This summary is not intended as an "advertisement" for the 

research at VPI&SU, but is presented to familiarize the reader with the core research that 

served as the background for the current study. 

In 1973, research was initiated at VPI&SU to study surface temperatures generated 

during sliding contact. This research centers around the use of a Barnes RM-2A infrared 

microscope that can be used to scan a surface for high temperature rises. It is centered 

over a moving sapphire disk which is in contact with a spherical test specimen. Since the 

infrared microscope is focused at the interface formed between the two materials, and the 

sapphire disk is capable of transmitting infrared energy, a measurement of surface 

temperatures generated during a tribological process is obtained. Also, the infrared 

measurement instrument has microscopic target spot diameters of 18 um or 36 pm 

depending on the objective lens selected. Therefore, temperature rises can be measured 

at discrete contact points within a larger geometric contact region. A summary of the 

infrared microscopic system for measuring surface temperatures is contained in a later 

section of this dissertation. 

The experimental sliding system centered around the infrared microscope was 

designed by Wiggins [1] and fabricated at VPI&SU. Initial experiments were performed 

using various polymers (polytetrafluoroethylene, polyethylene, polymethylmethacrylate, 

and polystyrene) sliding against sapphire [2,3]. Other materials used in this system 

include graphite, pure iron, copper, and silver sliding on sapphire [4-7]. The results of 
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these investigations showed the effects of load, friction, and velocity on surface 

temperature. Furthermore, Rogers [6] showed the effect of macroscopic subdivision of 

contact area on surface temperature for the system of copper sliding on sapphire. In 

addition, Moyer [7] showed the effect of oxide formation for the system of pure iron 

sliding on sapphire. The earlier research performed using the sliding system is 

summarized by Furey and Rogers in reference [8]. A discussion of the capabilities and 

limitations of the experimental sliding system and infrared microscope can also be found 

in reference [9]. 

Before continuing with a discussion of the more recent research at VPI&SU on 

surface temperature phenomena during oscillating/fretting contact, it should be noted that 

pioneering studies on surface temperatures generated by friction have also been carried 

out by Winer et al. [10-13]. In these studies a Barnes Infrared Microscope was similarly 

used to measure surface temperatures in dry sliding contact. The temperatures of fluids 

in elastohydrodynamic films were also measured, and a better understanding of 

temperatures developed in lubricated, high contact systems was obtained. In addition, 

Griffioen et al. [14] have used an infrared scanning camera to measure surface 

temperatures as high as 2700 C for a silicon nitride-on-sapphire system under a 9 N load 

and sliding speed of 1.5 m/s. 

In recent years, the experimental system at VPI&SU was modified to facilitate 

oscillating/fretting contact experiments. Prior to discussing the results of this 

modification, a discussion of the oscillating/fretting contact regime should be provided. 

Oscillating contact -- in particular, fretting and fretting corrosion -- is an important and 
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complex element of tribology which is not well understood. Fretting is defined as wear 

occurring between two surfaces having oscillatory or vibratory motion of small amplitude. 

Fretting corrosion is defined as the type of fretting damage which occurs when the debris 

produced is a chemical reaction product between constituents of the surface and the 

environment [15,16]. Although various mechanisms have been proposed, fretting and 

fretting corrosion are still not well understood. 

Experimental research in the area of fretting corrosion has been carried out by 

various researchers at VPI&SU [17-21]. However, the magnitude and distribution of 

surface temperatures generated by friction during fretting and fretting corrosion processes 

is still largely unknown. Asa result, Ghasemi modified the existing sliding apparatus at 

VPI&SU to accommodate experiments in the oscillating/fretting contact regime [21]. 

Surface temperature measurements could then be made during an experiment with the 

infrared microscope centered over an oscillating sapphire disk and focused at the 

tribological interface. It should be noted that research by Kennedy et al. [22] provides 

some insight into temperatures generated during oscillating contact. However, the 

measured surface temperature values only reflect average values over the 6350 wm X 

6350 um target area provided by the infrared imaging system used. Recall that the 

Barnes infrared microscope incorporated by Ghasemi into the oscillating/fretting system 

can measure surface temperatures in target areas as small as 18 ym in diameter. 

Initial fretting experiments with the new oscillating/fretting system have been 

carried out by Ghasemi and Furey et al. [19-21] using uncoated and polymer-coated steel 

spheres on sapphire. Weick and Furey et al. [23-25] have also used this system to 
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measure surface temperatures generated during oscillating contact between sapphire and 

different ceramics including alumina, zirconia, and tungsten carbide. In research more 

closely related to that presented in this dissertation, Tripathy and Furey et al. [26-28] 

have studied surface temperatures generated during oscillating contact with graphite/epoxy 

and carbon/polyetheretherketone polymer composites. Results from these studies not only 

demonstrate the diverse utility of the oscillating/fretting system, but also provide a great 

deal of information about surface temperatures generated during tribological processes. 

Finally, it is important to point out other research that is related to the 

experimental surface temperature studies performed at VPI&SU. Jayaram [29,30] has 

incorporated an advanced computerized data acquisition system into the surface 

temperature measurement system to facilitate the acquisition, analysis, and display of 

infrared radiance. Detailed radiance maps of a contact region can be made and 

instantaneous surface temperatures can be calculated. Asa part of the initial experimental 

studies of surface temperatures generated during oscillating contact, a theoretical method 

for numerical calculating surface temperatures was developed by Foo, Golan, Vick, and 

Furey [24,31-34]. This numerical method is flexible enough to allow for the calculation 

of surface temperatures with or without the presence of thin films between the materials. 
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1.3 Objectives of this Study 

Fundamental information about the tribological behavior of polymer composites 

is essential for predicting the behavior of these materials during friction and wear 

applications. Furthermore, such fundamental information can potentially be used to 

develop and design improved polymers and polymer composites for tribological 

applications. Therefore, the primary objective of this research is to develop a more 

fundamental understanding of the tribological behavior of polymer composites. 

To meet this primary objective a specific set of objectives have been developed which are 

listed below. 

1. To use well-characterized polymer composites for tribological experiments that are 

representative of typical composites used in friction and wear applications. 

(i.e., a model fiber/matrix system such as the Nylon 6,6-based polymer composites.) 

2. Toperform carefully controlled tribological experiments during which wear, friction, 

and surface temperatures are measured. 

(a) Information about the magnitude of surface temperatures generated under 

tribological conditions is of fundamental importance to the field of tribology. 

For this reason, a more specific objective of this research involves measuring 

surface temperatures generated during oscillating/fretting contact conditions 

between a polymer composite and an optically flat, model countersurface -- 

sapphire. As a related objective, it is also desirable to measure surface 

temperature distributions across the contact region. Inferences can then be made 

about the size, location, and distribution of real contact areas. 
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(b) The magnitude and nature of frictional forces at the interface are also required. 

To meet this objective a method for measuring the instantaneous friction forces 

at the interface was utilized. This method was originally developed as part of 

the earlier research performed by Weick [23]. 

(c) Since a method for measuring wear (and wear rate) during an experiment was 

not available, an objective of this research was to develop a technique to 

monitor the wear of the specimen(s) continuously throughout the duration of the 

experiment. 

(d) As part of the overall experimental set-up, an additional objective was to 

develop a way to measure the velocity of the sapphire disk continuously during 

an experiment. When coupled with friction force measurements, the velocity 

measurements allow for the direct determination of the rate of heat generation. 

3. Tousea digital data acquisition to monitor and acquire the data. This allows for the 

direct conversion of the raw data to real parameters. Through the use of software 

developed by the author, surface temperature, friction force, and wear volume can 

therefore be displayed in their respective units. 

4. In addition to the observations which can be made in the time domain, digital 

processing of the data enables the use of frequency analysis techniques to study the 

tribological data. In particular, it is an objective of this research to develop and use 

a single input - single output frequency domain analysis technique to study 

correlations between friction and surface temperature. 

5. To examine pertinent wear, surface temperature, and friction mechanisms which can 
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be used to explain the improved tribological behavior observed when fibers are added 

to a Nylon 6,6 base polymer. The role of fiber-type is examined along with the role 

of the fiber-matrix interface. (The examination of these tribological mechanisms 

forms the outline for this dissertation.) 

6. To use surface analytical techniques such as scanning electron microscopy and 

Fourier transform infrared microspectroscopy to examine the morphology and 

chemistry of the worn surfaces. 

7. To determine if chemical changes occur at the tribological interface, and in turn 

determine if such changes influence tribological behavior. 

8. To make measurements of surface temperature, friction, and wear over a single cycle 

of motion. This ties in with the frequency analysis and allows for the comparison 

of instantaneous cycle-to-cycle surface temperature data with instantaneous friction 

force and velocity data. 

9. To compare experimental measurements of surface temperatures with theoretical 

predictions obtained using the numerical technique developed by Vick et al. [24,31- 

34]. This allows for inferences to be made about the size, location, and distribution 

of real contact areas at the interface. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The research summarized herein does not necessarily make reference to all the 

work that has been performed on polymer composite tribology. Instead, only research 

regarded as being relevant to the objectives of this dissertation is presented. 

Section 2.1 provides an overview of polymer composite tribology with a summary 

of proposed wear mechanisms related mainly to nonabrasive applications of polymer 

composites. Research on the tribological behavior of composites with a unidirectional 

orientation of fibers is presented as well as research on the tribological behavior of 

random or unoriented fiber composites. Although this study utilizes composites that 

incorporate unoriented fibers, the pertinent studies on unidirectional composites serve as 

useful models for tribological behavior. In addition, Section 2.1 presents a discussion of 

Voss and Friedrich's [35] rule-of-mixtures approach to the prediction of polymer 

composite wear. Even though a significant number of assumptions must be made when 

using this oversimplified model, it does provide some insight into wear mechanisms if 

studied closely. Sung and Suh's [36] utilization of his delamination theory of wear to 

understand the tribological behavior of polymer composites is also discussed, and a 
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summary of research related to the tribological behavior of polymer composites during 

oscillatory (or fretting) motion is presented. Lastly, research on Nylon-based composites 

is presented since the materials studied in this dissertation are of this type. 

A summary of significant studies which incorporate a discussion of possible 

surface temperature effects can be found in Section 2.2. In particular, Lancaster's [37] 

research on the role of carbon fibers in reducing the wear of polymer composites can be 

found in Section 2.2.3 which considers heat dissipation mechanisms. Briscoe et al.'s [38] 

work on transfer film formation is summarized in Section 2.2.3, and Tanaka's [39] 

research related to the effects of surface temperature on wear is discussed in Section 2.2. 

Lhymn and Light's [40] fracture mechanics approach is also presented since it proposes 

a mechanism of crack propagation that is thermally activated by frictionally generated 

surface temperatures. 

In the last section of this literature review, a summary of research that discusses 

the importance of tribochemistry is presented. This is provided in light of the surface 

analytical work discussed in this dissertation which show the significance of tribochemical 

degradation processes. 

2.1 An Overview of Polymer Composite Tribology 

Prior to the mid 1960's, few researchers pursued the study of composite 

materials for friction and wear applications. However, with the advent of new polymeric, 

ceramic, and metallic materials as well as fibers, research on composite materials has 

surged forward. In particular, polymeric composite materials have seen increased use in 
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tribological applications. In fact, collected works of researchers studying the tribology 

of composite materials have been published [41,42], and Friedrich [43] has published a 

short monograph on the subject of polymer composite tribology. Recently, Tripathy [26] 

has compiled a list of theories used to explain the behavior of polymer composites in 

tribological applications. This list is shown in Table 2-1 and does not necessarily list all 

the research performed in this area. Instead, Table 2-1 lists those theories in which a 

clear statement about tribological behavior is presented. Some of these theories address 

the role of surface temperatures, yet none actually show measured values for this 

TABLE 2-1: MAJOR THEORIES IN POLYMER COMPOSITE TRIBOLOGY [26] 

  

  

  

  

THEORY RESEARCHERS 

Fibers reduce friction by preferentially Lancaster [37] 
supporting part of the load. 

Fillers help the polymer transfer film to Briscoe, Pogosian, and 

strongly adhere to the countersurface, thus Tabor [44], 

preventing continuous removal of material. Bahadur and Tabor [45] 

Wear proceeds by wear thinning of fiber Tsukizoe and Ohmae [46] 
reinforcements and subsequent breakdown of 

the fibers and pull-off from the matrix. 
  

  

Fiber-matrix interaction Fusaro and Sliney [47], 

McGee [48] 

Delamination wear theory Sung and Suh [36], 

Clerico and Patierno [49] 
  

Flash temperatures at the fiber-matrix interface | Tanaka [39] 
result in resin decomposition. The liquid and 
gaseous products act as lubricating agents. 
  

Fatigue wear Lhymn [40, 50-55] 
  

Fiber breakage dissipates mechanical energy; Chang [56] 
hence surface temperature stays lower resulting 

in less wear         
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important parameter. 

In a series of research articles on polymer composite tribology, Voss and 

Friedrich [35,57,58] have discussed the validity of a semi-quantitative equation for the 

wear rate of a composite. This equation which is also discussed in research by Cirino 

et al. [59] is shown below and uses a rule-of-mixtures approach that is similar to widely 

used formulas for predicting stiffness properties of unidirectional composites [60]. It is 

a semi-quantitative model because it requires assumptions deduced from microscopic 

studies of the worn materials. These assumptions are ascribed to different wear 

mechanisms and allow for the estimation of exponents and multiplication factors shown 

in the equation. 

Ww. = |(-V, Ww + OV a "+ bVW., (2.1) 

where, 

W. = wear rate of the composite 

W, = wear rate of the matrix 

W,, = wear rate due to sliding of the fiber in the matrix and subsequent removal from 
the contact region 

W,,, = additional wear mechanisms for the fiber {usually considered to be the rate of 
fiber cracking and separation from the matrix at the interface } 

a = fraction of the fiber surface worn by sliding 

b = part of the fiber surface which is removed by fracture and interfacial debonding 

V.- = volume fraction of the fibers {to a first order approximation, V,is assumed to 

be equal to the exposed area of fiber divided by the nominal contact area} [35] 
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The factors a and b in Eq. 2.1 are often assumed to be 0.5 [59]. However, Voss and 

Friedrich [35] state the following equations for a and b where Eq. 2.2 must be true. 

at+b=1 (2.2) 

a = 0.5(1 + V;) (2.3) 

b= 0.5(1 - VS) (2.4) 

where, 

c = rate of transition from one wear process to another 

Perhaps the most useful aspect of Eq. 2.1 is that it accounts for a variety of wear 

processes such as matrix wear, fiber sliding wear, fiber cracking, and fiber/matrix 

separation at the interface. After making the necessary assumptions to apply this 

equation, Voss and Friedrich have applied it to glass fiber-filled polyamide 6,6 

(PA6,6)and polyethersulfone (PES) materials [35]. They found in this study that the 

addition of short glass fibers at low fiber fractions leads to a reduction in wear rate for 

both the PA6,6 and PES-based materials when they are rubbed against a smooth steel 

countersurface. At higher fiber loadings, only a small reduction in wear is observed [35]. 

This dependence of wear rate on fiber volume fraction is not only experimentally 

measured, but predicted using Eq. 2.1. However, as with any use of a rule-of-mixtures 

equation to attempt material property prediction -- or in this case the prediction of a 

composite wear rate -- Eq. 2.1 is only valid within the constraints of assumptions made 

when it is used. It fails to account for fiber-matrix interaction and other effects such as 

surface temperature and interfacial chemistry. Furthermore, it does not include any 
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material properties other than those intertwined with the wear rate factors. It is really a 

curve-fitting equation that should be applied very cautiously if appropriate databases for 

“wear rates” are both available and valid for the particular materials being studied. 

In related work, Voss and Friedrich have also studied thermoplastic composites of 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK) [58]. They found that carbon fibers are superior to glass 

fibers in improving the wear resistance under sliding (nonabrasive) wear conditions. The 

rule-of-mixtures equation was applied to the glass fiber case in an attempt to describe the 

sliding wear behavior of the glass fiber/PEEK composites [58]. 

PEEK-based composites as well as epoxy-based composites have also been studied 

by Cirino et al. [59,61]. In their research on sliding wear mechanisms in which smooth 

steel was used as a countersurface, differences in tribological behavior between the 

thermoplastic PEEK-based materials and the thermosetting epoxy-based materials were 

studied. For the PEEK-based materials, cracks perpendicular to the sliding direction 

were observed due to adhesion between the composite and the steel countersurface. This 

adhesion was followed by rupturing at the surface of the composite to form the 

perpendicular cracks [59]. For the less ductile epoxy-based materials, some fiber-matrix 

debonding was observed along with fiber-thinning in a direction antiparallel to the sliding 

direction. Note that this was observed for the carbon/epoxy case, and no significant 

reduction in wear was observed for the glass/epoxy or glass/PEEK cases. 

In addition to their studies of carbon and glass fiber reinforced materials, Cirino et 

al. also studied aramid fiber-filled composites [59]. The resulting wear behavior was 

largely governed by the ductile aramid fibers which plastically deformed during the 
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tribological process. Aramid fibers were observed to cover the surface and form an 

effective transfer film. Cirino et al. also observed the "fibrillation" of the aramid fibers 

into its component "fibrils" which are subsequently ruptured and removed from the 

interface [59]. Lastly, by using the Voss and Friedrich model [35] and their developed 

database, Cirino et al. designed an optimum wear resistant composite material consisting 

of a PEEK matrix, parallel and antiparallel carbon fibers, and aramid fibers oriented in 

a normal (or perpendicular) direction. Note that this optimum theoretical composite 

consists of continuous (unidirectional) fibers and was not evaluated in the study. 

Delamination mechanisms of composite wear have been studied by Sung and Suh 

[36] for uniaxially oriented graphite/epoxy and Kevlar/epoxy composites as well as a 

hybrid composite consisting of biaxially orientated glass fibers and MoS, in a PTFE 

matrix. From their experimental results obtained in sliding experiments against 52100 

Stainless steel, Sung and Suh determined that the perpendicular orientation of fibers 

provided the highest wear resistance although friction properties in this orientation varied 

depending on the material studied. The graphite/epoxy material showed rather low 

friction coefficients of around 0.2 for the perpendicular fiber orientation versus 0.8 for 

the Kevlar/epoxy material. In addition, Sung and Suh stated that the adhesion theory of 

wear is somewhat inadequate for explaining differences in wear rate observed for 

unidirectional fibers with a parallel orientation in the matrix versus an antiparallel 

orientation [36]. These orientations have identical surface and bulk properties, therefore 

it was felt that the delamination theory developed for sliding wear of metals could lend 

insight into relevant mechanisms. This theory is summarized below as stated by Sung and 
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Suh [36]. 

1. When two sliding surfaces come into contact, normal and tangential loads are 

transmitted through the contact points by adhesive and plowing actions. Asperities 

of the softer surface are easily deformed and some are fractured by the repeated 

loading action. A relatively smooth surface is generated, either when these asperities 

are deformed or when they are removed. Once the surface becomes smooth, the 

contact is not just an asperity-to-asperity contact, but rather the same loading history 

is repeated all along the softer surface as the asperities of the harder surface plow the 

softer surface. 

The surface traction exerted by the harder asperity on the softer surface induces 

plastic shear deformation which accumulates with repeated loading. 

As the subsurface deformation continues, cracks are nucleated below the surface. 

Crack nucleation very near the surface is not favored because of the triaxial state of 

large compressive stress which exists just below the contact region. 

Once the cracks are present (due to either the crack nucleation process or pre-existing 

voids), further loading and deformation causes cracks to extend and to propagate, 

joining neighboring ones. The cracks run parallel to the surface at a depth where 

crack propagation conditions are satisfied. 

. When these cracks finally shear to the surface (at certain weak positions), long and 

thin wear shear sheets "delaminate", the thickness of the wear sheet is controlled by 

the location of subsurface crack growth, which is controlled by the normal and the 

tangential loads at the surface. 

The delamination mechanism for composites is regarded by Sung and Suh [36] to 

be similar to the delamination mechanism for metals described above with the exception 

that crack nucleation is thought to occur predominantly at the fiber-matrix interface in the 

form of debonding. They note that there is a region behind an asperity contact where the 

hydrostatic stress is tensile [36]. This tensile stress has a component parallel to the 
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surface which is a maximum and 

decreases with increasing distance from 

the surface. The component 

perpendicular to the surface is zero at 

the surface and is a maximum at a finite 

distance from the surface [36]. 

From this knowledge, Sung and 

Suh schematically describe failure modes 

in uniaxial continuous fiber-reinforced 

composites as shown in Fig. 2-1. Fiber 

debonding occurs along the length of the 

fiber-matrix interface in a manner that 

depends on the orientation of the fiber. 

Note that the debonding mechanisms 

shown in Fig. 2-1 were determined for 

the brittle epoxy matrices studied. For 

the Teflon-based composites studied by 

Sung and Suh they note that the matrix 

can undergo large _ scale plastic 

deformation without fracture. Therefore deformation of the matrix may cause the fibers 

near the surface to orient along the sliding direction as shown in Fig. 2-1b. Asa result, 

the rate of crack nucleation is reduced and the wear resistance is increased [36]. 
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In keeping with the relationship between crack propagation and wear rate discussed 

above, Fleming and Suh [62] have developed an empirical relationship for crack growth 

due to fatigue processes. This relationship is shown in Eq. 2.5 and has been used by 

Clerico and Patierno [49] to shown that there is indeed a correlation between fatigue and 

wear for semicrystalline polymer composites. Note that one of the composites studied 

by Clerico and Patierno is a Nylon 6,6 material filled with randomly dispersed glass 

fibers (25 wt.%). They showed through the use of Eq. 2.5, that the wear mechanism 

for semicrystalline polymer composites could be similar to Suh's delamination wear 

mechanism [49]. 

« = B(Axy" (2.5) 
where, 

dC/dN = _ the crack growth per cycle 

AK = __ the change in the stress intensity factor 

B,n = _ material constants 

In related work that does not necessarily use the term "delamination wear" coined 

by Suh, Lhymn [40,50-55] has used fracture mechanics concepts to explain the 

propagation of microcracks under the influence of normal and frictional loads. A 

summary of this fracture mechanics approach can be found in Section 2.2. In addition, 

Lhymn [55] determined the effects of lubricants such as water and oil on the wear rate 

of polyetheretherketone-carbon fiber composites rubbed against emery paper. With these 

"lubricants", wear rate actually increased compared to studies performed in air. Lhymn 

accounts for the wear process by noting the accumulation of microcracks which serve as 
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a foundation for fatigue wear [55]. 

The majority of research efforts in polymer composite tribology have been carried 

out using sliding configurations, and little attention has been given to studying these 

materials during oscillating (or fretting) contact. Jacobs et al. [63] recently published a 

paper on the fretting wear performance of glass, carbon, and aramid fiber epoxy and 

PEEK composites. These continuous fiber-reinforced polymer composites were placed 

in oscillating contact with aluminum countersurfaces. They found that the aramid fibers 

had little effect on the wear resistance of the polymers while carbon and glass fibers 

caused the wear rate to increase. Jacobs et al. [63] also found that epoxy composites 

were only slightly superior to PEEK composites under fretting conditions. 

Abarou and Play [64] have also studied the tribological behavior of polymer 

composites during dry oscillating contact applications. They coined a useful term called 

the mutual overlap coefficient (or MOC) which is defined as the ratio of the area of 

contact of the pin to the area of the wear track on the countersurface. For small values 

of the MOC (< 0.5) where the displacement of the pin is greater than the contact length 

of the pin, they found that wear debris was pushed to the extreme ends of the wear track. 

They found that physicochemical arguments can be used to explain the formation of 

transfer films on the countersurface which results in a decrease in wear for the PTFE 

composites studied. For large values of the MOC (> 0.5) where the displacement is less 

than the length of the pin, Abarou and Play found that the wear debris does not get 

pushed to the edge of the contact region. Instead, wear debris is imprisoned in a central 

region where contact is always occurring. As a result, wear debris can become 
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entrapped and lead to a significant increase in friction and wear. This is the case for the 

polyamide 6,6/ glass fiber materials studied where the glass fibers became detached from 

the matrix and entrapped at the interface to act as third body abrasive materials [64]. 

Dry sliding experiments have also been performed by Bohner and Gardos [65] for 

PTFE hybrid composites consisting of glass fibers, MoS, and/or other polymers such as 

polyimide or polyacetal. They used a small MOC of 0.44 and noted that the quantity of 

the filler and the viscoelastic behavior of the polymer(s) significantly effects wear 

resistance. Bohner and Gardos [65] also noted that wear appears to be nonlinear with 

load, velocity, and duration of the experiment due to the dependency of wear on filler 

quantity and viscoelasticity. 

Zalisz et al. [66] have performed reciprocating sliding experiments using Nylon 6,6 

and stainless steel. They developed a "running-in" model that shows how the initial 

tribological behavior is related to the build-up and spreading of transfer films over the 

sliding track [66]. Zalisez et al. also noted that the process of running-in is largely 

determined by the initial counterface roughness -- namely the stainless steel surface 

roughness. In addition, they stated the importance of surface temperature in determining 

running-in behavior, although they were not able to directly measure temperature effects. 

Other researchers including Vroegop and Bosma [67] have studied the tribological 

behavior of Nylon materials. In particular they studied the subsurface recrystallization 

of Nylon due to subsurface melting. They postulated that the heat needed for melting was 

provided by the damping of resonating shear waves inside the polymer which are excited 

by the frictional process [67]. Although a viscoelastic model was presented, the exact 
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excitation mechanism for these shear waves could not be determined. Furthermore, no 

direct influence of vibrations or subsurface melting on wear was observed although it was 

stated that the occurrence of resonance could easily lead to destruction of thin layers at 

the surface [67]. In related work on the tribological behavior of Nylon 6,6 rubbing 

against steel, Vroegop et al. [68] noted that a rise in wear rate at bulk temperatures above 

380 K can not be due to surface melting of the Nylon since the theoretically calculated 

flash temperatures (30 to 80 K above ambient) are far too low to reach the melting 

temperature. As a result, Vroegop et al. hypothesized that the increase in wear rate 

probably stems from oxidative degeneration of the polymer [68]. 

The friction and wear properties of Nylon 6 have been studied by Watanabe and 

Yamaguchi [69] with particular emphasis on the effect of sliding velocity. They also 

examined the effects of bulk temperature on friction and attempted to fit the friction, 

temperature, and velocity data to a master curve. With such a curve they hoped to extend 

their prediction of frictional behavior to velocities that are beyond the limits of their test 

equipment. Such techniques incorporate the use of the Williams, Landel, Ferry (WLF) 

transformation which is typically used to predict the viscoelastic properties of amorphous 

polymers although some success has been made in applying it to understanding the 

frictional behavior of rubbers and elastomers [69]. Their results showed that the WLF 

transformation could not be applied to their sliding data for Nylon 6-on-steel since 

different frictional mechanisms occur at different velocities. At the relatively low sliding 

velocity of 0.1 mm/s Watanabe and Yamaguchi hypothesized that friction is due to 

shearing of the "molecularly oriented surface layer of the Nylon". In comparison, at a 
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relatively high sliding velocity of 10 mm/s the frictional mechanism was mainly due to 

"interfacial sliding" between the Nylon and the steel without shear of either material [69]. 

The effects of velocity and load on wear rate were ascribed to the role of frictionally 

generated surface temperatures, and a minimum in wear corresponded with the 

temperature range where friction was hypothesized to be occurring at the Nylon-steel 

interface [69]. 

Of pertinence to the present study is the research by Byett and Allen [70] on 

polyamide and polycarbonate glass fiber-filled composites. They showed that the 

semicrystalline and more ductile polyamide deformed more easily under load and 

absorbed the transmitted frictional forces through elongation and tearing rather than by 

cracking and breakage [70]. Furthermore, from electron micrographs the observation was 

made that the polymer matrix appears to be removed preferentially leaving the glass fibers 

"proud on the interacting composite surface" [70]. At higher fiber loading, fiber 

debonding and pull out was observed for the polycarbonate-based materials. For the 

polyamide-based material this fiber removal process was not observed. This was 

attributed to a higher fiber-to-matrix bond strength which prevented fiber removal and 

leads to a corresponding increase in wear resistance for the polyamide/glass fiber 

composite. Byett and Allen also noted that there is a decrease in wear rate as fiber 

content is increased for both the polycarbonate and polyamide materials [70]. Note that 

a decrease in friction did not occur as the glass fiber content was increased. In fact, 

Byett and Allen showed that there is in fact a slight increase in the friction coefficient for 

the polyamide/glass composite as fiber content is increased [70]. 
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2.2 Research Related to the Effects of Surface 
Temperature on the Tribology of Polymers and 
Polymer Composites 

When polymer composites are rubbed against countersurface materials such as steel, 

glass, and other polymers and composites, frictional forces are generated at the interface. 

These frictional forces along with the relative velocity of the two components lead to the 

dissipation of energy at the interface. The properties of the "designed" polymer 

composite and countersurface determine how this energy is dissipated. As discussed by 

Briscoe [38], Tabor [71], and Kragelskii [72], the mechanism of energy dissipation at the 

interface is considered to include a deformation or mechanical component, and an 

adhesive component that involves the surmounting of molecular interactions at discrete 

contact spots. The deformation component involves distortion of the surfaces due to the 

mechanical interlocking of asperities. Energy is therefore dissipated reversibly or 

irreversibly through elastic hysteresis or plastic processes. Viscoelastic deformation 

processes may also be present that cause subsurface heating of the material [72]. Other 

mechanisms of frictional energy dissipation include chemical effects due to the activation 

of the surfaces and the action of lubricants present at the surface. 

Of particular interest to this study is the adhesive component (or model) of friction 

which involves the formation of molecular bonds at real areas of contact followed by 

shearing of the weaker material during the rubbing process. This adhesive component of 

friction can be written as follows: 

F=A 1 (2.6) 
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where, 

F = the adhesive component of friction 

A, = the real area of contact at which adhesive bonds form 

a lI the shear strength of the weaker material 

When frictional effects occur at the interface formed between two rubbing surfaces 

heat is inevitably released, and the interfacial (or surface) temperature is significantly 

higher than the bulk temperature of either material. In addition, if the real area of 

contact is on the microscopic scale, the surface temperature is thought to be extremely 

high since energy cannot easily dissipate into the bulk materials. These temperatures are 

often called "flash" temperatures as proposed by Blok [73]. They are difficult to measure 

and can significantly affect the wear of the materials. Due to this difficulty, many 

researchers have attempted to develop theoretical tools for predicting surface 

temperatures. Classic analytical works by Blok [73], Jaeger [74], and Archard [75] have 

led to the development of extensive numerical techniques such as those created by Foo, 

Golan, Vick, and Furey [31-34]. These theoretical techniques (and others) are 

summarized by Weick [23] and will not be presented herein. A summary of experimental 

techniques for measuring surface temperatures is also presented by Weick [23], and an 

abridged version can be found in the introduction to this dissertation. 

Since surface temperatures generated by friction are an important element of 

tribological research on polymers and polymer composites, researchers have attempted 

to make surface temperature measurements when these materials are utilized. For this 
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reason, a summary of experimental studies where surface temperatures are measured with 

polymers and polymer composites is presented. In addition, research related to the effects 

of surface temperature on wear is presented, and research that attempts to consider the 

influence of surface temperatures on the design of polymer composites is also 

summarized. 

2.2.1 Experimental Studies 

Various methods have been employed by researchers to "measure" surface 

temperatures when polymer composites are used in friction and wear applications. 

Although none of these techniques are capable of directly measuring surface temperatures, 

results from these studies have been used to better understand the processes involved. 

In their evaluation of reciprocating seals for Stirling engines, Bhushan and Wilcock 

[76] used an embedded thermocouple in their test specimens to estimate surface 

temperature. Since this thermocouple was not actually at the interface, only estimates of 

the true temperature could be made. Experiments were performed using a wide range 

of matrices including PTFE, polyimide, PPS, polyester, and phenolic. Incorporated into 

these matrices were fibers and fillers that included glass fibers, graphite powder, carbon 

fibers, cadmium oxide, silver powder, and bronze powder. The countersurface used was 

a surface nitrided steel disk, and temperature rises ranging from 7 to 20 C were measured 

for the various composites. Note that a reciprocating test apparatus was used to simulate 

a Stirling engine's piston and cylinder, and an average velocity of 1.6 m/s was used with 

an 0.69 MPa normal stress. Since Bhushan and Wilcox were primarily interested in 
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decreasing friction to increase the efficiency of their engine, measurements of friction 

were given more consideration than wear. Asa result, it was determined that cadmium 

oxide, graphite, and silver composites of PTFE are the best materials for Stirling engine 

reciprocating seals since the measured coefficients of friction were comparatively low, 

0.28 and 0.22. The inclusion of these high conductivity materials into PTFE also 

resulted in comparatively low temperature rises in the 7 to9 C range. 

A better estimate of surface temperature was accomplished by Hanmin, et. al [77] 

who used a "natural thermocouple" to make measurements using a PPS/carbon fiber 

composite rubbing against steel. This natural thermocouple was formed by comparing 

a measured thermo-emf at the interface with the thermo-emf of a reference thermocouple 

comprised of a strand of carbon fiber and a strand of the steel material used as the 

counterface. This reference thermocouple was calibrated in an oil thermostat, and 

therefore an average contact temperature over the interface could be measured during an 

experiment. 

Figure 2-2 shows temperatures measured in this manner plotted as a function of fiber 

content for five normal loads. At low fiber contents, Fig. 2-2 shows that the contact 

temperature was high due to the fact that the carbon fibers were supporting the load [77]. 

Between 20% and 40% fiber content, Fig. 2-2 shows a minimum in contact temperature 

due to the presence of a sulphur transfer film that was observed after these experiments 

were performed. At high fiber contents, the supply of PPS was small and this transfer 

film could not form. As a result, the contact temperature was high. 

Hanmin et. al [77] also plotted wear rate as a function of fiber content as shown in 
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T Fig. 2-3. The curves shown in this 

figure are not easily correlated with the 

contact temperatures shown in Fig. 2-2. 

Maximums in wear rate occurred at 

45% fiber content due to the presence 

of structural defects that made 

100 debonding easier at the high contact   temperatures [77]. However, above 
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This technique utilized a pin-on-disk 

machine enclosed in a vacuum chamber with the analyzing tube of a mass spectrometer 

connected to the chamber. During an experiment, gases emitted from the interface were 
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analyzed and compared to predetermined gas compositions that correspond to a certain 

temperature of the polymeric specimen. Although this was not a direct measurement 

method, the generalized results as presented by these researchers show some interesting 

trends. 

Rhee and Ludema's schematic results are presented in Fig. 2-4 and show friction, 

wear, gas evolution, and substrate temperature as a function of time. Note that these 

curves represent generalized results for Nylon 6/6, acetal, and acetal/PTFE sliding against 

stainless steel or quartz. As shown in Fig. 2-4, the substrate temperature increased 

nonlinearly as a function of time and never reached a constant level. Also the gas 

evolution rate was constant for only the first part of the experiment. Then, it started to 

rise corresponding to temperatures at 

  

which the interfacial region was above 

rw a : the crystalline melting point of the 

polymer [78]. At the end of this phase,   

WEAR : a the wear of the polymer started to 

increase linearly with time and the 
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TEMP. in the second phase of the experiment. 

Observations by Rhee and Ludema     

  

  

SLIDING TIME ——> showed that the transfer film was not 

FIGURE 2-4: SCHEMATIC DATA FOR POLYMERS SLIDING ON QUARTZ AND STAINLESS laid down by successive and simple shear 

STEEL [78] 
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of the polymer. Instead, they stated that there was considerable turbulence or rolling of 

the polymer within the transfer film during the formation process [78]. 

In perhaps the most viable study of surface temperatures generated with polymeric 

materials, Tripathy and Furey [26-28] have utilized the infrared microscope system 

outlined in this dissertation to make the first direct measurements of surface temperatures 

generated with polymer composites. They used a sliding configuration consisting of a 

rotating sapphire disk and graphite/epoxy or carbon / polyetheretherketone(peek) 

composite test specimen. Results showed that the maximum surface temperatures reached 

with both the polymer composite materials were close to the glass transition temperatures 

of the respective matrix materials [28]. As shown in Fig. 2-5, the maximum surface 
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temperature for the graphite/epoxy materials reached 110 C which is close to the 108 C 

glass transition temperature of the epoxy matrix. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2-6, the 

highest surface temperatures for the carbon/peek material ranged from 130 to 170 C 

depending on the fiber orientation. This is once again close to the 139 C glass transition 

temperature of the matrix material. Because of these observations, Tripathy and Furey 

hypothesized that maximum surface temperatures appear to be limited by the matrix glass 

transition temperatures irrespective of frictional heat generation [28]. Furthermore, at 

least for the carbon/peek materials, there appeared to be an influence of fiber orientation 

on surface temperature. 
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2.2.2 Effects of Surface Temperature on Wear 

In addition to their direct measurements of surface temperature, Tripathy and Furey 

[26-28] have also found correlations between surface temperature and wear. As shown 

in Figs. 2-7 and 2-8, the trend to the experimental data suggested that the total velocity 

range could be divided into two parts -- a "low velocity regime” and a “high velocity 

regime” -- which were defined based on the surface temperatures produced in each [28]. 
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The division between these two "regimes" was determined to be equivalent to the glass 

transition temperature of the matrix materials. In the "low velocity regime", surface 

temperatures were below the glass transition temperature, and in the "high velocity 

regime" surface temperatures were approximately equal to the glass transition temperature 
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[28]. Asa result, in the "high velocity regime" adhesive wear was one of the controlling 

factors since significant softening of the polymer matrices occurred above the glass 

transition temperature. However, as shown in Figs. 2-7 and 2-8, fatigue wear was also 

a factor. For the thermoplastic carbon/peek material, a sharp decrease in wear was 

observed around the glass transition temperature due to plastic flow around the crack tips 

[28]. On the other hand, for graphite epoxy this fatigue effect was less pronounced due 

to its characteristic thermosetting behavior which limits softening and flow. Tripathy and 

Furey hypothesized that the adhesive and fatigue wear mechanisms both contributed to 

the observed wear rate for the two materials studied [28]. Therefore, the dashed lines 

in Figs. 2-7 and 2-8 which are representative of adhesive and fatigue wear mechanisms 

can be qualitatively combined to form the solid lines which are representative of 

experimental data. 

With the exception of Tripathy and Furey [26-28], few researchers have attempted 

to actually measure surface temperatures generated using polymer composites. In 

addition, correlations between surface temperature and wear are almost nonexistent in the 

general literature. In spite of this fact, certain researchers have been able to assess the 

effects of surface temperature on wear by varying certain test conditions. For instance, 

Anderson [79] and Giltrow [80] have presented results for wear as a function of "surface 

temperature” along with Tanaka and Yamada [81]. However, these "temperatures" were 

obtained by elevating the bulk temperature of the material using external heating 

elements. In this way, high temperatures at the interface can be simulated. As pointed 

out by Anderson [79], the accuracy of this simulation gets better at lower sliding speeds; 
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but the superposition of frictionally generated temperatures on to the bulk temperature is 

still an uncontrolled parameter. 

Figure 2-9 shows wear results obtained by Anderson [79] for various PTFE and 

polyimide composites rubbed against an electrically-heated mild steel disk. Therefore, 

the horizontal "temperature" axis in Fig. 2-9 is indicative of the temperature of the steel 

disk. The polyimide materials all exhibited a continuous increase in wear rate with 

temperature, and no significant differences were observed for the four polyimide 
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composites tested. The results for PTFE composites showed more variation of wear with 

temperature. For PTFE composites containing unspecified minerals, the wear rates 

showed a continuous increasing trend with temperature. This was also true for a 

PTFE/bronze material and a special steel-backed PTFE/lead bronze sintered material that 

was tested for a journal bearing manufacturer. From Fig. 2-9, it is interesting to note 

that the graphite and carbon fiber composites of PTFE showed a decrease in wear until 

a temperature of 80 C was reached. At this temperature, the wear began to increase as 

a function of temperature. Possible explanations for this phenomenon were not given by 

the researcher [79]. 

As shown in Fig. 2-10, Giltrow [80] has also presented data for polyimide 

composites in which the temperature of the counterface was heated externally. For this 
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work, a crossed cylinder geometry was used in lieu of the thrust washer configuration 

used by Anderson [79]. Important aspects of Figure 2-10 include the fact that the 

glass-fiber reinforced polyimide showed the highest wear rate even when compared to 

an unfilled polyimide. Also, the graphite reinforced polyimides all exhibited similar wear 

rates as a function of temperature. The increasing trend in the wear of the graphite 

reinforced materials was largely due to the removal of a carbon/resin transfer film at 

elevated temperatures. This film was predominant at room temperature, and loss of 

adsorbed water with increasing temperature resulted in the complete removal of this film 

at about 100 C [80]. 

As shown in Fig. 2-11, Tanaka and Yamada [81] have presented results for various 

polymers and polymer composites sliding on externally heated steel disks. Results are 

shown for unreinforced polyethersulfone (PES) and PEEK materials along with a glass 

fiber reinforced PPS material. All these materials showed little increase in wear with 
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temperature until a certain "critical" temperature was reached at which the wear suddenly 

increased. These critical temperatures corresponded to thermal softening at the interface 

and were somewhat lower than the crystalline melting points of the polymers. However, 

the true interfacial temperature was not actually measured; therefore, the actual 

temperature at the interface was somewhat higher than the bulk temperature shown in Fig. 

2-11 [81]. 

Another approach to the assessment of wear as a function of surface temperature is 

to simply observe wear rate results obtained as a function of velocity. Since higher 

velocities correspond to higher rates of heat generation, researchers have assessed the 

effects of high surface temperatures by performing experiments at high velocities. 

Anderson [79] demonstrated this idea by arguing that typical PV limits (the product of 

bearing pressure and velocity) specified for bearing composites are related to the rate of 

wear and temperature rise at the interface. PV limits are considered in commercial 

applications to be the upper bound for the useful operation of bearing materials. Since 

temperature rise is not directly included in a PV limit specification, correction factors for 

PV limits based on different temperature levels are often specified. Due to the fact that 

this can complicate matters, Anderson has suggested that the product of bearing pressure 

and temperature rise (PT limit) be used in lieu of a PV limit. 

The idealized pressure, temperature, wear rate curve given by Anderson [79] is 

shown in Fig. 2-12. It simply demonstrates the functionality of wear rate with pressure 

and temperature, and is theoretically a better estimate for the life of a bearing. However, 

surface temperatures are difficult to measure which is why most composite bearing 
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material manufacturers still specify 

_ Stress limit — PV limits in lieu of PT limits. 
(thin layer materials) 

/ The effect of velocity on wear 

Creep limit      rate has also been demonstrated by 

Tanaka [39]. In this work, glass 

and carbon fiber composites of 

PTFE and acetal were rubbed 

against steel and glass disks at 

various sliding speeds. The 
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possible reason for an increase in 

wear. 

Results from Tanaka's work are shown in Figs. 2-13 and 2-14 for the glass and steel 

disk experiments [39]. For the PTFE composites, it was determined that the matrix plays 

a more significant role than the fibers, especially when the steel disk was used as a 

counterface. As shown in Fig. 2-14, the difference between a PTFE/glass fiber and 

PTFE/carbon fiber composite was not significant. This insignificant difference was 

attributed to the ability of PTFE to form films more readily. For the acetal composites, 
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the addition of carbon fibers tended to 

reduce wear more than the glass fibers 

regardless of countersurface material. 

Furthermore, Tanaka states that since 

the conductivity of the glass fibers is 

lower than the conductivity of the 

carbon fibers, an acetal /carbon fiber 

composite is better at dissipating 

energy away from the interface than 

an acetal/glass fiber composite. Also, 

at higher wear rates, the acetal/glass 

fiber composites showed more 

evidence of thermal decomposition 

than the acetal/carbon fiber composites 

due to higher surface temperatures. 

Tanaka states that the resulting liquid 

and gaseous products served as 

lubricating agents [39]. 

The nonlinear trend for the 

acetal/carbon fiber - on -_ glass 

experiment shown in Fig. 2-13 

represents an interesting trend similar 
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to that observed by Tripathy and Furey [26-28] for graphite/epoxy. As sliding speed was 

increased, the wear rate initially decreased to a relative minimum, then increased again 

in a manner predicted by Lhymn and Light [40]. In their work, Lhymn and Light utilized 

a rather complicated fracture mechanics approach resulting in the following equation for 

wear rate: 

= l “¢ 2. w A@)|7, bel | (2.7) 

where, 

B = a/M 

a = a scaling coefficient 

M = exponent of logarithmic curves for long term strength of fibers 

V, = sliding velocity 

C = a constant 

T = surface temperature 

At low speeds, the surface temperature is low and Eq. 2.7 can be simplified as follows: 

W =A, Ly | (2.8) 

where, 

A, = a constant 

Lhymn also states that surface temperature can be regarded as either a linear or parabolic 

function of sliding velocity. Therefore, Eq. 2.7 can be written as a function of velocity 

and constants A, , and C, only: 
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W = aly bsp & (2.9) 
V, Vv.” 

where, 

m = either 1 or 2 depending on whether a linear or parabolic assumption is made. 

By plotting Eq. 2.9, 

(Wg) 

WEAR Lhymn [40] obtains the 

| LOW VELOCITY HIGH VELOCITY REGION theoretical curve shown in 
REGION 

“ SOLID/SOLID CONTACT Fig. 2-15. Note that the 

SOLID/LIQUID CONTACT trend shown in this curve is     
similar to the trend obtained 

—s SLIDING VELOCITY (V5) 

FIGURE 2-15: THEORETICAL CURVE OF THE SPECIFIC WEAR Loo, 
RATE VERSUS SLIDING VELOCITY [40] by Tanaka [39] in Fig. 2-13 

for acetal/carbon fiber - on - glass. Lhymn explains the trend dictated by Eq. 2.9 as 

follows [40]: 

1. When the temperature rise at the contact spot is not significantly high, such that the 

frictional stress is not thermally activated, the wear rate is inversely proportional to 

the sliding velocity. This is the case when V, is relatively small. 

2. When the temperature rise becomes significant, so that a deformation- frictional wear 

process can be thermally activated, then the latter exponential term exp(C, / V,”) 

dominates the wear rate. Therefore, the wear rate increases as the sliding velocity 

increases. 

Although the trend shown in Fig. 2-15 obviously does not represent an all encompassing 
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predictive tool for the wear of polymer composites, it does demonstrate the importance 

of considering surface temperature as a factor in the wear of polymer composites. 

2.2.3 Research that Considers Surface Temperature Effects in the 
Design of Polymer Composites 

2.2.3.a Transfer Film Formation 

Although other factors affect the friction and wear of polymer composites, the 

formation of a transfer film between the two materials represents a significant change at 

the interface. This transfer film is sometimes called a "third" body since it often has 

properties that are uncharacteristic of either of the two rubbing bodies. The presence of 

a transfer film usually results in a decrease in friction and an increase in wear resistance, 

although this is not always the case. The effect of surface temperature on the formation 

(or removal) of transfer films has already been demonstrated in the summary of Giltrow's 

research [80] with carbon fiber-filled polyimides. Recall that an increase in wear was 

attributed to the removal of a transfer film at higher temperatures. Surface temperatures 

can also have the opposite effect and cause a wear resistant transfer film to form by 

melting of the polymer matrix or fibers. Tanaka [39] has demonstrated that glass and 

carbon fiber composites of acetal form fiber-rich surfaces when rubbed against glass or 

steel. These fiber-rich surfaces are due to the melting of the polymer at the interface 

leaving the more temperature resistant fibers. The formation of fiber-rich layers plays 

a vital role in the subsequent wear reducing action of the incorporated fibers. The 

presence of carbon fibers at the interface greatly reduces the wear at high sliding speeds 
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as shown in Figs. 2-13 and 2-14 for acetal/carbon fiber composites. 

During its formation, a transfer film sometimes reacts with either or both of the 

materials. This reaction process is extremely important if the transfer film is to be 

maintained at the interface, Composite materials are often designed for just this purpose. 

An example of this can be seen in the research summarized by Briscoe et. al [44]. To 

enhance the adherence of high density polyethylene transfer films to steel counterfaces 

during the rubbing process, fillers such as Pb,O, and CuO were added to the matrix 

material. At low velocities no significant differences could be seen between filled and 

unfilled high density polyethylene. However, at high speeds, frictionally generated 

temperatures at the interface were high enough to cause adherent lead or copper oxide 

films to form on the steel counterface. This film did not form when the unfilled material 

was used, and the presence of the film when filled specimens were used caused a 

significant decrease in the friction and wear of the polymer composite [44]. 

Briscoe [38] has also demonstrated that the addition of low molecular weight 

additives into polymers improves the friction and wear characteristics of the materials. 

For instance, when 0.5% oleamide was added to low density polyethylene, the friction 

coefficient of the material decreased as a function of surface temperature when steel was 

used as a counterface. These studies by Briscoe [38] showed that the amide diffused to 

the surface to provide a lubricating layer. This layer provided a decrease in friction as 

a function of temperature and topography of the surface. The key to the ability of the 

amide to diffuse was determined to be its low molecular weight which allowed it to 

diffuse to the surface when the interfacial energy was increased by frictional processes 
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[38]. This process of diffusion also occurred if silicone was used in lieu of an amide; 

although the rate of diffusion was somewhat attenuated [38]. When high molecular 

weight additives such as hydrocarbon oils were added to polymer matrices, the fluid 

separated in the matrix as microdrops. These fluids were immobile and were only useful 

as lubricants if the pockets of oil were broken due to wear of the polymer matrix [38]. 

2.2.3.b Heat Dissipation Considerations 

An underlying theme in the design of many polymer composites for friction and 

wear applications is the ability to dissipate heat from the interface and reduce the surface 

temperature. Although sophisticated numerical procedures have recently been developed 

to predict surface temperature when two materials are rubbed together [31-34], the simple 

model presented by Blok in 1937 [73] is adequate to demonstrate the effects of varying 

the thermal properties of a tribological pair. This model is shown below and considers 

a heat source of intensity Q in W/m’ travelling over a half-space: 

  AT = 20 kbs (2.10) 
where, 

t = time for which source has moved over a point of concern (¢ = B/V) 

B = the length of the heat source in the direction of sliding 

V = velocity of the heat source 

AT = surface temperature rise 

Q = intensity of heat source in W/m? 

k = thermal conductivity 
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) density 

Cc specific heat 

Equation 2.10 shows that increasing the thermal conductivity, density, and/or specific 

heat reduces the temperature rise at the interface. Furthermore, increasing the real area 

of contact also decreases the temperature rise since there is more area for the heat to 

dissipate. One must also consider the distribution and interaction of contact areas as 

discussed by Furey et. al [24]. 

Tanaka [39] has already demonstrated that carbon fiber reinforced acetal reduces wear 

more than glass fiber reinforced acetal. Since carbon fibers have a higher conductivity 

than glass fibers, Eq. 2.10 shows that the surface temperature rise is predicted to be less 

for the carbon fiber composite. Tanaka [39] suggests that this theoretical difference in 

surface temperature is the reason why wear of the carbon fiber composite is lower than 

wear of the glass fiber composite. Other high conductivity additives have also been added 

to polymer matrices to aid in the dissipation of heat. These additives include but are not 

limited to copper, silver, graphite, and coke flour [82]. 

The orientation of particles and fibers is also important as demonstrated by Lancaster 

[37] in Fig. 2-16. This figure shows the wear volume of carbon fiber reinforced 

polyester resins sliding on tool steel. The fibers were oriented in the directions shown 

in the field of the figure. The lowest wear was observed for the case when the fibers 

were Oriented perpendicular to the counterface. In this configuration, Lancaster [37] 

stated that the heat could be easily conducted away from the interface through the 

continuous carbon fibers. In the parallel and anti-parallel orientation, the heat could not 
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be easily conducted away from the interface since the only continuous path was through 

the polymer matrix which has a low thermal conductivity [37]. 

Heat dissipation mechanisms have also been considered in tire design. For this 

application transfer films (to the road) are not advantageous since this decreases friction. 

Ettles and Shen [83] have utilized Eq. 2.10 to develop the hypothesis that there is a 

certain temperature, 7; , at which friction becomes thermally controlled. In the case of 

tires rubbing on pavement, this concept dictates that at high sliding speeds a thin layer of 

rubber reaches 7, and is transferred to the road. Evidence for this occurrence can be 

found by simply looking at skid marks left on highways. Therefore, an objective in tire 
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design is to stay below 7, by optimizing certain parameters in Eq. 2.10 [83]. This is 

accomplished by increasing k, p, and c; and by reducing B. Furthermore, Ettles and 

Shen [83] state that the real area of contact should be increased to allow for an increase 

in the dissipation of heat, and an increase in the adhesive friction given by Eq. 2.6. (This 

is why racing tires generally have high width/length ratios). They have also suggested 

that the thermal conductivity can be increased by the addition of high conductivity 

aluminum flakes or graphite into tires. The aluminum flakes would only increase thermal 

conductivity by 20% due to convoluted and restricted thermal paths; however, graphite 

might be more advantageous since it would also help support the load [83]. 

2.2.3.c Effects of Surface Temperature on Shear Strength and Real 
Area of Contact 

As stated previously, the adhesive friction force, F, can be considered to be the 

product of the real contact area, A, , and the shear strength of an adhesive junction, T. 

Although this relationship as expressed in Eq. 2.6 appears to be simple, it is really quite 

complex because of the effect of surface temperature on the real contact area and shear 

strength. This influence of surface temperature on these interfacial parameters has been 

discussed by Briscoe [38] using the experimental results shown in Fig. 2-17. 

In Fig. 2-17, friction is plotted as a function of bulk temperature for a heated steel 

ball sliding on a flat specimen of PEEK. At low temperatures, Briscoe [38] stated that 

there was no effect on the shear strength or real contact area and the friction remained 

constant. However, at about 60 C, localized heating of the asperities at the surface 

reduced the shear strength without effecting the real contact area. Therefore, friction 
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decreased until about 160 C. At this point, subsurface softening became important and 

the real area of contact increased [38]. Above 270 C the friction dropped off once again 

due to thermal decomposition of the polymer at the interface which allowed for the 

polymer to be easily sheared. Although the data shown in Fig. 2-17 are really for an 

unfilled PEEK specimen, the data indicated the complexities that are often involved when 

temperature effects are considered in tribology. As a consequence, the effect of surface 

temperature on all material properties must be considered and evaluated to properly 

design polymer composites for friction and wear applications. 
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2.3 Studies of Polymer Degradation and Tribochemical 
Reactions During Friction and Wear Processes 

To study the role of degradation processes during tribological applications involving 

polymers, researchers have used a variety of surface analytical techniques, including 

Fourier Transform Infrared Microspectroscopy (FTIRM), X-ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy (XPS), and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). With FTIRM, surface 

functional groups can be detected at the surface of a material and directly related to 

molecular structures. In contrast, XPS and AES detect surface elements. 

These surface analytical techniques are primarily used to examine worn surfaces after 

an experiment, although surface chemical reactions have been studied in situ by Buckley 

and Brainard [84] using AES coupled with a friction apparatus, This early work 

centered around the bonding of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to metal surfaces during 

friction and wear processes. Numerous papers on this subject have been published by 

Buckley and coworkers as summarized in references [84] and [85]. They concluded that 

PTFE-to-metal bonds are chemical in nature via the carbon atom with little fluorine-to- 

metal interaction [84]. Recent research by Gong et al. [86,87] disputes this somewhat 

since their XPS results showed chemical bonding via the fluorine atom rather than the 

carbon atom. XPS work by Jintang and Hongxin [88] showed that fluorine ions exist in 

transfer films formed during sliding processes with PTFE; and electron spin resonance 

spectroscopy of the wear debris showed polymeric radicals different in structure from 

PTFE. 

Surface analytical techniques have also been used to study possible tribochemical 
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effects at the surface of Nylon materials during tribological contact. Liu et al. [89] used 

XPS and electron microprobe analysis to study MoS,-filled Nylon 6 surfaces after sliding 

contact with steel. XPS results showed that MoS, is oxidized to MoO, and transferred 

to the steel, causing an increase in friction and wear. Bahadur and Gong [90] used XPS 

to study the role of Cu compounds as fillers during transfer film formation and wear of 

Nylon 11. They showed that Cu in a reduced form is present in the transfer film, causing 

an increase in adhesion of the transfer film to the steel countersurface. 

Recent efforts have utilized infrared spectroscopic methods such as FTIRM to 

examine worn surfaces for evidence of chemical degradation of polymeric materials. 

Pogosian et al. [91] studied copolymers of formaldehyde (acetal resins) with and without 

mineral fillers. They showed that at high sliding speeds ( > 1.0 m/s ), tribo-oxidation 

processes occurred -- accompanied by copolymer chain depolymerization and the 

subsequent formation of low molecular weight fragments in the surface layer. When 

mineral fillers such as felsite and basalt were added, active oxidation processes decreased, 

corresponding with a decrease in wear and friction. 

Bahadur and Zheng [92] have used FTIRM to study the possibility of oxidation of 

unsaturated cross-linked polyester and a fiber-glass polyester composite during sliding. 

A close focusing infrared thermal system was also used to measure temperatures 2 to 3 

mm below the sliding surface. By coupling these temperature measurements with FTIRM 

spectra of the worn surfaces, Bahadur and Zheng [92] concluded that higher friction 

yields higher interfacial temperature rises and an increase in oxidation of the polyester. 

Bahadur [93] has also used FTIRM to study worn surfaces of carbon and aramid fiber 
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polyester composites. Some evidence of oxidation was observed for the carbon fiber 

material, but a conclusive statement could not be made about oxidation of the aramid fiber 

polyester due to overlapping N-H and C-H bands. However, Bahadur concluded that 

more aramid material is present on the worn surface than below the surface. 

Recent work by Weick et al. [94] has also incorporated the use of FTIRM to study 

worn surfaces of Nylon 6,6 and a Nylon 6,6/glass composite. An expanded discussion 

of this research is incorporated into Section 5.2.3 of this dissertation. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

3.1 Overview of the Test Apparatus 

The basic contact geometry is shown in Fig. 3-1 and consists of a spherical test 

specimen loaded against an oscillating sapphire disk. An infrared microscope is 

positioned above the sapphire disk and 

focused at the interface between the INFRARED MICROSCOPE 

disk and test specimen. Since frictional 

mechanisms at the interface cause the 

dissipation of radiant energy, and the 

  

OSCILLATING 
SAPPHIRE 

DISK 

J 
sapphire disk is capable of transmitting 

  

this energy, the infrared microscope 
STATIONARY 
SPHERICAL 

can be used to effectively measure the SPECIMEN 

amount of radiant energy generated 
APPLIED LOAD 

when the sapphire disks rubs against 

the test specimen. FIGURE 3-1: BASIC CONTACT GEOMETRY 
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The highly polished, optically flat sapphire disk is 1 mm (0.04 in.) thick and 25 

mm (1 in.) in diameter. Because of its hardness, sapphire is particularly suitable as the 

vibrating countersurface since it resists wear and surface damage. In addition to being 

transparent to optical and infrared radiation, sapphire also has elastic and thermal 

properties similar to those of steel. 

A schematic diagram of the oscillating contact system is shown in Fig. 3-2, and 

photographs of the system are shown in Figs. 3-3 and 3-4. The sapphire disk is firmly 

mounted in a plate supported horizontally under the objective of the infrared microscope 

by means of a foil assembly which allows for horizontal motion of the disk. Based on 

design calculations by Ghasemi [21], the four stainless steel foils are each 0.25 mm (0.01 

in.) in thickness and 25 mm (1 inch) in width. 

——— > 
INFRARED MICROSCOPE 

LINEAR — 
VELOCITY 
TRANSDUCER SAPPHIRE DISK           

  

  

  

         

<—_—_> 
SINUSOIDAL 
INPUT LOAD 

STRAIN RING 

LOAD ARM 

tL “THIN FOIL SPRINGS 

SPHERICAL TEST SPECIMEN POSITION SENSOR 

FIGURE 3-2: SCHEMATIC VIEW OF THE OSCILLATING CONTACT SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 3-3: GENERAL VIEW OF THE INFRARED MICROSCOPE LOCATED ABOVE THE 
OSCILLATING CONTACT SYSTEM 

The system for loading the spherical 

specimen against the disk consists of a 

balanced lever arm, a 13 mm (0.5 in.) 

spherical support yoke, and a linear cross- 

slide which enables the specimen to be 

located at any radial position on the disk. 

The normal load is simply equal to the 

load applied at the end of the lever arm. 

The oscillatory motion of the 

sapphire disk is created by a VTS-150 

electromagnetic shaker. The capabilities 

FIGURE 3-4: SIDE VIEW OF THEIR of the shaker are shown in Table 3-1. 
MICROSCOPE AND CONTACT SYSTEM 

The shaker is connected to a Wavetek 
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TABLE 3-1: VTS 100 SINE VIBRATION SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

Rated Force (peak sine wave) 100 Ib, 

Stroke (peak-to-peak) Q.75 in. 

Stroke Limit (between stops) 1.0 in. 

(445 N) 

(1.9 cm) 

(2.5 cm) 

Rated Velocity 100 in/sec (254 cm/sec ) 

Maximum Acceleration 150 g 

Armature Dynamic Weight 0.66 lb; 

(1.47 km/s? ) 

(2.9 N) 

Suspension Stiffness 40 lb, /in (7.0 KN/m) 

First Major Resonance 4500 Hz 

Nominal Impedance 6 ohms 

Useful Frequency Range 35-5000 Hz 

1600 > 
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FIGURE 3-5 : FREQUENCY-AMPLITUDE RELATIONSHIP 
FOR UNLOADED OSCILLATION,VTS - 100 SYSTEM [21] 
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wave generator and a Tecron 

power amplifier. The wave 

generator controls the frequency 

and form of the wave, while the 

amplitude of vibration is controlled 

by the power amplifier. The 

frequency and amplitude can be 

varied over a wide range. Figure 

3-5 shows a typical frequency - 

amplitude relationship for a shaker 
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of this type. Measurements for this figure were obtained for an "unloaded system" which 

simply means that there was no contact between the spherical specimen and sapphire disk. 

As with any system of this type, the limiting frequency depends on the displacement. A 

decreasing trend in amplitude is observed as frequency is increased. Table 3-2 shows the 

useful capabilities of the oscillating/fretting contact system. 

TABLE 3-2: CAPABILITIES OF THE OSCILLATING/FRETTING CONTACT SYSTEM 

GEOMETRY SPHERE - ON - FLAT (1) 

MATERIALS X - ON - SAPPHIRE 

APPLIED LOAD 1-40N 

FREQUENCY 20 - 400 Hz 

AMPLITUDE 10 - 500 pm (2) 

ENVIRONMENT CONTROLLABLE 

  

(1) General case; but other shapes - on - flat may also be used. 

(2) | Depends on frequency; at high frequencies, amplitudes achievable 
are reduced. 

Since the electromagnetic shaker drives the system sinusoidally, a characteristic 

differential equation of motion can be written. The sinusoidal force imposed on the 

system can be written as Psin(wt) where P is the peak force on the system, @ is the radial 

frequency in radians/second, and t is time in seconds. This sinusoidal force acts on a 

system mass, M, that consists of the sapphire disk, its support structure, and the 

accelerometer. The product of this mass, M, and the acceleration of the system, a(t), 

constitutes the inertial resistance to the sinusoidal driving force. Another system force 

that opposes Psin(wt) is due to the foil springs that support the sapphire disk's mounting 
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plate. These foil springs have a certain stiffness, k, that resists Psin(wt) with a 

characteristic force per unit meter of deflection. The actual spring force that opposes the 

driving force is equal to kx(t), where x(t) is the amplitude of vibration. Frictional forces, 

F (t), at the interface between the test specimen and disk also resist the driving force. In 

summary, the equation below characterizes the system's overall resistance to the 

sinusoidal driving force Psin(wt): 

Ma(t) + kx(t) + F(t) = Psin(at) (3.1) 

Equation 3.1 is often referred to as the characteristic equation of motion. It is a 

second-order nonhomogeneous differential equation that has the following steady-state 

solution: 

x(t) = Asin(@t + >) (3.2) 

where, 

x(t) = amplitude of vibration as a function of time 

A = peak amplitude of vibration 

@ = excitation frequency in radians/second 

o = phase difference between the sinusoidal input force and amplitude of vibration 

Additional information about the oscillating/fretting contact system can be found in 

references [21,23]. 
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3.2 The Measurement of Surface Temperature 

The surface temperature measurement system does not simply consist of the infrared 

microscope (although this is perhaps the most significant part). Analog signals from the 

infrared microscope must be digitally acquired and processed to determine the surface 

temperature values. In addition, emissivity measurements must be made to allow for 

determination of surface temperatures from the infrared radiance detected by the 

microscope. Furthermore, the ambient temperature of the infrared microscope must be 

monitored since the system actually detects temperature rises above ambient. 

An extensive discussion of the infrared microscope and procedure for processing 

radiance signals to obtain surface temperature values will not be presented. This subject 

has been treated extensively by Rogers [6] and Weick [23] in previous VPI&SU Master's 

theses. Instead, only an overview of the infrared microscope is provided below along 

with a short summary of the methodology behind calculating surface temperatures from 

the infrared radiance detected by the microscope. Extensive computer programs have 

been written to assist the user of the infrared microscope in determining surface 

temperatures. Current versions of these computer programs can be found in Appendix A 

in the following computer languages: 

FORTRAN 77 - Compatible with Digital Equipment Corporation VAX computer systems 
and IBM-PC compatible FORTRAN compilers such as Microsoft's FORTRAN compiler 

and WatFor®. 

FORTVS2 - A version of FORTRAN that is compatible with the IBM 3090 mainframe 
computer at Virginia Tech. This computer is commonly known to campus users as 

VTVMI1. 

TURBO C - a “C" computer language compiler produced by the Borland Corporation that 

can be used on an IBM-PC compatible computer. 
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3.2.1 Overview of the Infrared Microscope 

All objects at temperatures greater than absolute zero emit electromagnetic energy 

in the form of infrared radiation. This energy is generated by the vibration and rotation 

of charged particles within a substance. As the temperature of a substance increases, this 

molecular activity also increases and more infrared radiation is released. The infrared 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum is generally defined as the wavelength interval 

between 0.72 and 1000 um. For convenience, this infrared region is usually subdivided 

into three separate regions: the near infrared between 0.72 and 1.5 um, the intermediate 

infrared between 1.5 and 6.0 um, and the far infrared between 6.0 and 1000 pm. The 

Barnes Engineering Model RM-2A Infrared Radiometric Microscope operates in the 

intermediate infrared region. Specifically, its liquid nitrogen cooled indium antimonide 

detector responds to infrared radiation emitted in the wavelength interval 1.8 to 6.2 um. 

A simplified functional diagram of the infrared microscope is shown in Fig. 3-6. 

Infrared and visible energy from the target specimen enter the microscope through the 

reflecting-type objective lens. Once inside the microscope, the visible energy is reflected 

by a germanium dichroic optical element into a visible channel which operates like a 

normal light microscope. The infrared energy is transmitted through the germanium 

element into the infrared channel where it impinges on an indium antimonide detector. 

A tuning fork chopper is placed in front of the detector and is designed so that target and 

reference radiation are alternately incident on the infrared detector. In effect, the tuning 

fork alternately opens and closes the aperture at the detector housing entrance and 

modulates the radiation incident on the detector. By modulating the incident radiation in 
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FIGURE 3-6: SIMPLIFIED FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF THE 
BARNES INFRARED MICROSCOPE [95] 

this manner, an AC electrical signal is produced by the detector which is easier to amplify 

than a DC signal. This electrical signal is subsequently processed by a control unit which 

in turn supplies a signal to a data acquisition system. The bandwidth of these signals can 

be adjusted to either 1 Hz, 400 Hz, or 20 kHz as selected by the user. 

Table 3-3 shows some characteristics of the Barnes Infrared Microscope. Various 

objective lenses can be used to collect and focus the IR radiant energy. The target spot 

diameters are 18 and 36 um for the 36X and 15X objectives, respectively. As shown in 

Fig. 3-7, the 18 and 36 um diameter target spots are significantly smaller than the elastic 

contact regions formed between the sapphire disk and typical spherical test specimens 

such as steel and Nylon 6,6. Asa result, the infrared microscope actually detects surface 

temperatures produced within the macroscopic contact regions. Furthermore, since the 

infrared microscope is mounted on an X-Y table, the microscope's target spot can be 
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TABLE 3-3: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BARNES RM-2A INFRARED MICROSCOPE [95] 

Diameter of Target Spot 

15X Objective 36X Objective 
  

35.6 wm (0.0014 in.) | 17.8 ~m (0.0007 in.) 
  

Total Visual 

Magnification 
150X 360X 
  

Working Distance 24.0 mm (0.95 in.) 8.0 mm (0.315 in.) 
  

Numerical Aperture 0.28 0.65 
  

Focal Length 13.0 mm (0.51 in.) 5.3 mm (0.21 in.)     

Spectral Range 

of Electromagnetic 

Radiation 

NYLON 6,6 
(d = 534 um) NX 

NORMAL LOAD = 20 N 

DIAMETER OF SPHERE = 6.35 mm 
COUNTERSURFACE: SAPPHIRE 

  1.8 to 6.2 pm   
IR MICROSCOPE 

TARGET SPOT 

(d= 17.8 um) 

52100 STEEL 
(d = 140 um) 

FIGURE 3-7: COMPARISON OF TARGET SPOT SIZE 
AND TYPICAL ELASTIC CONTACT AREAS 
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moved over the contact region to 

measure surface temperatures as a 

function of position. Although an 

analog X-Y table is currently being 

used for this purpose, a digital X-Y 

table has recently become available. 

This digital X-Y table is computer- 

driven and will allow for the 

precise location and movement of 

the microscope's target spot in 

future research. 
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3.2.2 Calculation of Surface Temperature 

An extensive explanation of the basic operational principles behind the infrared 

microscope can be found in the user's manual written by the microscope's manufacturer, 

Barnes Engineering [95]. In lieu of simply reproducing these principles in detail, a 

summary of the relevant parameters and equations is provided in the following 

paragraphs. More importantly, the basic operational principles are incorporated into a 

form that shows the necessity of using the computer programs in Appendix A to 

determine surface temperatures. 

Infrared energy is generated by the motion of charged particles in a substance, and 

the amount of infrared energy released by a substance increases with temperature. 

However, different substances at the same temperature radiate different amounts of 

infrared energy depending on their emissivities. This term, emissivity, is used to describe 

the radiating efficiency of a substance: 

Emissivity is the ratio of the energy radiated by a substance to the energy radiated 
by a blackbody at the same temperature. 

A blackbody has an emissivity of 1.0 and can be defined as follows: 

A blackbody is an idealized material which is a perfect emitter and absorber of 
diffuse infrared energy. 

As a corollary to this definition, it can be said that no substance at a given temperature 

can radiate more infrared energy than a blackbody at the same temperature. In short, real 

substances have emissivities less than 1.0. Mathematically, the emissivity of a substance 

can be written as follows: 
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e= (3.3) 
N,, 

where, 

€, = emissivity of the target 

N, = radiance emitted by the target (radiance is defined as the radiation power emitted 
into a unit solid angle from a surface unit area; the units for radiance used in this 
dissertation are Watts/(cm? steradian) ) 

N,, = radiance of a blackbody at the same target temperature 

The amount of radiance received by the infrared microscope is equal to the radiance 

emitted by the target plus the background radiance reflected by the target: 

N"roran = N, + 9,N, (3.4) 

where, 

N tora, = total radiance collected from the target 

N, = radiance emitted by the target 

it 0, reflectivity of the target 

N, radiance emitted by an ambient background 

In reference [6], Rogers accounted for the presence of the sapphire disk between the 

microscope and the test specimen by determining two attenuation factors: 

n, = the fraction of emitted radiation from the test specimen that leaves the top surface 
of the sapphire disk and is received by the infrared microscope. 

n, = the fraction of ambient radiation received by the infrared microscope that is 

reflected from the top surfaces of the test specimen and sapphire disk. 

Equations for these attenuation factors can be found in the documentation for the 

computer programs listed in Appendix A. Complete derivations for the attenuation factor 
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equations can be found in the Master's thesis by Rogers [6], and a summary of these 

derivations can be found in the Master's thesis by Weick [23]. 

When n, and n, are substituted into Eq. 3.4, the expression for total radiance 

collected from the target can be written as follows: 

Nrora, = ™N, + 1.N, (3.5) 

where, 

Nrora, = total radiance collected from the target taking into account the presence of 
the sapphire disk 

As stated in the previous section, the detector alternately see radiation from the 

target, and radiation from the blades of the tuning fork chopper located in front of the 

detector. Therefore, the electrical output from the microscope is proportional to the 

difference between total radiance collected from the target, and radiance from the ambient 

upper cavity of the infrared microscope. This expression is shown below: 

o 
E = k(Nror~ N,) (3.6) 

where, 

E voltage output from the infrared microscope 

k proportionality constant 

The proportionality constant k is obtained by calibrating the microscope using a blackbody 

source. This calibration technique is described in Appendix B. Calibration curves for 

the infrared microscope are also shown in this appendix. 

By substituting Eq. 3.5 into Eq. 3.6, the expression for radiance emitted by the target 

can be written as follows: 
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N, = (EC + NI - n,))/n, (3.7) 
where, 

C = the inverse of the calibration constantk; .. (C = I/k) 

When Eq. 3.3 is substituted into Eq. 3.7, an expression for the radiance emitted by a 

blackbody at the target's temperature can be written as follows: 

N,, = (EC + No - n,) me, (3.8) 

The computer programs shown in Appendix A can be used to calculate surface 

temperatures when the following information is supplied as input: 

the electrical output from the infrared microscope 

an emissivity value for the test specimen 

the transmittance of the sapphire disk 

the reference level output from the microscope obtained before an experiment 

the ambient temperature of the infrared microscope 

The procedure used is to first calculate the radiance being emitted by the test specimen. 

This is accomplished using Eq. 3.8 which provides the radiance emitted by a blackbody 

at the target's temperature. For clarity, N,, will henceforth be referred to as the 

experimentally determined blackbody radiance N,, . 

The objective of the computer program is to determine the surface temperature that 

corresponds to N,,,. Prior to discussing how this is actually accomplished, the following 

relationship must be introduced and explained. 
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6.2 

Nyt) = Bf 2M aryaa (3.9) 
Ryeak 

1.8 

where, 

Neg = effective blackbody radiance (actual blackbody radiance to which the 

detector responds); the units for radiance are watts/(cm? steradian) 

1,,(4,T) = monochromatic blackbody radiant intensity - units: watts/(cm? 
steradian pm) 

R(A) = spectral response of the infrared microscope 

Ryeat = peak spectral response of the infrared microscope 

B = a microscope constant specified by Barnes Engineering to be 13.50, [95] 

N,- accounts for the fact that the Barnes infrared microscope does not have ideally flat 

spectral response, transmission, or reflection characteristics. Furthermore, it accounts 

for the fact that the spectral bandwidth of the microscope is not 0 to infinity ; but 1.8 to 

6.2 um. Values of N,., have been computed by Barnes Engineering for various 

temperatures and incorporated into graphs for roughly calculating surface temperatures 

from radiance measurements. These graphs can be found in reference [95]. Note that 

the computer programs discussed in this dissertation not only make the process of 

determining temperatures from radiance easier and more accurate, but also allow for the 

processing of multiple data points that can be used in creating plots of surface temperature 

as a function of time and/or target spot position. 

One of the integrands in Eq. 3.9 is the monochromatic blackbody radiant intensity 
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I,,(4,T). This term is sometimes called Planck's blackbody radiation distribution 

function, and is defined below: 

1,47) = ey (3.10) 

where, 

1,,(4,T) = monochromatic blackbody radiant intensity - units: watts/(cm? steradian ym) 

X = wavelength in micrometers 

Cc, = 1.1909(10)?? watts cm? / ster 

Cc. = 14.388(10)? mK 

As shown in Eq. 3.9, J,,(A,7) is multiplied by the normalized spectral response of the 

infrared microscope's detector, R(A)/R,.4- This spectral response function is shown in 

Fig. 3-8. From this figure it can be seen that the microscope's indium antimonide 
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FIGURE 3-8: THE NORMALIZED SPECTRAL RESPONSE FOR THE 
BARNES RM-2A INFRARED MICROSCOPE [6] 
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detector has higher response characteristics at the center of its spectral bandwidth than at 

the extrema of its bandwidth. 

Now that N, and N,,, have been defined, the method of surface temperature 

calculation can be explained. In simple terms, the computer program calculates N,,, at 

selected temperatures until a temperature 7* is found that equates N,,, to N,,,. This 

temperature 7* is the desired surface temperature. Mathematically, a function /(7) is set- 

up by the computer program as shown below: 

AD) = Nigy ~ Nyg(T) 3.11) exp 

Substituting Eq. 3.9 into Eq. 3.11 yields the following: 

62 

R(A) 

peak 

  S(T) = Nip - B 1,,(A,T)da (3.12) 

1.8 

Substituting Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10 into Eq. 3.12 yields the final relationship: 

  

62 

- : RQ) “1 (3.13) S(D) = (EC +N -n,)) ine, - B Rew 2? 4) di 

1.8 

As shown in Eq. 3.13, when the function f(T) equals zero, N,,¢ is equal to N,,, , and the 

surface temperature 7* has been found. By expressing the problem in this manner, 

Newton's method for finding the roots of a function can be used effectively to find the 
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surface temperature 7* that corresponds to f(T*) = 0. More information about the 

computer programs for calculating surface temperatures can be found in the 

documentation listed in Appendix A. 

3.2.3 The Measurement of Emissivity 

To accurately calculate surface temperatures from measurements of radiant energy, 

the emissivity of the specimen surfaces is measured. This technique incorporates the use 

of a coating with a known emissivity (0.90) that is applied to the specimen surface. This 

coating is manufactured by Eastern Chem Lac (ECL) and is known as Solar-Chem Black’. 

The specimen is heated using a special heater and the infrared microscope is used to 

measure radiance from both uncoated and coated areas. The ratio of these radiance 

measurements times the emissivity of the coating provides a measurement of the surface 

emissivity of the specimen [23]. Transmittance measurements are also made using a 

black body heat source that emits radiant energy at an emissivity of 1.0. When the 

sapphire disk is placed over this black body source it attenuates the amount of energy 

emitted by a measurable amount. Transmissivity can then be determined as described in 

reference [23]. If transferred material is present on the sapphire disk, this method can 

also be used to measure the change in transmissivity due to additional attenuation of 

radiant energy by the transfer film [23]. 
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3.2.4 The Measurement of Ambient Temperature 

Recall from Eq. 3.6 that the voltage output from the infrared microscope is 

proportional to the difference between total radiance collected from the target, and 

radiance from the ambient upper cavity of the infrared microscope. Therefore, to 

determine the total radiance collected from the target (and the surface temperature of the 

target), the ambient radiance emitted from the upper cavity of the microscope must be 

measured. In past work, this was done by simply measuring the air temperature in the 

vicinity of the microscope and converting this temperature to radiance using the graphical 

method described in reference [95]. In lieu of using this method of ambient radiance 

determination, a thermistor was placed on the outside of the upper part of the microscope. 

Then, the ambient radiance that corresponds to this temperature was calculated using the 

equation shown below. This equation is incorporated into the computer programs listed 

in Appendix A. 

  

6.2 

Cc 
NJ(T,) = B RO) * da (3.14) 

R 575° / AT, peak Av(e -1) 

1.8 

where, 

N, = ambient background radiance 

T, = ambient temperature 

Other terms in Eq. 3.14 are defined in Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. 

The thermistor produces a voltage output that is linearly related to temperature. 

Calibration equations were provided with the thermistor as shown below. These 
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calibration equations are for the Omega no. 44204 linear response thermistor. Equation 

3.15 can be used to determine temperatures in degrees Celsius: 

V, = (0.00563179)V,T. + (0.0192439)V, (3.15) 

Equation 3.16 can be used to determine temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit: 

V, = (0.0031289)V,7, + (0.09232)V, (3.16) 

where, 

V, = voltage output from the thermistor circuit 

V; = voltage input to the thermistor circuit 

T, = temperature in degrees Celsius 

T, = temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 

The accuracy of the thermistor is approximately +0.10 C (40.18 F) at 23.9 C (75.0 F). 

Therefore, its accuracy is more than adequate for the purpose of measuring the ambient 

temperature of the infrared microscope. Furthermore, it is a marked improvement over 

previous methods of ambient temperature (and ambient radiance) measurement. More 

information about the thermistor tolerances and circuitry can be found in reference [23]. 

3.3 The Measurement of Friction 

Friction measurements were made using an octagonal strain ring shown in Fig. 3-9. 

This strain ring also serves as the holder for the test specimen, and was developed using 

concepts first presented by Cook and Rabinowicz [96]. As shown in Fig. 3-9, tangential 

loads, F, are imposed on the ring due to frictional forces at the interface. These loads 
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cause measurable strains in the ring at 

  

points 5, 6, 7, and 8 in Fig. 3-9. 
  

pe ee ee 

Semiconductor strain gages are mounted 
  

at these points, and they produce a 

  

voltage output that is proportional to the 
    induced _ strains. Therefore, by     

  

calibrating the gages with imposed 
FIGURE 3-9: TERMINOLOGY FOR THE 

interface can be measured. This calibration procedure is described in Appendix C. 

Semiconductor strain gages are also mounted at points 1,2,3, and 4 in Fig. 3-9. 

These gages are positioned to measure normal loads, N, imposed on the ring. However, 

as discussed in the M.S. thesis by Weick [23], a significant amount of the tangential 

forces due to friction is picked-up by these gages. Therefore, the "normal channel" 

comprised of gages 1,2,3, and 4 was not used in the research summarized herein. Note 

that the constant applied normal load is known from the weights that are suspended from 

the end of the loading arm. Furthermore, there is an insignificant effect of the normal 

channel on the tangential channel [23]. In other words, applied normal loads are not 

picked-up by the tangential channel. Therefore, forces measured through the use of gages 

5,6,7, and 8 provide an accurate measurement of friction. 

The semiconductor strain gages are manufactured by Micro Gage Inc., and are sold 

in matched sets of four. They are chemically milled, ultra thin strips of monocrystalline 

silicon oriented in the [1,1,1] crystallographic direction. As shown in Fig. 3-10, the four 
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gages that comprise the tangential channel for measuring friction are connected into a 

Wheatstone bridge. A 3.0 volt electromotive force is applied across the bridge using a 

DC power supply. Voltage output from the bridge is monitored as shown in Fig. 3-10. 

This output is a function of the input voltage and is also a function of each gage's 

resistance to current flow. However, a gage's resistance changes by an amount AR when 

it is placed in strain. Equation 3.17 shows this relationship between AR and an induced 

strain: 

AR _ (G.F)(e) (3.17) 
R 

where, 

AR = _ change in resistance of a gage due to an induced strain 

R = __ resistance of an unstrained gage 

G.F. = — gage factor 

g = _ induced strain (change in length per total length) 

An external variable resistor (zeroing resistor) is installed in the Wheatstone bridge 

as shown in Fig. 3-10. This resistor is used to compensate for differences in the 

resistances of the gages. As stated previously, the gages are purchased in matched sets 

of four. This means that their resistances are essentially equal prior to installation. 

However, when they are installed, their resistances do not remain equal. These 

differences in resistance arise from compressive stresses that are induced when the gages 

are glued to the ring. Thus, the Wheatstone bridge is said to be in an "unbalanced state”. 

The zeroing resistor is then used to "balance" the bridge and obtain a reference voltage 

of zero volts. 
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FIGURE 3-10: CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR THE TANGENTIAL CHANNEL OF THE STRAIN RING 

The equation below expresses the voltage output from the tangential channel of the 

strain ring relative to the input voltage: 

OT R, + (R, + AR,) 

V, R,+ (R,+AR,) + (R, + AR,) 

(R, + AR,) (3.18) 
(R, + AR,) + (R, + AR,) 

    

    

where, 

Vor = output voltage from the tangential channel 

V, = input voltage (3.0 volts) 

R, = _ resistance of the zeroing resistor (O - 20 92) 

R;, Rs, R,, Rg = resistance of each unstrained gage 

AR, , AR; , AR,, AR; = _ changes in the resistance of each gage (Eq. 3.17) 

Since V,, R,, Rs, Rs , R,, and R, stay constant during an experiment, the only change 
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in voltage output comes from the induced strains on each gage. These strains cause the 

changes in resistance, AR, and are directly proportional to the applied tangential load on 

the ring. To determine friction force from the output of the strain ring, it must be 

calibrated using the technique described in Appendix C. Calibration curves and equations 

are also contained in Appendix C along with confidence intervals that show the accuracy 

of using the strain ring for measuring friction. 

3.4 The Measurement of Wear 

Recall from Fig. 3-2 that a 

noncontacting position sensor is mounted 

below the load arm. This device is 

manufactured by the Kaman Company 

(model no. KD-2400), and is used to track 

the upward movement of the test specimen 

due to material removal from the top 

surface of the specimen. A photograph of    the device is shown in Fig. 3-11, and 

specifications can be found in Table 3-4. FIGURE 3-11: THE KAMAN KD-2400 POSITION 

SENSOR USED FOR MEASURING WEAR [97] 

The KD-2400 sensor measures the 

proximity of conductive objects using a "Colpitts" oscillator in which the sensor acts as 

the resonating coil for the oscillator. The proximity of the target "pulls" the oscillator 

which changes its frequency and amplitude of modulation. In the control unit for the 
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sensor, the amplitude is half-wave rectified and filtered to obtain an analog voltage 

proportional to the target position [97]. As described in Table 3-4, the sensor has a 0-1 

kHz frequency response with a noise floor of less than 0.1 mV (pk-pk) when the signal 

is filtered above 20 kHz. 

The calibration procedure for the position sensor is described in detail in Appendix 

D along with calibration curves and equations for calculating wear from the output of the 

sensor. More specifically, the deflection of the load arm due to wear of the specimen is 

first calculated from the calibration 

TABLE 3-4: SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE KAMAN KD-2400 POSITION SENSOR [97] equation. Then, the diameter of the 

wear scar can be determined along 

DC VOLTAGE INPUT: 12 - 24V 

INPUT CURRENT: 35 mA (max) with volumetric wear. Prior to 

  

DC VOLTAGE OUTPUT: discussing how these calculations are 

0 - 18 V (min) with 24 V input 
0 - 8V (min) with 12 V input performed, examples of results that 

OUTPUT CURRENT: how the accuracy of the position 
10 mA (max) {impedance = 600 Q} . y pe 

  sensor will be presented. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 

0 - 1 kHz (4 3 dB) To determine the accuracy of the 
  

NOISE FLOOR (24 V input, 18 V output) sensor, one must realize that the wear 
less than 50 mV Pk-Pk unfiltered 

less than 0.1 mV Pk-Pk filtered scar diameter of a test specimen can 
above 20 kHz 

be measured independently. This is   

THERMAL DRIFT: 
less than 0.1%/ °F of full scale for done by simply placing the worn 
sensor, electronics, or system   

specimen under a microscope, and 

measuring the diameter of the wear 
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scar using the cross-hairs of the microscope and a scale. The photomacroscope described 

in a later section of this chapter is used for this purpose along with an XY specimen 

substage that has a built-in vernier scale. 

To compare the "manual" measurements of wear scar diameter obtained using the 

microscopic techniques with the measurements obtained using the position sensor, Figs. 

3-12a - d are presented. These results are for three repeated experiments where 20 

wt.% Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 was used as the test specimen and sapphire as the oscillating 

countersurface. In other words, Exps. 1, 2, and 3 shown in Figs. 3-12a, b, and c, 
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FIGURE 3-12a - d: COMPARISON OF WEAR SCAR DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS 
(20 wt.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 - ON - SAPPHIRE) 
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respectively, were all performed under the same test conditions. Figure 3-12d shows the 

results superimposed on one another. The lines shown in these figures represent output 

from the position sensor, and the triangles represent the "manual" measurements of wear 

scar diameter made using the photomacroscope. When the output from the position 

sensor is examined more closely, one can see that there is an initial fluctuation in the 

output during the first minute of the experiment. This is due to initial loading of the test 

specimen. Also, at the end of the experiment, there is a sudden increase in diameter 

when the oscillation of the sapphire disk is stopped. As discussed in later sections of this 

dissertation, this is due to the fact that the polymer composite surface expands during the 

experiment via thermal mechanisms, and relaxes when the frictional energy input is 

stopped at the end of the experiment. Note that the triangular data points representative 

of the manual wear scar measurements are slightly higher than the diameters measured 

using the position sensor just before the motion of the sapphire disk is ceased. However, 

after the disk motion is stopped, the output from the sensor increases to a level that is 

slightly higher than that determined using the manual technique. This is true for all three 

repeats of the experiments shown in Figs. 3-12a -c. It is not clear why there is this 

slight discrepancy between the two measurement methods. Even though the discrepancy 

can be attributed to experimental error, it is clear from Fig. 3-12d that the measurement 

methods are accurate. In this figure, the three repeats are superimposed to show that 

there is very little difference (< 4%) between the wear scar diameter measurements. 

In addition to its ability to monitor wear as a function of time, the position sensor can 

also be used to display "wear" in different ways. As shown in Figs. 3-13a - c, wear can 
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be plotted in any one of three ways. The simplest display of wear is shown in Fig. 3- 

13a which has a vertical axis that is representative of the deflection of the load arm in 
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FIGURE 3-13a - c: METHODS FOR DISPLAYING WEAR USING THE KAMAN SENSOR 
(20 wt.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 - ON - SAPPHIRE) 

micrometers. Since the load arm deflects due to wear of the test specimen, Fig. 3-13a 

actually shows the height, h, of the segment removed from the specimen due to wear. 

This height, h, is obtained by simply multiplying the calibration constant times the output 

of the position sensor. To determine the size of the wear scar diameter from the 

measurement of h shown in Fig. 3-13a, Eq. 3.19 is used [98]: 
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d. = 2 -@-h) (3.19) 

where, 

d, = diameter of the wear scar 

r = radius of the sphere 

h = height of the geometric segment removed due to wear 

By applying Eq. 3.19 to the deflection data the wear scar diameter can be plotted as a 

function of time as shown in Fig. 3-13b. Note that this equation was also used to display 

the data shown in Figs. 3-12a - d. 

The third method for displaying wear is shown in Fig. 3-13c. To create this figure, 

the volumetric wear is calculated from the load arm deflection measurements. The 

equation used to make this calculation is shown below: 

V=2nr-anrat XQ? (3.20) 
3 3 

where, 

V = volumetric wear (or volume of debris removed from the sphere) 

a =b-h 

From Fig. 3-13c, a graphical representation of volumetric wear shows that there are two 

different wear rates for the 20% Kevlar/Nylon materials evaluated. Note that the curves 

shown in Figs. 3-13a and b do not necessarily show this distinct change in wear. 

Therefore, volumetric wear results will be the predominant method used in this 
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dissertation to display information on wear. 

It should be stated that the calculation of volumetric wear from the position sensor 

measurements is a slightly biased method that tends to under predict wear. As shown in 

Fig. 3-13c, the wear volume determined from measuring the wear scar using a 

microscope is higher than that determined from the position sensor. This can be 

attributed to the manner in which the volumetric wear curve is calculated and displayed. 

Recall that there is a marked increase in the deflection of the load arm when the motion 

of the sapphire disk is stopped. This is shown in Figs. 3-13a and b as a sharp increase 

at around the 50 minute point. Since this is not really "Wear" of the specimen, this 

increase is not "volumetric wear", and is therefore not displayed in Fig. 3-13c. 

Similarly, the initial loading of the specimen prior to starting the motion of the sapphire 

disk is also not shown in Fig. 3-13c. 

In keeping with these statements, one might ask why the initial loading and final 

movement of the load arm is plotted when the wear scar diameter is calculated as shown 

in Fig. 3-13b? This is again technically not "wear" of the specimen. However, these 

movements of the load arm do reflect changes in the diameter of the contact region, and 

are therefore displayed in Fig. 3-13b. For clarity, it should also be stated that the initial 

diameter of the contact region due to loading the specimen against a stationary sapphire 

disk should be determined using Hertzian equations rather than Eq. 3.19. (This is 

described in Section 3.9.3, and provides a method for determining elastic modulus from 

Static deflection measurements.) As a result, the initial "static" diameter shown in Fig. 

3-13b as a sudden increase to ~0.8 mm during the first minute should only be construed 
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as a rough estimation of the real Hertzian contact diameter. 

3.5 The Measurement of Velocity and Amplitude 

A device for measuring velocity and amplitude is shown in Fig. 3-2. This device is 

a Schaevitz VT-Z linear velocity transducer and allows for the direct measurement of the 

velocity of the sapphire disk. This is important due to the fact that the heat generated at 

the interface is equal to the friction force times the velocity. Asa result, the calculation 

of heat generation from these two measured parameters is a direct process. Amplitude 

can also be obtained from the direct velocity measurements by digitally integrating the 

signal. Note that the acceleration of the sapphire disk can also be obtained by digitally 

differentiating the velocity signal. However, the differentiation process tends to lead to 

a great deal of error in the measurement. Therefore, future users of the oscillating 

contact system interested in measuring the acceleration of the disk rather than velocity 

should use an accelerometer instead of the velocity transducer. 

A diagram of the Schaevitz linear velocity transducer is shown in Fig. 3-14 along 

with a simple wiring diagram. It has a range of + 127 mm (+ 5.0 inches), and is 

specifically a 3L5VT-Z AlnicoV® Linear Velocity Transducer. The transducer has a 

sensitivity of 6.30 mv/(mm/sec) in SI units, or 160 mV/(in/sec) in English units. This 

sensitivity factor is supplied by the manufacturer and serves as the constant for converting 

the voltage output from the transducer to velocity. Therefore, the user does not have to 

calibrate the transducer. The Schaevitz transducer also has a total DC resistance of 4.06 

kQ and a total inductance of 300 millihenrys. Also, as tested between the windings and 
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FIGURE 3-14: CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW AND WIRING 
SCHEMATIC OF THE VELOCITY TRANSDUCER [99] 

the case, the 500 V DC 

insulation resistance is 

greater than 50 MQ [99]. 

The VT-Z _ series 

transducer is a_ self- 

generating device that 

provides a DC _ voltage 

output which is directly 

proportional to velocity. As 

a result, it does not require 

an external excitation 

voltage. During operation, 

the threaded end of the 

permanent magnet core -- 

labelled as the "Alnico’ core" in Fig. 3-14 -- is attached to the edge of the sapphire disk 

mounting plate. The outside coil remains fixed, and as depicted in Fig. 3-14 the single- 

ended DC output is monitored across the red and black wires. Finally, note that the 

permanent magnetic core is placed at the electrical center of the coil assembly to ensure 

linear operation within the displacement range of the device. 
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3.6 The Digital Data Acquisition System 

3.6.1 Overview 

Figure 3-15 is a schematic diagram of the data acquisition system used to store, 

monitor, and display data from the measurement devices discussed in previous sections. 

Signals from the infrared microscope, strain ring, position sensor, velocity transducer, 

and X-Y table are sampled. Therefore, surface temperatures, frictional forces, wear, the 

velocity of the sapphire disk, and the X-Y position of the infrared microscope's target 
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FIGURE 3-15: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
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spot are all sampled simultaneously using this system. Due to the fact that the data sets 

are acquired digitally, antialiasing filters are used to prevent any higher frequencies in the 

signals from incorrectly appearing as lower frequencies in the data. Amplifiers are 

placed before the antialiasing filters to increase the signal-to-noise ratio to a level that 

allows for adequate digital sampling of the signals. More information about the 

antialiasing filters and amplifiers can be found in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3. 

The major device for acquiring data is the Data Translation DT-2805 Analog-to- 

Digital (A/D) converter located in a 25 MHz 386 IBM compatible personal computer. 

A software package known as Global Lab 1.0 is used to run this A/D converter which 

is also manufactured by Data Translation. This A/D converter system can acquire up to 

eight channels of data at a rate of 13.7 kHz with internal selectable gains of 1, 10, 100, 

or 500. During an experiment, the system serves as an oscilloscope which allows for the 

simultaneous monitoring of signals as the data is being collected and written to the hard 

drive in the computer. Once the data is stored on the hard drive, various software 

packages and computer programs can be used to analyze and process the data. Primarily, 

C-based computer programs are used to apply calibration factors to the signals as well as 

convert the radiance data from the infrared microscope to surface temperature. In 

addition, a graphics package known as Axum 2.0 is used to plot and display the data. 

Although this processing can be done on the 386 computer used for acquisition, the raw 

signals acquired using Global Lab are actually processed using a 33 MHz 486 IBM 

compatible personal computer. This computer is connected serially to the 386, and a 

software package called LapLink Pro 4.0 is used to transfer the data. Tape backup units 
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with a capacity of 60 Mbytes are located in both computers. These backup units are used 

to store the data files which tend to fill up the hard drive if multiple experiments are 

performed. 

Figure 3-15 shows that the Virginia Tech main frame computers can also be used to 

process the data. This is necessary only for signals from the infrared microscope. Since 

the conversion of radiance to surface temperature requires iterative methods, the IBM 

3090 (VITVM1) main frame computer significantly decreases processing time. However, 

it often takes a long time to send the data from a personal computer to the main frame 

computer. For this reason, the main frame computer was only used for relatively large 

data sets containing more than 2000 samples from the infrared microscope. Otherwise, 

a C-based program located in a personal computer was used to process the data. Copies 

of this program written in TURBO-C can be found in Appendix A. In addition, two 

FORTRAN programs are listed in Appendix A. One of these programs is designed to 

run on the IBM 3090 (VTVM1) main frame computer, and the other is designed to run 

on a VAX 11/785 main frame computer. 

3.6.2 Burr Brown INA110 Instrumentation Amplifiers 

To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the monitored signals to a level that is 

adequate for digital sampling techniques, four Burr Brown INA110 instrumentation 

amplifiers are used. These amplifiers have selectable gains of 1, 10, 100, 200, or 500, 

and are used instead of the amplifier that is built-in to the data acquisition board. This 

is due to the fact that the internal amplifier in the data acquisition board can not be used 

to independentally change the gain used for each signal. In other words, if a gain of 10 
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is selected using the internal amplifier, this gain is applied to all the monitored signals. 

Since the signals from the infrared microscope, strain ring, position sensor, and velocity 

transducer provide markedly different voltage output levels, the Burr Brown 

instrumentation amplifiers are required. Using these external amplifiers, gains can be 

independentally selected for each signal. Furthermore, the gain applied to each signal can 

be changed during an experiment if the voltage level exceeds the capacity of the data 

acquisition board. 

As shown in Fig. 3-15, only the surface temperature, friction, and wear signals are 

amplified using three of the four available Burr Brown amplifiers. (Note that the control 

unit for the infrared microscope also has a built-in amplifier that is typically kept at a gain 

of one.) The four amplifiers are enclosed in a case that includes a power supply and 

transformer used to power the devices. They are installed on bread board layouts 

recommended by the manufacturer, and were assessed by the Mechanical Engineering 

Department's electronic shop to eliminate noise or interference problems. 

A schematic diagram of one of the Burr Brown INA110 instrumentation amplifiers 

is shown in Fig. 3-16. A high source impedance signal from a transducer can have gains 

of either 1, 10, 100, 200, or 500 applied to it using selectable resistors built-in to the 

chip. This results in a low impedance higher voltage signal for the digital data acquisition 

process. Other gains can be utilized by adding an external resistor R, between pin 3 and 

pins 12, 16, and 11. Gain accuracy is then a function of Rg, and the internal resistors 

which in turn have a +20% tolerance with 20 ppm/°C drift. An equation for choosing 

resistors R, can be found in Burr Brown's catalog [100]. Methods for changing the gain 
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by adding resistance to 

the feedback look are 

also. discussed in 

reference [100] along 

with methods for 

offsetting the signal. 

(This is useful to zero 

the output from a 

transducer.) Note that 

external resistors were 

not used for _ the 

research summarized 

herein. Only the standard gains of either 1, 10, 100, 200, or 500 were used. 

More specific information about the amplifiers can be found in reference [100] and 

Table 3-5. Since relatively low sampling rates of either 200 or 2000 Hz were used for 

this research, the dynamic responses of 2.5 MHz at a gain of 1 and 100 kHz at a gain of 

500 are more than adequate for the surface temperature, friction, and wear signals. Even 

if the 20 kHz setting on the infrared microscope is used, signals can be amplified using 

the Burr Brown chips without a problem with dynamic response. Other specifications in 

Table 3-5 exceed requirements for this research. 
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TABLE 3-5: SPECIFICATIONS FOR A BURR-BROWN INA110 AMPLIFIER [100] 

Dynamic Response: 2.5 MHz at G=1; 100 kHz at G=500 {-3dB values} 

Voltage Range: +12 V {linear response} 

Slew Rate: 17 nV/s {the limiting rate at which the output can change} 

Settling Time: 4 ps to 0.1% at G=1; 11 us to 0.1% at G=500 {the time 
required to get within the accuracy of the final value and stay there} 

Noise (output): freq=0.1 to 10 Hz, 8 pV pk-pk 

Noise ( input ): freq=0.1 to 10 Hz, 1 nV pk-pk 

CMRR: 106 dB, min; 90 dB at 10 kHz 

Bias Current: 50 pA, max {room temperature input leakage current} 

Gain Drift: 10 to 50 ppm/°C 

Offset Drift: 2 wV/°C   
3.6.3 Antialiasing Filters 

When digital data acquisition techniques are used to sample data, there can sometimes 

be a problem with a phenomenon known as aliasing. This phenomenon relates to the 

discrete sampling of analog signals that can contain frequencies higher than one half the 

sampling frequency. (One half the sampling frequency is usually referred to as the 

Nyquist frequency). Higher frequencies beyond the Nyquist frequency can appear as 

false low frequency signals in the digitally sampled data sets. To prevent this aliasing 

effect, analog low-pass filters must be used. For this research, filters manufactured by 

the Zonic Corporation were used with specifications shown in Table 3-6. They have 

twelve selectable (-3 dB) frequencies of 15 Hz through 60 kHz. As shown in Figure 3-17 

the roll-off for these filters is -60 dB/octave. This means that the peaks are attenuated 
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TABLE 3-6: SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ZONIC DUAL CHANNEL LOW PASS FILTER 
MODEL NO. AE-104 [101] 

INPUT SECTION 

Input Impedance: 

Signal Input: 

Maximum Signal Input: 

1 MQ 

+10 Volts peak (0 dB gain) 

+ 1 Volt peak (20 dB gain) 

+50 Volts without damage 

  

OUTPUT SECTION 

D.C. Offset Drift: 

D.C. Offset: 

Output Impedance 

200 pV/°C 

+100 mV maximum 

200 Q nominal 

  

FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 

Filter Type: 

Filter Gain: 

Gain Selection: 

Passband Ripple: 

Cutoff Frequency {-3dB point}: 

Accuracy of Cutoff Frequency: 

Filter Noise: 

Minimum Attenuation above 2f,: 

Temperature coefficient: 
(Frequency and Phase) 

Total Harmonic Distortion: 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Ten Pole Butterworth Active Filter 

(-60 dB / octave rolloff) 

1.00 +1% (0 dB) at D.C. 
10.0 +1% (20 dB) at D.C. 

Independent Front Panel Switches 

+0.5 dB maximum 

15 Hz, 30 Hz, 60 Hz, 150 Hz, 300 
Hz, 600 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz, 6 kHz, 

15 kHz, 30 kHz, 60 kHz 

+1% f, nominal 

10 mV peak broadband 

60 dB 

0.04%/ °C 

1% maximum   
91



by 60 dB at twice the cut-off frequency. The filters are actually packaged in sets of two 

which are phase matched to within + 1° (max) in the O dB part of the frequency window. 

This means that the relative phase differences between two signals after filtering is less 

than +1°. This is an important feature if phase differences between the two signals are 

measured when the data is processed. 

The specific frequency response characteristics of the Zonic filters can also be found 

in Fig. 3-17. It represents the response characteristics for a 300 Hz setting on the filters 

which is used with a 1000 Hz sampling rate. From Fig. 3-17, the signal is not attenuated 
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FIGURE 3-17: FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE ZONIC AE-104 ANTIALIASING FILTERS [101] 

from 0 to approximately 295 Hz. At 300 Hz, the signal is only slightly attenuated by 

approximately 3 dB which is a typical level for a ten pole Butterworth active filter. 
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However, signals beyond 700 Hz are attenuated by as much as 72 dB which corresponds 

to the resolution limit of the 12 bit A/D converter. Due to the fact that the 12 bit data 

acquisition board is still capable of resolving signals between 500 and 700 Hz there will 

be some aliasing of signal components in this frequency range back into the 300 to 500 

Hz range. However, these aliased signals are attenuated by more than 40 dB. Note that 

for frequencies up to 300 Hz no aliasing occurs since the filter has attenuated amplitudes 

in the 700 - 1000 Hz range beyond the 72 dB limit of the A/D board. Therefore, the 0 - 

300 Hz frequency window represents the useful frequency range for any analytical 

procedures that are performed with the data. 

3.6.4 Data Acquisition Board (DT2805) 

To acquire data digitally, a DT2805 data acquisition board manufactured by Data 

Translation is installed in an IBM compatible 386 computer. Figure 3-18 is a simplified 
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FIGURE 3-18: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE DT2805 SUBSYSTEM [102] 
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diagram of the data acquisition subsystem on the board, and specifications for the DT2805 

board can be found in Table 3-7. This data acquisition board is the central part of the 

data acquisition system as a whole, and was originally installed in an older IBM 

compatible computer. Important characteristics of this original system are summarized 

in the thesis by Jayaram [29], and also in the manual for the DT2805 board [102]. A 

detailed description of the DT2805 board can also be found in the thesis by Jayaramr [29] 

TABLE 3-7: SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE DT2805 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

ANALOG INPUTS - 8 DIFFERENTIAL 

RESOLUTION - 12 BIT CONVERTER 

INPUT RANGES - (0-10 V) UNIPOLAR, (+10 V) BIPOLAR 

OUTPUT DATA CODES”) - STRAIGHT BINARY (UNIPOLAR) 
TWO'S COMPLEMENT BINARY (BIPOLAR) 

CHANNEL ACQUISITION TIME - 120 ps 

A/D CONVERSION TIME - 25 pis 

AMPLIFICATION AND SAMPLING RATE CAPABILITIES 
  

SELECTABLE 

GAINS 

A/D THROUGHPUT TO 
SYSTEM MEMORY 

OR HARD DRIVE (kHz) 

INTERNAL TIMING 

CAPACITOR REQUIRED 

  

4 

10 

    
13.7 

13.7 

13.7 

6.0   
NONE 

NONE 

0.0015 pF 

0.0068 pF 
  

BIPOLAR RANGE 
(Volts) 

+10 

+1 

CONVERTER RESOLUTION BASED ON SELECTED RANGE 

RESOLUTION 
(mV) 

5.0 

0.5 

0.05 

0.01 

UNIPOLAR RANGE 
(Volts) (mV) 

0-10 2.5 

RESOLUTION 

0-0.1 

0 - 0.02 

SEE REF. [102] FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF SPECIFICATIONS 
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along with FORTRAN and BASIC computer programs that can be used to drive the board 

and acquire data. For this research, a software package called Global Lab was used for 

the acquisition process. This software package was manufactured by Data Translation, 

and became available five years after the initial research by Jayaram [29] on digital data 

acquisition of tribological data. The Global Lab software not only simplifies the use of 

the DT2805 board, but eliminates the need for extensive software development which use 

to be necessary just to acquire the data. 

One advantage the DT2805 board has over other data acquisition devices is its 

factory configured differential inputs. This configuration allows for the reduction of 

common mode noise (noise in the form of voltages common to both sides of the analog 

input). In other words, the board only sees the "difference" between the high end of the 

input channel and the low (or return) side of the input channel. And, the analog inputs 

are 10000 times less sensitive to voltages common to both sides of the input than they are 

to voltage differences between the two sides of the input [102]. As a result, the 

differential configuration is very effective in reducing noise. In fact, the internal 

amplifiers that are part of the DT2805 system have common mode rejection ratios 

(CMRR) of 80 dB at a gain of one. Therefore, external noise that is not representative 

of a true signal (or voltage “difference") from an analog transducer is attenuated by 80 

dB and does not show up in the digitally acquired data. 

Eight channels can be monitored using the DT2805 board, and gains of either 1, 10, 

100, or 500 can be selected. As shown in Table 3-7, by selecting gains of 10, 100, or 

500, the input range is limited to +1 volts, +0.1 volts, or +0.02 volts, respectively for 
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bipolar inputs. Otherwise, for a gain of 1 the input range is +10 volts for bipolar inputs. 

Note that gains can not be selected independentally for the data acquisition board. For 

instance, if a gain of 100 is selected, all the channels are set at a gain of 100. In 

addition, all the channels must be either bipolar (+10 volts @ g = 1) or unipolar (0 - 10 

volts @ g = 1) depending on the position of a hardware switch located on the board. 

Since the DT2805 board is a 12 bit A/D converter, there are 4096 discretely 

quantized voltage intervals within the desired input range. Therefore, for a +10 volt 

bipolar input range, the resolution is 20 volts divided by 4096 intervals which equals 4.9 

millivolts per interval. This means that the lowest measurable difference between two 

individual voltages is 4.9 millivolts if a +10 volt bipolar range is utilized. As described 

in Table 3-7, this resolution improves to 4.9 microvolts for a +0.1 bipolar input range. 

Note that Table 3-7 also shows that the channel acquisition time and A/D conversion time 

are 120 microseconds and 25 microseconds, respectively. The channel acquisition time 

refers to how fast the multiplexer can access a channel whereas the conversion time refers 

to how fast an analog signal can be converted to a digital signal. This conversion rate, 

however, is limited by software overhead and such tasks as writing the data to system 

memory or a hard disk. If the data is written to either one of these places the acquisition 

rate drops significantly to 13,700 samples per second (or 13.7 kHz) for gains of 1, 10, 

or 100. Ifa gain of 500 is used this sampling rate drops to 6000 samples per second. 

These manufacturer specified acquisition rates have been proven to be true using the 

Global Lab software to drive the acquisition boards. 

From Fig. 3-18, the analog-to-digital conversion process is sequential since there is 
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only one sample-and-hold circuit and one A/D converter. The conversion process is 

actually rather simple and can be explained in the following four steps [102]: 

1. The analog multiplexer chooses one input channel from those connected to the board. 

2. The programmable gain amplifier buffers the analog input, and can increase its 

voltage level if a gain is selected when the board is initially configured using Global 

Lab. For this research, external amplifiers are used to boost the voltage output to 

an adequate level for A/D conversion. 

3. A sample-and-hold circuit acquires the selected analog signal from the multiplexer 

and stores it on a capacitor keeping the signal's voltage constant so an accurate A/D 

conversion can occur. 

4. Finally, the A/D converter translates the analog signal held by the sample-and-hold 

circuit into a digital code that is written to the hard drive. Global Lab is then used 

to interpret this code and translate it into an ASCII format (or other format) as 

required for further processing using other software packages or custom made 

programs. 

3.8 Surface Analytical Techniques 

3.8.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Microspectroscopy 

Infrared spectra of worn and unworn surfaces were obtained in reflection and 

transmission modes using Fourier Transform Infrared Microspectroscopy (FTIRM). This 

technique couples a Spectra-Tech IR-Plan microscope with a Nicolet System 800 Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectrometer. Infrared spectroscopy is a method that is based on the 

absorption of radiation due to vibration of molecular groups. By using Fourier transforms 

of the spectra, molecular structures present on the surface can be identified. Wear debris 

and transferred material were also analyzed using FTIRM. In all cases, target spot sizes 

of 100 »m in diameter were used which is well within the typical wear scar size ( > 1.0 
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mm). 

3.8.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an imaging process that can be used to 

examine surfaces at extremely high magnifications. In particular, worn surfaces were 

examined using a Jeoul Scanning Electron Microscope, and surfaces were magnified up 

to 5000 times. Even at low magnifications, images produced using SEM contain more 

surface details than images produced using a regular light microscope. 

3.8.3 Photomacrography 

Worn surfaces of the test specimens were visually examined using a optical 

photomacroscope. This device is a Leitz-Wild Photomacroscope and has a built-in 

phototube which can be equipped with either a 35 mm camera or Polaroid attachment. 

The photomacroscope includes a binocular tube and a photographic tube. The binocular 

tube is used by an operator to view stereoscopic images of a sample. The photographic 

tube is used in taking photographic or video pictures of a sample. For this research, the 

35 mm camera attachment was used to create images of worn surfaces at magnifications 

as high as 80X. 

3.9 Material Characterization Techniques 

3.9.1 Hardness Measurements 

Hardness testing of the polymer composites materials was performed using a Leco 

DM-400 Hardness tester which meets ASTM E384 requirements for a microhardness 

tester. The device can be used with either a Vickers or Knoops indenter, and provides 
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a direct measurement of hardness in kg/mm?. For this research, hardness testing was 

performed using the flat sprues left-over from the injection molding process to which the 

spherical test specimens were attached. A load of 100 grams was used for all the 

hardness results shown in this dissertation, and this load was applied for a duration of 10 

seconds. 

3.9.2 Shear Strength Measurements 

Shear strength measurements were made using the device shown in Fig. 5-19. This 

device is attached to a standard Instron testing machine during a shear test, and a load is 

applied as shown in Fig. 5-19. Prior to loading, the polymer or polymer composite pin 

is placed in the device as pointed-out in Fig. 5-19. As a result, the cylindrically-shaped 
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pin is placed in double shear, and the shear strength can be calculated using the equation 

shown below. The required parameters are the maximum load applied by the Instron 

machine when the specimen breaks, and the cross-sectional area of the pin. 

  
t= ~ (3.21) 

where, 

t = shear strength of the polymer or polymer composite specimen 

P =~ maximum load applied by the Instron machine when the specimen breaks 

A, = cross-sectional area of the cylindrical test specimen 

3.9.3 Modulus Measurements 

To better characterize the materials used in this study elastic modulus measurements 

were carried out using a technique developed specifically for this research. These 

measurements of elastic modulus were primarily used to determine elastic contact areas 

between the polymer or polymer composite sphere and sapphire disk. In turn, these 

calculated elastic contact areas were used in the theoretical surface temperature model 

developed by Vick et al. [33]. 

The technique developed to measure elastic modulus entails using the test apparatus 

shown in Fig. 3-2 under static conditions. In other words, the sapphire disk is held 

stationary as the spherical test specimen is loaded against it. The position sensor located 

underneath the load arm is then used to monitor the position of the load arm as it moves 

upward due to deflection of the spherical test specimen. Once this deflection is known, 

the elastic modulus of the specimen can be calculated from classical Hertzian contact 
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equations. In addition, the deflection of the strain ring is accounted for since both the 

sphere and ring can deflect when a load is applied to the system. 

As discussed by Johnson [103], the Hertzian equation for the deflection of a spherical 

surface loaded against a rigid flat can be written as follows: 

  

    

  

1/3 

5 -.@ _[ 9Ww [PP _|9 wriy (3.22) 
> OR 16R(E*)? 16 R \E* 

where, 

6, = deflection of the spherical test specimen 

a = elastic contact radius 

R = radius of curvature of sphere 

W = normal load 

and, 

2 2 

1 _li-w , le Me (3.23) 
E* E, E, 

where, 

VD, , Vg = Poisson's ratios for the sphere and disk, respectively 

E, , E, = elastic moduli for the sphere and disk, respectively 

By combining Eqs. 3.22 and 23 an equation for the elastic modulus of the spherical test 

specimen can be determined. 

-1 

16R58; _a- v,) (3.24) 

9W? E, 

Equation 3.24 assumes that the deflection of the strain ring is negligible. To account for 

E, = (1 - Vs) 

the presence of the strain ring, the total deflection can be set equal to the summation 
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shown in Eq. 3.25. 

5 = 5, + 5. (3.25) 

where, 

5 = total deflection of the sphere and strain ring 

5, = deflection of the sphere 

5, = deflection of the strain ring 

From photoelastic measurements by Cook and Rabinowicz [96], the deflection equation 

for an imposed normal force on an octagonal ring can be written as follows. 

Wr, 
5 = (3.26) 

t 

where the variables r,, , b , and ¢ are defined below and in Fig. 3-9, 

W = normal load 

E, = elastic modulus of strain ring 

Tm, = mean radius of ring 

b =~ width of ring 

{ = _ thickness of ring 

Equation 3.24 can therefore be rewritten as shown below using the variables defined in 

Eqs. 3.25 and 26. 

16R(5-8,)° (1 - vz) (3.27) 
E, = (1 - v,)} | ——__ - a4? 

9W E, 

where, 
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3 

8-3-3 - 
, E bt? 

(3.28) 
  

The total deflection of the strain ring and spherical test specimen, 6, is directly 

proportional to the output from the position sensor. Therefore, the calibration equation 

shown in Appendix D can be used to determine 5. Once this total deflection is known, 

Egs. 3.24, 3.27 and 3.28 can be used to determine the elastic modulus of the spherical 

test specimen (i.e., polymer or polymer composite) loaded against the sapphire disk. 

These equations have been incorporated into a computer program shown in Appendix H 

which allows for the simple determination of elastic moduli when the appropriate input 

parameters are specified. 
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4. MATERIALS, TEST CONDITIONS, 
AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4.1 Materials 

The sapphire disks used in these studies are single crystal optical flats 1 mm thick 

and 25 mm in diameter. Four types of injection-molded one-quarter inch (6.35 mm) 

diameter spherically-tipped specimens were used as listed below. They were supplied by 

LNP Engineering Plastics, and injection-molded specimens were used to limit variations 

in surface roughness between samples. Actual roughness measurements were not made. 

Nylon 6,6 - unmodified. No additives are present in this material and no release 

agents were used in the injection molding process. 

Nylon 6,6 with 10, 20, or 40 weight percent glass fibers. These short (or 

chopped) glass fibers are unoriented in the Nylon 6,6 matrix. They are of the E- 

glass type (density = 2.54 g/cm*), and are characteristically 15 wm in diameter 

ranging in length from 20 -100 xm. No release agents were used in the injection 

molding process. However, prior to compounding the fibers with the matrix (and 

subsequent injection-molding of the specimens) they were coated with a "sizing" 

material. This material is known to be an aminosilane, and was applied to the 

fibers by the company which manufactured the glass fibers. This is a standard 
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industrial procedure for glass fiber manufacturers which is done to prevent 

damage of the brittle fibers during shipment, and promote adhesion between the 

relatively nonreactive oxide surface of glass and the polymeric matrix. 

Nylon 6,6 with 10, 20, or 40 weight percent carbon fibers. These are also 

short (or chopped) fibers which are unoriented in the Nylon 6,6 matrix. They are 

of the PAN-type (density = 1.74 g/cm’), and are characteristically 5 wm in 

diameter ranging in length from 10 to 50 um. No release agents were used in the 

injection-molding process. 

Nylon 6,6 with 10 or 20 weight percent Kevlar fibers. The fibers are short (or 

chopped), and are unoriented in the Nylon 6,6 matrix. They are characteristically 

15 to 20 wm in diameter with lengths varying from 20 - 100 wm. No release 

agents were used in the injection molding process. The density of the Kevlar 

fibers is 1.44 g/cm’. 

4.2 Test Conditions 

These materials were evaluated under the following test conditions: load = 20 N, 

frequency = 54 Hz, and amplitude = 2.0 mm (peak). By using these test conditions, the 

highest peak velocity for the oscillating contact system could be achieved (approx. 680 

mm/sec). Therefore, the highest rate of frictional heat generation could be achieved. 

The experiments were performed for a 50-minute time period at ambient temperature (20 

- 22 C) with a relative humidity of 30 - 60%. Multiple repeat experiments were 

performed for the unfilled and fiber-filled Nylon 6,6 materials. 
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4.3 Experimental Procedure 

Prior to beginning an experiment, the surface of a sapphire disk is cleaned first with 

HCI and rinsed with distilled water. It is next cleaned with hexane and then methanol 

followed by a rinse with distilled water. The sapphire disk is placed ina 150 C oven 

for half an hour and stored in a desiccator until later use. The unfilled and fiber-filled 

Nylon 6,6 test specimens are also stored in a desiccator prior to an experiment, and are 

used in the as-molded condition. Surface analytical techniques summarized previously 

show the viability of this procedure since the surfaces of the Nylon materials are shown 

to contain no foreign residues. 

At the start of the experiment, the infrared microscope is focused at the center of the 

apparent contact region by observing the elastic contact region formed when the spherical 

test specimen is loaded against the disk. At this point, the data acquisition system is 

activated to measure the base levels from the transducers shown in Fig. 3-2. By using 

the position sensor located under the load arm, a direct measurement of the sphere's 

deflection is made prior to the initiation of motion. Thirty seconds after the test specimen 

is loaded, the motion of the sapphire disk is started by turning up the vibration amplitude 

of the electromagnetic shaker. Output from the infrared microscope, strain ring, position 

sensor, and velocity transducer are monitored and recorded continuously throughout the 

experiment. After 50 minutes, the motion is stopped and the cooling response of the 

system is measured for another 30 seconds. Both the sapphire disk and spherical test 

specimen are then removed and stored for future surface analysis which includes the 

scanning electron microscopy, photomacrography, and FTIRM techniques described 
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previously. 

During an experiment the IR target spot can either be left in the center of the evolving 

contact region, or moved over the interface to measure surface temperatures as a function 

of position. Typically, two repeat experiments are performed in which one of the 

experiments involves this scanning process. The actual scanning procedures used during 

an experiment are described in Section 5.3. 

The technique used to sample data with the digital data acquisition system also differs 

depending on the type of measurements and analysis which are desired. For instance, 

when data is sampled continuously throughout the entire 50 minute experiment a sampling 

rate of 200 Hz is used for each channel (or signal) which is monitored. This yields 

relatively large data sets “7 Mbytes which can be managed by storing them on digital tape 

for future processing. 

However, to make measurements over a single cycle of motion and perform the 

frequency domain analysis shown in Section 5.5.2, a higher sampling rate is desired. For 

these experiments a sampling rate of 1000 Hz per channel is utilized. Since this leads to 

the creation of extremely large, unmanageable data sets, sampling is not performed 

continuously throughout the experiment. Instead, samples of data from the transducers 

are only taken at five minute intervals for a time period of one minute. This yields 

eleven one minute long data sets for each experiment performed in this manner. (A data 

set is taken at the start of the experiment, and ten more are taken -- one every five 

minutes -- throughout the fifty minute long experiment.) As a result, the measured 

parameters such as friction and surface temperature can be plotted over a single cycle of 
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motion since approximately ten samples are taken during every cycle of motion. 

The antialiasing filters are set according to the sampling rate utilized. From Fig. 3- 

17, the antialiasing filters are set to 300 Hz during an experiment in which the sampling 

rate is 1000 Hz. Likewise, during an experiment in which the lower sampling rate of 200 

Hz is utilized, the antialiasing filters are set to 60 Hz. As discussed in Section 3.6.3 the 

use of these antialiasing filters is necessary to prevent corruption of the data during the 

discrete, digital sampling process. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Examples of Fundamental Tribological 
Measurements 

The dominant part of any experimental research program is the data or information 

directly obtained from the test equipment. For this reason, examples of fundamental 

tribological measurements are presented and briefly discussed herein to form a central 

core of information. These results do not reflect all the experiments performed in this 

research, but rather a selected set of experiments performed using Nylon 6,6 and three 

different types of 20 wt.% fiber-filled Nylon 6,6 composites -- carbon/Nylon, 

Kevlar/Nylon, and glass/Nylon. From the fundamental information obtained after 

analyzing these core experiments, wear, surface temperature, and friction reduction 

hypotheses were formulated which led to further research. This further research includes 

but is not limited to additional tribology 'tests'. Depending on the composite material 

system being studied, a variety of experimental measurements have also been made such 

as hardness, shear strength, and modulus of elasticity. Material properties such as these 
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allow for the use of particular tribological models to explain observed phenomena. 

Furthermore, surface analytical techniques including Fourier Transform Infrared 

Microspectroscopy (FTIRM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) have been used 

to examine the worn surfaces and further evaluate proposed tribological hypotheses. As 

a result, the core tribology experiments presented in this section are coupled with the 

additional research to form mechanisms (or methodologies) that explain the observed 

wear, surface temperature, and friction phenomena for the composite materials studied. 

These mechanisms stem from the evaluation of hypotheses and show how composite 

materials can be effectively designed for friction and wear applications. 

5.1.1 Wear 

Examples of volumetric wear measurements, including repeat experiments, are 

shown in Fig. 5-1 for Nylon 6,6 and three fiber-filled Nylon 6,6 composites. The scale 

on the vertical axis is the same for each of the four plots. Figure 5-la shows that wear 

debris volumes for Nylon 6,6 are typically higher than those measured for the fiber-filled 

composites. In fact, values for wear are as high as 9.0(10)* um’ for Nylon 6,6. Note 

that the three repeat experiments for Nylon 6,6 plotted in Fig. 5-1a show a relatively high 

degree of variability. As discussed in the Section 5.2, this variability is not attributed to 

measurement error, but rather to the formation of partial transfer films on the sapphire 

disk. 

The lowest wear results were obtained for glass fiber-filled Nylon 6,6. Figure 5- 

1d shows that the debris volume is less than 0.5 (10)* zm? for the 20 wt.% glass 
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composite. This represents more than a 90% reduction in wear when compared to Nylon 

6,6. Although there appears to be only one line in Fig. 5-1d, three repeats are actually 

superimposed on each other. Therefore, the variability of glass/Nylon experiments is 

negligible when compared to the Nylon 6,6 case. Furthermore, the slope of these curves 

(i.e., wear rate) is extremely low throughout the experiment. 

The Kevlar/Nylon material provided the next lowest wear. As shown in Fig. 5- 

lc, values for wear are less than 4.0(10)* 4m? when 20 wt. % Kevlar fibers are added to 

a Nylon 6,6 matrix. In the initial 10 minutes of the Kevlar experiments, the wear rate 

is approximately equal to that observed for Nylon 6,6. Beyond this time, the wear rate 

decreases sharply and distinctly. 

Fig. 5-1b shows wear results obtained for two carbon/Nylon experiments. When 

compared to the Nylon 6,6 results, the trend of the curves in Fig. 5-1b suggests that wear 

is only slightly reduced when 20 wt.% carbon fibers are added to a Nylon 6,6 matrix. 

Both fibers and matrix are removed during the wear process, and the wear rate 

(determined from the slopes of the curves) is similar to that observed for Nylon 6,6. 

5.1.2 Friction 

Typical friction measurements for the four polymeric materials are shown in Fig. 

5-2. Frictional forces developed between Nylon 6,6 and sapphire are the highest as 

shown in Fig. 5-2a. Coefficients of friction exceed 1.0 and approach values of 1.4 with 

rapid fluctuations occurring throughout the experiment. The interfacial forces develop 

immediately after initiation of motion and remain at these high levels until the test is 
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stopped. 

When 20 wt.% carbon fibers are added to a Nylon 6,6 matrix, friction levels are 

reduced and only reach values of 0.85. As shown in Fig. 5-2b, friction coefficients range 

from 0.7 to 0.85 during the first 10 minutes of motion. After 10 minutes, friction levels 

drop to between 0.6 and 0.7. Furthermore, the 20 wt.% carbon composite appears to 

have distinctly different frictional behavior after 25 - 30 minutes of motion. More rapid 

fluctuations in friction begin at this point and continue throughout the experiment. 

Coefficient of friction results are shown in Fig. 5-2c for the 20 wt.% 

Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 material. When compared to Nylon 6,6, friction levels are also 

reduced. During the initial 5 - 6 minutes, coefficients of friction approach 0.8 and 

fluctuate between this level and 0.65. After this initial high friction period, the forces 

developed between the Kevlar/Nylon composite and sapphire decrease. Throughout the 

rest of the experiment, friction levels fluctuate slowly between 0.5 and 0.65. Note that 

the friction trace shown in Fig. 5-2c is the "smoothest" obtained for the four materials 

evaluated. 

Figure 5-2d depicts the friction results for the 20 wt.% glass composite. Once 

again friction levels are reduced when compared to the Nylon 6,6 material. Initial contact 

conditions cause the friction coefficient to rapidly increase to 0.6 followed by a rapid 

decrease to minimum levels between 0.3 and 0.4. After this initial "jump", frictional 

forces monotonically increase throughout the rest of the experiment. Although 

fluctuations in friction do occur during this time period, they occur at a lower rate than 

the fluctuations observed for the Nylon 6,6 material. 
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5.1.3 Surface Temperature 

When Nylon 6,6 is placed in oscillating contact with a sapphire disk, surface 

temperatures approach 200 C. As shown in Fig. 5-3a, surface temperature levels reach 

175 C within the first 8 minutes of contact. Throughout the rest of the experiment, 

temperatures range between 175 and 200 C. At the end of the experiment, surface 

temperatures decrease rapidly from 185 to 45 C in less than one minute. This cooling 

effect shows that the measured surface temperatures are indeed due to frictional heating 

at the interface. 

The presence of 20 wt.% carbon fibers in a Nylon 6,6 matrix reduces surface 

temperatures to levels that range between 105 and 145 C. Fluctuations in surface 

temperature for this material are initially larger than those observed for Nylon 6,6. 

However, after approximately 25 - 30 minutes, these large scale fluctuations diminish and 

the surface temperature trace takes on a different character throughout the rest of the 

experiment. 

Kevlar/Nylon - on - sapphire contact results in surface temperatures ranging from 

135 to 155 C. Once again this represents a reduction in temperature for 20 wt. % Kevlar 

when compared to Nylon 6,6. The character of this plot also appears to be "smoother" 

than that of the other polymeric materials. As shown in Fig. 5-3c, the trace is obviously 

not a straight line, however the fluctuations in surface temperature are less for the 

Kevlar/Nylon material. 

Figure 5-3d shows the surface temperature trace for the glass/Nylon composite. 

Initially, the surface temperature reaches a peak of 125 C followed by a rapid decrease 
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FIGURE 5-3: TYPICAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
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to 75 C. During the experiment, surface temperatures monotonically increase to a level 

of 165 C. Fluctuations of 5 to 15 C also occur after the initial peak, and these 

fluctuations are superimposed on the increasing surface temperature signal. 

5.1.4 Electron Micrographs of the Worn Surfaces 

To make comparisons between tribological measurements and_ surface 

characteristics, scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the worn surfaces. 

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM's) of the four polymeric test specimens were 

obtained at low magnification levels ranging from 30 - 50X, and at a high magnification 

level of 1000X. The specimens are tilted in these pictures for a clearer view of the three- 

dimensional nature of the worn areas. The SEM's also reflect the differences in wear 

already shown in Fig. 5-1. By analyzing these images, the role of microstructural surface 

morphology on tribological behavior can be studied. 

5.1.4.a Nylon 6,6 

Figure 5-4 is a micrograph of the wear scar on a Nylon 6,6 specimen. The 

majority of the worn surface area on the specimen appears to be relatively smooth with 

some evidence of "roll-like" debris showing up as raised material. A large roll-like 

debris fragment is shown at the left hand side of the micrograph. Part of this fragment 

is broken off, leaving a groove on the surface of the Nylon 6,6 specimen. The top right 

hand section of the wear scar shows another groove where one of these rolls was present 

prior to separation of the ball and disk test specimens. At a magnification of 1000X, the 
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FIGURE 5-4: SEM OF ENTIRE WEAR SCAR ON A NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 
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FIGURE 5-5: HIGH MAGNIFICATION SEM OF THE 

WEAR SCAR ON A NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 
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surface of the worn area no longer 

appears smooth. As shown in Fig. 

5-5, small "ripples" that are 

approximately 2 - 5 wm wide and 

with varying lengths are present on 

the surface. They are formed in 

an orientation perpendicular to the 

motion of the sapphire disk. It is 

likely that these ripples lead to the 

formation of the roll-like debris. 
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5.1.4.6 Carbon/Nylon 6,6 

A typical wear scar on a carbon fiber-filled specimen is shown in Fig. 5-6. 

Unlike the Nylon 6,6 wear scar which appears to have a "dished" appearance, the wear 

  oe : af 

FIGURE 5-6:SEM OF ENTIRE WEAR SCAR ON 20 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 

scar on the carbon fiber specimen is relatively flat. However, as observed for the Nylon 

6,6 specimen, the surface of the wear scar in Fig. 5-4b also appears to be relatively 

smooth. In contrast, the initial surface of the specimen surrounding the wear scar appears 

rougher than the worn surface. At higher magnifications, it can be seen that light and 

dark areas in Fig. 5-6 correspond to fiber-rich and matrix-rich surface regions on the 

specimen. A fiber-rich region is shown in Fig. 5-7. The magnification level is 1000X 

and the majority of the fibers appear to be oriented in a direction parallel to the motion 

of the sapphire disk. They are 5 »m in diameter with lengths varying from 10 - 50 um. 
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FIGURE 5-7: HIGH MAGNIFICATION SEM OF WEAR SCAR ON 20 WT.% 
CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 

Note that the matrix material appears to have been removed from around the fibers during 

an experiment with little or no wear of the fibers themselves. However, micrographs of 

transferred material on the sapphire disk show that both fibers and matrix are removed 

from the carbon/Nylon composite during an experiment. 

5.1.4.c Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 

A micrograph of the wear scar on the Kevlar/Nylon specimen is shown in Fig.5-8. 

At a magnification of 36X, the worn area appears rougher than the worn areas on the 

Nylon 6,6 and carbon/Nylon specimens. Dark spots visible on the surface correspond 

to Kevlar fibers either oriented perpendicularly or compressed at the interface during an 

experiment. This is more readily apparent in Fig. 5-9 which is a higher magnification 
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FIGURE 5-9: COMPRESSED KEVLAR FIBER(S) ON 

20 WT.% KEVLAR/NYLON WEAR SCAR 
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image of the worn Kevlar/Nylon 

surface. The magnification level 

is 200X and both perpendicular 

and compressed Kevlar fibers 

can be observed as dark regions 

on the surface. In fact, a 

compressed Kevlar fiber can be 

seen in the bottom part of the 

picture; Kevlar fibers oriented in 

a direction perpendicular to the 

surface appear as dark circular 

spots. Note that Figs. 5-8 and 
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5-9 suggest that the compressed Kevlar fibers left on the surface after an experiment were 

in the process of being broken-up since debris patterns tend to "trail" these fibers. Figure 
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FIGURE 5-10: HIGH MAGNIFICATION SEM OF 20 

WT.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 WEAR SCAR 
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5-10 is a higher magnification 

image of these dark spots and 

shows that the tips of the 

Kevlar fibers are slightly 

raised above the rest of the 

worn surface. This figure also 

shows that the diameter of the 

Kevlar fibers is between 15 

and 20 wm. Wear debris 

surrounds these perpendicular 

Kevlar fibers and it is unclear 

whether this debris represents 

Kevlar material, matrix 

material, or both. 
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5.1.4.d Glass/Nylon 6,6 

Figure 5-11 is a micrograph of the glass/Nylon wear scar obtained at SOX. 

Lighter regions in the central portion of the wear scar correspond to randomly oriented 

glass fibers whereas darker regions correspond to matrix-rich regions. Grooves in these 

  
FIGURE 5-11: SEM OF ENTIRE WEAR SCAR ON A 20 

WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 

darker regions show where glass 

fibers have been removed from 

the matrix. Light-colored wear 

debris is also present around the 

periphery of the wear scar. A 

higher magnification image of 

this peripheral region is shown in 

Fig. 5-12. The fibers and 

grooves in the surface can be 

more easily seen along with the 

wear debris. It is interesting to 

note that fibers which remain 

embedded in the matrix-rich 

darker region appear to be 

oriented in a direction transverse (or antiparallel) to the direction of oscillation whereas 

the grooves are oriented in a direction parallel to motion. This suggests that the fibers 

oriented in the parallel (or near-parallel) directions are preferentially removed from the 

edge of the wear scar. The shape of the fibers that remain embedded in the glass/Nylon 
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FIGURE 5-12: SEM OF WEAR SCAR PERIPHERY - 
20 WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6 
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surface is shown in Fig. 5-13. 

This high magnification electron 

micrograph (1000X) of the 

central region of the wear scar 

shows that the glass fibers 

undergo wear along with the 

matrix material. The partially 

worn fibers have semicircular 

cross-sections, with the majority 

remaining adhered to the matrix 

during an experiment. 
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FIGURE 5-13: HIGH MAGNIFICATION SEM OF 20 

WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6 WEAR SCAR 
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5.1.5 Contact Regions on the Sapphire Disks 

Typical contact regions on the sapphire disk for the four materials evaluated are 

shown in Figs 5-14, 15, 16, and 17. Transferred material and wear debris are visible in 

these images which were taken using the optical photomacroscope. Magnification levels 

are the same for each of the four photomacrographs (i.e., 16X); therefore the relative size 

of the contact regions corresponds to the wear curves shown in Fig. 5-1. 

  

  

    

  

  
FIGURE 5-14: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK 

(SPHERE - NYLON 6,6) 

When Nylon 6,6 is rubbed against the sapphire disk, partial transfer films form 

as shown in Fig. 5-14. These films appear as darker regions on the disk and are actually 

discolored with respect to the virgin Nylon 6,6 surface. The wear debris surrounds the 

contact region and appears as thin (almost fibrillar) segments of polymeric material. 

Evidence of roll-like debris formation has already been observed in Fig. 5-14, and it is 
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likely that this type of debris is formed by rolling and/or removal of transferred material 

from the interface. 

In contrast to the Nylon 6,6 experiments, more complete transfer films form when 

20 wt.% carbon/Nylon 6,6 is rubbed against sapphire. Fig. 5-15 shows that a thick, 

relatively opaque transfer film forms during a carbon/Nylon experiment. Higher 

magnification images show that this film is comprised of both matrix material and 

unworn carbon fibers. The wear debris surrounds the contact region and is very different 

in appearance from the Nylon 6,6 debris. 

  
~~ FIGURE 5-15: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK 

(SPHERE. - 20 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6} 

Kevlar/Nylon rubbing against sapphire causes partial transfer films to form as 

shown in Fig. 5-16. Debris appears to be piled up at the limits of the contact region, and 

the transfer films tend to form in a direction parallel to that of oscillation. Since Kevlar 
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fibers are evidently compressed at the interface as shown in Fig. 5-8 and 5-9, it is likely 

that a portion of the transferred material is Kevlar as well as Nylon 6,6 material. 

          

    

  
  

        
FIGURE 5-16: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK 

(SPHERE - 20 WT.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6) 

The smallest contact region is observed for the glass/Nylon experiments in keeping 

with the lowest volumetric wear for this material shown in Fig. 5-1. As shown in Fig. 

5-17, some transferred material is present around the periphery of the contact region. 

However, the amount of transferred material is significantly less than that observed for 

the other three materials. Furthermore, the debris appears to be in the form of small, 

fine particles rather than the long, thin, fibrillar segments observed for Nylon 6,6 (Fig. 

5-14). Additional observations with the photomacroscope show that the debris consists 

of discolored Nylon 6,6 material as well as glass debris. 
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FIGURE 5-17: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK 

(SPHERE - 20 WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6) 
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5.2 Wear Reduction Mechanisms 

The typical wear measurements shown in Figure 5-1 for Nylon 6,6 and the three 

fiber-filled composites demonstrate that the incorporation of fibers into a polymeric matrix 

tends to reduce wear. For the glass/Nylon 6,6 material, wear is reduced by as much as 

90 percent. Because of this, pertinent wear mechanisms are discussed herein to explain 

the observed phenomena. Initially, the results are discussed in light of the adhesive 

model for wear. This is perhaps an overly simplified approach although it is typically 

found in the literature on polymer composite tribology. The qualitative delamination 

model proposed by Suh [36] is also used to examine the role of fiber-matrix interaction 

and the related importance of the fiber-matrix interface. Of most significance is the 

proposed tribochemical wear model that was developed based on surface analytical studies 

of the polymer composites before and after friction and wear experiments. 

5.2.1 Adhesive Wear and the Role of Hardness 

5.2.1.a Basic Principles 

In the classic adhesive wear model proposed originally by Bowden and Tabor 

[104], contacting asperities are deformed leading to the formation of adhesive junctions 

between the two materials. If the adhesive strength of these junctions is more than the 

cohesive strength of one of the contacting materials, subsurface shear will occur in the 

weaker material. This in turn can lead to the formation of fragmented particles which 

can be removed from the contact region as wear debris, or transferred to the 

countersurface. The particles can also be modified in the contact region through strain 
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energy storage or tribochemical effects [105]. 

In an attempt to quantify adhesive wear, Archard developed a well-known equation 

for the adhesive wear model. This equation is shown below and is deceivingly simple 

due to the fact that H is the only material property directly included in the equation [106]. 

V - «() (5.1) 
H 

where, 

V = volume of debris removed 

H = hardness of the softer material 

W = normal load 

x = distance travelled 

k = probability that a wear particle will form 

The parameter k is sometimes referred to as the "wear coefficient” even though it is often 

dependent on system properties as well as the countersurface material. 

Although Eq. 5.1 sees a great deal of use in industrial specifications and listings of 

“wear coefficients” there are major drawbacks associated with its use. For instance, it 

assumes that the volume of wear debris increases linearly with sliding distance (or sliding 

time). It does not include the effect of velocity. As an example, the rate of heat 

generated by friction is directly proportional to the sliding velocity. Therefore, at higher 

velocities the surface temperature would be expected to increase. For polymers and 

polymer composites these surface temperatures can have a significant effect as will be 

demonstrated in later parts of this discussion. 
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5.2.1.6 Relationships Between Experimental Measurements of Wear 
and the Adhesive Wear Model 

Although Eq. 5.1 is obviously not an all-encompassing approach to understanding the 

wear of polymer composite materials, it does incorporate some useful concepts which 

should be addressed in light of the experimental results. For instance, one underlying 

facet of Eq. 5.1 is the assumption of linearity between wear volume and sliding distance 

(or sliding time). The quantity KW/H is usually regarded as the proportionality factor 

[106]. As was shown in Fig. 5-1, the typical measured values for volumetric wear do 

not necessarily follow a linear trend. In fact, Nylon 6,6 shows quite a bit of nonlinearity 

as shown in Fig. 5-la. Three repeats are shown in this figure with approximately linear 

characteristics only for the first 5 - 10 minutes of the experiment. Markedly different 

characteristics occur after this initial period. These different characteristics could be 

caused by the formation of partial transfer films at the interface. They are "partial" 

because they do not cover the entire contact region. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of Fig. 5-1 is the fact that Nylon 6,6 produced the 

highest wear. The only possible exception to this is the measured wear for the 

carbon/Nylon 6,6 materials shown in Fig. 5-1b. For these materials, the wear rate (or 

slope of the trend line) is close to that measured for the Nylon 6,6 materials. On the 

other hand, there is an approximate linear trend to the wear curves for the carbon/Nylon 

materials which tends to support the adhesive model. But, it will be shown that this is 

not the case due to the removal of both fibers and matrix material from the carbon/Nylon 

6,6 composite in a rapid, catastrophic manner. 

The other polymer composite materials tend to follow a more linear trend than the 
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Nylon 6,6 material, but there are still significant deviations. For instance, the Kevlar 

experiments in Fig. 5-1c show two distinct wear rate behaviors. Initially, for the first 10 

minutes of the experiments, the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 materials show a wear rate which is 

close to that observed for the Nylon 6,6 materials during this time period. However, 

after this initial 10 minute period, there is a sharp change in wear rate. Although this 

change in wear rate (and change in linearity) does not support the adhesive model, it is 

important to note that two distinct linear trends can be seen in Fig. 5-1¢ which do tend 

to support Eq. 5.1. 

As shown in Fig. 5-1d, the lowest measured volumetric wear was obtained for the 20 

wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 materials. These experiments do tend to show a linear trend for 

wear as a function of time with an initial "wearing-in" period that is barely perceptible 

in Fig. 5-1d. Since 20 wt.% glass incorporated into a Nylon 6,6 matrix showed such a 

remarkable decrease in wear, other weight percentages of glass were used in additional 

experiments. This was done to try and develop a more comprehensive understanding of 

the wear behavior of these composites. Increasing the amount of glass filler in the 

composite effectively changes the hardness as verified through Vicker's hardness testing 

of the materials. Since other weight percentages were also available for the carbon and 

Kevlar fiber-filled materials, further tribological experiments were also performed for 

these materials as well as hardness testing. 

A more qualitative assessment of the possibility of adhesive wear mechanisms can be 

made by examining the worn surfaces of the specimens more closely. SEM's of the worn 

Nylon 6,6 surface have already been presented in Figs. 5-4 and 5-5. Small "ripples" are 
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present on the surface which are formed in an orientation perpendicular to the motion of 

the sapphire disk. It is plausible that these ripples lead to the formation of roll-like debris 

shown in Fig 5-14. This debris is observed at the edge of the contact region on the 

sapphire disk. Higher magnification images of the ripples and the roll-like debris are 

shown in Figs. 5-18 and 5-19, respectively. It can be seen in Fig. 5-18 that the ripples 

on the Nylon 6,6 wear scar are less than 5 wm wide with lengths varying from less than 

3 pm to greater than 10 ym. The specimen is tilted in this picture and the direction of 

oscillation is shown by the arrows located at the edge of the image. 

To form the debris fragments shown in Fig. 5-19, the ripples on the wear scar surface 

could undergo an adhesive wear process similar to that discussed by Greenwood and 

Tabor [107]. In their fundamental work they modeled an asperity contact region using 

a soft, two-dimensional copper model. In this model, a debris fragment is formed due 

to adhesion between two asperities followed by subsurface shear of one of the materials. 

(For dissimilar materials this subsurface shear takes place in the weaker material.) 

Although the Greenwood and Tabor model was for rough surfaces, it is not necessary for 

the surfaces to be rough for adhesive wear mechanisms to take place [108]. For this 

reason, it is felt that preferential adhesion between the optically flat sapphire disk and 

asperities on the Nylon 6,6 surface could lead to adhesive-type wear mechanisms. This 

process is discussed in Section 5.2.2. 
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5.2.1.c Hardness Measurements 

Prior to expanding on the discussion of adhesive wear mechanisms, hardness 

measurements should be presented. As shown in Fig. 5-20, hardness measurements were 

obtained for Nylon 6,6 and the three Nylon 6,6-based composites. They were obtained 

using a Vickers hardness tester as discussed in Section 3.9.1. A list of the hardness data 

is presented in Appendix E along with standard deviations and confidence interval values. 

Note that Fig. 5-20 shows confidence intervals for the hardness measurements based on 

a pooled standard deviation of 1.7 kg/mm? which is a simple, conservative method for 

displaying error in the measurements. 

INDIVIDUAL 952% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR AVERAGE HARDNESS 

ARE BASED ON A POOLED STANDARD DEVIATION OF 1.7 kg/mm? 

NYLON 6,6 t—*K— 

10% GLASS t—*K— 

20% " " -}—A— 

40% " " b-—*K— 

10% CARBON t—*-—H 

20% "  " -—*H 

40% " " tk 

10% KEVLAR t-—*— 

20% "  " -#—*— 

  

59 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
HARDNESS: (kg/mm?) 

FIGURE 5-20: HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR NYLON 6,6-BASED COMPOSITES 

TT 

Without going into a detailed statistical analysis of the data, one can see that hardness 

increases when fiber content increases. When 10 wt.% glass fibers are added to Nylon 

6,6 the hardness increases only slightly from 9.5 to 10.1 kg/mm?. However, when 20 
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or 40 wt.% glass fibers are added to Nylon 6,6 the hardness increases significantly to 

values of 16.8 and 23.4 kg/mm/”, respectively. For the carbon/Nylon 6,6 materials the 

increase in hardness is more significant at a given weight percentage. For instance, at 

a fiber weight percentage of 10% the hardness of the carbon/Nylon 6,6 composite is 18.0 

kg/mm? which is nearly twice that of the unfilled Nylon 6,6 material. At weight 

percentages of 20% and 40% the hardness of carbon/Nylon 6,6 is 22.8 and 35.5 kg/mm’, 

respectively. Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 is also significantly harder than unfilled Nylon 6,6 with 

hardnesses of 16.1 and 17.6 kg/mm? for the 10 and 20 wt.% materials. More 

information about the hardness measurements shown in Fig. 5-20 can be found in 

Appendix E. 

5.2.1.d Relationships between Fiber Content, Hardness, and Adhesive 
Wear Mechanisms 

Experiments were also carried-out at different fiber percentages to examine 

relationships between fiber content, hardness, adhesive wear mechanisms, and tribological 

behavior as a whole. Of particular interest is the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials since there 

appears to be a significant reduction in wear for this composite material. 

Figure 5-21 shows wear measurements for the 10, 20 and 40 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 

materials. Three repeats are shown for the 10% and 20% experiments, and two repeats 

are shown for the 40% experiment. For this reason 95% confidence intervals are only 

shown for the 10% and 20% experiments for the final wear measurement when the 

experiment is stopped. Although calculation of the confidence intervals was not possible 

for the two trend lines shown for the 40% glass materials, one can clearly see that the 
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FIGURE 5-21: WEAR MEASUREMENTS FOR 10%, 20%, AND 40% GLASS/NYLON 6,6 

wear data for this weight percentage is clearly very repeatable. More variability is shown 

for the 10% and 20% glass/Nylon 6,6 composites. There is a great deal of spread 

between the trend lines for the various repeat experiments, and the confidence intervals 

overlap somewhat. However, one can see from Fig. 5-21 that as the fiber content 

increases, wear decreases for the glass fiber-filled composites. Furthermore, when Fig. 

5-21 is compared with Fig. 5-1, it can be clearly stated that the addition of glass fibers 

to a Nylon 6,6 matrix reduces wear by more than 90%. Recall that Fig. 5-1d shows the 

wear data sets for 20 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 composite on a vertical scale of 0 - 10.(10)* 

(um)°*. These same data sets are shown in Fig. 5-21 but on a scale that only spans a 

range from 0 - 0.7(10)* (um)’. Therefore, even the addition of 10 wt.% glass fibers 
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shows a significant reduction in wear when compared to the unfilled Nylon 6,6 polymer. 

As shown in Figs. 5-20 and 5-21, as glass fibers are added to the Nylon 6,6 matrix 

hardness increases and wear decreases. However, there is only a slight increase in 

hardness when 10 wt.% glass fibers are added to Nylon 6,6. (The hardness of 10% 

glass/Nylon 6,6 is 10.1 kg/mm? compared to 9.5 kg/mm? for Nylon 6,6 alone.) This is 

not consistent with the 90% reduction in wear observed for the 10% glass material when 

it is compared with wear results for Nylon 6,6 in Fig. 5-1. Due to this fact, there are 

clearly additional wear mechanisms occurring at the interface, and wear cannot be viewed 

as simply being related to the hardness of the material. 

Hardness is a function of temperature. Therefore, it is of interest to consider 

relationships between surface temperatures and hardness, and their influence on wear. 

Temperature could not be varied using the available hardness equipment, but a plot of 

surface temperature measurements for the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials and Nylon 6,6 can 

be used to discuss such relationships. Fig. 5-22 shows surface temperature measurements 

for Nylon 6,6, 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6, and 20 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6. Since the glass 

transition temperature is approximately 75 C for polyamide-based materials, the surface 

temperatures shown in Fig. 5-22 indicate that the polymer is rubbery and therefore softer 

than it is at room temperature. Since glass is present in the composite samples, it is 

reasonable to say that their increased surface hardness level is maintained (and not 

substantially decreased) when surface temperature increases. In comparison, the surface 

hardness of Nylon 6,6 decreases more substantially as surface temperature increases. 

This lends some credence to Eq. 5.1 since the difference in hardness between Nylon and 
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FIGURE 5-22: TYPICAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENTS FOR NYLON 6,6 
AND GLASS/NYLON 6,6 MATERIALS 

glass/Nylon increases as_ surface 

temperature increases. However, 

this is still a naive approach, and 

Archard's equation does not even 

include the hardness-temperature 

functionality. 

Figure 5-22 shows some 

additional interesting trends to the 

glass/Nylon data. Typical surface 

temperature plots are shown for 

both 10% and 20% glass. The 40% 

glass/Nylon composites do not show 

significant differences in surface 

temperature from the 20% glass 

materials. However, from Fig. 5- 

22, the effect of fiber content on 

surface temperature appears to be opposite to the effect on wear. As demonstrated in 

Fig. 5-21 for the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials, wear decreases with increasing fiber content; 

whereas in Fig. 5-22 surface temperature increases with increasing fiber content. It will 

be shown in the section on friction mechanisms that the surface temperature increase 

corresponds to an increase in friction for the glass/Nylon materials. 

Wear measurements for carbon/Nylon and Kevlar/Nylon have also been obtained in 
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which the fiber content has been changed. Figure 5-23 shows wear measurements for the 

carbon/Nylon specimens. A significant amount of variability is shown for the 20% and 

40% carbon fiber-filled composites. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5-1 there is little 
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FIGURE 5-23: WEAR MEASUREMENTS FOR 10%, 20%, AND 40% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 

difference in wear between Nylon 6,6 and 20% carbon/Nylon 6,6. As a result, further 

experimentation with the higher weight percentages of carbon was not pursued beyond 

two repeat experiments. On the other hand, the 10% carbon/Nylon materials show a 

significant decrease in wear with respect to Nylon 6,6 as shown in Fig. 5-23. The 

average volumetric wear at the end of the 10% carbon experiments is 0.63 (10)* um’. 

This is approximately the same as the volumetric wear determined at the end of the 10% 

glass experiments (0.57 (10)* um’). The confidence interval for the 10% carbon 
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experiments is shown in Fig. 5-23 at the bottom right, and one can see that the effect of 

increasing fiber content leads to an increase in wear for the carbon/Nylon materials. 

When compared to the hardness measurements in Fig. 5-20, the wear measurements in 

Fig. 5-23 do not support Archard's equation in any form. This leads to the consideration 

of other wear mechanisms. Primarily, the observed wear behavior for carbon/Nylon can 

be related to the delamination model proposed by Suh [36]. This is presented in the next 

section and shows the importance of the fiber-matrix interface in developing a wear 

resistant composite material. 

For the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 material, no significant difference in wear was found 

between the 10% and 20% weight percentages. (Higher weight percentages were not 

available and could not be fabricated by the supplier -- LNP Engineering Plastics.) 

Figure 5-24 shows wear results for the 10% and 20% Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 materials. Three 

repeats are shown for each fiber quantity and a significant amount of overlap is observed. 

Average volumetric wear measurements and 95% confidence intervals are shown at the 

right-hand side of Fig. 5-24 and were obtained using the final measurements of wear 

when the experiment is stopped. The average wear for the 10% Kevlar material is 

slightly less than that calculated for the 20% Kevlar material. But, the confidence 

intervals overlap. As a result, a correlation with the adhesive wear mechanism can not 

be obtained. Recall from Fig. 5-20 that there is only a slight increase in hardness when 

the quantity of Kevlar fibers is doubled. This increase in hardness does not seem to 

manifest itself as a decrease in wear in Fig. 5-24. If anything there is an increase in wear 

when the quantity of Kevlar fibers is doubled. Furthermore, as pointed out previously 
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FIGURE 5-24: WEAR MEASUREMENTS FOR 10% AND 20% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 

the trend lines in Fig. 5-24 are not linear although there are sections of the trend lines 

that show linearity. It will be shown in the next section that the change in slopes 

observed in Fig. 5-24 can be related to the formation of a transfer film at the interface. 

This film serves to reduce wear when compared to unfilled Nylon 6,6, and is formed by 

the removal, compression, and fibrillation of Kevlar fibers. 
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5.2.2 The Relevance of Subsurface Strength 

5.2.2.a. Theoretical Considerations 

In the adhesive model for wear the probability of formation of a wear particle (or 

k factor in Archard's equation) is perhaps the greatest unknown in this theory. The 

application of this model to composites further complicates matters due to the 

heterogeneous nature of these materials. In effect, there could be separate k factor terms 

for the fiber and matrix. Hornbogen and Friedrich [109, 43] have used this type of 

approach for abrasive wear mechanisms with some success although it is not an all- 

encompassing approach and should be viewed with skepticism. It does not include 

chemical or surface temperature effects and cannot be used to effectively predict wear 

which is due to adhesive mechanisms. 

Sung and Suh [36] have taken a more fundamental approach to composite wear 

through the application of his delamination model. A summary of this approach has 

already been presented in the literature review and will be discussed here in the context 

of the experimental results obtained in this research. Recall that the crux of Sung and 

Suh's approach rests with the concept that cracks can be nucleated below the surface due 

to large subsurface stresses. These cracks eventually lead to the formation of the sheet- 

like wear particles characteristic of delamination wear. As a result, the subsurface 

strength of a material is an important factor when wear resistance is considered. 

Fleming and Suh [62] have plotted the distribution of stresses under a sliding 

asperity contact for an isotropic, homogeneous material as shown in Fig. 5-25. Note that 

large triaxial compressive stresses are located directly underneath the contact region 
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FIGURE 5-25: ELASTIC STRESS UNDER A SLIDING ASPERITY CONTACT [36] 

which inhibit crack nucleation. However, towards the trailing edge of the contact region 

the subsurface stresses are tensile which supports the formation and propagation of 

cracks. Although this distribution of stresses is not exactly true for anisotropic, 

heterogeneous composites, Sung and Suh [36] have discussed the results shown in Fig. 

5-25 with respect to fiber-matrix debonding in unidirectional polymer composites. They 

noted that tensile stress components parallel to the surface are maximum at the surface 

and decrease with increasing distance from the surface. In comparison, the component 

perpendicular to the surface is zero at the surface, and is a maximum at a finite distance 
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from the surface [36]. As a result, as already presented in Fig. 2-1, fiber debonding is 

thought to occur along the length of the fiber-matrix interface in a manner that depends 

on the orientation of the fiber. Recent work by Wu and Ovaert [110] has shown that such 

fiber-matrix debonding -- or weak subsurface strength -- could indeed be related to wear 

of polymer composites. For their model system which consists of unidirectional fibers 

oriented in a direction perpendicular to the countersurface they also suggest that there is 

a potential relationship between "near-surface" tensile stresses and the bulk wear rate of 

polymer composites [110]. In keeping with this statement which implies the importance 

of subsurface shear strength, wear processes for Nylon 6,6 and the three Nylon 6,6-based 

polymer composites are discussed in the following sections. 

5.2.2.b Nylon 6,6 

During the tribological process, surface and subsurface stresses in the weaker 

Nylon 6,6 material could initially lead to the ripples on the worn surface shown in Fig. 

5-18. To break this process down into a step-by-step approach, first consider the sapphire 

disk as it moves in one direction across the surface of the Nylon 6,6 specimen. Surface 

tractions due to adhesion between the sapphire disk and the Nylon 6,6 polymer lead to 

surface and subsurface tensile stresses at the trailing edge of asperity contact regions. 

These stresses act as nucleating sites for cracks which can propagate during subsequent 

cycles. Since the motion of the disk is oscillatory, one must next consider the disk 

moving in the opposite direction. Now, the trailing edge of the asperity contact regions 

is reversed and tensile stresses can once again act as nucleating sites for cracks which can 

in turn propagate during subsequent cycles. 
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Fig. 5-26 provides a schematic diagram for this process and shows how the cracks 

on either side of an asperity contact can join to form a partial transfer film or wear debris 

which is removed from the contact region. This figure is not meant to be an “all- 

encompassing" approach to the wear of Nylon 6,6. It is only presented to provide a 

plausible explanation for both the surface morphology of the Nylon 6,6 specimen, and the 

existence of the roll-like wear debris. For instance, it is unlikely that the cracks 

propagate significantly during one pass of the sapphire disk. Multiple passes of the disk 

could be required to cause these cracks to propagate and subsequently form wear debris. 

Furthermore, this process is not purely mechanical and is therefore not independent of 

surface temperature effects or the tribochemical degradation mechanism proposed in a 

later section. Substantial softening of the surface can take place at the measured surface 

temperatures shown in Fig. 5-2a which approach 200 C. It will be shown that the wear 

debris, transferred material on the sapphire disk, and material still present in the wear 

scar all represent degraded forms of Nylon 6,6. 
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5.2.2.c Glass/Nylon 6,6 

A brief discussion on the characteristics of the worn glass/Nylon 6,6 surface has 

already revealed the striking difference in surface morphology between Nylon 6,6 and the 

glass fiber-filled material. Recall from the SEM's in Figs. 5-11 and 5-12 that there is an 

abundance of fibers in the central region of the glass/Nylon 6,6 wear scar. Furthermore, 

the high magnification SEM in Fig. 5-13 shows that the fibers are worn in place in 

addition to the matrix material. The specimen was tilted to obtain the SEM's depicted 

in Figs. 5-11, 12, and 13. 

Other SEM's of the worn glass/Nylon 6,6 surfaces are shown in Figs. 5-27, 28, 

29, and 30. For these pictures the specimen was not tilted to obtain a different 

perspective of the surface morphology. Figure 5-27 shows the entire wear scar with the 

lighter glass fibers located in the central region of the wear scar. The oscillation direction 

is shown by the arrows located below the SEM, and the bright regions at the edge of the 

wear scar correspond with wear debris removed from the contact region. A 100 um scale 

bar located at the bottom of the picture can be used to show that the diameter of the wear 

scar is approximately 1.5 mm. At the higher magnification shown in Fig. 5-28 the 

presence of the fibers is more apparent. This is a view of the central region of the wear 

scar where the fibers are more prevalent. Note that the fibers are partially worn as 

already confirmed by tilting the specimen and obtaining the micrograph shown in Fig. 5- 

13. Figure 5-28 shows that there is no preferential orientation to the fibers based on the 

oscillation direction. In other words, the tribological process does not appear to orient 

the fibers. Also, there appear to be light areas surrounding the fibers shown in Fig. 5-28. 
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  Poo GOs FIGURE 5-30: HIGH MAGNIFICATION SEM OF WEAR SCAR PERIPHERY ( 650X ) 
( 20 WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6 ) 
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It is likely that these light areas correspond with wear debris from the glass fibers which 

is deposited next to the fibers and eventually removed from the contact region. 

The presence of wear debris around a partially worn fiber indicates that the fiber 

is not being moved through the matrix. Instead, it stays adhered to the matrix and is 

"worn in place". As shown in Fig. 5-28 this appears to be true only for the fibers located 

in the central region of the wear scar. The micrograph of the periphery of the contact 

region in Fig. 5-29 shows that the fibers in the periphery do not have as much wear 

debris surrounding them. This is more apparent when only a few fibers are looked at as 

shown in Fig. 5-30. The fibers at the left-hand side of Fig. 5-30 are located closer to the 

central region of the contact region whereas the fibers in the middle of Fig. 5-30 are 

located in the peripheral region. A bit of the wear debris outside of the contact region 

is shown at the bottom right of Fig. 5-30 and the top right-hand region shows grooves 

where fibers have been removed from the contact region. Recall that Fig. 5-12 also 

shows the extensive grooves formed from removal fibers in the peripheral region. Note 

that the fiber in the peripheral region (bottom of Fig. 5-30) has only a minimal amount 

of whitish wear debris surrounding it when compared to the fibers located closer to the 

center of the contact region. For this reason it is likely that the peripheral fibers -- which 

do not have a great deal of wear debris surrounding them -- are not participating directly 

in the wear process. Instead, they are at the point where they are about to be removed 

completely from the contact region as shown by the grooves in Figs. 5-12 and 5-30. This 

occurs when the interfacial bonds between the glass fiber and the Nylon 6,6 matrix are 

completely broken and the fiber is subsequently removed from the interface as wear 
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debris. 

At this point it is important to consider the presence of an organosilane coupling 

agent that serves mainly as a fiber-matrix adhesive. More specifically, this coupling 

agent has been stated by LNP Engineering Plastics to be an aminosilane. However, the 

detailed molecular structure of this coupling agent (or sizing compound) is not known due 

to its proprietary nature. It is applied to the fibers by the glass manufacturer prior to 

shipping the fibers to the company which compounds them with the polymer matrix. The 

organosilane initially serves as a "safety-coating" which prevents damage of the glass 

fibers during shipping. When the fibers are compounded with the matrix it serves as a 

bonding agent which promotes fiber-matrix adhesion. The exact nature of the interfacial 

region between the fiber and matrix is not known (and is perhaps one of the greatest 

unknowns in the engineering and scientific study of composites). However, researchers 

including Plueddemann [111], and Ishida and Koenig [112] have determined basic reaction 

mechanisms which show how silane coupling agents work. 

Chawla [113] has provided an excellent description of the basic action of silane 

coupling agents using the chemical bridge model summarized herein. Silane molecules 

are multifunctional groups with a general chemical formula of R-SiX, where X stands for 

hydrolyzable groups bonded to Si. For example, X can be an ethoxy group -OC,H, and 

R is a resin-compatible group. As shown in Fig. 5-3la they are hydrolyzed in aqueous 

size solutions to give trihydroxy silanols. These silanols get attached to hydroxyl groups 

at the glass surface by means of hydrogen bonding (Fig. 5-31b). During the drying of 

sized glass fibers, water is removed and a condensation reaction occurs between silanol 
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FIGURE 5-31: THE FUNCTION OF A SILANE COUPLING AGENT 
(a) hydrolysis of silane to silanol, (b) hydrogen bonding between silanol 
and glass surface, (c) siloxane bonded to glass and polymer [113,114] 

and the glass surface as well as between adjacent silanol molecules on the glass surface. 

This leads to a polysiloxane layer bonded to the glass surface (Fig. 5-31c). Now that the 

silane coating is anchored to the glass surface, the resin-compatible R groups are free to 

react with the polymer matrix during the compounding process [113]. 

Kaas and Kardos [115] have noted that amine groups must be present in the 

coupling agent to allow for intermolecular condensation reactions between the silane 

molecules to form a siloxane polymer film on the surface. The film is in turn tied to the 

surface by chemical bonds formed by a condensation reaction between some of the silanol 
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groups and the hydroxyls on the surface of the glass fibers [115]. The exact mechanism 

could not be determined by Kaas and Kardos although they stated that this was a 

"fortunate effect" due to the fact that the amino-functional silane was originally intended 

to react with the epoxy resin they were using as a matrix material. Since LNP has stated 

that the coupling agent used for the glass/Nylon 6,6 composite is an aminosilane it is 

likely that this mechanism is occurring. Also, the amino groups are compatible with the 

polyamide matrix through hydrogen bonding mechanisms. Therefore, the fact that the 

glass fibers are retained in the Nylon 6,6 matrix during the tribological process could be 

related to the action of these aminosilane coupling agents and in particular their ability 

to promote strong chemical bonds between the fiber and the matrix. 

A drawback to the chemical reaction model for the action of silane coupling agents 

has been noted by Chawla [113] among others. This drawback relates to the fact that the 

proposed interfacial bonds would be so strong that they would likely fail at the strains 

caused by differential thermal contraction of the constituent materials during processing. 

Plueddmann [111] has proposed a reversible bonding mechanism associated with 

hydrolysis of the siloxane molecules at the interface. As depicted in Fig. 5-32a the 

presence of water at the interface can hydrolyze the covalent M-O bond leaving either 

weaker hydrogen bonds or an unbonded silanol group. If shearing occurs at the interface, 

the polymer and glass fiber can glide past each other without permanent rupture of the 

bonds [111]. This proposed mechanism is shown in Fig. 5-32b. Note that Ishida and 

Koenig [112] have used infrared spectroscopy to show that this reversible bond 

mechanism is indeed occurring. The feasibility for such a mechanism being present 
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during the glass/Nylon 6,6 - on - sapphire rubbing experiments is readily apparent. 

Desorbed water molecules are available at the surface of the composite due to desorption 

from the hygroscopic Nylon 6,6 matrix. And as discussed previously, the partially worn 

fibers in the contact region undergo shearing stresses as they are drawn out of the contact 

region. The fact that they are retained in the contact region could also be related to 

Pluddemann's reversible bond mechanism which allows for a more durable fiber-matrix 

interface. Therefore, the fibers are retained in the soft matrix without being 

catastrophically removed. 
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5.2.2.d Carbon/Nylon 6,6 

SEM's of a worn carbon/Nylon 6,6 surface have already been presented in Figs. 

5-6 and 5-7. The specimen examined contained 20 wt. % carbon fibers and showed light 

and dark regions which corresponded to fiber-rich and matrix-rich areas. Also, the 

higher magnification image of the fiber-rich region (Fig. 5-7) showed that the majority 

of the fibers are oriented in a direction parallel to the motion of the sapphire disk. Fig. 

5-33 is another view of this worn surface and indeed shows that the majority of the fibers 

are oriented in a direction parallel to the motion of the sapphire disk. Furthermore, in 

contrast to the glass fiber composites, the carbon fibers do not appear to be worn 

significantly during the experiments. A 5000X SEM of the worn surface is shown in Fig. 

  
FIGURE 5-33: SEM OF WEAR SCAR ON 20 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 

( 1000X ) 
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5-34 and provides a view of an individual carbon fiber. It can be seen that there is some 

matrix material still present on the side of the carbon fiber, but the top surface of the 

fiber appears to be free of matrix material -- although there is always the possibility of 

a thin polymeric film on the 5 wm diameter fiber which cannot be conclusively verified 

using current analytical techniques. 

  
FIGURE 5-34: SEM OF WEAR SCAR ON 20 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE 

( 5000x ) 

Although the carbon fibers do not appear to be worn during the tribological 

process, they are pulled-out of the matrix and it is likely that they are also fractured. It 

was shown that the removed carbon fibers and matrix material form a comparatively 

thick transfer film on the surface of the sapphire disk. A photomacrograph of this 

transfer film was presented in Fig. 5-15. SEM's of the transfer film show more 
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morphological details. Figure 5-35 shows the nature of the transfer film at approximately 

the center of the contact region. Fibers as well as matrix material comprise the film and 

it appears that there are matrix-rich and fiber-rich regions. The matrix-rich region is in 

the upper half of Fig. 5-35 and the fiber-rich region is in the lower half. Upon closer 

  
FIGURE 5-35: SEM OF TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK 

( SPHERE - 20 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6, 500X ) 

examination of the fiber-rich region there appears to be a film of polymeric material 

partially covering the fibers. This is shown in Fig. 5-36. The fibers in this SEM appear 

to be partially covered by a transfer film. Note that the fibers do not appear to be worn 

when they are transferred to the sapphire disk and there does not appear to be as much 

orientation to the fibers as was observed within the worn region on the carbon/Nylon 6,6 

test specimen. 

At this point it is reasonable to say that there is a relatively weak interface 
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FIGURE 5-36: TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK SHOWING MATRIX MATERIAL 
PARTIALLY COVERING THE FIBERS (SPHERE - 20 WT.% CARBONINYLON 6,6, 1000X) 

between the carbon fibers and the Nylon 6,6 polymeric matrix. (It is known that LNP 

did not include any coupling agents during the compounding of the fibers with the 

matrix.) Therefore, the subsurface strength of the carbon/Nylon 6,6 material is relatively 

weak due to this relatively easy removal of fibers from the composite. Furthermore, if 

there was a strong adhesive interface between the carbon fibers and the Nylon 6,6 matrix, 

one would likely observe worn carbon fibers as was the case for the glass/Nylon 6,6 

composites. Instead, failure occurs along the fiber/matrix interface in a manner similar 

to the delamination mechanism for composites proposed by Sung and Suh [36] and 

depicted in Fig. 2-1. This failure is catastrophic for the 20 wt.% and 40 wt.% 

carbon/Nylon 6,6 composites as shown by the wear results in Fig. 5-23. Substantial wear 

rates are observed for these materials due to rapid removal of the carbon fibers from the 
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composite and substantial transfer films are formed on the sapphire disk. These transfer 

films evidently do not serve to reduce wear. 

For the 10 wt.% carbon fiber composites there is a significant reduction in wear 

when compared to the other weight percentages and even Nylon 6,6. From Fig. 5-23 the 

wear of 10 wt.% carbon/Nylon 6,6 is consistently lower than that measured for the 20 

wt.% and 40 wt.% materials. This has been confirmed by repeating the experiments 

three times as depicted in Fig. 5-23 by the solid lines. The surface morphology of the 

worn 10 wt.% carbon/Nylon 6,6 material is shown in Figs. 5-37 and 5-38. These are 

photomacrographs of the contact region at two different magnification levels, 25X and 

63X respectively. The low magnification image in Fig. 5-37 was taken using overhead 

lighting which caused the fibers to shine on the worn surface. For this reason the bright 

areas in Fig. 5-37 represent fiber-rich areas and the darker regions represent matrix-rich 

areas. The higher magnification image in Fig. 5-38 was taken using polarized light. This 

allows for the fibers to be more easily distinguished from the matrix and shows that in 

the fiber-rich areas of Fig. 5-38 there does not appear to be any preferential orientation 

of the fibers. The banded characteristic of the worn region is also brought out in Fig. 

5-38. It is unclear why these bands form although they match the bands formed on the 

sapphire disk. These bands are shown in Fig. 5-39 and represent matrix-rich transfer 

films deposited on the sapphire disk. Therefore, it is plausible that these bands are due 

to the removal of a matrix rich section of the carbon/Nylon material followed by transfer 

to the disk. 
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FIGURE 5-37: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF THE WEAR SCAR ON A 

10 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE ( 25X ) 

      
HOTOMACROGRAPH OF THE WEAR SCAR ON A 

10 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE ( 65X ) 
_ FIGURE 5-38: 
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  i nd e 
FIGURE 5-39: TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK SHOWING BANDED PATTERN 

( SPHERE - 10 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 SHOWN IN FIGS. 5-37 & 38, ( 16X) ) 

A similar type of banded surface morphology also occurred when a second 

experiment was performed using the 10 wt.% carbon/Nylon composite. The wear rate 

during this second experiment was virtually indistinguishable from the first experiment 

as shown in Fig. 5-23. Figure 5-23 shows three experiments for the 10 wt.% material. 

The wear for the first two experiments is represented by the lowest two lines in this 

figure. 

When the experiment was repeated for a third time, a slightly different wear rate 

was obtained. At approximately 40 minutes from the start of the experiment the wear 

rate suddenly increased, and at the end the volumetric wear approached 1(10)* (um)’. 

This change in wear rate is attributed to the sudden removal of fibers from the matrix. 

From Fig. 5-40 these fibers are deposited as part of the transfer film which is formed at 
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FIGURE 5-40: TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK, THIRD REPEAT OF 
10 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 EXPERIMENT ( 16X ) 

FIGURE 5-41: TRANSFER FILM ON SAPPHIRE DISK, THIRD REPEAT OF 
10 WT.% CARBON/NYLON 6,6 EXPERIMENT ( 50X ) 
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the center of the contact region. (The photomacrograph shown in Fig. 5-40 was made 

by illuminating the disk from the underside whereas the photomacrograph shown in Fig. 

5-39 was made by illuminating the transfer film from above. Therefore, the matrix-rich 

region of the transfer film shown in Fig. 5-40 appears lighter than the matrix-rich film 

in Fig. 5-39.) The fibers in Fig. 5-40 appear as dark patches on the matrix-rich transfer 

film that was formed earlier in the experiment. A higher magnification image of these 

dark patches shown in Fig. 5-41 reveals that they are indeed carbon fibers. 

Due to this catastrophic removal of fibers from the 10 wt.% carbon/Nylon 6,6 

composite it is apparent that the weak fiber-matrix interface is once again prevalent. The 

increase in wear rate for this third repeat of the 10 wt.% carbon fiber experiments 

corresponds with the wear rates observed for the 20 wt.% and 40 wt.% specimens (Fig. 

5-23). The question one might ask at this point is "Why does the wear rate stay so low 

during the first two 10 wt.% carbon experiments and also stay low during most of the 

third experiment"? The answer to this question is not exactly known although it is likely 

that the carbon fibers are capable of serving as miniature roller bearings due to their lack 

of adhesion with the Nylon 6,6 matrix. However, this capability is obviously not a stable 

one as shown by the catastrophic increase in wear during the third experiment. 
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5.2.2.e Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 

The worn surface of 

the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 specimen 

shows a quite different surface 

morphology when compared to 

the other composites. Recall 

that the entire wear scar was 

presented in Fig. 5-8, and a 

higher magnification of this 

scar was presented in Fig. 5-9. 

Darker spots visible in Fig. 5-9 

correspond to Kevlar fibers 

either oriented perpendicularly 

or compressed at the interface 

during an experiment. These 

dark spots are more easily 

  
FIGURE 5-42: SEM OF THE WEAR SCAR ON A 
20 WT.% KEVLARINYLON 6,6 SPHERE ( 100X ) 

visible when another viewpoint is used as shown in Fig. 5-42. The numerous 

perpendicularly oriented fibers can be seen as somewhat circular areas, and compressed 

Kevlar fibers can also be seen as the larger dark areas. A higher magnification image 

(500X) of the worn Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 surface is shown in Fig. 5-43 and depicts the 

perpendicularly oriented fibers more clearly. This SEM reveals that not all the dark spots 

are perfectly round. Some of these spots are elliptical. Friedrich [43] has discussed this 
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FIGURE 5-43: SEM OF THE WORN SURFACE OF A 20 
WT.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE SHOWING FIBERS 
ORIENTED IN A PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION ( 500X ) 

phenomenon as _ being 

associated with worn tips of 

fibers that are oriented in a 

more angular direction to the 

countersurface rather than a 

true perpendicular direction. 

Therefore, the reader should 

bear in mind that the term 

"perpendicular fibers" is used 

rather loosely when it is used 

to describe the dark spots 

shown in these SEM's. It does 

not necessarily imply perfect 

perpendicularity, but rather, it 

describes fibers that are 

oriented in a near-perpendicular direction which are retained in the matrix and not 

compressed longitudinally at the surface. 

Another close-up image of a different section of the wear scar shows a compressed 

Kevlar fiber more clearly. This fiber is shown as a darker region in the lower part of 

Fig. 5-44. Perpendicular fibers retained in the matrix can also be observed as the darker 

circular (or elliptical) spots. Note that the compressed Kevlar material is formed by 

compression of the fibers which are oriented in non-perpendicular directions. These 
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FIGURE 5-44: SEM OF THE WORN SURFACE OF A 
20 WT.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 SPHERE SHOWING A 
COMPRESSED KEVLAR FIBER ( 500X ) 

fibers are apparently not 

retained in the matrix, and are 

in the process of being broken 

apart at the interface. This 

mechanism of fiber break-up 

can be related to the 

morphology (or microstructure) 

of the Kevlar fiber as 

discussed below. 

To explain. the 

mechanism of Kevlar fiber 

compression and shear one 

must understand the anisotropic 

nature of this fiber. Starting 

with a molecular picture of the 

Kevlar fiber shown in Fig. 5-45 one can readily see the strong covalent -para bonds in 

the longitudinal or fiber direction and the weak hydrogen bonding in the transverse 

direction. This results in a high longitudinal strength and also a highly oriented, rigid 

chain structure along the fiber axis. Dobb et al. [116] have developed a schematic 

representation of the supramolecular structure of Kevlar. This structure is shown in Fig. 

5-46 and depicts a radially arranged, axially pleated, crystalline supramolecular structure. 

Since rather weak interchain hydrogen bonding holds the pleats together they are easily 
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FIGURE 5-45: CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF A 
KEVLAR FIBER; strong covalent bonds in the FIGURE 5-46: SCHEMATIC DRAWING 
fiber direction; weak hydrogen bonds (indicated OF THE SUPERMOLECULAR 
by "H") in the transverse direction [116] STRUCTURE OF KEVLAR. [116] 

sheared. Therefore, Kevlar exhibits rather poor compressive properties and low shear 

strengths transverse to the fiber axis [116]. 

Another view of the structure of Kevlar is presented in Fig. 5-47. In this 

representation the fibrillar nature of Kevlar is shown. In other words, individual fibrils 

comprise a Kevlar fiber in a structure that behaves as though it were a composite in 

microscale [117]. Individual crystallites comprise each fibril which form distinct 

boundaries within the 12 um diameter Kevlar fiber as shown in Fig. 5-47. Layers of 

crystallites can be seen in each fibril which are representative of Dobb et al.'s [116] 

pleated model presented in Fig. 5-46. Note that Fig. 5-47 also supports the characteristic 

low compressive and shear strengths for Kevlar since there are many available shear 

planes in the fiber. This low shear strength allows the fiber to be easily sheared off 
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. during tribological processes as shown in 

\ Fig. 5-44, Recall that the fibers oriented 

; cnstaes in near-perpendicular directions are 

shown as dark spots in Fig. 5-44, and 

have been sheared off during the 

oscillating contact experiment. 

|= Fibril boundaries 

    
| 
| 

| The process of fibrillation -- 

Vy yl 
| I breakage of a Kevlar fiber into individual 
iyi 

Vy fibrils -- allows some fibers to be 

}~<—12 um —>J broken-up and flattened during the 

FIGURE 9-47: SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF . . . 
THE FIBRILLAR NATURE OF KEVLAR [117] tribological process. This relates to the 

observation that fibers oriented in 

nonperpendicular directions tend to be compressed at the interface, and then broken apart 

due to the rubbing action of the oscillating sapphire countersurface. This can be seen in 

Figs. 5-9 and 5-43 where the compressed Kevlar fiber is shown in the lower part of the 

figure as a dark region. This compressed fiber is being broken-up due to the rubbing 

action as shown by the smaller fragments which are close to the larger compressed fibers. 

The fragments could represent groups of fibrils which have broken away from the larger 

fibers. More compressed fibers can be observed in the lower magnification images 

shown in Figs. 5-8 and 5-42. Once again, the larger compressed fibers appear as dark 

regions with smaller fragments nearby. These fragments tend to form a trail which leads 

to the edge of the wear scar and corresponds with the sliding direction. 
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It is likely that the compressed Kevlar fibers form a portion of the transfer film 

on the sapphire disk shown in Fig. 5-16 which leads to a corresponding reduction in wear 

rate. Recall from Fig. 5-24 that the wear rate for the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 materials is 

initially high for the first 5 to 10 minutes of an experiment. This relatively high wear 

rate could be due to the compression and fibrillation of Kevlar fibers located near the 

surface of the composite. Once these compressed and fibrillated fibers form the partial 

transfer film, the wear rate decreases as shown in Fig. 5-24 by the decrease in the slope 

of the lines after 5 to 10 minutes. 
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5.2.3 Tribochemical Wear Mechanism 

5.2.3.a. Tribological Measurements and Observations 

An important objective of this research was to determine the role of chemistry on 

the tribological behavior of polymer composites. For this reason a subset of experiments 

will be discussed to reemphasize the importance of relationships between friction, surface 

temperature, wear, and also chemical reactions at the interface. With the exception of 

the few studies summarized in the literature review, such tribochemical processes have 

been ignored by most researchers. The set of tribological experiments discussed in the 

following sections shows why it is desirable to use surface analytical techniques to 

examine worn surfaces for chemical changes. For this research, Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIRM) was used to determine the functional groups present on 

the surface and find out if the polymeric and composite surfaces have been chemically 

modified due to friction and wear processes. The research summarized in this section is 

currently available as a preprint from the Society of Tribologists and Lubrication 

Engineers (STLE) [94], and has been accepted for publication in Tribology Transactions. 

(i) Measurements of Surface Temperature, Friction, and Wear 

The experiments discussed below represent typical measurements of surface 

temperature, friction, and wear for Nylon 6,6 and 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6. These 

results are presented as a group to facilitate the comparison of tribological measurements 

with surface analytical results. In other words, a complete set of tribological results is 

presented to allow for the comparison with the FTIRM results. 
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FIGURE 5-48: VOLUMETRIC WEAR MEASUREMENTS 

Volumetric wear 

measurements for the two 

materials are shown in Fig. 

5-48. The vertical axis 

represents the volume of 

debris removed from the 

spherical test specimen due 

to wear. It can be seen 

that the glass/Nylon 6,6 

composite produces less 

wear than the Nylon 

polymer. By adding 10 

weight percent (or 4.8 

volume percent) glass 

fibers to a Nylon 6,6 

matrix, wear is reduced by 

more than 90 percent. Note that wear rate can also be determined from the slope of the 

lines shown in Fig. 5-48. Glass/Nylon 6,6 shows an extremely low rate of wear when 

compared to the Nylon 6,6 polymeric material. 

Surface temperature results are presented in Fig. 5-49. For the Nylon 6,6 

material rubbing against sapphire, surface temperatures approach 200 C. With the 

glass/Nylon 6,6 material, surface temperatures are much lower -- ranging from 80 to 135 
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C. A similar decrease is observed for friction measurements shown in Fig. 5-50. Peaks 

in coefficient of friction approach 1.2 to 1.4 when Nylon 6,6 is rubbed against sapphire. 

In comparison, glass/Nylon 6,6 shows lower values of friction ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. 

In summary, the wear, surface temperature, and friction results presented in Figs. 

5-48, 49, and 50 not only show important trends in the data, but also show large 

differences between the tribological behavior of the Nylon 6,6 polymer and the 

glass/Nylon 6,6 composite. It can be seen that the presence of 10 weight percent glass 

fibers in a Nylon 6,6 matrix lowers wear, surface temperature, and friction. 
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(ii) Photomacrographs 

Photomacrographs of the worn surfaces are presented to show the relevant surface 

morphology of the materials after an experiment. In addition, discolored areas of the 

worn surfaces suggest that chemical changes have taken place during the tribological 

experiment. Due to this possibility, surface analytical studies were performed using 

FTIRM. 

Figure 5-51 is a photomacrograph of the wear scar on the Nylon 6,6 specimen at 

a magnification level of 31X. Cracks can be observed in an orientation perpendicular to 

the direction of motion in an otherwise relatively smooth wear scar. Material removed 

in the shape of these cracks adheres to the sapphire disk when the two materials are 

separated after an experiment. This material is present in the center of the sapphire disk 

contact region shown in Fig. 5-52. Note that only part of the contact region is shown in 

Fig. 5-52 and that the magnification level used here is 16X. The darker regions shown 

in Fig. 5-52 represent transferred polymeric material, and debris is removed from the 

interface in the shape of short roll-like segments. This debris can be seen surrounding 

the contact region. As observed with an optical microscope, the thickness of the transfer 

films appears to be less than 5 pm. 

The wear scar and disk contact regions for a glass/Nylon 6,6 specimen are shown 

in Figs. 5-53 and 54, respectively. These photomacrographs were obtained at the same 

respective magnification levels as in Figs. 5-51 and 52. The scar size is smaller, 

indicating less wear of the fiber-filled material. Light areas in Fig. 5-53 represent fiber- 

rich regions while dark areas represent matrix-rich regions. Some material is transferred 
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FIGURE 5-51: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF A WORN NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

(MAGNIFICATION=31X) 

  
—_—P- 

FIGURE 5-52: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF TRANSFERRED MATERIAL ON THE 
SAPPHIRE DISK (SPHERE - NYLON 6,6) (MAGNIFICATION=16X) 
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FIGURE 5-53: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF A WORN GLASS/NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

(MAGNIFICATION = 31X) 

  
FIGURE 5-54: PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF TRANSFERRED MATERIAL ON THE 

SAPPHIRE DISK (SPHERE - 10 WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6) 
(MAGNIFICATION=16X) 
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to the sapphire disk as shown in Fig. 5-54. However, as is the case with the Nylon 6,6 

experiments, this transfer film is less than 5 um thick and is not continuous. Therefore, 

it does not directly interfere with the measurement of surface temperature. Furthermore, 

the debris formed during the glass/Nylon 6,6 experiments appears to be smaller and less 

roll-like than that formed during the Nylon 6,6 experiments. 

For the Nylon 6,6 and glass/Nylon 6,6 materials, the wear debris that is formed 

and removed from the interface does not appear to reenter the interface during the 

experiment and influence the tribological measurements. Note that when the sphere and 

disk are separated after an experiment, there is very little loose wear debris present within 

the wear scar or transferred film. In addition, no wear of the sapphire disk is observed 

for the Nylon 6,6 experiments, while very fine and subtle microscopic scratches have 

been observed on the disk after the glass/Nylon 6,6 tests. 

5.2.3.b FTIRM Results 

Infrared spectra were obtained for both worn and unworn areas of the Nylon and 

Nylon/glass specimens. In addition, spectra were obtained for transferred material on the 

sapphire disks and wear debris taken from the edge of a worn area. 

(i) Nylon 6,6 - on - Sapphire 

To obtain a reference or base spectrum, an unworn area of a Nylon 6,6 sphere 

was examined. This base spectrum is shown in Fig. 5-55 along with the molecular 

structure of Nylon 6,6. The highest frequency absorption band at 3330 cm" is mainly 

due to stretching of the secondary amide (N-H) group. At 1545 cm", another large peak 
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for N-H is observed. This is usually referred to as the amide II peak and can be ascribed 

to vibrational bending of the N-H group. The amide I peak at 1640 cm” is the largest 

in the Nylon 6,6 spectrum and relates to stretching of the carbonyl (C=O) group. Other 

AMIDE | 
C=O 

STRETCH AMIDE II 
N—H BEND 

| jan I 
H4—-N— (CH, )g —N—C—(CH)g—C--OH 

AMIDE III NYLON 6,6 , ON 
STRETCH 

AMIDE 
V&V           

STRETCH? AMIDE V 
(CH), 

C_H C-H \ 

Sie. I J... 

4000 3620 3240 2860 2480 2100 1720 1340 960 580 
| WAVENUMBER (CM™’) 
FIGURE 5-55: FTIRM SPECTRUM - UNWORN NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

smaller absorption bands are labelled in Fig. 5-55. The amide III band due to C-N 

stretching is located around 1300 cm", and the amide IV & VI bands which relate to N-H 

deformation are located around 600 cm’. Note that the amide V band at 720 cm" (also 

due to N-H deformation) overlaps with the (CH,), absorption band when n 2 4. Other 

important bands near 2900 cm" and 1450 cm" can be assigned to vibrational stretching 

and deformation modes of the C-H group. In summary, the spectral information shown 

in Fig. 5-55 confirms that the ball material before undergoing tribological processes is 

clearly Nylon 6,6. 
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To facilitate comparisons, 

Fig. 5-55 is shown again in Fig. 
(c) TRANSFER FILM ON DISK 

5-56a and compared with infrared 

spectra obtained using the worn 

surface of the Nylon 6,6 sphere 

i and transferred material on the 

sapphire disk. Figure 5-56b 

  
represents an infrared spectrum of 

the Nylon 6,6 wear scar shown in 
(b) WORN NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

Fig. 5-51. Figure 5-56c represents 

spectral information obtained 

I\ Jj using the transferred material 

shown in Fig. 5-52. For this 

  
(a) UNWORN NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

spectrum, the FTIRM system was 

placed the in transmission mode     to obtain a higher signal-to-noise   / ratio than is possible in the 
4000 3620 3240 2860 2480 2100 1720 1340 960 580 

WAVENUMBER (CM™1) 

FIGURE 5-56: COMPARISON OF FTIRM SPECTRA 

(NYLON 6,6) sapphire disk transmits infrared 

reflection mode. Since the 

energy only out to approximately 

1340 cm", the signal is attenuated at frequencies to the right of this number in Fig. 5-56c. 

With respect to the unworn Nylon 6,6 material shown in Fig. 5-56a, the FTIRM spectrum 
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for the wear scar in Fig. 5-56b depicts an excess of carbonyl groups. This is due to the 

large relative difference between the amide I peak at 1640 cm! and the N-H peaks at 

3300 and 1545 cm". In comparison, the spectrum for the transfer film does not show this 

large relative difference between carbonyl and amide groups. Instead, when compared 

to the unworn surface, the secondary peak at 3300 cm! due to N-H and NH, groups 

appears to have increased relative to the carbonyl peak. Furthermore, the height of the 

C-H stretching band at around 2900 cm” has also increased relative to the carbonyl peak. 

In short, FTIRM results for the Nylon 6,6 worn surface show an excess of carbonyl 

groups whereas the transfer film shows an excess of N-H and NH, groups as well as an 

excess of C-H groups. This provides evidence for the proposed degradation process. 

(ii) Nylon 6,6/Glass - on - Sapphire 

Figure 5-57a shows the spectrum for an unworn Nylon 6,6/glass composite. This 

spectrum shows that the unworn surface of this specimen is mainly Nylon 6,6. No peaks 

appear for the oxide groups present in the glass fibers. Therefore, the glass fiber-filled 

specimen is apparently covered by a thin layer of Nylon 6,6 during the injection molding 

process. When compared to the reference Nylon 6,6 spectrum in Fig. 5-56a, it can be 

seen that the amide peaks at 1545 and 3300 cm’ in Fig. 5-57a are somewhat reduced with 

respect to the carbonyl peak. This implies that the surface of the Nylon/glass material 

is a Slightly degraded form of Nylon 6,6. The reason for this is not known. However, 

as one possibility, the presence of the glass fibers during the injection molding process 

could lead to higher frictional forces and a slight degradation of the Nylon when the 

specimen is formed. 
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(c) FIBER-RICH REGION OF WEAR SCAR 

(b) MATRIX-RICH REGION OF WEAR SCAR 

A 

(a) UNWORN GLASS/NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

4000 3620 3240 2860 2480 2100 1720 1340 

WAVENUMBER (CM™") 

FIGURE 5-57a,b,c: COMPARISON OF FTIRM SPECTRA 
(10 WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6) 
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Figure 5-57b shows an 

FTIRM spectrum obtained from 

the worn surface of the Nylon 

6,6/glass specimen. A_ dark 

region of the wear scar shown in 

Fig. 5-53 was used to obtain this 

spectrum. It is apparently a 

matrix-rich area since no 

additional oxide peaks due to the 

glass fibers are present in Fig. 5- 

57b. When compared to the 

unworn surface, the amide II 

peak at 1545 cm" in Fig. 5-57b is 

still reduced with respect to the 

carbonyl peak, indicating an 

excess of carbonyl groups on the 

worn surface. 

Figure 5-57c depicts the 

spectrum for a light area of the 

wear scar in Fig. 6a. This area 

is a fiber-rich area since there is 

a strong absorption band between 
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(6) WEAR DEBRIS SAMPLE 

  
(d) TRANSFER FILM ON DISK 

  
FIGURE 5-57d,e. COMPARISON OF FTIRM SPECTRA 

(10 WT.% GLASS/NYLON 6,6) 

1340 and 800 cm” indicative of 

oxide groups present in the glass. 

A degraded carbonyl-rich species 

is also detected in the light area 

since the amide peaks are again 

attenuated. An FTIRM spectrum 

was also obtained for material 

transferred to the sapphire disk 

during a Nylon _ 6,6/glass 

experiment. This spectrum is 

shown in Fig. 5-57d. An excess 

of N-H and NH, groups is present 

in the transfer film as well as an 

excess of C-H groups. Note that the use of the transmission mode to obtain the spectrum 

in Fig. 5-57d prevented the detection of any glass fibers in the transfer film. However, 

an FTIRM spectrum for debris sampled from the edge of the wear scar failed to detect 

any significant amount of oxide-containing glass fiber material. This spectrum is shown 

in Fig. 5-57e and also shows the abundance of N-H, NH,, and C-H groups. 

In summary, evidence of polymer degradation can be seen in Figs. 5-56a - e for 

the Nylon 6,6 polymer, and in Figs. 5-57a - e for the Nylon 6,6/glass composite. No 

evidence of a chemical reaction between sapphire (Al,O,) and Nylon 6,6 or its 

degradation products was found. However, it should be pointed out that the presence of 
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any thin (e.g., monolayer) surface reaction product such as an aluminum complex or soap 

would not be readily detectable since much larger quantities of non-Al-containing 

degradation products cover and dominate the surface. 

5.2.3.¢ Nylon 6,6 Degradation Mechanism 

FTIRM results show that there is a marked difference between unworn surfaces, 

worn surfaces, and transferred material for the Nylon 6,6 specimens studied. These 

differences can be explained in terms of a degradation mechanism which is not simply due 

to bulk temperature effects, but frictional processes at the interface. Some studies have 

been performed to show how bulk quantities of Nylon 6,6 degrade under the influence 

of externally applied sources of heat over prolonged periods of time [118]. However, 

potential degradation mechanisms that can arise during tribological processes have not 

been presented for this widely used polymer. 

Since the N-C bonds in a Nylon 6,6 macromolecule require the lowest amount of 

energy for dissociation (305 kJ/mole), they will be more likely to break than C-C bonds 

which require 347 kJ/mole. This is shown in Fig. 5-58. Two types of degraded species 

can conceivably be formed from breaking the N-C bonds in Nylon 6,6. The first one is 

enriched in N-H and NH, groups as well as C-H groups. This polymeric material is 

indicative of the material transferred to the sapphire disk as confirmed by the FTIRM 

results shown in Figs. 5-56c and 5-57d. Figure 5-57e shows that the wear debris from 

the glass/Nylon 6,6 specimen is also enriched in this amide/amine rich degraded material. 
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FIGURE 5-58: MOLECULAR MODEL OF A NYLON 6,6 POLYMER 
(THE ARROW INDICATES BREAKDOWN OF THE N-C INTRAMOLECULAR BONDS) 

The predominant carbonyl peaks depicted in Figs. 5-56b, 5-57b, and 5-57c show 

that another degraded form of Nylon 6,6 can also arise from the breakdown of the N-C 

linkage. This degraded material is enriched in carbonyl groups and deficient in N-H 

amide structures as well as C-H groups. It is present within the wear scar for both the 

Nylon 6,6 and glass fiber-filled specimens. 

Based on this analysis of chemical structures present within the transfer films, 

wear debris, and wear scars there is a possibility that the degradation mechanism could 

involve hydrolysis of the polyamide from moisture absorbed in the polymer or air. 

Amine and carboxyl groups are typically formed as a result of this reaction. However, 

it is not the purpose of this dissertation to propose a detailed mechanism of Nylon 

degradation under tribological conditions -- a mechanism that would include all possible 

types of inter- and intra- molecular bonding within the polymer chains, between the 

polymer chains, and between the polymer and sapphire. That is clearly beyond the scope 

of the present study. And, it is also a difficult and complex problem that lies at the heart 

of any fundamental study of tribology even in the absence of chemical reactions. 
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Adhesion between contacting solids is certainly an important part of tribology. But, 

tribological processes -- involving unknown and changing real areas of contact, high 

pressures, surface temperatures, and high rates of shear as well as possible electrical and 

chemical effects -- are obviously more complex than the models of adhesion generally 

found in the literature. 

Nevertheless, it may be of interest to discuss this aspect briefly in the light of our 

own observations. First and foremost, the most important finding in the present study is 

that significant chemical degradation of Nylon 6,6 occurs in sliding contact even under 

rather low levels of frictional heat generation. Using conventional "wisdom", one might 

ask why polymeric material is not simply transferred to the sapphire disk in a bulk, 

undegraded form during the tribological process. This question could be answered in 

terms of hydrogen bonding and acid-base interactions. It is well known [119,120] that 

a superimposed network force field for polyamides is determined by the characteristic 

inter- and intra- molecular forces including hydrogen bonding. Accordingly, a lack of 

bulk, undegraded polymer on the sapphire disk may be related to the fact that the inter- 

molecular attractive forces between Nylon 6,6 macromolecules are stronger than acid-base 

interactions between the Lewis-base sites of the sapphire disk and the Lewis-acid sites on 

the Nylon 6,6 molecules. 

Tribological effects, including surface temperature and shear stress effects, cause 

a specific tribochemical degradation process of the organic material due to the dissociation 

of N-C bonds in the Nylon backbone. On the other hand, it has been recognized that the 

acid-base interaction plays an important role in adhesion of polymers to metals [121-123], 
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and polyamides to ceramic surfaces [124]. The acid-base interaction between sapphire 

disk Lewis-base sites (Al-O) and the Lewis-acid sites on the degraded Nylon 6,6 

fragments (N-H) could conceivably bring about selected adhesion of the material enriched 

in N-H groups due to strong Al-O...H-N attractive forces. 

As the wear debris is also enriched in amide-amine groups, it is possible that the 

debris is produced from degraded material fragments transferred to sapphire disk 

surfaces. Consequently, the base material on the wear scar is enriched in carbonyl 

groups. Obviously, additional studies would be needed in order to understand the entire 

process. 

5.2.3.d Relationship Between Tribological Results and Degradation 
Mechanism for Nylon 6,6 

Based on the FTIRM data, it can be postulated that the wear of Nylon 6,6 and 

Nylon 6,6/glass is related to and in fact controlled by the chemical degradation model 

proposed. Figures 5-56 and 5-57 show that wear debris, transferred material, and wear 

scar material represent degraded forms of Nylon 6,6. Furthermore, volumetric wear for 

the Nylon 6,6 polymer is extensive as shown in Fig. 5-48. In comparison, when glass 

fibers are added to Nylon 6,6, a decrease in both wear and extent of degradation occurs. 
  

This decrease is due in part to the lower surface temperatures and frictional forces acting 

at the interface as shown in Figs. 5-49 and 50. 

Both thermal and tribochemical effects are believed to lead to the breakage of the 

N-C intramolecular bonds as shown in Fig. 5-58. The presence of tribochemical effects 

causes this degradation process to occur at the surface of the polymer at temperatures 

lower than those usually required for bulk degradation. Also, at higher frictional heat 
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generation levels (due to higher loads and velocities), degradation caused by thermal and 

tribochemical effects is expected to be greater. This is particularly true if polymers or 

composites are rubbed against themselves since their low thermal conductivities lead to 

high surface temperatures. Tribochemical degradation at the surface can indeed act as 

a limiting factor in practical applications of these materials. The degradation process 

demonstrates that polymer materials used in tribological applications should not be 

designed solely from consideration of mechanical properties (e.g., strength, hardness, 

elastic modulus, etc.) without regard to chemical changes that can exist in tribological 

processes. It is also necessary to consider physical and chemical behavior at and near the 

interface. 
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5.3 Surface Temperature Reduction Mechanisms 

5.3.1 Experimental Measurements of Surface Temperature 

The ability to accurately measure surface temperatures generated during a tribological 

process represents a capability that is quite unique. Surface temperatures are an 

important fundamental unknown in tribology, and any measurements of this parameter are 

useful for enhancing our understanding of friction and wear processes. 

5.3.l.a Emissivity Results 

Prior to describing the surface temperature measurements in detail it should be noted 

that an emissivity value of 0.90 was used to calculate surface temperatures from the IR 

radiance signals. Emissivity measurements for Nylon 6,6 and the three polymer 

composites are shown in Appendix F. Measurements are shown for both worn and 

unworn surfaces, and no significant differences have been measured. In addition, there 

did not appear to be an effect of temperature on emissivity for the materials evaluated. 

Since polymers typically have emissivity values greater than 0.80 [3,125] it is no surprise 

that emissivities approaching 0.90 were measured for Nylon 6,6 and the low weight 

percentage composite materials. In addition, tabulated values of emissivity found in the 

literature for bulk glass and carbon also tend to be high. As listed in reference [125], 

"smooth" glass has emissivity values that are between 0.92 and 0.94 for the 0 - 100 C 

temperature range. Carbon is listed as having emissivity values which range from 0.76 

for graphitized carbon at 100 C, to 0.95 for carbon filaments at 250 C [125]. No 

literature values are available for the emissivity of Kevlar fibers. However, this aromatic 

polyamide material is of course a polymer itself and would be expected to have a 
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relatively high emissivity [3,125]. Therefore, an emissivity of 0.90 is used for calculating 

surface temperatures from raw radiance measurements. This is based on both the 

experimental results listed in Appendix F, and the literature values discussed above. 

5.3.1.6 Clarification of Experimental Technique(s) 

Surface temperature results presented in the next section represent average surface 

temperatures. As shown schematically in Fig. 5-59 surface temperatures are expected to 

increase to a quasi steady-state (or average) level and fluctuate at twice the oscillation 

frequency. It is this quasi steady-state surface temperature level that is shown in Fig. 5- 

60 (and later in Figs. 5-61 and 5-63). Peak-to-peak fluctuations over a single cycle of 
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motion are obviously not shown due to the low sampling rate (200 Hz) required to sample 

data over a fifty minute time period. In Section 5.4 peak-to-peak fluctuations are shown 

by plotting short segments of data sets sampled at 1000 Hz, and by also using Fourier 

transforms to display the data in the frequency domain. These peak-to-peak fluctuations 

are shown to be less than 5 C for Nylon 6,6 and glass/Nylon 6,6. For the other 10 wt. % 

fiber-filled composites they are somewhat higher -- 30 C for carbon/Nylon 6,6 and 5 - 

15 C for Kevlar/Nylon 6,6. 

Three oscillating contact experiments (or repeats) were performed for Nylon 6,6 and 

the 10 wt.% fiber-filled Nylon 6,6 composites. Results from these experiments are 

shown in Figs. 5-60, 5-61, and 5-63. As discussed in the Procedure, each of these 

figures shows a set of results in which a slightly different experimental technique was 

utilized. The test conditions were the same for each of these repeats, but the surface 

temperature measurement and data acquisition techniques were slightly different. To 

obtain the results shown in Fig. 5-60 the infrared microscope's target spot was located 

at the center of the evolving contact region throughout the duration of the experiment and 

a 200 Hz sampling rate was used. This is not the case for Fig. 5-61. Although the 200 

Hz sampling rate was also used for these experiments, the results shown in Fig. 5-61 

reflect movement of the target spot at five minute intervals. Recall that the infrared 

microscope is located on a manually driven X-Y table which allows for movement of the 

microscope (and target spot) in a precise manner. Scanning is done to measure surface 
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temperatures in areas other than the center of the evolving contact region, and the 

scanning pattern is shown in Fig. 5-62 for clarification purposes. Note that the scanning 

technique causes "drops" in surface temperature to show up in the plots depicted in Fig. 

5-61. These drops are due to the movement of the target spot to cooler areas away from 

the center of the evolving contact region. 

am 
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THE TARGET SPOT IS INITIALLY AT POIN 
ZERO. AT FIVE MINUTE INTERVALS THE 
TARGET SPOT IS MOVED BACK AND 
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3 
INFRARED TARGET SPOT 
DIAMETER: (18 ym)   

FIGURE 5-62: SCANNING PATTERN USED TO OBTAIN THE RESULTS SHOWN IN FIG. 5-61 

Figure 5-63 shows surface temperature results obtained during relatively high sample 

rate experiments. The sampling rate used was 1000 Hz which enables the measurement 

of peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature over a single cycle of motion. This 

also allows for the performance of the frequency domain analysis described in Section 

5.5. Therefore, there are obvious analytical advantages to using a 1000 Hz sampling 

rate. However, such a high sampling rate precludes taking data continuously over the 

whole fifty minute experiment. (If this were done the size of the data set would be 
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enormous and subsequently unmanageable.) As a result, data sets were only acquired at 

five minute intervals for a duration of sixty seconds per interval. Eleven separate data 

sets were therefore acquired for each material, and each of these data sets was one minute 

long. This minimized the size of the entire data set and enabled peak-to-peak 

measurements of surface temperature to be obtained (see Section 5.5). To compare the 

surface temperature results obtained in this manner with those already presented in Figs. 
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5-60 and 5-61 a different data reduction technique had to be utilized. This technique 

entailed simply averaging the surface temperatures calculated for each separate data set 

and plotting these results as shown in Fig. 5-63. Trend lines could then be drawn to 

enable comparison of these results with the continuous measurements of surface 

temperature shown previously. 

5.3.1.c Surface Temperature Results 

The surface temperature increases rapidly during the first five minutes of the Nylon 

6,6 - on - sapphire experiments and averages around 185 C with individual peaks that 

approach 200 C. This is shown in Fig. 5-60a. When the experiment is stopped after 

fifty minutes the surface temperature decreases rapidly which indicates that the surface 

rather than the bulk temperature is being measured. This is also the case for the other 

materials evaluated in this study and demonstrates the significance of using the infrared 

microscopic technique for measuring surface temperatures generated by friction. Note 

that the measured surface temperatures exceed the 75 C glass transition temperature for 

Nylon 6,6, but do not reach the 265 C melting point. 

When a 10 wt.% carbon/Nylon 6,6 composite is placed in oscillating contact with a 

sapphire disk, the surface temperature also increases rapidly to levels which approach 130 

C during the first two minutes of the experiment. This is shown in Fig. 5-60b. After 

approximately thirty minutes the surface temperature reaches 140 C and stays around this 

average throughout the duration of the experiment. However, during the last two minutes 

there is a slight increase in surface temperature to around 145 C. Of most significance 

is the fact that surface temperature is reduced when 10 wt.% carbon fibers are added to 
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a Nylon 6,6 matrix. Recall that surface temperatures shown in Fig. 5-60a reached 200 

C for Nylon 6,6 - on - sapphire. 

Surface temperatures measured during 10 wt.% Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiments are 

somewhat higher. As shown in Fig. 5-60c the surface temperature increases at 

approximately the same rate as was measured for the Nylon 6,6 case. In fact during the 

initial ten minutes of the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiment the surface temperature approaches 

185 C and actually exceeds the temperatures initially measured during the Nylon 6,6 

experiment. However, after ten minutes the surface temperature drops to a level which 

varies relatively slowly between 150 and 175 C. This represents only a slight reduction 

in surface temperature when compared to Nylon 6,6 - on - sapphire. 

Surface temperatures measured during the 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 experiments 

increase initially to 135 C and then decrease to 80 C. Figure 5-60d shows that this initial 

behavior only lasts for the first six minutes. It is due to the presence of a Nylon 6,6 film 

which covers the unworn surface of the glass/Nylon 6,6 specimen. Therefore, during the 

initial part of the experiment no glass fibers are in contact with the sapphire disk and the 

surface temperature increases at the same rate as was measured during the Nylon 6,6 - 

on - sapphire experiments. Once this initial Nylon 6,6 film is worn through, the glass 

fibers are exposed and surface temperature is reduced to 80 C. This low surface 

temperature level is maintained until approximately thirty minutes have passed since the 

start of the experiment. At this point the surface temperature level begins to increase in 

a monotonic fashion. The variation in surface temperature also begins to increase after 

the thirty minute point with an initial somewhat anomalous "spike" occurring between the 
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twenty and twenty-two minute marks. By the end of the experiment, the surface 

temperature has reached 130 C which is close to the temperature measured during the 

carbon/Nylon 6,6 experiments. This behavior for glass/Nylon 6,6 is quite complex and 

an explanation is not offered before friction results are presented. Therefore, observed 

correlations between surface temperature, friction, and wear will be presented for this 

material in Section 5.5. For now it should be stated that there is a strong correlation 

between friction and surface temperature measurements. In fact, the friction plots shown 

in Section 5.4 correspond closely with the surface temperature plots. 

When the scanning experiments are plotted in Fig. 5-61 it can be seen that the 

repeatability of this set of experiments is quite good. Nylon 6,6 once again shows the 

highest surface temperatures with peaks exceeding 200 C and an average value that stays 

around 185 C for the majority of the experiment. 10 wt. % Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 shows only 

a slight decrease in surface temperature as was shown in Fig. 5-61c. And, 10 wt.% 

carbon/Nylon 6,6 shows a surface temperature that approaches 160 C. This is somewhat 

higher than the surface temperature trace shown in Fig. 5-61b which approaches 145 C. 

However, the trend is still consistent in that the surface temperature for 10 wt.% 

carbon/Nylon 6,6 is lower than that measured for Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 and Nylon 6,6. The 

10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 scanning experiment shows remarkable repeatability with the 

initial peak that exceeds 125 C due to removal of the Nylon 6,6 film followed by the 

decrease to a level that stays around 85 C until the twenty minute mark. At this point 

there is a more sudden change in surface temperature behavior than was observed in Fig. 

5-61d. An increasing trend to the surface temperature signal is once again observed, and 
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the temperature approaches 120 C towards the end of the experiment. 

Since the purpose of the scanning experiments shown in Fig. 5-61 was to check for 

"hotter spots" outside of the center of the evolving contact region, some words should be 

provided on this subject. None of the scans across the surface revealed that there was 

a substantial increase in surface temperature. Thus, the highest surface temperature 

occurs at the center of the evolving contact region. To clarify this further, all the scans 

across the interface resulted in the drops in surface temperature shown in Fig. 5-61. The 

only exception to this is when the center of the contact region is passed over during the 

scanning process. 

When results from the high sample rate experiments are plotted in Fig. 5-63 for 

comparative purposes, similar trends to the surface temperature data can once again be 

observed. Nylon 6,6 shows the highest average surface temperature which approaches 

180 C towards the end of the experiment. In comparison, 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 

shows a substantial reduction in surface temperature. An initial increase to 130 C is 

shown followed by a decrease to around 85 C which is consistent with the surface 

temperature behavior shown in Figs. 5-60d and 5-61d for glass/Nylon 6,6. Furthermore, 

as shown in the previous experiments, after approximately twenty minutes the surface 

temperature begins to rise to an average level which approaches 105 C towards the end 

of the experiment. For the Kevlar fiber and carbon fiber materials there is also a 

reduction in surface temperature as was observed in the previous repeats. Kevlar/Nylon 

6,6 shows an initial surface temperature level which is close to that measured during the 

Nylon 6,6 experiment. However, after approximately twelve minutes the surface 
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temperature drops to a level which fluctuates around 140 C. This is lower than the 

surface temperatures measured during the other two Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiments and 

could be due to the formation of a thicker transfer film on the surface of the sapphire 

disk. Results for the carbon/Nylon 6,6 material once again approach 150 C which is 

reasonably consistent with the other two repeats. However, the last three data points 

shown in Fig. 5-63 for carbon/Nylon 6,6 show a 20 - 25 C drop in surface temperature 

when compared to the previous data points. This drop is attributed to the sudden removal 

of fibers from the interface and corresponds an increase in wear rate. This corresponds 

with a decrease in friction and does not appear to relate to any interference of the infrared 

signal. 

5.3.2 Theoretical Calculations of Surface Temperature 

The measurement of surface temperatures for the polymer composites studied 

represents a major objective of this research. In addition, it is also useful to compare 

experimental measurements of surface temperature with theoretical predictions. To 

facilitate such predictions certain material properties including thermal conductivity, 

density, and the specific heat of the test specimens must be known. Furthermore, a value 

for real area of contact must be used as an input variable to the theoretical method. This 

is perhaps the most difficult hurdle to overcome when experimental surface temperature 

measurements are compared with theoretical predictions. The nature of the real contact 

areas is perhaps the greatest unknown in tribology, and any fundamental information 

about the size, location, and distribution of real contact areas is important. Four different 

assumptions for calculating real contact area are used, and it will be shown that the 
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comparison between theory and experiment can be used to determine which method is 

more correct. This lends insight into the actual contact conditions which exist between 

the test specimen and countersurface. The theoretical technique also shows the 

importance (or unimportance) of the thermal properties of the two materials and allows 

for the role of friction to be more clearly defined. 

5.3.2.a Overview of Theoretical Method 

The development of theoretical methods for determining surface temperatures 

generated by friction began with Blok's [73] fundamental paper. A highly theoretical 

method was presented by Jaeger [74] which proved to be too mathematically intensive for 

the average scientist or engineer to easily use. Because of this, Archard [75] developed 

a simpler technique which reduced the prediction of surface temperature down to simple 

algebraic equations. Although this technique has seen a great deal of use in the literature 

it has some drawbacks including the graphical determination of parameters at certain 

sliding speeds and the need to approximate the division of frictional heat [75]. As 

summarized in the M.S. thesis by Weick [23], other researchers have attempted to use 

different analytical and numerical techniques including finite elements. One such study 

has recently been carried out by Vick, Furey, Foo, and Golan [31-34] which incorporates 

the use of a numerical technique known as the boundary integral equation method 

(BIEM). The technique allows for the prediction of surface temperatures generated 

during oscillating/fretting contact as well as unidirectional sliding contact. In Vick et al.'s 

variation of the BEIM a full-space moving Green's function is used as the fundamental 

solution method. This differs from the standard BIEM in which the stationary diffusion 
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Green's function is used. The complete description of the new BIEM method along with 

an error analysis and results is documented in references [31,32]. This general theoretical 

model includes the important complexities of the frictional heating problem, and is both 

accurate and efficient. The general features of this theoretical model are as follows: 

Arbitrary sliding velocity, including oscillating and unidirectional motion. 

Any arbitrary contact area. Usually rectangular patches are used to approximate 

the true contact area. 

The spatial and time development of the division of frictional heat and temperature 
rise. 

Arbitrary regions with any thermal properties and geometry. 

Some representative results obtained using this method are displayed in Fig. 5-64. 

This figure shows the effect of various sliding velocities on the total fraction of heat 

received by the moving region, designated as region 2, and dimensionless mean surface 

temperature rise of the contact area versus dimensionless time. The cases shown are for 

oscillating, unidirectional, and stationary velocity as defined below. 

v(t) = v,,cos(@t), oscillating 

v(t) = v, unidirectional 

v(t) = 0, stationary 

In the oscillating case, @ is the frequency, x,, is the amplitude of oscillating and v,, = 

X,@ is the maximum velocity. In order to make a meaningful comparison, the total 

frictional heat is the same in all cases, thus v = (2/n)v,, , and the equivalent amount of 

heat is artificially input to the stationary case. All cases have been nondimensionalized 

with respect to the velocity parameters associated with the oscillating case and the thermal 
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Figure 5-64 displays oscillating results for both a large amplitude, small frequency case 

(x,,/a = 1) and a small amplitude, high frequency case (x,,/a = 0.1). 

The oscillatory case produces peak temperatures which are higher than even the 

stationary case with the same thermal energy input. Since the materials properties are 

identical, the frictional heat is divided evenly in the stationary case. The oscillatory and 

unidirectional cases heat to be convected away from the contact area, thus decreasing the 

effective thermal resistance in the moving region and allowing the moving region to 

receive a higher percentage of the frictional heat. The fretting case shows that for 

relatively low amplitude/high frequency oscillations, the mean temperature oscillates about 

the temperature rise produced by a stationary heat source [24]. 

5.3.2.b Importance of Size, Location, and Distribution of the Real 
Areas of Contact 

Vick et al.'s model can also be used to show the relationship between surface 

temperature and the size, location, and distribution of real areas of contact. Figure 5-65 

shows the effect of multiple contact areas on surface temperature. The results display 

the effect of the number of contacts, N, the spacing between the contacts, d, and the 

orientation of the contacts. The results are referenced to the single square contact case 

where the total area is a square patch of dimensions 2a by 2a for each case. The vertical 

axis represents the ratio of the mean surface temperature to the surface temperature with 

a single square contact 0, . 

Figure 5-65 also shows the effect of divided contact areas oriented in the direction of 

motion. The effect of spacing and number of contacts is shown to be quite important. 

The curves for d/a — represent infinite spacing or no thermal interaction between the 
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interaction between patches [24]. 

The relevance of contact area distribution to composite materials can be directly 

related to the heterogeneous nature of composites. Although Vick's model is for 

isotropic, homogeneous materials the effects of size, location, and distribution of real 

contact areas is just as important for anisotropic, heterogeneous materials. Note that the 

model requires only one set of thermal parameters for the stationary surface instead of 

separate sets for the fibers and matrix which comprise a composite. However, the 

treatment of the composite as having one set of thermal parameters will be shown to be 
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effective based on the ability to make bulk measurements for the composite. In short, 

the reader should bear in mind that the different thermal and mechanical properties of the 

fibers and matrix are recognized. If both fibers and matrix form real areas of contact 

with the sapphire disk, their different properties could lead to a marked change in the 

surface temperature distribution at the interface. Lancaster [37] has pointed out that high 

conductivity fibers such as carbon can serve to “support the load" and remove heat from 

the tribological interface. This may be relevant to continuous fibers in a polymer matrix, 

but the presence of short, chopped fibers in polymer matrix certainly will not "support 

the load". They will of course increase the bulk stiffness of the composite, but more 

importantly they can contribute to the formation of real areas of contact at the interface. 

It has been demonstrated for glass/Nylon 6,6 and also Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 that fibers 

play a role in the wear process and therefore are likely to form real areas of contact with 

the countersurface. As shown in Figs. 5-28 the partially worn glass fibers are distributed 

at the surface and somewhat separated although some are touching each other. If these 

partially worn fibers are largely responsible for the formation of real areas of contact with 

the sapphire disk then a distributed group of real contact areas could be formed. If Fig. 

5-65 holds true then a reduction in surface temperature would be expected when 

compared to a single area of contact. Note that this is indeed the case as shown in Figs. 

5-60, 61, and 63. The addition of 10 wt.% glass fibers causes a reduction in surface 

temperature from 200 C to between 75 C and 125 C. Likewise, if the Nylon 6,6 matrix 

is largely responsible for the formation of real areas of contact with sapphire then the 

glass fibers could simply be separating and distributing the real areas of contact. 
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However, it is likely to be more complex than this. Both the matrix and fibers are 

probably forming real areas of contact with the interface. In Section 5.3.3 a scanning 

experiment is presented during which the target spot was moved over the contact region 

in a grid pattern. This was done to not only measure the surface temperature distribution, 

but also to try and more closely understand the size, location, and distribution of real 

contact areas. 

It is also plausible that the real areas of contact could be distributed during a 

Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiment. As shown in Figs. 5-42, 43, and 44 the worn surface of 

Kevlar Nylon 6,6 is comprised of both compressed Kevlar fibers and fibers oriented in 

near- perpendicular directions. If these near-perpendicular fibers are largely responsible 

for the formation of real areas of contact the fact they are distributed could play a role 

in the surface temperature reduction. To "expose" these near-perpendicular fibers there 

must be some initial removal of the fibers oriented in more parallel directions. These 

fibers are indeed compressed and fibrillated as already discussed in Section 5.2. Recall 

that the initial wear rate and surface temperature increase is close to that measured for 

Nylon 6,6. The initial increase in surface temperature for Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 followed by 

a substantial (near 40 C ) decrease is perhaps best shown in Fig. 5-63. During the first 

ten minutes of the experiment the surface temperature is as high as that measured for 

Nylon 6,6. However, after the ten minute mark the surface temperature decreases from 

a 175 C level to as low as 135 C. Although the formation of a transfer film could be a 

factor, the exposure of near-perpendicular fibers on the worn surface and subsequent 

distribution of the real areas of contact could play a role in surface temperature reduction 
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as predicted by Fig. 5-65. Note that Figs. 5-60 and 5-61 also show a reduction in surface 

temperature for Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 after the ten minute mark. However, this reduction 

is not quite as large as that shown in Fig. 5-63. This could be explained by noting that 

the target spot for the infrared microscope is only 17.8 ~m in diameter. As a result it 

could be located between near-perpendicular fibers in a matrix rich area, over a 

compressed fiber, or even over a single fiber which has a diameter of 15 - 20 pm. 

5.3.2.c Real Contact Area Estimation Methods 

To accurately use any theoretical model for predicting surface temperatures a real area 

of contact must be supplied as an input parameter. Since this is never exactly known in 

tribology certain models and techniques have been developed. Archard [75] has discussed 

the use of the elastic and plastic deformation models shown below. The elastic model 

stems from Hertzian equations and the plastic model simply assumes that the real area of 

contact is directly proportional to the load/hardness ratio. Furey et al. [24] and Tripathy 

[26] have shown that with certain material combinations these models tend to 

underestimate the real area of contact and therefore overestimate the surface temperature. 

They showed this by comparing experimental surface temperature measurements with 

theoretical predictions. It has also been shown that the use of the geometric (or 

macroscopic) area of contact overestimates the real area of contact and thus 

underestimates surface temperature. A more accurate comparison has been demonstrated 

in the work by Weick and Foo [23,31]. They studied the worn surface of a zirconium 

oxide specimen and determined that a certain rectangular contact area pattern comprises 

the real area of contact. The information was fed into Vick et al.'s [33] numerical model 
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as a distributed group of real areas of contact. As a result, close agreement between 

theory and experiment was observed. Tripathy [26] has used an additional method for 

determining the real area of contact in which an adhesive friction mechanism is assumed. 

Under this assumption the real area of contact is calculated by dividing the measured 

frictional force by the shear strength of the weaker material. Tripathy [26] has shown 

that this so-called "frictional" area of contact tends to be larger than that predicted using 

the plastic or elastic models yet smaller than the macroscopic or estimated area of contact. 

He also showed that measured surface temperature values fall between those predicted 

using the frictional area and estimated areas. 

For the present study, four contact area models shown below are used to facilitate 

comparisons between theory and experiment. These include the elastic and plastic models 

as well as the geometric (or macroscopic) areas of contact. In addition, the "frictional" 

area is also calculated from the friction force/shear strength ratio. An estimated real area 

of contact could not be determined due to the complex surface morphology of the worn 

composite materials. 

(i) Elastic Model 

  

2/3 A, = |e 
4E° 

    

  

where, 

A elastic area of contact 4 

W normal load 
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R_ = radius of the spherical test specimen 

E, = elastic modulus of the spherical test specimen 

E, = elastic modulus of the sapphire disk 

Vv, = Poisson's ratio for the spherical test specimen 

Vv, = Poisson's ratio for sapphire disk 

(ii) Plastic Model 

4,-¥ 
where, 

A, = plastic area of contact 

W = normal load 

H = hardness of the softer material 

(iii) Estimation Based on Friction Measurements 

4,-£ 
where, 

A; = "frictional" area of contact 

F = measured friction force 

™ = shear strength 

(iv) Estimation Based on the Geometric Area of Contact 

For this method the diameter of the wear scar is simply measured using the cross- 

hairs within the reticle of the photomacroscope. The geometric (or macroscopic) area of 
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contact is then determined by using a circular contact area: 

where, 

A 
& 

geometric (or macroscopic) area of contact 

d. 
w 

measured diameter of the wear scar 

5.3.2.d The Role of Contact Area 

As shown above there are at least four possible contact area models that can be used 

to calculate surface temperature using Vick's model. For this reason it is useful to plot 

surface temperature as a function of contact area. Each contact area model and 

corresponding surface temperature prediction serves as a data point and the results are 

plotted on a log-log scale in Fig. 5-66. Four nearly parallel lines are shown in Fig. 5-66 

corresponding to Nylon 6,6 and the three 10 wt.% Nylon 6,6 composites. Note that the 

surface temperature vise is shown as a function of contact area. The four different 

contact area calculation techniques are designated in Fig. 5-66 by the letters E, F, P, and 

G which correspond to the elastic, frictional, plastic, and geometric (or macroscopic) 

contact areas respectively. It should also be stated that the hardness, elastic modulus, and 

shear strength values used in the contact area models are all measured quantities. 

Hardness measurements have already been presented in Fig. 5-20 and the techniques for 

measuring elastic modulus and shear strength have been presented in Section 3.0. (Data 

sets for elastic modulus and shear strength are presented in Appendices G and H, 

respectively.) Note that these properties are for the composite material. It is understood 
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FIGURE 5-66: THEORETICAL PLOT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE RISE AS 
A FUNCTION OF CONTACT AREA 

that the fibers and the matrix each have different properties. However, the hardness, 

elastic modulus, and shear strength values measured as part of this research are 

representative of the bulk composite formed from the fiber and matrix constituents. 

Therefore, the approach used when calculating surface temperatures from Vick et al.'s 

model is to treat the composite as a homogeneous, isotropic material with properties that 

characterize the composite as a whole. 

From Fig. 5-66 it can be seen that the geometric (or macroscopic) area of contact 

is representative of a relatively large contact area and low surface temperature. In 

contrast, the elastic, plastic, and frictional contact area models correspond to relatively 

small contact areas and high surface temperatures. Typically, for each material the 
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plastic area of contact leads to the highest calculated surface temperature rise. 

Glass/Nylon 6,6 is the only exception to this since the elastic area of contact for this 

material is smaller than the frictional or plastic area of contact. This is a reasonable trend 

since it is possible for the elastic area to be smaller than the plastic area based on the 

nonlinearity (2/3 power) of the elastic contact model. 

5.3.2.e The Role of Friction 

Prior to actually comparing the experimental surface temperature measurements with 

theoretical predictions the role of friction should be addressed. To determine the surface 

temperature vs. contact area trend lines in Fig. 5-66 a value for the friction coefficient 

must be supplied as an input parameter. Since three repetitions were available for each 

of the four materials the following average friction coefficients were calculated: 1.1 for 

unfilled Nylon, 0.65 for 10% Kevlar, 0.61 for 10% carbon, and 0.46 for 10% glass. 

These values were used in Vick et al.'s model and caused the trend lines to be separated 

as shown in Fig. 5-66. Note that this separation is consistent with the trends shown in 

the surface temperature graphs (Figs. 5-60, 61, and 63). The measured surface 

temperature for Nylon 6,6 is significantly higher than that measured for the three 

composites. Similarly, its trend line in Fig. 5-66 is higher than the trend lines shown for 

the three composites. Furthermore, the measured surface temperature for 10% glass is 

well below that measured for the other two composites and Nylon 6,6. Likewise, the 

trend line for the 10% glass composite is the lowest in Fig. 5-66. Lastly, the trend lines 

and surface temperature measurements for 10% carbon and 10% Kevlar fall in between 

the extremes set by the other two materials. Also, their trend lines lie close together 
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which is consistent with their similar friction values of 0.65 and 0.61. In summary, there 

appears to be a rather obvious correlation between surface temperature and friction which 

is of course not unexpected. Friction leads to the generation of frictional heat and surface 

temperature rises at the tribological interface. 

5.3.2.f The Insignificant Role of Thermal Properties 

To assess the role of thermal properties, Vick et al.'s model was simply run again 

using a unit coefficient of friction as an input variable for each of the four material 

combinations. If the thermal properties play a role in diminishing the surface temperature 

in this X-on-sapphire system, then there would be a separation of the trend lines as shown 

in Fig. 5-66. Otherwise, if the trend lines fall close together then thermal properties 

would be considered to be an insignificant factor, and the reduction in surface temperature 

could be considered to be largely due to a reduction in friction. This is indeed the case 

as shown in Fig. 5-67. Surface temperature per unit coefficient of friction is plotted as 

a function of contact area and the trend lines for all four materials fall close together. 

The trend lines for 10% carbon and 10% glass are slightly lower than those plotted for 

10% Kevlar and Nylon 6,6 but this difference is not significant and cannot be related to 

the large differences in surface temperature shown in Figs. 5-60, 61, and 63. Asa 

result, the reduction in surface temperature is believed to be directly related to a reduction 

in friction with the thermal properties playing little or no role. 

The relatively high thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the sapphire disk is 

believed to be the cause of this phenomenon. During an experiment the majority of the 

frictional energy is removed by the disk via conductive and convective heat transfer. 
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FIGURE 5-67: SURFACE TEMPERATURE RISE AS A FUNCTION OF CONTACT AREA 

ASSUMING A UNIT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 

Tripathy [26] has also shown the relatively insignificant role of the thermal properties of 

polymer composites in reducing surface temperature when a high conductivity 

countersurface such as sapphire is used. This contradicts the views of other researchers 

who tend to consider that high conductivity fibers can reduce surface temperature by 

removing energy from the interface [37,39]. It will be shown, however, that this view 

is not entirely incorrect. Peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature over a single 

cycle of motion are somewhat higher for the fiber-filled composites when compared to 

Nylon 6,6. This is discussed in detail in Section 5.5. 
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5.3.2.g Comparison of Experimental Surface Temperature 
Measurements with Theoretical Predictions 

To compare experimental measurements of surface temperature with the theoretical 

predictions the trend lines shown in Fig. 5-66 are used. The upper left-hand corner of 

this graph is shown again on an expanded scale in Fig. 5-68. This allows for a more 

accurate comparison since the experimental surface temperature rises exceed 80 C for all 

the experiments. Horizontal dotted lines extend from the surface temperature axis to the 
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FIGURE 5-68: THEORETICAL PLOT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE RISE AS A 
FUNCTION OF CONTACT AREA (EXPANDED SCALE) 

trend lines and are representative of the average surface temperature rises measured for 

each material. These averages were computed using the results shown in Fig. 5-60 only. 

This is justified due to the fact that different sampling and scanning techniques were used 
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to acquire the data shown in Figs. 5-60, 61, and 63. Therefore, averaging the three 

repeats for each material is not possible. However, the results shown in Fig. 5-60 are 

indeed representative of the four materials tested and serve as typical results for this 

comparison in which real area of contact is more of an unknown factor. Note that the 

point of intersection between the horizontal dotted lines and the sloped trend lines 

essentially represents a new estimation method for the real area of contact assuming a 

single area of contact. The intersection point corresponds with a certain contact area on 

the horizontal axis. This method is based on surface temperature measurements and 

shows that this technique of comparing theory with experiment goes beyond just 

comparing two numbers. 

The top dotted line extends from 159 C to the Nylon 6,6 trend line where it 

intersects it at approximately the 0.25 mm? point. This is just above the areas predicted 

using the elastic and plastic models, yet somewhat lower than the area predicted using the 

frictional model. Furthermore, this intersection point is significantly lower than the 

geometric (or macroscopic) area of contact and shows that the real area of contact is a 

great deal smaller than the macroscopic area. Since 0.25 mm? is closer to the elastic and 

plastic contact areas it is reasonable to assume that these models more accurately predict 

the real area of contact for Nylon 6,6 - on - sapphire than the frictional or macroscopic 

areas of contact. 

An average surface temperature rise of 140 C was measured for the 10 % 

Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiment as shown by the dotted line which extends from the 140 C 

mark on the vertical axis to eventually cross the 10% Kevlar trend line. (Note that this 
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dotted line also crosses the 10% carbon trend line but is not representative of the 

experimental surface temperature rise measured for this material.) The intersection point 

with the 10% Kevlar line is remarkably very close to the plastic area of contact. 

Therefore, it is possible that this contact area is representative of the real area of contact. 

Both the fibers and the matrix could be forming real areas of contact with the sapphire 

disk through plastic deformation mechanisms. Recall that the non-perpendicular Kevlar 

fibers appear to be compressed and therefore plastically deformed at the interface. 

Furthermore, even the fibers oriented in near-perpendicular directions are likely to be 

compressed axially since Kevlar has a low axial compressive strength [116]. 

For the carbon/Nylon 6,6 experiment shown in Fig. 5-60 an average surface 

temperature rise of 112 C was measured. This is represented by the horizontal dotted 

line which extends from the 112 C point on the vertical axis and intersects the 10% 

carbon trend line at approximately the 0.18 mm? point. This intersection point falls 

between the frictional and plastic contact areas predicted for 10% carbon. Also, 0.18 

mm? is smaller than the contact area predicted using the elastic model. It is interesting 

to note that this 0.18 mm? contact area is closer to the elastic and frictional contact areas 

than the plastic contact area. Because of this it can be inferred that the plastic model does 

not accurately predict the formation of real areas of contact between 10% carbon/Nylon 

6,6 and sapphire. This is in keeping with the fact that the carbon fibers do not appear 

to be plastically deformed after the experiment. Therefore, they are unlikely to be 

forming plastic areas of contact with sapphire and more likely to be elastically deformed. 

The matrix of course can still form plastic contact areas with sapphire which could 
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explain why there is not a closer correspondence with the elastic area of contact. 

However, a tendency towards an elastic contact area is shown for 10% carbon versus the 

likelihood of plastic contact for 10% Kevlar. 

For 10% glass there is also a closer correspondence between the contact area 

predicted using surface temperature measurements and the elastic and frictional contact 

areas. Note that the elastic contact area calculated for 10% glass is actually smaller than 

the contact area calculated using the plastic model. (As stated previously this is consistent 

with the 2/3 power factor in the elastic contact equation.) The average measured surface 

temperature rise was determined to be 89 C for the 10% glass experiment shown in Fig. 

5-60. This is shown by the lowest horizontal dotted line in Fig. 5-68 which intersects the 

trend line for 10% glass close to the point which corresponds to the frictional contact 

area. Note that this intersection point is also close to the elastic contact area. In 

addition, both the frictional and elastic contact areas for 10% glass are smaller than the 

frictional and elastic areas calculated for the other three materials. This is due 

respectively to the higher shear strength and higher elastic modulus for the 10% glass 

fiber-filled composite. Therefore, as was observed for 10% carbon a tendency towards 

the formation of elastic versus plastic areas of contact is shown in Fig. 5-68 for 10% 

glass. 

At this point it should be stated that the real area of contact estimates based on 

surface temperature measurements do not follow typical trends. Most of the thinking 

stems from the theoretically correct point of view that the smaller the contact area the 

higher the surface temperature rise. From Fig. 5-68 it can be seen that the 0.25 mm? 
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contact area estimate for Nylon 6,6 is based on a measured surface temperature rise of 

159 C. This is actually the largest area of contact when compared to the contact areas 

estimated for the other materials. Since the surface temperature rise is also the highest 

for Nylon 6,6 this appears to be an anomaly. However, as stated previously the reduction 

in friction observed for the composites corresponds closely with the reduction in surface 

temperature. Also, the nature of the contact area also appears to be important as opposed 

to just its size. For instance, the lowest surface temperatures (and wear and friction) 

have been observed for 10% carbon and 10% glass. It has been shown in Fig. 5-68 that 

the contact area for the carbon and glass composites is evidently not of a plastic nature 

but rather an elastic nature. This is due to the presence of the higher modulus fibers in 

the matrix which changes the nature of the real area of contact from plastic to elastic. 

In contrast, for 10% Kevlar the estimation of contact area from surface temperature 

measurements corresponds closely with the plastic model. This was attributed to the 

lower compressive and shear properties of the Kevlar fibers. Finally, due to the fact that 

the intersection point on the Nylon 6,6 trend line is close to both the plastic and elastic 

contact areas it is somewhat unclear as to which model is more correct. However, since 

the 159 C surface temperature rise is well above the 75 C glass transition point the 

stiffness of the Nylon 6,6 material is actually a lot lower. Therefore, the elastic contact 

area shown on the Nylon 6,6 trend line would be shifted down the line. Although the 

plastic area of contact would also be shifted down due to the lower hardness at 159 C, 

it is more plausible that the material is deforming plastically under load than elastically 

at these high surface temperatures. In contrast, the stiff fibers in the carbon and glass 
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composites would not be affected by these higher surface temperatures. Therefore, the 

elastic characteristics of the composite as a whole would be maintained. 

5.3.3 Surface Temperature Distribution Over the Contact Region 

Since a single area of contact was used for comparisons with Vick et al.'s [33] theory 

it is important to attempt to understand the distribution of real areas of contact. As shown 

in Fig. 5-65 the size, location, and distribution of real areas of contact can influence the 

generation of surface temperatures at the interface. 

Due to the fact that the glass/Nylon 6,6 experiments showed the greatest reduction 

in surface temperature (and also friction and wear) an additional experiment was 

performed using this material. This additional experiment entailed using the infrared 
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microscope in the scanning mode of operation. 

However, the relatively simple scanning 

pattern shown in Fig. 5-62 was not used due to 

the fact that this pattern fails to cover a large 

portion of the contact region. Instead, the 

more complex scanning pattern shown in Fig. 

5-69 was used. This grid-like pattern covers 

the whole wear scar with 0.1 mm intervals in 

between continuous scans in the Y-direction. 

This scanning procedure was performed during 

a 20% glass/Nylon 6,6 - on - sapphire 
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experiment. One scan was performed 10 minutes after the start of the experiment and 

another was performed after 40 minutes. 20% glass/Nylon 6,6 was selected due to the 

relatively low wear behavior which has already been shown in Fig. 5-21. Also, the wear 

scar diameter remains approximately the same throughout the experiment. This facilitates 

moving the infrared microscope the same distance during each of the four scans. Each 

of the scanning periods lasted less than five minutes. 

Results are presented in Figs. 5-70 and 5-71 for the scans at 10 and 40 minutes, 

respectively. These plots show the surface temperature distribution as a function of the 

X and Y position of the infrared microscope. Surface temperature is represented by the 

vertical axis and the X and Y axes define an orthogonal plane to this axis. The X and 
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FIGURE 5-70: SURFACE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE Macroscopic 
CONTACT REGION ( 20 WT.% GLASS ) ( SCAN AT 10 MINUTES ) 
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Y directions are defined in Fig. 5-69 and shows that the center of the evolving contact 

region is the origin. A circle is drawn in the X-Y plane in Fig. 5-71 which is 

representative of the wear scar diameter at the time the scanning procedure was initiated. 

The wear scar diameter stays approximately constant during the five to 50 minute time 

period. Therefore, this diameter does not significantly change during the two scanning 

periods. 
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FIGURE 5-71: SURFACE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE MACROSCOPIC 
CONTACT REGION ( 20 WT.% GLASS ) ( SCAN AT 40 MINUTES ) 

For the scan at 10 minutes the surface temperature is highest at the center of the 

contact region. This is shown in Fig. 5-70. The surface temperature in the central 

region of the wear scar approaches 120 C. This level diminishes as the distance from the 

center of the wear scar increases. Surface temperatures are also highest in the center 

during the scan at 40 minutes. As shown in Fig. 5-71 the surface temperature levels at 
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the center have increased to 165 C, and once again diminish as the distance from the 

center of the contact region increases. Recall from Fig. 5-27 that the majority of the 

fibers are located at the center of the evolving contact region. The likelihood that they 

are forming real area(s) of contact with the sapphire disk in addition to the matrix 

material has already been discussed. The higher surface temperatures in the central 

region of the wear scar supports this contention. However, even for a uniform material 

theoretical predictions show that the surface temperature distribution across a contact 

should be parabolic [31,33]. But, the nature of the pressure distribution across the 

interface should not be ruled out. Hertzian theory [103] predicts a parabolic pressure 

distribution across the interface formed between a sphere and a flat. Therefore, the 

surface temperature distribution shown in Figs. 5-70 and 5-71 could also be related to the 

pressure distribution. 
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5.4 Friction Reduction Mechanisms 

5.4.1 Basic Principles 

In the classic work by Bowden and Tabor [104] the "two-term non-interacting 

model" for friction is proposed. This terminology is used because two separate processes 

-- adhesion and plowing -- are typically regarded as being the components of friction. 

This idea stems from the recognition of two distinct zones where frictional energy is 

dissipated [104] -- the interfacial zone and the cohesive (or bulk) zone. The adhesive 

component of friction is present in the interfacial zone between the two contacting 

materials. It is perhaps the more pertinent component for the present study and will be 

discussed in depth. The plowing (or deformation) component relates to bulk material 

deformation and will only be discussed briefly. This two-term model has been commonly 

adopted in the field and is regarded as being particularly valuable for organic polymer 

systems [38]. Other models for friction have also been proposed as summarized in 

references [38,126]. However, for the present study the two-term model (and in 

particular the adhesive component) is sufficient to discuss the frictional processes 

occurring between the Nylon 6,6 - based polymer composites and the sapphire disk. 

5.4.1.a The Deformation (or Plowing) Component 

The plowing component is often referred to as the deformation component because 

it involves frictional energy dissipation in the bulk of the polymer. A simple model for 

this term can be developed by visualizing the geometric engagement of two asperities on 

counteracting surfaces. When these asperities interpenetrate the side of one asperity can 

touch the side of the other asperity. An area of contact can therefore form between the 
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sides of the two asperities. Since there is relative motion between the two materials, the 

size of this area of contact times the pressure required to cause flow is in the classic 

argument regarded as the plowing component of the friction [38]. The reason for the 

name "plowing" is rather obvious, and the pressure required to cause flow (or plowing) 

is often set equal to the hardness of the softer material. 

Note that the viscoelastic rheological properties of the polymer or composite are 

also relevant for the plowing component as summarized by Briscoe [38]. Viscoelasticity 

relates to the polymers ability to dissipate energy through both viscous and elastic 

mechanisms. This dissipation happens due to penetration of an asperity into the bulk 

countersurface, and experiments involving a sphere or cylinder rolling over a viscoelastic 

(polymeric) plane have verified the that this process can indeed occur [38]. Schallamach 

[127] has also studied frictional deformation processes for elastomers, and related stick- 

slip frictional events to cracking at the surface. Such relationships between the plowing 

component of friction and wear are not uncommon and are often observed in abrasive 

processes [38]. 

Although the plowing component of friction is obviously relevant to the 

tribological behavior of polymers and polymer composites, its presence is highly 

dependent on the contact geometry and particular material system. In fact, most of the 

research in the area of plowing friction stems from the use of a hard, rigid spherically- 

tipped pin (usually made from steel) penetrating into a softer polymeric countersurface. 

This configuration is quite unlike the contact geometry used in the present study. The 

polymer or polymer composite serves as the spherically-tipped pin (or sphere), and the 
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hard, rigid countersurface is an optically flat sapphire disk. Therefore, the presence of 

interpenetrating asperities is greatly diminished since the sapphire disk is essentially an 

“asperity-free" surface. This suggests that the plowing component is not significant and 

the adhesion component is isolated as the primary cause of friction. The only exception 

to this is the possible presence of transferred material on the surface of the sapphire disk. 

This film can serve as a "third body" with asperities that penetrate into the polymeric 

material. As a result, the plowing (or deformation) component of friction can increase. 

5.4.1.6 The Adhesive Component 

The adhesive component of friction occurs in the interfacial zone between the two 

test specimens. In this region intermolecular attractions between the specimens become 

important, and stresses are transmitted through surface (or adhesive) forces [38]. 

Although there are some simple models for adhesive friction which will be discussed 

below, this component is far from being well understood. Adhesive frictional processes 

involve concepts related to adhesion science and mechanics as well as surface, physical, 

and even organic chemistry when polymeric materials are studied. Therefore, the 

approach usually taken is to simplify the process by using models. 

The well known model for adhesive friction has actually already been used in this 

study to estimate a real area of contact from friction force and shear strength 

measurements. The formula for this model is shown in Eq. 5.8 which has been called 

a deceptively simple equation [38]. It's basis stems from the idea that adhesive junctions 

can be formed at the interface between two contacting materials. The area of these 

junctions is called the "real area of contact". When there is relative motion between the 
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two materials these junctions are placed in shear. As a result, frictional forces are 

developed. If the adhesional forces at the interface are stronger than the cohesional 

forces holding the bulk of the materials together, failure occurs by shearing of the 

material below the surface. Therefore, the shear strength of the bulk material just below 

the surface is directly related to the frictional forces developed. In other words, as shown 

in Eq. 5.8 the friction force equals the product of the real area of contact times the shear 

strength of the cohesively weaker material. 

F=At (5.8) 
r 

As stated in the discussion on surface temperature mechanisms the size, location, 

and distribution of the real areas of contact is perhaps one of the greatest unknowns in 

tribology. However, models have been developed which can be used to estimate the size 

of these contact areas. They have already been presented in Section 5.3 and will be 

restated below for clarity. 

The Elastic Model 
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where, 

A, = elastic area of contact 

W = normal load 

R = radius of the spherical test specimen 
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E, = elastic modulus of the spherical test specimen 

E, = elastic modulus of the sapphire disk 

Vi = Poisson's ratio for the spherical test specimen 

V2 = Poisson's ratio for sapphire disk 

The Plastic Model 

_ WwW 
A, a” H 

where, 

A, = plastic area of contact 

W = normal load 

hardness of the softer material 

The elastic area of contact can be estimated from a knowledge of the elastic 

properties of the two constituent materials. These properties include the elastic moduli 

of the specimens as well as the Poisson's ratio. Note that the equation below is for a 

spherical specimen of radius R in contact with a flat countersurface. As shown above, 

the plastic area of contact can be estimated by simply calculating the normal load/hardness 

ratio. 

Bowden and Tabor [104] have taken the adhesion model for friction force one step 

further by using it to show how the coefficient of friction could be estimated. In their 

formulation they noted that the friction force could be estimated from a knowledge of the 

real area of contact and shear strength as shown in Eq. 5.8. They also noted that the 

normal load could be equal to the product of the plastic area of contact times the hardness 
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in accordance with the plastic contact model. (Note that there is an implicit assumption 

that the real area of contact during sliding contact is equal to the real area of contact at 

rest [43]). By substituting these equations into the definition for coefficient of friction 

Bowden and Tabor [104] determined that the coefficient of friction could be estimated 

from the shear strength/hardness ratio as shown in Eq. 5.9. 

(5.9)   

5.4.1.c Modified Adhesive Friction Theories 

The fundamental equations shown above for adhesive friction were initially 

developed in an attempt to explain frictional processes observed for metallic materials. 

They have since been used to address frictional mechanisms for polymeric materials and 

even composites [38,43,104]. However, if used in their current form they treat a 

composite as an isotropic, homogeneous material which is not entirely true. This of 

course does not preclude their use in this form since shear strength and hardness 

measurements can be obtained for the whole composite as well as its constituents. But, 

it is important to show some modifications to the adhesive friction theory which can be 

applied to composite materials. 

When both fibers and matrix material are regarded as being in contact with a 

countersurface then Eq 5.8 can be modified as follows: 

F=At,+ A,t, (5.10) 

where, 
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A, = real area of contact formed between the fibers and the countersurface 

A,, = real area of contact formed between the matrix and the countersurface 

Tt; = shear strength of the fibers 

T. = Shear strength of the matrix 

Equation 5.10 assumes that the total friction force is a simple summation of the adhesive 

friction between the matrix and countersurface, and the friction between the fibers and 

countersurface. Implicit in this simple model is the assumption that both the fibers and 

matrix can form real areas of contact with the countersurface. 

Equation 5.10 can be modified even further when the matrix material is regarded as 

being a compressible polymeric material. Briscoe and Smith [128-131] have performed 

some fundamental studies to show that there is a marked effect on the shear strength of 

polymers when they are placed in compression. This process is technically known as 

viscoelastic retardation in compression. For an unfilled polymeric material in contact 

with a countersurface this concept shows how the shear strength at the surface could be 

higher than the bulk shear strength. Mathematically, this concept is expressed as being 

a summation of the bulk shear strength and an additional term due to viscoelastic 

retardation in compression: 

tT = 7, + OP (5.11) 

where, 

Tt, = the shear strength of a polymer near the surface, 
(in Eq. 5.10, t,, could be set equal to t, ) 
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Tt = the bulk shear strength of a polymer 

a = a constant 

P = the applied pressure 

Often, the pressure term is equated with the hardness of the polymer. As a result, Eq. 

5.11 shows that the "surface" shear strength can be regarded as the bulk shear strength 

of the polymer plus the oP term due to viscoelastic retardation of the macromolecules 

under compressive conditions. 

Another version of the adhesive friction theory stems from the use of fundamental 

principles of surface chemistry. This approach has been taken by researchers such as 

Rabinowicz [108,132], Hornbogen [133], Friedrich [43], and Spurr [134]. It deals 

directly with the idea of interfacial adhesive forces. Recall that the adhesive friction 

theory assumes that the interfacial adhesive forces must be stronger than the cohesive 

strength of one of the materials. As a result, failure occurs in the bulk of the material 

and friction force can be related to the shear strength of the weaker material. Obviously 

this mechanical model does not describe the nature of the adhesive bonds between the two 

materials, but only implies their existence. Therefore, it is worthwhile to address the 

nature of these intermolecular attractions to understand friction at a more fundamental 

level. 

The typical way intermolecular attractions are used in adhesive friction theory is to 

use the Young-Dupre equation shown below where W,, is the work of adhesion 

[43,132,133]. 

W. 
1 

= 417% 7 Vp (5.12) 
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W,, = work of adhesion between two materials (1 and 2) 

Y, = surface energy of material 1 

Y. = surface energy of material 2 

Y12 = energy of the interface formed between material's 1 and 2 

Equation 5.12 can be interpreted as an expression for the work required to separate two 

materials (1 and 2) thereby creating new areas on each of the two materials at the expense 

of the interfacial area [43]. Asa result, W,, depends on the surface energies y, and jy, 

of the sliding partners, and the energy of the new interface y,, between the partners. The 

work of adhesion will be high if two materials of high surface energy come into contact 

such as metal-on-metal. However, it gets small if y,. is high which is the case for 

increasing divergency of partners 1 and 2 with respect to the type of atom, atomic 

distance, and bond character [43]. Therefore, polymer-on-metal combinations are 

generally regarded as good frictional pairs [43]. 

Although the interpretation of Eq. 5.12 in terms of frictional processes appears at 

first glance to be sound, it should be pointed out that the equation was originally meant 

to be used for solid-liquid interfaces rather than solid-solid interfaces. It is normally used 

to obtain a thermodynamic rationale for the wetting and spreading of liquids on solids. 

Therefore, as Lee [135] points out if an adhesive (e.g. a polymer) wets and spreads fully 

on a solid substrate, than W,, should be the ideal adhesive strength. However, this is not 

the case since a polymer will not behave as a liquid and attain a thermodynamic 

equilibrium which is required by Eq. 5.12 [135]. Because of this, Eq. 5.12's direct 
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applicability to tribological processes should be viewed with some skepticism. 

Perhaps a more comprehensive way to examine the role of surface adhesion on 

friction is to view the work of adhesion as the summation of a variety of interactions. 

This summation is shown below and has been proposed by Fowkes [122,123,136] as an 

equation for the work of adhesion, W,,. Note that Fowkes defines the work of adhesion 

in this form as the free energy change per unit area on separating an interface [122]. 

Wi. = Wo + Wr + Wo + We + Wo + (5-15) 
where, 

W,. = total work of adhesion between two contacting materials, 1 and 2 

W,,“ = work of adhesion due to London dispersion forces 

W,2" = work of adhesion due to hydrogen bonding 

W,,.” = work of adhesion due to acid-base interactions 

W,,” = work of adhesion due to dipole-dipole interactions 

work of adhesion due to induced dipole-dipole interactions 

The different terms in Eq. 5.13 relate to specific types of intermolecular attractions which 

could exist between two materials. A great deal of research in surface chemistry relates 

to finding particular expressions for these terms based on surface energy measurements 

and calculations. However, this is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Equation 5.13 

is presented to merely show the kinds of intermolecular attractions which could exist 

between the composite and sapphire countersurface. Its particular relevance to this study 

will be seen when correlations between friction and surface temperature are examined in 

the next section. 
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The work of adhesion can be taken into account by regarding adhesive or 

interfacial friction in a manner that is somewhat different from the viewpoint expressed 

in Eq. 5.8. Recall this equation states that adhesive friction can be related to shearing 

in the bulk of the weaker material. This is indeed a useful equation but discounts the fact 

that frictional processes can occur without direct shear of one of the materials. The 

friction force can be regarded as the force required to shear the junction formed between 

the materials rather than the bulk of the weaker material. Frictional energy could then 

be dissipated irreversibly through elastic hysteresis effects encountered during deformation 

of the polymeric material [137]. 

Rabinowicz [108,132] and Hornbogen [109,133] have developed equations for 

adhesive friction which include a work of adhesion term. The development is similar in 

both cases and results in a proportionality between the coefficient of friction and the ratio 

of the work of adhesion to hardness. Friedrich and Hornbogen [43,133] have specified 

a quantity known as the specific adhesional force which is shown below. 

specific adhesional friction force = = units: (N/m?) (5.14) 

where, 

W,. = work of adhesion 

K = a parameter with the units of distance. It is usually regarded as an interatomic 
distance [43]. 

This equation was originally written for metals [133], and the k term is regarded as a 

lattice dimension [43]. However, its applicability to polymer composite tribology has 

been noted by Friedrich [43]. When two materials are loaded together, the adhesive force 
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between them can be written as shown in Eq. 5.15. This equation is shown below, and 

the adhesive force can be equated with the friction force required to separate the junction 

at the interface [43]. 

W. 
_ 12 F, = Ma A, (5.15) 

where, 

Fix = adhesive force, or friction force required to separate the junction at the 

interface 

A, = real area of contact (at rest) 

By proceeding through the derivation used to obtain Eq. 5.9, then a modified equation 

for the coefficient of friction can be written as follows: 

BR - - wa (5.16) 
KH 

F 

N 

Typically, the shear strength is once again included to allow for the definition of a 

proportionality factor, 8. This is shown in Eq. 5.17, and the © term characterizes the 

relative change in effective surface area due to surface forces encountered during 

transition from rest to a sliding state [43]. 

-@et (5.17) 
pO 

where, 

G= Mn 
KT 
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Spurr [134] has quantified this term more precisely for a crossed cylinder configuration. 

However, his derivation is not particularly suitable for other geometric configurations 

such as the ball-on-disk geometry used in this study. 

Note that Eqs. 5.15, 16, and 17 were derived for homogeneous, isotropic 

materials, and do not account for the heterogeneous, anisotropic nature of composites. 

As a result, for discussion purposes it is appropriate to expand the adhesive friction force 

equation (Eq. 5.15) one step further to include fiber and matrix terms. This is done in 

a manner similar to that used to derive Eq. 5.10. A specific adhesional friction force can 

be considered for the summation of fiber/disk and matrix/disk interactions as shown in 

Eq. 5.18. Note that this equation is analogous to Eq. 5.10, and likewise assumes that 

both the fibers and matrix participate in the formation of real areas of contact with the 

  

        

countersurface. 

FE, = = Ay + = A, (5.18) 

where, 

W,, |= work of adhesion between the fibers and sapphire disk. 

W,.a = work of adhesion between the polymeric matrix and sapphire disk. 

Arg = real area of contact between the fiber and disk. 

And = Yeal area of contact between the matrix and disk. 

K;, K, = interatomic distance parameters for the fiber and matrix, respectively. 

Although it might appear desirable to derive a composite coefficient of friction 

from Eq. 5.18, this actually requires more assumptions. The summation of component 
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frictional forces used to obtain Eq. 5.18 is a more straight forward process since "forces" 

are being summed rather than "coefficients". Models for the summation of individual 

fiber and matrix friction coefficients have been developed by other researchers with little 

supporting experimental evidence [109,138]. Furthermore, the development of Eq. 5.18 

beyond its current state is not required for the present study. 

5.4.2 Friction Results 

Three oscillating contact experiments were performed for Nylon 6,6 and the 10 

wt. % fiber-filled Nylon 6,6 composites to establish the repeatability of the experiments. 

These results are shown in Figs. 5-72, 5-73, and 5-74. As discussed in the procedure and 

also in Section 5.3 a slightly different experimental technique was utilized for each of 

these experiments. The test conditions were the same for each of these repeats, but the 

specific techniques used to measure surface temperature and acquire data were slightly 

different. This was particularly relevant when surface temperature measurements were 

presented. Due to the movement of the infrared microscope's target spot to scan for 

surface temperatures at various points in the apparent contact region, "drops" in surface 

temperature were observed. This scanning procedure obviously does not effect the 

friction measurements shown in Figs. 5-72 and 5-73 since the strain ring is not affected 

by movement of the infrared microscope. However, results from the high sampling rate 

experiments do influence the manner in which friction measurements are obtained, 

processed, and viewed. Recall that a high sampling rate of 1000 Hz was used to allow 

for measurements over a single cycle of motion. This high sampling rate also allows for 
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FIGURE 5-72: FRICTION RESULTS FOR NYLON 6,6 AND THREE 10 WT.% NYLON 6,6 
COMPOSITES (DATA SET NO. 1) 
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FIGURE 5-73: FRICTION RESULTS FOR NYLON 6,6 AND THREE 10 WT.% NYLON 6,6 
COMPOSITES (DATA SET NO. 2) 
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the frequency analysis presented in Section 5.5, but precludes taking data continuously 

over the whole fifty minute experiment. As a result, data sets were only acquired at five 

minute intervals for a duration of sixty seconds per interval. Eleven separate data sets 

were therefore acquired for each material, and each of these data sets was one minute 

long. To compare friction measurements obtained in this manner with those already 

presented in Figs. 5-72 and 73 a different data reduction technique had to be utilized. 
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This technique entailed simply averaging the maximum friction forces calculated for each 

separate data set and plotting these results as shown in Fig. 5-74. Trend lines could then 

be drawn to enable comparison of these results with the continuous measurements of 

friction shown in Figs. 5-72 and 73. 

Typically, Nylon 6,6 shows the highest coefficient of friction when compared with 

the friction measurements for the composites. From Figs. 5-72a and 73a coefficient of 

friction levels increase to 1.0 and fluctuate between approximately 0.8 and 1.4 throughout 

the duration of the experiment. Friction results for the high sample rate experiments 

show a similar trend with Nylon 6,6 showing the highest friction levels. Due possibly 

to the different sampling and data processing techniques, the friction coefficient level for 

Nylon 6,6 is comparatively higher averaging around 1.25 rather than the 1.0 level shown 

in Figs. 5-72a and 73b. 

The carbon and Kevlar fiber-filled materials show a lower friction level when 

compared to Nylon 6,6. 10 wt.% Kevlar typically shows friction levels between 0.6 and 

0.8; whereas 10 wt.% carbon shows typical friction levels between 0.5 and 0.6. 

Therefore, even with three repeats of the Kevlar and carbon/Nylon 6,6 experiments it is 

difficult to say whether or not the friction measurements for these materials are very 

different. The different sampling technique used to obtain Fig. 5-74 precludes a more 

Statistical approach, but the reduction in friction for these fiber-filled materials when 

compared to Nylon 6,6 is of more significance to the present study. 

10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 shows the lowest coefficient of friction levels. In all 
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three repeats shown in Figs. 5-72d, 73d, and 74 there is an initial increase in friction to 

around 0.65. This initial increase is due to the presence of a Nylon 6,6 film covering the 

glass fibers. Therefore, the friction levels follow those measured for unfilled Nylon 6,6 

until the glass fibers are exposed. Once this occurs the friction coefficient drops to 

around 0.3. At around the 20 - 25 minute point the friction begins to increase again. 

There also appears to be more fluctuations in friction after this point with peaks which 

approach 0.5 to 0.6 towards the end of the experiment. However, of most significance 

is the fact that the coefficient of friction measurements for 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 are 

always the lowest when compared with the measurements for Nylon 6,6 and the other two 

composites. 

5.4.3 Role of Fiber-Type 

Of additional interest is the change in the nature of the coefficient of friction traces 

when experiments were performed using higher weight percentages. For the Kevlar and 

Carbon fiber materials, no significant differences in friction were measured when higher 

weight percentages were used. This is shown in Figs. 5-75 and 76. 

On the other hand, when higher weight percentages of glass fibers were used an 

increase in friction was observed. As shown in Fig. 5-77 the friction levels are higher 

towards the end of the experiment, and approach 0.8 for both the 20 and 40 wt.% 

experiments. Note that no significant differences in friction were observed between the 

20 and 40 wt.% glass fiber experiments. However, they do show a marked difference 

when compared with the 10 wt.% glass experiments. There is still an initial increase in 
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FIGURE 5-75: TYPICAL FRICTION RESULTS FOR THE 10 AND 20 WT.% KEVLAR 
FIBER-FILLED NYLON 6,6 COMPOSITES 

friction due to the presence of the Nylon 6,6 film covering the glass fibers. However, 

the drop in friction is not maintained for the 20 and 40 wt.% materials, and the friction 

monotonically increases throughout the experiment. This is believed to be due to a 

change in the nature of the real area of contact. Although the coefficient of friction is 

plotted in Fig. 5-77, this is a quantity calculated from the friction force measurements by 

simply dividing by the normal load. Therefore, changes in the real area of contact due 

to the presence of additional fibers at the surface could be a factor. By the simple 

adhesive friction model if the real area of contact increases more than the shear strength 

when fibers are added, then the friction force would be expected to increase. 

Of additional interest is the fact that the friction force measurements shown in Fig. 
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5-77 for 20 and 40 wt.% glass appear to be increasing throughout the experiment. In 

comparison, the frictional levels for the other materials appear to reach a more steady- 

state level. Once again, this could be due to the presence of additional fibers at the 

surface of the glass/Nylon 6,6 composite. Recall from electron micrographs of the wear 

scars that there appears to be an excess of fibers on the surface. In other words, more 

fibers appear on the surface than would otherwise be expected in a relatively low weight 

percent (and even lower volume percent) glass fiber-filled composite. Therefore, it is 

possible that the fibers are pushed down into the softer matrix during the experiment. At 

the temperature levels measured (75 - 150 C) the Nylon 6,6 matrix is above its glass 

transition temperature, and is therefore soft enough to allow for this penetration to occur. 

As a result, as the experiment progresses, more and more fibers become concentrated at 

the surface which could lead to the increase in friction observed in Fig. 5-77. 

One might ask at this point why the carbon and Kevlar fiber-filled materials do 

not show the same behavior observed for the glass fiber-filled material. The curves for 

these materials do not increase monotonically but rather reach a somewhat steady-state 

level. Recall that during the carbon fiber experiments, the fibers are easily removed from 

the surface and both matrix and fibers form a transfer film on the sapphire disk. This has 

already been discussed in the section on wear. In terms of its effect on friction, this 

transfer film could lead to the reduction in friction observed for the carbon fiber-filled 

materials when compared to unfilled Nylon 6,6. However, the addition of fibers does not 

appear to change the nature of this transfer film since no further reduction (or increase) 

in friction is observed. Also, the potential increase in the plowing component of friction 
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over the adhesive component should not be disregarded when transfer films are formed. 

For the carbon fiber-filled case such transfer films are comprised of matrix material as 

well as unworn fiber material which could interact with the surface of the composite. In 

other words, the presence of a transfer film during the carbon fiber experiments causes 

a different friction mechanism when compared to the glass fiber experiments. 

During the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiments a partial transfer film also forms on the 

surface as discussed in earlier sections. Recall that this film is not as extensive as the one 

observed for the carbon fiber-filled materials. However, the morphology of the Kevlar 

fiber itself was related to the formation of this transfer film. From the discussion on 

wear, it was shown that the Kevlar fibers are easily sheared and also very compressible. 

Furthermore, the Kevlar fiber is actually comprised of "fibrils" which break apart during 

the experiment. Asa result, when compared to the friction measured for Nylon 6,6, the 

reduction in friction observed for the 10 and 20 wt.% Kevlar materials could be related 

to the formation of a partial transfer film. In addition, the presence of this film could be 

related to the structure of the Kevlar fibers on the surface which break apart or 

“fibrillate" [117]. (Recall that the fibers located in non-perpendicular directions tend to 

fibrillate, whereas the fibers oriented in a direction perpendicular to the sapphire disk are 

retained in the matrix.) 

The transfer film formation, however, does not appear to be related to the fiber 

percentage. As shown in Fig. 5-78, the transfer film formed during a 10 wt.% Kevlar 

experiment is not visibly different from that formed during a 20 wt.% experiment. 

Onlypart of the contact region is covered, and wear debris surrounds the contact region. 
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FIGURE 5-78: TRANSFER FILMS ON THE SAPPHIRE DISK 

WITH KEVLAR FIBER-FILLED NYLON 6,6 COMPOSITES 
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Note that this leads to the question about the role of the matrix material in forming this 

film. However, as previously discussed in the section on wear mechanisms, electron 

micrographs show compressed Kevlar fibers on the surface of the composite specimen 

which are in the process of being broken-up during the experiment. Therefore, their role 

in the formation of this partial transfer film is regarded to be significant, and does not 

necessarily relate to the amount of Kevlar fibers present in the composite. 

5.4.4 Role of the Real Area of Contact 

The role of the real area of contact in reducing frictional forces has already been 

discussed in a qualitative manner for the glass fiber-filled materials. A more quantitative 

approach is to revisit the comparison between measured surface temperatures and 

theoretical predictions as shown in Figs. 5-66 and 68 in Section 5.3. In this figure, 

surface temperature rise was plotted as a function of contact area using Vick et al.'s [33] 

theoretical method. Plastic, elastic, frictional, and geometric contact area models were 

used to establish the trend lines shown in this figure for the four materials. Since the 

friction measurements served as an input variable in the theoretical model, experimental 

measurements of surface temperature could be compared with theoretical predictions using 

the fine, horizontal dotted lines shown in the figure. These dotted lines are drawn 

between the experimental value for surface temperature rise on the vertical axis, and cross 

the diagonal trend line for the corresponding material. Note that this crossing point 

provides a prediction for the real area of contact for each material type assuming a single 

area of contact. Asa result, from Fig. 5-68 the highest predicted real area of contact was 
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determined to be 0.25 mm? for the Nylon 6,6 material. In comparison, predicted real 

areas of contact for the composites were determined to be smaller -- ca. 0.13, 0.18, and 

0.17 mm? for the 10% Kevlar, carbon, and glass fiber-filled materials, respectively. 

Therefore, the real area of contact could indeed be smaller for the composite materials. 

In turn, this reduction could lead to the reduction in friction force observed for the 

composite materials. To study the relevance of this statement further, however, it is 

necessary to provide some measurements of shear strength since this is the other 

parameter in the simple adhesive model for friction. 

Shear strength measurements were performed using the method described in 

Section 3.9.2 Actual test specimens were used for the measurements, and the shear plane 

was parallel with the hemispherical tip of the composite specimen. The resulting 

measurements for shear strength are shown in Fig. 5-79. As expected, the shear strength 

for Nylon 6,6 is the lowest at a value of 53.4 MPa. In comparison, shear strengths for 

10% Kevlar, 10% carbon, and 10% glass were determined to be 55.1, 65.1, and 55.4, 

respectively. Repeatability of this method was verified by performing shear strength 

measurements for higher weight percentages. As expected, as fiber content increases, the 

shear strength increases for each of the three fiber-filled materials. 

AS a first approach to understanding the frictional characteristics, the predicted 

real areas of contact from Fig. 5-68 can be multiplied with the measured shear strengths 

to obtain an estimate for friction force in accordance with the simple adhesive friction 

model (Eq. 5.8). For Nylon 6,6 and the 10 wt.% fiber-filled materials a simple bar chart 

can be generated as shown in Fig. 5-80a. This chart shows that the predicted friction 
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FIGURE 5-79: SHEAR STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS FOR NYLON 6,6 AND THREE 
FIBER-FILLED NYLON 6,6 COMPOSITES 

force is higher for Nylon 6,6 when compared with the composites. Furthermore, the 

predicted friction force for 10 wt.% glass is lower than that predicted for 10 wt.% 

carbon. This is in keeping with the trend observed in the experimental measurements of 

friction shown in Figs. 5-72, 73, and 74. However, the predicted friction force for 10 

wt. % Kevlar is somewhat less than the other composites which is not in keeping with the 

experimental measurements. Also, the predicted friction forces shown in Fig. 5-80a tend 

to underestimate the experimentally measured friction forces of approximately 22 N for 

Nylon 6,6, and 14 - 16 N for the carbon and Kevlar fiber-filled composites. For the 
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glass/Nylon 6,6 material the predicted friction force of 9.4 N falls within the 7 to 14 N 

range measured for this material. 
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FIGURE 5-80a: COMPARISON OF CALCULATED FRICTION FORCE VALUES 

ASSUMING A SIMPLE ADHESIVE MODEL WHERE F = At 

Even though the simple adhesive friction model tends to underestimate the actual 

friction force values, this assessment of frictional forces based on real area of contact 

predictions and shear strength measurements seems to provide a rationale for the 

experimental trends. However, some additional drawbacks should be pointed out. First, 

the shear strength measurements were obtained at room temperature. Since the surface 

temperatures measured during the experiment approached 200 C for Nylon 6,6 the shear 

strength would possibly be expected to decrease. However, this also disregards the fact 
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that the bulk shear strength was measured rather than the surface shear strength. By Eq. 
  

5.11 the surface shear strength for a polymer could be higher due to viscoelastic 

retardation of the macromolecular material under the compressive conditions. Additional 

factors including stronger intermolecular attractions for the Nylon 6,6 material could also 

be a factor as addressed in Section 5.4.1. 

5.4.5 Shear Strength/Hardness ratios 

Since hardness measurements were also made for the composite materials, it is 

also useful to calculate the ratio of shear strength to hardness in accordance with the 

adhesive model for the coefficient of friction shown in Eq. 5.9. Recall that hardness 

measurements have already been presented in Fig. 5-20. The bar chart shown in Fig. 80b 

shows the ratio of shear strength to hardness for each of the materials. Note that the 

highest value was determined for Nylon 6,6 with the glass, carbon, and Kevlar materials 

showing a decrease in the ratio with increasing fiber content. Although this is somewhat 

consistent with the experimental friction coefficient results, there are obvious 

inconsistencies. For instance, 10 wt.% glass only shows a slight reduction in the t/H 

ratio whereas the experimental measurements of friction coefficient show a more 

significant reduction. Furthermore, at a given weight percentage, Fig. 5-80b predicts that 

the coefficient of friction for the carbon and Kevlar fiber-filled materials should be lower 

than the coefficient for the glass fiber-filled material. Also, the t/H ratios decrease with 

increasing fiber content. This is opposite to the experimental trend observed for the glass 

fiber-filled materials. Lastly, the predicted friction coefficient values in Fig. 5-80b 
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greatly overestimate the measured values of 1.1 for Nylon 6,6, and 0.3 - 0.8 for the 

fiber-filled composites. These inconsistencies are not surprising due to the simplicity of 

the Bowden and Tabor adhesive friction model [104]. However, it is important to note 

that even such a simple model predicts that the coefficient of friction for the unfilled 

Nylon 6,6 polymer will be higher than the coefficient for a glass, carbon, or Kevlar fiber- 

filled material. 
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5.4.6 The Relevance of Intermolecular Attractions Between the Disk 

and Specimen 

Clearly the adhesive model for friction is inadequate for explaining the trends to 

the experimental measurements of friction. This is not surprising due to the overall 

simplicity of the model. A different approach is to consider the role of intermolecular 

attractions. This was initially addressed when Eqs. 5.13 - 5.18 were presented in Section 

5.4.1. The rationale behind using this approach stems from the possibility that the Nylon 

6,6 polymer could be acting like an adhesive when it is placed in contact with the 

sapphire disk. Asa result, a relationship could be drawn between the work of adhesion 

and friction. This work of adhesion could be higher for the Nylon 6,6 polymer due to 

its acidic amide and amine groups which could be intermolecularly attracted to the basic 

oxide sites on the sapphire disk. This acid-base interaction was presented as a component 

to the total work of adhesion in Eq. 5.13 which was developed by Fowkes [122]. Recall 

from the surface analytical studies of the worn Nylon 6,6 surface and transferred material 

that such intermolecular attractions could form the rationale for the different composition 

of the wear scar material versus the transfer film. The worn surface is apparently 

comprised of a carbonyl-rich species, whereas the transfer film is comprised of an 

amide/amine-rich species. This amide/amine-rich species is more acidic in nature, and 

could be attracted to the basic surface of the sapphire disk. 

When fibers are combined with the matrix material they can also interact with the 

countersurface. However, their potential for such strong intermolecular attractions is 

less. Glass is an oxide and could interact with the sapphire disk through weaker Van der 

Waal's attractions. Carbon fibers are known to have various reactive sites on them [139]. 
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But still, their capacity for intermolecular attractions with sapphire is less than that for 

Nylon 6,6. Kevlar fibers, however, are also polyamide materials except they have 

aromatic instead of aliphatic groups. Therefore, they could conceivably form 

intermolecular attractions with the sapphire disk. However, the ability of the reactive 

groups in the Kevlar structure to interact with the sapphire disk is probably reduced due 

to the steric hinderance associated with the large aromatic groups. 

A quantified approach to these intermolecular attractions is well beyond the scope 

of this dissertation. However, the potential for higher intermolecular attractions between 

the Nylon 6,6 polymer and the sapphire disk will be addressed when measurements of 

friction and velocity are compared over a single cycle of motion. In particular, these 

single cycle measurements are important when correlations between friction and surface 

temperature are examined. 
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5.5 Tribological Measurements over a Single Cycle of 
Motion and Frequency Domain Analyses 

During a single cycle of motion at the selected 54 Hz frequency, the velocity of the 

sapphire disk is changing rapidly in a period of time that lasts less than 20 milliseconds. 

It varies sinusoidally and the peak velocity is 850 mm/sec. Therefore, the peak-to-peak 

velocity change is 1700 mm/sec in less than 20 milliseconds. (This corresponds to a peak 

amplitude of 2.5 mm or peak-to-peak amplitude of 5.0 mm.) Due to the rapid change 

in velocity one would expect the rate of heat generation and surface temperature to vary 

accordingly. Furthermore, there is known to be an effect of velocity on friction. Such 

effects are not clearly understood by researchers, but they could occur during the 

oscillating contact experiments. 

Experimental results have already been presented for the so-called "high sample rate" 

experiments during which data sets were taken at five minute intervals for only one 

minute. A high sampling rate of 1000 samples/sec was used for each signal. Therefore, 

approximately 18 data points per cycle of motion were acquired for the surface 

temperature, friction, and velocity signals. This enables the nature of the signals to be 

studied over a single cycle of motion. The high sampling rate also allows for a procedure 

known as Fourier transformation to be used to study the frequency content of the signals. 

It will be shown that this technique is also useful as a measurement of the average 

fluctuation in a signal at a given frequency. In addition, Fourier transformation can be 

used to determine correlations between an input signal and an output signal. This is done 

for each of the four materials studied using friction as an input signal and surface 
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temperature as an output signal. 

5.5.1 The Nature of Surface Temperature, Friction, Velocity, and 

Heat Generation Measurements over a Single Cycle of Motion 

5.5.1.a Peak-to-Peak Fluctuations in Surface Temperature 

Surface temperature measurements presented previously in Fig. 5-63 reflect average 

values calculated for each of the eleven sample points during the high sample rate 

experiment. These average values do not reflect the peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface 

temperature that are known to be present. As an initial means of determining the level 

of these peak-to-peak fluctuations only 100 data points are displayed in Fig. 5-81 for each 

of the four materials studied. These data sets reflect only a 100 millisecond time span 
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which corresponds to 5.4 cycles of oscillation. Although the time axes start at 0 

milliseconds in Fig. 5-81 the sampling point corresponds with the 21 minute (or 1260 sec) 

point shown in Fig. 5-63. This means that the data sets shown in Fig. 5-81 actually 

reflect surface temperature fluctuations during the 1260.0 to 1260.1 second time period 

after the start of the experiment. This time period was chosen because it is not only 

representative of the surface temperature fluctuations in the middle of the experiments, 

but it is also representative of typical surface temperature fluctuations throughout the 

duration of the experiments. Furthermore, this is the time period during which the 

surface temperatures measured for 10 wt.% glass/Nylon are the lowest. Surface 

temperature fluctuations at other time periods will be discussed in the section on 

frequency domain analysis. 

Although the time axes are the same for each of the four graphs in Fig. 5-81, the 

surface temperature axes are different for each of the graphs. This was done to enable 

visual observation of the peak-to-peak nature of the fluctuations. But first, note that the 

average surface temperature levels shown in Fig. 5-63 at the 21 minute mark are also 

reflected in Fig. 5-81. Recall that average surface temperatures of 178, 156, 131, and 

82 C were calculated for Nylon 6,6 and the 10 wt.% carbon, Kevlar, and glass 

composites, respectively. Therefore, the peak-to-peak fluctuations depicted in Fig. 5-81 

fluctuate around these average values. 

To determine the magnitude of these peak-to-peak fluctuations one could write a 

computer program to first find the average maxima and minima and calculate their 

difference. This is an appropriate technique for signals that approximate true sine waves 
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such as the signal for 10 wt.% carbon shown in Fig. 5-81b. However, this technique 

proves to be inappropriate for signals such as that shown in Fig. 5-81c for 10 wt.% 

Kevlar. This signal is apparently comprised of multiple frequencies and an average 

maxima/minima calculation would be misleading. Asa result, the Fourier transformation 

technique is used to not only display the frequency content of the signal, but to also 

determine the peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature at each of these 

frequencies. Figure 5-82 illustrates this point more clearly. A fictitious data set is shown 

which is comprised of a peak-to-peak fluctuation about an average (or quasi steady-state) 

surface temperature level. The Fourier transform of this data would show a single spike 
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at the frequency of this peak-to-peak fluctuation. And, the magnitude of this spike would 

be equal to the magnitude of the peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature shown 

in the time domain. A complete description of the Fourier transform methodology can 

be found in Section 5.5.2 and the M.S. thesis by Weick [23]. Appendix I shows the 

Fourier Transform software developed to make the frequency domain calculations. 

A Fourier transformation of the surface temperature data is shown in Fig. 5-83. 

Peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature are plotted as a function of frequency for 

each of the four materials. The vertical scales were kept the same for comparison 

purposes, and it appears that the fluctuations measured for 10 wt.% carbon are 

significantly higher than the fluctuations measured for the other three materials. In Fig. 

5-83b the peak-to-peak fluctuation in surface temperature for 10 wt.% carbon is 27 C at 
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108 Hz. This is twice the 54 Hz oscillation frequency and is expected due to the fact that 

there are two peaks in surface temperature for every cycle of motion [23]. In 

comparison, peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature at 108 Hz are only 3 C for 

Nylon 6,6. Fluctuations are also small for 10 % Kevlar and 10 % glass. Peak-to-peak 

values at 108 Hz are also approximately 3 C for these materials. A discussion on the 

reason for the significant difference in peak-to-peak fluctuations between carbon/Nylon 

and the other materials can be found in Section 5.5.2. 

The difference between peak-to-peak surface temperature values can also be seen in 

the time domain plots shown in Fig. 5-82. The graph for 10 wt.% carbon is more 

sinusoidal in nature and has maxima which exceed 170 C and minima which approach 

135 C. This apparent 35 C fluctuation is actually an overestimate since the Fourier 

transform of this signal shows a 27 C fluctuation at 108 Hz. This is due to the fact that 

sixteen 1024 point data blocks (or 16 kilobytes of data) were required to calculate the 

Fourier transforms. This corresponds to 16384 points which greatly exceeds the 100 data 

points shown in Fig. 5-82 and reflects data sampled over a 16.8 second time period 

versus a 100 millisecond period. 

The fluctuations in surface temperature for Nylon 6,6 shown in Fig. 5-82a also have 

a sinusoidal nature, but this is less obvious than was observed for the 10 wt.% carbon 

case. The magnitude of these fluctuations is also smaller and corresponds to only 3 C 

peak-to-peak averaged over the entire 16 kilobyte data set. Likewise, 10 wt.% glass 

shown in Fig. 5-82d also has a somewhat sinusoidal nature to it although higher 

frequencies are apparently present. These higher frequency peaks are too small to show 
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up in the Fourier transform plot (Fig. 5-83d) due to the scale which was used. In 

comparison, 10 wt.% Kevlar shows quite different characteristics. Figure 5-82c shows 

six peaks that are at 135 C or higher. The frequency of occurrence of these peaks is 54 

Hz and corresponds directly with the oscillation frequency of 54 Hz. This is reflected 

in the Fourier transform plot shown in Fig. 5-83c. In addition to the spike at 108 Hz, 

a relatively high 4 C spike can be seen at 54 Hz which corresponds directly with the 

observation made in the time domain. 

Note that the Fourier transform procedure always separates out the frequency 

components into additional spikes at 54, 162, 216, and 270 Hz. The expected spike is 

at 108 Hz, and it is not clear how the other frequency components actually "stack up" to 

form the time domain traces in Fig. 5-82. This is especially true for the 10 wt.% Kevlar 

material. The magnitudes of the spikes at 54 and 108 Hz are approximately the same 

which stems from the characteristics of the time domain trace in Fig. 5-82c. It will be 

shown that this behavior for 10 wt.% Kevlar can be related to the characteristics of the 

friction force signal. 

5.5.1.b Frictional Forces Measured over a Single Cycle of Motion 

In previous graphs of friction coefficient versus time only 1 kilobyte of data (or 1024 

data points) were included. This is only true for the continuous graphs of friction in 

which the low sampling rate of 200 samples/sec was utilized and data was taken for the 

entire experiment. Due to this fact only "peak" values for friction were represented in 

these graphs. Recall from Section 5.4 that these "peaks" are probably not representative 

of absolute maximums in friction since only four data points were taken per cycle. 
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However, this did not prove to be a significant problem when comparisons were made 

with results from high sample rate experiments. A graph of friction coefficient versus 

time has also been presented for these high sample rate experiments during which a 1000 

samples/second rate was used. To facilitate comparison with the low sample rate 

experiments, peak values in friction were also used in the graph shown in Fig. 5-74. 

Since approximately 18 data points per cycle were acquired during the high sample 

rate experiments instantaneous measurements of friction can be plotted over a single cycle 

of motion. This is depicted in Fig. 5-84. Four separate graphs are shown in this figure 

and the horizontal and vertical axes are the same for each of these graphs. The vertical 

axes are in units of Newtons and represent instantaneous frictional forces measured using 
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the strain ring. Since there is a change in oscillation direction every half a cycle the 

friction force curves pass through zero. Therefore, when compared to a positive friction 

force, a negative friction force simply corresponds with movement of the sapphire disk 

in the opposite direction. Note that only five and a half cycles are shown in Fig. 5-84 

due to the short time period of 100 milliseconds. 

From a simple visual inspection of Fig. 5-84 the highest frictional forces were 

measured for Nylon 6,6 and the lowest for 10 wt.% glass. The 10 wt.% carbon and 

Kevlar materials also show a reduction in friction when compared to Nylon 6,6. Even 

without calculating average peak friction forces using the Fourier transformation technique 

one can see that peaks in friction range from 15 to 25 N for Nylon 6,6 over a single cycle 

of motion. In comparison, peaks in friction force only approach 5 N for 10 wt. % glass. 

The 10 wt.% carbon material shows peaks which range from 7 to 11 N and 10 wt.% 

Kevlar shows similar peaks which approach 7 to 9 N. 

By using the technique of Fourier transformation, the distribution of friction forces 

as a function of frequency can be calculated. The predominant frequency should occur 

at 54 Hz, and the height of the spike at this frequency will provide a measurement of the 

average peak friction force for each material. From Fig. 5-85 this is indeed the case. 

For Nylon 6,6 the highest spike occurs at 54 Hz with smaller spikes occurring at 108, 

162, 216, and 270 Hz. At 54 Hz the friction force is 12.5 N which can be thought of 

as an average friction force for this material. Therefore, if a 54 Hz sinusoid were to be 

fitted to the Nylon 6,6 time domain trace shown in Fig. 5-85a, then the height of this 

sinusoid would fall at around 12.5 N. This does not mean that theoretically one would 
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FIGURE 5-85: FOURIER TRANSFORMATION OF FRICTION FORCE DATA 

expect a sinusoidal friction force at this frequency and amplitude. Instead, the Fourier 

transformation procedure simply tries to fit a series of sinusoids to the time domain trace 

that characterizes the signal. As a result, spikes at other frequencies are also relatively 

high in Fig. 5-85a. For instance, at 162 Hz a friction force of 5.8 N is shown, and at 

270 Hz a force of 2.9 Nis shown. At 108 and 216 Hz friction forces are also measured 

but at relatively low levels. As was the case for surface temperature, the way the 

frequencies "stack-up" in Fig. 5-85 to form the corresponding time domain plot is 

unclear. From Fig. 5-84a it is apparent that the higher order frequencies tend to add to 

the 54 Hz predominant frequency. Therefore, absolute peak values in friction exceed the 

12.5 N value average value determined from the frequency domain plot. 

For the carbon, Kevlar, and glass fiber-filled materials the frictional forces are less 
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than those measured for Nylon 6,6. This has already been demonstrated using the time 

domain plots shown in Fig. 5-84. The frequency domain plots in Fig. 5-85 also show 

that this is true. Recall that the friction force at 54 Hz was determined to be 12.5 N for 

Nylon 6,6. For 10 wt.% carbon, Kevlar, and glass the frictional forces at 54 Hz were 

determined to be 7.8, 5.2, and 4.2 N, respectively. The components of friction at the 

higher order frequencies are also reduced which is consistent with the time domain plots. 

Note that the time domain plot for 10 wt.% glass in Fig. 5-84d does not have the same 

level of fluctuations in it as the plot for Nylon 6,6 in Fig. 5-84a. These fluctuations 

correspond with the higher order frequencies which are reduced during the 10 wt. % glass 

fiber experiment. Asa result, the height of the spikes in Fig. 5-85d are lower than those 

shown in Fig. 5-85a for the Nylon 6,6 experiment. This reduction in the level of the 

higher order frequencies is not as prevalent in the frequency domain plots for 10 wt.% 

carbon and Kevlar. This again is expected based on a qualitative assessment of the time 

domain plots in Figs. 5-84b and 84c. 

When correlations between surface temperature and friction are examined using the 

analytical model presented in the next section, the coefficient of friction is used rather 

than the friction force. This facilitates comparison at the predominant 108 Hz frequency 

measured for surface temperature which is twice the frequency of the friction force 

signal. To do this the absolute value of the frictional force signal is determined and 

divided by the 20 N normal load. Note that there are bound to be some fluctuations in 

normal load due to inertial effects present in the load arm system especially when a 

rotating disk set-up is utilized [26]. However, for the oscillating contact system used in 
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this study these fluctuations are minimal [26], and the simple method of dividing the 

measured friction forces by the static normal load is warranted for analysis purposes. 

The resulting coefficient of friction plot in the time domain is shown in Fig. 5-86. 

Note that the higher order frequencies appear to be more prevalent in this plot when 

compared to the friction force plot shown in Fig. 5-86. Also, if the data set was sampled 

continuously it is expected that the friction would go to zero every half acycle. This is 

indeed the case as shown in the friction force plot. However, for the coefficient of 

friction plot in Fig. 5-86 the sampling rate was not rapid enough to show that this is 

occurring. In other words, samples were not always acquired when the coefficient of 

friction was at zero. The trend to the coefficient of friction plots is of course consistent 
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FIGURE 5-86: INSTANTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF THE FRICTION COEFFICIENT 
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with what is shown in Fig. 5-84 for friction force. The highest friction coefficient was 

measured for Nylon 6,6 - on - sapphire, and the addition of 10 wt.% fibers tends to 

reduce friction with the glass fiber material showing the greatest reduction. 

To develop a more comprehensive understanding of the friction coefficient signal, a 

Fourier transformation was performed. This was initially done in an attempt to obtain 

a measurement of the average friction coefficient for each material at the predominant 

frequency of 108 Hz. However, as shown in Fig. 5-87 the Fourier transformation of 

friction coefficient yields a rather complex plot. Multiple frequencies appear to prevalent 

at 54, 108, 162, 216, and 270 Hz along with other minor peaks. This is consistent with 

the observation that the calculation of friction coefficient data from friction force data 
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yields time domain plots in which the higher frequencies are noticeable. This can be seen 

by simply comparing Fig. 5-87 with Fig. 5-85. Although the Fourier transform of 

friction coefficient data is very useful for performing the correlation procedure discussed 

in Section 5.5.2, it appears from Fig. 5-87 that this procedure does not provide an 

accurate measurement of the average friction coefficient. The vertical axis is in the 

nondimensional units of friction coefficient yet the amplitude of this axis is relatively 

small. From the time domain plot in Fig. 5-84a friction coefficient should be 

approximately 0.8 to 1.2 for Nylon 6,6. Since the Fourier transformation separated out 

the frequencies this is not observed. Furthermore, the spike at the predominant 108 Hz 

frequency is not as pronounced as those at 216 or 270 Hz. These higher order 

frequencies are obviously an integral part of the friction coefficient signal, but the way 

in which they add up with the other frequencies is unclear. A more detailed discussion 

of the frequency domain plots for coefficient of friction is provided in the next section 

where they are used to study correlations between friction and surface temperature. 

Asan alternative method for determining the average of the peaks in friction, a simple 

computer program was written. This program picks out the peaks in friction and simply 

finds the average. Although this is a somewhat unsophisticated technique, it provides a 

quick estimation of the average friction coefficient for each material. Note that these 

friction measurements are consistent with those presented in Fig. 5-74 for the whole 

experiment. However, one should keep in mind that the estimates presented below reflect 

only a small portion of the entire data set (2 kilobytes = 2084 data points = 2 seconds 

of data). Larger data sets were not used due to limitations on virtual memory 
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assignments (array sizes) made in the computer program. 

For Nylon 6,6 there appears to be two levels to the friction coefficient data. From 

Fig. 5-86a the upper peak level was determined to average around 1.17 using the 

computer program discussed above. A lower peak level was determined to average 

around 0.70. For 10 wt.% carbon and Kevlar the average peak levels were determined 

to be 0.46 and 0.36, respectively. The average peak level for 10 wt.% glass was 

determined to be 0.23. 

5.5.1.c Measurements of Velocity over a Single Cycle of Motion 

As described in the section on experimental technique a velocity transducer is used 

to measure both the velocity of the sapphire disk and the oscillation frequency. Velocity 

was measured in lieu the vibration amplitude since the multiplication of velocity times 

friction force provides a direct calculation of heat generation rate. This is described in 

the next section. Measurements of velocity over a single cycle of motion are shown in 

Fig. 5-88. The sinusoidal nature of the velocity signal is readily apparent and Fig. 5-88 

confirms that each experiment was run at approximately the same velocity. However, 

there are some slight differences in velocity between experiments. These differences are 

due to small errors in setting the initial vibration amplitude for the electromagnetic 

shaker. Also, for a less powerful shaker system Ghasemi [21] has shown that there is a 

slight effect of frictional forces on the amplitude of vibration. 

Since the velocity signals closely approximate single frequency sinusoids the simple 

method of determining the average of their peaks from the time domain plots will be 

used. For Nylon 6,6 the average peak velocity was determined to be 845 mm/sec. This 
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FIGURE 5-88: INSTANTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF VELOCITY 

corresponds to a peak vibration amplitude of 2.5 mm which was determined by dividing 

845 mm/sec by the radial frequency. For the 54 Hz oscillation frequency the radial 

frequency is equal to 27(54) . From Fig. 5-88b the peak velocity for the 10 wt.% 

carbon experiment was determined to be 810 mm/sec corresponding to a vibration 

amplitude of 2.4mm. Similarly, for 10 wt.% Kevlar, the velocity was determined to be 

815 mm/sec and the amplitude 2.4 mm. Lastly, for 10 wt.% glass the velocity was 

measured to be 896 mm/sec and the amplitude of vibration 2.6 mm. These differences 

in peak velocity and amplitude between experiments are not unexpected and are also not 

considered to be significant. 
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5.5.1.d The Instantaneous Rate of Heat Generation 

By using the instantaneous measurements of friction force and velocity the 

instantaneous rate of heat generation can be determined. To do this the friction force and 

velocity signals are discretely multiplied together. Since friction force is in units of 

Newtons and velocity is in units of meter per second (or mm/sec) then friction force times 

velocity yields the amount of heat generated at the interface in Watts (or Joules/second). 

Figure 5-89 shows friction force and velocity superimposed on one another for the four 

materials evaluated. Friction force is shown as a solid line and the left-hand axes are in 

units of Newtons. Velocity is shown schematically as a dashed line in Fig. 5-89. Note 
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that velocity is 180 degrees out of phase with the major 54 Hz frequency component of 

the friction force signal. Also, when the discrete multiplication of friction force times 

velocity is performed the absolute values of the two signals must be used to account for 

their vectorial (+ and -) nature. 

Heat generation rates as a function of time are shown in Fig. 5-90 for the four 

materials and a Fourier transformation of these signals is shown in Fig. 5-91. From these 

plots it is obvious that the heat generation rate for Nylon 6,6 is higher than the rates for 

the composites. By using the simple method of calculating peak averages from the time 

domain plots the average (peak) rate of heat generation is 10.1 Watts for a 2048 point 

data set. For 10 wt.% carbon and Kevlar these averages are reduced to 7.3 and 5.2 

Watts, respectively. And, for 10 wt.% glass the peaks average around 3.9 Watts. From 
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FIGURE 5-91: FOURIER TRANSFORMATION OF THE RATE OF HEAT GENERATION 

Fig. 5-91 the predominant frequency appears to occur at 108 Hz which is expected. This 

corresponds with the 108 Hz predominant frequency shown in Fig. 5-83 for surface 

temperature. The height of these spikes at 108 Hz provides another measurement of the 

peak rate of heat generation. However, these numbers are typically smaller than the ones 

calculated using the time domain data. This is due to the Fourier transformation process 

which breaks the signal into a series of component sinusoids. Therefore, the spike at 108 

Hz for Nylon 6,6 shows that the peak rate of heat generation is 6 Watts. As stated 

earlier, the other component frequencies (or sinusoids) can add to this value of 6 Watts 

to obtain the time domain signal. For the composites the height of the spike at 108 Hz 

is reduced. For 10 wt.% carbon, Kevlar, and glass these heights correspond with 4.0, 
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3.0, and 2.7 Watts, respectively. Note that there are more component frequencies in the 

Fourier transformation of the Nylon 6,6 data than there are in the transformations for the 

other materials. This is consistent with the time domain plot for Nylon 6,6 in Fig. 5-90a 

which shows smaller peaks apparently superimposed on the predominant 108 Hz 

frequency. Recall that these smaller peaks are present in the friction signal and are 

therefore included in the calculation of heat generation. A discussion of the underlying 

cause of these smaller peaks is presented in the next section. 
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5.5.2 Observations and Correlations in the Frequency Domain 

To study correlations between friction and surface temperature a frequency domain 

analysis has been performed. This analysis is called a Single Input - Single Output 

(SISO) model and uses friction as an input variable and surface temperature as an output 

variable. First, a general description of the frequency analysis procedure and SISO model 

is provided. Then, the application of this technique to the friction and surface 

temperature measurements is discussed. 

5.5.2.a Description of the Frequency Analysis Procedure 

The purpose of this procedure is to determine the correlation between an input 

variable and an output variable. It is an analytical technique that uses digitally sampled 

data sets which are subsequently transformed into the frequency domain using the method 

originally presented by Fourier [140]. This so-called Fourier transformation process is 

perhaps the most significant part of the analysis. By transforming the data sets in this 

manner correlated and uncorrelated components can be easily separated out. 

Furthermore, data sets transformed into the frequency domain are somewhat easier to 

interpret and manipulate. A complex signal in the time domain is usually reduced to a 

simpler representation in the frequency domain. This allows for a more comprehensive 

interpretation of the data. For instance, Fourier transforms of surface temperature, 

friction, and velocity have already been presented in Section 5.5.1. Component 

frequencies have been separated out and the amplitudes at each frequency have been 

related to the amplitudes of the sinusoids which comprise the signal. 
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(i) The Fourier Transform 

A finite range Fourier transform of a real-valued or complex-valued signal x(t) is 

defined by the complex-valued quantity shown below [140]: 

T 

X(T) = [ x(Hhe JEW gt (5.8) 

0 

where, 

X(T) = Fourier transform of the signal x(t) for a data set of time duration T 

= the square root of negative 1 

f =. frequency in Hz 

T = time duration (or length) of the signal x(t) in seconds 

By using Euler's relationship, Eq. 5.8 can be written in terms of periodic functions. 

Euler's equation is shown below: 

e 7 = cos(wt) - jsin(wa) (5.9) 

Substituting Eq. 5.9 into 5.8 yields the following: 

T 

X(T) = [ x(O[cos(wt) - jsin(wt)] dt (5.10) 

0 

where, 

w® = radial frequency = 2nf 

Equation 5.10 shows that X(f,7) actually expresses the periodic components of the real- 

time signal (or data record) x(t). 

If x(t) is sampled at N equally spaced points a distance apart, then the sampling time 

t, = n At can be utilized in the following expression: 
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x, = x(t,) = xnAd; n = 0,1,2,3,...N-1 (5.11) 

This relationship can be used to write the discrete version of Eq. 5.8 as shown below: 

N-1 

XU,T) = A > xe Jenfnas (5.12) 

n=0 

X(f,T) is calculated by selecting discrete frequency values in accordance with the 

following equation: 

i= =; &k = 0,1,2,3,...N-1 (5.13) 

At these frequencies the Fourier transform can be written as follows: 

N-1 

X(f,) = at) sem 

n=0 

; k = 0,1,2,3,..N-1 (5.14)   

j 2nkn 
N 

    

The results using this discrete Fourier transform are unique only to k = N/2. The 

frequency at this point is called the Nyquist frequency and corresponds to one half the 

sampling rate [140]. Therefore, if N = 1024 data points are sampled only the first 512 

data points will yield unique, pertinent information. 

To calculate X(f,) using Eq. 5.14 a "Fast Fourier Transform" algorithm listed in the 

text Numerical Recipes in C [141] is utilized. This algorithm is shown in Appendix I. 

It serves as a critical subroutine in the frequency analysis software written by the author. 

Note that this subroutine provides the real and imaginary components of X(f,) as shown 
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below: 

X(f) = RU) + JIG) (5.15) 
where, 

Rif) = real component 

If, = imaginary component 

In summary, the Fourier transform serves as the method for converting a discretely 

sampled data set x(t) into the frequency domain for further analysis. 

(ii) | The Autospectral Distribution Function 

To determine the predominant frequencies contained within a signal the Fourier 

transformation of the data set is obtained and the autospectral distribution function is 

determined. This technique not only describes the frequency content of a signal but also 

describes the magnitude of the signal at each discrete frequency. 

When a Fourier transform of a signal is calculated using only one data set the results 

are Statistically insignificant since there is only one degree of freedom. Therefore, 

multiple data sets must be acquired and averaged. This can be done for a single signal 

by simply taking multiple data sets over a relatively long time period. In other words, 

instead of using sixteen kilobytes of data (or 16384 points) to calculate a single Fourier 

transform, multiple Fourier transforms should be calculated using sixteen blocks of data 

each 1024 points long. Then, an average spectrum can be determined which is 

statistically significant. This is demonstrated below. A function called G.,, is defined 

which is called the power spectral density function. Note that the subscript k has been 
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dropped since it is a bit redundant. The reader should however understand that each 

frequency fis really f, as defined in Eq. 5.13. 

B 

Gf) = ie + RUY,b)| (5.16) 
b=1 

where, 

G0) = power spectral density function 

B = _ number of data blocks; b = 1, 2,3, ... B 

R,G,b), 10,0) real and imaginary components of the Fourier transform for data 
block b as a function of the frequency / 

In short, the function G,, defined in Eq. 5.16 is the squared magnitude of the function 

X(f,) averaged over multiple data blocks. Recall that X({) is defined in Eq. 5.15. 

The autospectral distribution is defined as the magnitude of X(f,) normalized with 

respect to the number of discrete frequencies N used to calculate the Fourier transform 

for each data block. A multiplication factor of two is also applied to the spectrum to 

account for the use of a single-sided Fourier transformation procedure rather than a 

double-sided procedure [140]. 

2 
AS) = FVGaAS) (5.17) 

where, 

A,,(f) =  autospectral distribution function 

N = _ number of discrete frequencies used to calculate the Fourier transform for each 

data block; f= f, = k/NAt; k = 0,1,2,3,...N- 1; 
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If the autospectral distribution is calculated for a sine wave of frequency 50 Hz and peak- 

to-peak amplitude 20, then the frequency domain plot would ideally yield a single spike 

of amplitude 10 at the frequency 50 Hz. Therefore, when it is desirable to calculate the 

peak-to-peak fluctuations in a signal, an additional multiplication factor of two must be 

applied to Eq. 5.17. In addition, it should be stated that Eq. 5.17 was used to calculate 

the frequency domain plots shown in Section 5.5.1. Therefore, these plots really 

represent autospectral distributions (or autospectra) of the materials evaluated. 

(iii) | The Cross-spectral Density Function 

When two signals are sampled during an experiment Fourier transformation techniques 

can be used to determine if there are any frequencies common to both signals. The 

function used to obtain this information is called the cross-spectral distribution function. 

It is found by calculating the Fourier transform of the two signals in accordance with Eq. 

5.15. These transforms can be labeled X(() and Y(,) for the two respective signals x(t) 

and y(t). Note that both of these signals must be sampled at the same rate and their total 

time periods, 7, must be equal. To calculate the cross-spectral distribution function an 

assumption must be made as to which signal is an estimated signal and which is a ¢rue 

signal. In keeping with the future discussion on the H, single input - single output model 

x(t) is assumed to be an estimated signal and y(t) is assumed to be a true signal. The 

reverse assumption could also be made leading to a slightly different formulation which 

is used for the so-called H, model. 

The formulation for the cross-spectral density function is shown below for the two 
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signals x(t) and y(t): 

G7) = 6,2) +/O.7/) (5.18a) 

B B 

C.F) = 5) Gul) Q,,(f) = BY nth) (5.18b,¢) 
b=1 b=1 

C,,(f,b) = R,F,b)R,(f,b) + LG.) 1,5) (5.18d) 

Q,,(f,b) = R,f,b)L.f,b) - Rb) L,U,5) (5.18e) 
where, 

G,.() =  cross-spectral density function 

C,(f = coincident spectral density function (see Eq. 5.18d) 

Q,.() = quadrature spectral density function (see Eq. 5.18e) 

real and imaginary components of the Fourier transform of x(t) 

calculated for data block b as a function of the frequency f 
R,,b), 1.65) 

real and imaginary components of the Fourier transform of y(t) 

calculated for data block b as a function of the frequency f 
R75), 1,0) 

From Eq. 5.18a it can be seen that G,() has both real and imaginary components. 

Therefore, to plot G,,() and use it in calculations the magnitude is usually calculated as 

shown below. 

  

GN, =~an + By) 6.19) 
where, 

| G,() | = — magnitude of the cross-spectral density function 
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(iv) The "H," Single Input - Single Output Model 

By using autospectral and cross-spectral density functions for two digitally sampled 

signals correlations between the two signals can be determined. This frequency analysis 

procedure is often referred to as a single input - single output (SISO) model. The input 

signal is x(t) and the output signal is y(t). The specific type of SISO model used is shown 

in Fig. 92. It is often referred to as the H, SISO model since the uncorrelated content 

is assumed to be part of the input signal rather than the output signal [140]. (In contrast, 

the H, SISO model assumes that the uncorrelated content is part of the output signal.) 

Note that the terms H, and H, are merely variable names given to the transfer functions 

(or gain factors) which can be calculated for the SISO system. They should not be 

u(t) 

  

c(t) 
x(t) = AS-MEASURED FRICTION 
u(t) = UNCORRELATED FRICTION 
c(t) = CORRELATED FRICTION 
y(t) = SURFACE TEMPERATURE 

FIGURE 5-92: THE "H," SINGLE INPUT - SINGLE OUTPUT MODEL USED FOR THE 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS 
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misconstrued as chemical equations. Since these transfer functions are not of interest for 

the present discussion they will not be presented. However, the name "H," has been 

retained to be consistent with the terminology used to describe the model shown in Fig. 

92 [140]. 

As shown in Fig. 92 the H, model assumes that x(t) is comprised of two components. 

One component is correlated with y(t) and the other is uncorrelated. In contrast, y(t) is 

assumed to be a "true" signal which is not comprised of any uncorrelated content. The 

expression for the input signal x(t) can now be written as follows: 

x(t) = c(t) + u(t) (5.20) 
where, 

x(t) = as-measured input signal 

c(t) = part of input signal which is correlated with y(t) 

u(t) = part of input signal which is uncorrelated with y(t) 

The analysis begins by transforming the as-measured input signal x(t) and the output 

signal y(t) into the frequency domain. Then, the power spectral densities G,,(f) and G,,()) 

can be calculated for each signal in accordance with Eq. 5.16. Also, the cross-spectral 

density G,,(f) can be calculated in accordance with Eq. 5.18. Once these fundamental 

spectrums have been obtained the rest of the analysis involves just algebraic manipulation. 

First, the coherence is calculated. This function shows the amount of correlation 

between the input and output signals as a function of frequency. The range for the 

coherence function is 0 to one. A value of 0 means no correlation is present between the 
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input and output signals, and a value of 1 means there is complete correlation between 

the input and output signals. Usually these extremes are never reached and the coherence 

falls somewhere in between. Values closer to 1 simply mean that there is a relatively 

strong coherence (or correlation) at this frequency. Mathematically, the coherence 

function ¥’(f) can be calculated from the power spectrums and cross spectrum as shown 

below: 

2 

fy = SAI (5.21) 
Gf) Gf) 

where, 

Y(f) = coherence function 

|G,.(0| = magnitude of the cross-spectral density...(see Eq. 5.19) 

G..f) = power spectral density of x(t)...(see Eq. 5.16) 

G,,() = power spectral density of y(t)...(see Eq. 5.16) 

By calculating the coherence in accordance with Eq. 5.21 the uncorrelated and correlated 

components of the input signal can be easily calculated. These equations are shown 

below: 

Gf) = GALL - PI (5.22) 

G.Af) = VYSA)GP) (5.23) 

where, 

G,,() = power spectral density of the part of x(t) which is uncorrelated with y(t) 

G..(f) = power spectral density of the part of x(t) which is correlated with y(t) 
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Since it is desirable for this research to have physical units in the frequency domain plots, 

the power spectral densities G,,(f) and G,,(f) are converted to autospectral distributions 

in accordance with Eq. 5.17. Therefore, the following expressions can be written: 

ALAS) = z G,(f) (5.24) 

A.dS) = S16,P) (5.25) 

where, 

A,,(f) =  autospectral distribution of the part of x(t) which is uncorrelated with y(t) 

A.) autospectral distribution of the part of x(t) which is correlated with y(t) 

By plotting A,,() and A,.() the uncorrelated and correlated components of x(t) can be 

readily observed in the frequency domain. 

5.5.2.b Application of the Single Input - Single Output Model to 
Friction and Surface Temperature Measurements 

(i) List of Spectral Distributions Calculated and Definition of Terms 

To use the H, SISO model the variables derived in Section 5.5.2.a must be associated 

with the measured parameters friction and surface temperature. Therefore, in accordance 

with Fig. 5-75 the coefficient of friction is defined as the input signal x(t) and surface 

temperature is defined as the output signal y(t). Asa result, the H, model determines the 

components of friction which are correlated and uncorrelated with surface temperature. 

A list of the spectral distributions calculated with the model is provided in Table 5-2 

along with a cross-reference to figures which show the results. 
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TABLE 5-2: LIST OF SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTIONS CALCULATED FOR THE H, MODEL 

VARIABLE 
NAME EQUATION 

SPECTRUM FROM THE | NUMBER 
H, MODEL 

Autospectral distribution of surface 

temperatures...A measurement of the 
peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface 
temperatures as a function of frequency 
  

Autospectral distribution of frictional 

forces...A measurement of the peak 

frictional forces as a function of freq. 
  

Autospectral distribution of the 

coefficient of friction...A measurement 
of the peak coefficient of friction as a 
function of frequency 
  

Autospectral distribution of the 

uncorrelated component of friction 
  

Autospectral distribution of the 

correlated component of friction         
(ii) | Spectral Distribution of Surface Temperature 

Prior to discussing the spectral distributions for friction which include uncorrelated 

and correlated components the autospectral distributions (or autospectra) for surface 

temperature should be presented. In Fig. 93 autospectra are shown for Nylon 6,6 and 

the three 10 wt.% composites. Note that there are four spectra in each of the three- 

dimensional graphs that comprise Fig. 93 -- one spectrum for each material. Figure 93a 
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FIGURE 5-93: AUTOSPECTRA OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE DATA 
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shows the autospectra calculated from data sets obtained only 40 seconds after the start 

of the experiment. Additional data sets were acquired 21 minutes after the start of the 

experiment, and the autospectra for these data sets are shown in Fig. 93b. (The 

autospectra for the 21 minute point have already been presented in a two-dimensional 

format in Fig. 5-83.) At the end of the experiment a final set of spectra were calculated 

as shown in Fig. 93c using data sampled 51 minutes after the start of the experiment. 

This data set is representative of the final minute of the experiment. 

As discussed in Section 5.5.1.a the vertical axes on the spectral distribution plots for 

surface temperature reflect peak-to-peak fluctuations and not a temperature rise above 

ambient. This point has already been illustrated in Fig. 5-82. From the three graphs in 

Fig. 93 it is clear that the fluctuations in surface temperature are highest for 10 wt.% 

carbon. For the predominant 108 Hz frequency these fluctuations range from 23 C at 40 

sec to as high as 35 C at 51 min. In comparison, the fluctuations in surface temperature 

rarely exceed 5 C for the other three materials. The only exception to this is the initial 

magnitude of the spike at 108 Hz for 10 wt.% glass. However, recall that this 

corresponds with an early part of the experiment where a Nylon 6,6 film covers the core 

of glass fibers. In addition, the magnitude of the spike at 54 Hz is initially 13 C for 10 

wt. % Kevlar. This is related to the characteristics of the friction signal which also shows 

an initially high spike at 54 Hz. 

One interesting characteristic of the surface temperature autospectra for 10 wt.% 

carbon is the magnitude of the higher-order frequencies above 108 Hz. After 51 minutes 

the magnitude of these higher frequency components increased for 10 wt.% carbon due 
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to the formation of a transfer film. In fact, as shown in Fig. 5-23 the change in the wear 

trace for 10 wt.% carbon corresponds with this change in peak-to-peak surface 

temperature fluctuations. In other words, the formation of a transfer film appears to not 

only increase the magnitude of the surface temperature fluctuations, but also increase the 

complexity of the autospectra. The relatively simple composite-on-sapphire contact has 

changed to composite-on-composite. 

At this point, one might ask the question why does the addition of 10 wt.% carbon 

to Nylon lead to such a large increase in peak-to-peak surface temperature fluctuations? 

The exact reason for this is not known. However, an explanation could stem from the 

high thermal conductivity carbon fibers which could remove the heat rapidly from the 

interface over a single cycle of motion. This is perhaps an expansion of the explanation 

posed by Lancaster [37] for the behavior of carbon fiber composites. He simply stated 

that the "fibers support the load", and their high thermal conductivity leads to a reduction 

of surface temperatures at the interface [37]. Although Lancaster did not measure surface 

temperatures his statements could indeed be correct, but only on a microsecond scale. 

For the 10 wt.% carbon materials, the removal of frictional energy from the interface is 

shown in Figs. 5-93 and 81 to correspond with an approximate 30 C change in surface 

temperature in less than 10 milliseconds. 

It should be made clear that this explanation does not contradict the surface 

temperature predictions shown in Fig. 5-67 for the bulk composite. Recall that these 

predictions showed that the differences in surface temperature rise are not entirely due 

to the thermal properties of the composites. Figure 93 shows peak-to-peak fluctuations 
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develop a better understanding of the nature of frictional forces in the time domain. Since 

a rather complete discussion was provided in Section 5.5.1 on the frequency domain plots 

for friction only a summary is provided below. This summary provides an introduction 

to the evaluation of correlated and uncorrelated friction components using the H, model. 

The predominant frequency in all the spectra shown in Fig. 5-94 is the 54 Hz 

frequency which corresponds with the oscillation frequency. The amplitude at this 

frequency provides a measurement of the peak friction force. From Figs. 5-94b and 5- 

94c the peak frictional forces for the composites are markedly lower than those measured 

for Nylon 6,6. In fact, at the 51 minute point, Fig. 5-94c shows that frictional forces are 

as high as 14 N for Nylon 6,6. In comparison, 10 wt.% Kevlar, carbon, and glass show 

frictional forces of less than 7 N at this point. These forces for the composites are just 

as low at the 21 minute point. However, in the initial 40 seconds frictional forces for the 

10 wt.% glass material are somewhat higher than at other time periods. This is not 

unexpected for this material due to the presence of the Nylon 6,6 film over the core glass 

fibers. The Kevlar and carbon fiber-filled materials also showed comparatively high 

frictional forces during the initial 40 seconds. 

Since the predominant frequencies of the friction force and surface temperature signals 

are 54 and 108 Hz, respectively, the H, model could not be used without further 

processing of the data. If the friction force and surface temperature data sets were used 

directly in the model then the coherence (or correlation) would not only be low, but the 

information could not be correctly interpreted. To enable the use of the H, model the 

absolute value of the friction force signal was obtained and multiplied by the 20 N normal 
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separated out. Note that The same format used to display Figs. 5-93 and 94 is used to 

display Fig. 5-95. Similarly, the autospectra shown in Fig. 5-95b corresponds with the 

spectra shown in Fig. 5-87. Also, as demonstrated for Fig. 5-87 the magnitude of the 

spikes in the coefficient of friction autospectra do not directly correspond with the time 

domain plots. The time domain signal has been separated out into its individual frequency 

components. And, the exact way in which the frequency components add up to form the 

original time domain signal is not (if ever) clearly known. However, comparative studies 

can still be made using the "coefficient of friction" data displayed in the frequency 

domain in Fig. 5-95. 

Typically, there are two to five major frequencies present in the coefficient of friction 

autospectra at 54, 108, 162, 216, and/or 270 Hz. A more complete interpretation of 

these frequencies will be presented in a future section. For now, it is only important to 

note that the magnitudes at the frequencies present in the Nylon 6,6 spectra tend to be 

higher than those for the composites. Although this is not entirely true for the 40 second 

sample point shown in Fig. 5-95a, it is true for the 21 and 51 minute sample points. For 

instance, for 10 wt.% glass there are only two relatively small spikes at the 108 and 216 

Hz frequencies. In comparison, the magnitude at the five frequencies present in the 

Nylon 6,6 spectra are significantly higher as shown in Figs. 5-95b and c. The 10 wt.% 

Kevlar and carbon materials also show less spectral content than Nylon 6,6 at the 21 and 

51 minute sample points. In the initial 40 seconds of the experiment the differences 

between the autospectra are not as clear. As demonstrated in Fig. 5-95a five component 

frequencies are measurable for all four materials. Although the magnitudes at the 
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frequencies present in the Nylon 6,6 spectra are still typically higher, this difference is 

less significant than at the middle or end of the experiments. 

(iv) Correlated and Uncorrelated Components of Friction 

A major part of the H, model is the ability to separate out the part of the friction 

signal which is correlated with surface temperature from the part which is uncorrelated. 

Since friction relates directly to the generation of heat at the interface, one might expect 

a strong correlation. However, frictional energy can be dissipated by other mechanisms. 

For instance, it has been demonstrated that degradation of the Nylon 6,6 polymer can take 

place through tribochemical mechanisms at temperatures lower than would otherwise be 

seen during pyrolysis experiments. These pyrolysis experiments entail heating of the 

entire polymer and provide a temperature at which bulk degradation occurs. This kind 

of degradation can occur at a tribological interface due to the generation of frictional heat 

and subsequent increase in surface temperature. However, friction forces can play a 

more direct role in the degradation of polymers by providing mechanical energy to 

physically break chemical bonds. For this reason a study on the amount of correlation 

between friction and surface temperature was performed using the H, SISO model. 

When uncorrelated and correlated components of friction are calculated using Eqs. 

5.24 and 5.25 two more sets of autospectra are obtained for the materials evaluated. The 

uncorrelated components of friction are shown in Fig. 5-96 and the correlated components 

are shown in Fig. 5-97. Note that the vertical scale for the uncorrelated friction in Fig. 

5-96 is exactly half the scale for the correlated friction in Fig. 5-97. This was done to 
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next section a discussion of each frequency component will be presented.) 

In the initial 40 seconds of the experiment there appears to be more uncorrelated 

friction. More spikes appear in Fig. 5-96a which corresponds to the 40 second sample 

point. Without going into detail about the individual frequency components, Fig. 5-96a 

shows that there is apparently a part of the frictional energy which is not directly 

correlated with the surface temperature measurements. In other words, part of the 

frictional energy could be dissipated through other mechanisms in addition to the 

generation of heat. It is interesting to note that this uncorrelated part of friction appears 

to only be present during the initial part of an experiment. Recall from Figs. 5-96b and 

c that the amount of uncorrelated friction is minimal when data sets are sampled towards 

the middle and end of an experiment. 

Prior to continuing with a more detailed interpretation of the frequency content it can 

be seen from Figs. 5-96 and 5-97 that the correlated components of friction are typically 

higher in magnitude than the uncorrelated components. (The reader should keep in mind 

the fact that the vertical scales used in Fig. 5-97 are twice that used in Fig. 5-96.) There 

are of course exceptions to this statement, however more of the friction signal appears 

to be correlated with surface temperature than uncorrelated. This corresponds with the 

conversion of frictional energy to heat which is of course reflected in the surface 

temperature measurements. 

When the graphs in Fig. 5-97 are viewed as a whole the magnitudes of the frequency 

components for the composite materials always appear lower than the magnitudes 

measured for Nylon 6,6. The only exception to this is shown in Fig. 5-97a. In this 
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the same throughout the experiment. For 10 wt.% carbon and Kevlar the magnitudes of 

the frequency components are also typically lower than those for Nylon 6,6. 

(v) Interpretation of Frequency Content 

To gain a more comprehensive understanding of the results from the H, analysis the 

nature of the frequency components will be discussed individually. Typically, five major 

frequency components are shown although some spectra show less. These components 

fall at the 54, 108, 162, 216, and 270 Hz frequencies. Each of these frequencies will be 

considered starting with the 108 Hz frequency which is the expected main predominant 

frequency for both the surface temperature and friction coefficient autospectra. This 

expectation is based on the fact that these parameters should come to a maximum twice 

every oscillation cycle. However, as discussed previously this is not always true. For 

the friction coefficient data other frequency components are present which are sometimes 

more predominant than the 108 Hz component. This is especially true for the 216 Hz 

component which has a magnitude that often exceeds the magnitude at 108 Hz. The 216 

Hz component is four times the 54 Hz oscillation frequency, and is particularly relevant 

to our understanding of the frictional processes. 

Based on the time domain measurements of friction it is expected that Nylon 6,6 

should have a higher value for the coefficient of friction than the composite materials. 

Furthermore, since the predominant frequency for the frictional force signal is equal to 

the oscillation frequency of 54 Hz then the predominant frequency for coefficient of 

friction should theoretically be 108 Hz. But, as pointed out earlier the process of 
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calculating the friction coefficient from the absolute value of friction force causes the 

higher order frequencies to become more predominant. These frequencies will be shown 

to be a useful facet of the process. However, it is still useful to look at the relative 

magnitudes of the 108 Hz frequency components. 

108 Hz Frequency Component 

From Fig. 5-97 the correlated friction at 108 Hz is typically lower for the composites 

when compared to Nylon 6,6. This difference in friction is not as significant as was seen 

in the time domain, but one should remember that the time domain plots shown in Fig. 

5-86 contain all the component frequencies lumped together. When the frequency domain 

plots are analyzed these frequencies are separated out. At the initial 40 second sample 

point the magnitude of correlated friction at 108 Hz is 0.13 for Nylon 6,6. The 

composites show only slightly lower magnitudes with values of 0.08, 0.11, and 0.10 for 

10 wt. % Kevlar, carbon, and glass respectively. For 10 wt. % glass this magnitude drops 

to 0.05 at the 21 and 51 minute sample points. For the carbon fiber-filled material the 

magnitude at 108 Hz is still 0.11 at the 21 minute point but drops to 0.06 at the 51 

minute point. 10 wt.% Kevlar shows the opposite behavior since the magnitude is 

reduced to 0.03 during the first 21 minutes and increases to 0.13 towards the end of the 

experiment. This behavior is actually consistent with the time domain plots since 10 

wt.% glass typically shows a lower friction coefficient than the other materials. In 

addition, from both the time domain plot and magnitude of the 108 Hz frequency 

component the carbon fiber-filled material shows a higher friction coefficient at the 21 

minute point than Kevlar. However, towards the end of the experiment the reverse is 
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true, the Kevlar fiber-filled material shows a higher friction coefficient than carbon. 

54 Hz Frequency Component 

Before addressing the importance of the frequency component at 216 Hz an 

interpretation of the other components at 54, 162, and 270 Hz should be provided. For 

the correlated friction graphs in Fig. 5-97 the magnitude of the 54 Hz components are 

typically lower than 0.1. When compared to the 54 Hz components of the other 

materials, Nylon 6,6 shows the highest magnitude with values of 0.09 and 0.12 for the 

40 second and 21 minute sample points. The explanation for this can be derived from 

the time domain plots of friction force shown in Fig. 5-84. In Fig. 5-84a the nature (or 

pattern) of the frictional forces is different depending on if the plus or negative side of 

the signal is observed. When the absolute value of the signal is calculated to determine 

the friction coefficient this directional nature is maintained. Ata frequency of 54 times 

per second the pattern repeats itself. In particular, for the Nylon 6,6 friction plot shown 

in Fig. 5-84a the “plus” side of the friction force signal contains a pattern that has three 

peaks in it. In comparison, the "negative" side of the friction force signal contains a 

pattern that has two peaks in it. Therefore, regardless of whether or not the absolute 

value of this friction force signal is used or not, the two individual patterns are repeated 

every 18.5 milliseconds -- or at a rate of 54 Hz. 

A relatively large magnitude at 54 Hz is also seen in Fig. 5-96a for the Kevlar fiber- 

filled material. The magnitude is 0.24 and is representative of friction that is 

uncorrelated with surface temperature. Although there is not a clear explanation for this 

frequency component, it is likely that the nature of the frictional trace for 10 wt.% Kevlar 
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at 40 sec also has a dual pattern to it as observed for Nylon 6,6. However, this pattern 

is such that it is not correlated with the surface temperature at the 54 Hz frequency. This 

is true even though there appears to be a 12 C fluctuation in surface temperature for 10 

wt.% Kevlar. This occurs at 54 Hz and is shown in Fig. 5-93a for the 40 second sample 

point. It is important to note that the formation of a transfer film during the 10 wt.% 

Kevlar experiment occurs in the initial minute. Since these relatively large frequency 

components in the uncorrelated friction and surface temperature spectra were only 

measured for the 40 second point, it is possible that there is a relationship between the 

formation of a transfer film and the increase in the magnitude of the 54 Hz frequency 

component. 

162 and 270 Hz Frequency Components 

The frequency component at 162 Hz in the correlated friction plot is typically less 

than 0.1 for Nylon 6,6 and even smaller for the composite materials. In fact it is often 

imperceptible in the spectra for the composite materials. The explanation for this 

component is not clear, but it never has a large magnitude and is most likely just a 

manifestation of the Fourier transform process. 

At 270 Hz a rather predominant frequency appears in the correlated friction spectra 

for Nylon 6,6. The apparent presence of this frequency can also be seen in the time 

domain traces for friction force and friction coefficient in Figs. 5-84 and 5-86. For 

instance, from Fig. 5-84 five smaller peaks appear to be superimposed on the 

predominant 54 Hz frequency. Since 270 Hz is five times 54 than the apparent cause of 

the 270 Hz spike has been found. From Fig. 5-97 the magnitude at 270 Hz is typically 
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0.15 for the Nylon 6,6 material. It is virtually imperceptible for 10 wt.% glass and is 

only 0.03 for the carbon and Kevlar fiber-filled materials. Note that the 270 Hz 

frequency is merely an interpretation of the time domain signal made by the Fourier 

transformation process. A physical reason for its existence cannot be clearly stated. 

However, the relevance of the smaller peaks superimposed on the friction force time 

domain plot for Nylon 6,6 will be addressed again when the 216 Hz frequency component 

is examined. Lastly, as shown in Fig. 5-96c for the 51 minute sample point, the amount 

of friction at 270 Hz that is uncorrelated with surface temperature increases significantly. 

It is unclear why this uncorrelated friction component occurs, but once again its existence 

does not seem to relate to any physical phenomenon. There is a possibility that a 

component of the load arm structure simply started resonating at this frequency towards 

the end of the experiment. However, since it is an uncorrelated component of friction 

it did not influence the surface temperature data, and was only "discovered" due to the 

application of the H, frequency domain analysis. 

216 Hz Frequency Component 

Perhaps the most important frequency component shown in Fig. 5-97 is the one at 216 

Hz. The magnitude at this frequency is typically the largest or close to that measured for 

the 108 Hz component. Its prevalence is brought out through the use of the coefficient 

of friction as the input variable in the H, model. The magnitude at 216 Hz is always 

highest for Nylon 6,6 when compared to the three composites. For instance, at the 40 

second sample point, the magnitude is 0.27 for Nylon 6,6 and only 0.06 and 0.07 for 10 
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wt. % Kevlar and carbon, respectively. The magnitude at 216 Hz is at a slightly higher 

value of 0.20 for 10 wt.% glass. This is once again due to the fiber-free Nylon 6,6 

surface that initially covers the glass fiber-filled sphere. For the 21 minute sample point 

the magnitude of the correlated friction drops to 0.05 for the glass/Nylon 6,6 material. 

In comparison, the magnitudes for 10 wt. % Kevlar and carbon have increased to 0.10 and 

0.13; but the magnitude for Nylon 6,6 is still the highest at 0.19. This difference is 

maintained in Fig. 5-97c which represents data sampled at the 51 minute sample point. 

The magnitude of friction which is correlated with surface temperature is still highest for 

Nylon 6,6 at the 216 Hz frequency component. The magnitude is once again at 0.27, and 

the magnitudes for the Kevlar, carbon, and glass composites are still at lower levels of 

0.17, 0.09, and 0.06, respectively. Note that these differences closely follow those 

observed in the time domain where the highest friction was measured for Nylon 6,6 and 

the composites showed comparatively lower friction. 

Since the oscillation frequency is 54 Hz, the 216 Hz frequency corresponds with a 

cyclic event that is occurring four times per oscillation cycle. By looking at the time 

domain traces for friction and velocity shown in Fig. 5-89a the 216 Hz component can 

be seen as the two largest peaks which occur every half cycle. This can be seen more 

clearly in Fig. 5-98. This figure also shows the friction force and velocity curves for 

Nylon 6,6, but the scale has been expanded to show only 20 milliseconds. As a result, 

only a single cycle of oscillation is shown in the figure. The left-hand axis is scaled for 

the friction force which is shown as a solid line, and the right-hand axis is scaled for 

velocity which is shown as a dashed line. The friction force is shown in lieu of the 
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friction coefficient for clarity, and the reader should keep in mind that the friction 

coefficient was used for frequency domain analysis. (Recall that the friction coefficient 

is simply the absolute value of the friction force signal times the normal load which 

equals 20 N.) 
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FIGURE 5-98: FRICTION AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS OVER A SINGLE CYCLE 

When friction force is positive there are two larger peaks in the signal labelled as 

points 2 and 3 in Fig. 5-98. Likewise, when the friction force is negative there are also 

two large peaks in the signal labelled as points 4 and 5. It is the presence of these four 

peaks that leads to the 216 Hz components seen in the frequency domain analysis. Since 

they occur four times per cycle they occur at a frequency of four times 54 Hz or 216 Hz. 

From Fig. 5-98 it can be seen that peaks 2, 3, 4, and 5 appear at the beginning and 
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end of each half cycle. Therefore, these individual peaks are reaching a maximum when 

the velocity of the sapphire disk is low. This corresponds with an amplitude where the 

sapphire disk is reaching the limit of its oscillation distance. (When the velocity is zero 

the amplitude of oscillation is at its maximum value. Likewise, when the velocity is at 

a maximum the amplitude of oscillation is zero.) At point 1 in Fig. 5-98 both friction and 

velocity are zero. As the velocity increases (in a direction defined as negative) the 

friction force also increases to peak 2. Note that the velocity is not at its maximum value 

when peak 2 is reached. However, when the velocity continues to increase to its 

maximum value the friction drops off from peak 2. When the maximum velocity is 

actually reached the friction goes through another relative maximum which corresponds 

with the smaller peak between those labelled as 2 and 3 in Fig. 5-98. This is 

representative of another frequency component in the system and does not relate to the 

216 Hz component being discussed herein. As the velocity of the sapphire disk slows 

down the friction force once again increases to the peak level labelled as 3, and drops off 

as the velocity passes through zero. At this point the direction of oscillation changes and 

therefore the friction force changes direction. Once again, as seen in the previous half 

cycle, as the velocity starts to increase so does the friction force. The peak labelled as 

4 in Fig. 5-98 is reached when the velocity of the disk is still low. As the maximum 

velocity 1s passed through a dip is seen in the friction force curve, and as the velocity of 

the disk decreases there is once again a peak in friction designated by point 5. Finally, 

the single cycle of oscillation ends when the velocity goes to zero at point 6 along with 

the friction force. This single cycle shown in Fig. 5-98 repeats itself over 165000 times 
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during the entire 51 minute experiment. 

From this assessment of Fig. 5-98 it is clear that there is a dependence of friction on 

velocity. Lower velocities typically correspond with higher frictional forces and vice 

versa. More specifically, when the velocity is zero (at a maximum amplitude) then 

intermolecular bonds can develop between the polymeric (or composite) sphere and the 

sapphire disk. In an ideal situation these bonds can in turn lead to the development of 

a static frictional force when the sapphire disk begins to increase in velocity. The relative 

velocity between the disk and specimen is zero in this ideal case until the intermolecular 

bonds are broken. This could correspond with the increase in friction force between 

points 1 and 2 in Fig. 5-98. Although the velocity is increasing at this point, the relative 

velocity could be zero between these two points. Therefore, the intermolecular bonds 

between the Nylon 6,6 sphere and sapphire are not broken and the friction force reaches 

the 23 N level labeled as point 2. Likewise, when the velocity decreases during the first 

half cycle the friction force once again increases to point 3. This is related to the 

increase in intermolecular bond strength between the sphere and disk. During the next 

half cycle static frictional effects are also present. Since velocity passes through zero at 

the 54.5 millisecond point friction also passes through zero. However, intermolecular 

bonds are once again present which must be overcome as shown by the increase in 

friction to point 4. As the velocity passes through a maximum these forces decrease due 

to the reduction (or elimination) of intermolecular bonds between the disk and sphere. 

Finally, as the velocity decreases during the last quarter cycle these bonds can increase 

again leading to the peak in friction labelled as 5. The velocity then passes through zero 
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along with friction and the pattern repeats itself. 

The phenomenon discussed above is evident in all the materials tested. This is shown 

by the presence of the 216 Hz component in all the spectra in Fig. 5-98. However, as 

discussed earlier the magnitude of this component is typically higher for Nylon 6,6. This 

can also be seen in the time domain plot for friction shown in Fig. 5-84. The peaks 

superimposed on the predominant 54 Hz frequency are smaller for the composite 

materials. As discussed in the previous paragraph, to understand why the 216 Hz 

components are smaller for Nylon 6,6 the nature of the intermolecular bonds between 

Nylon and the sapphire disk must be known. Similarly, the nature of the intermolecular 

bonds between the composites and the sapphire disk must also be known. For the Nylon 

6,6 - sapphire combination there is the likelihood of strong acid-base interactions between 

the two materials. This has already been addressed in the discussion on tribochemical 

wear mechanisms. It has been recognized that acid-base interactions play an important 

role in the adhesion of polymers to metals [121-123], and polyamides to ceramic surfaces 

[124]. The acid-base interaction between Lewis-base sites (Al-O) on the sapphire disk 

and Lewis-acid sites (N-H) on the polyamide surface were shown to conceivably bring 

about selected adhesion of degraded materials enriched in N-H groups. Due to these 

strong Al-O.....N-H attractive forces the intermolecular bonds between Nylon 6,6 and 

sapphire could be the cause of the friction-velocity relationship discussed above. Such 

acid-base interactions are still present for the composite materials but to a lesser extent. 

Fibers are also present on the surface which can and will show intermolecular attractions 

with the sapphire disk. However, these attractions would be somewhat weaker than the 
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strong acid-base interactions between Nylon and sapphire. 

This is demonstrated quite clearly in the correlated friction spectra for 10 wt. % glass. 

In Fig. 5-97a the magnitude at 216 Hz is 0.20 which is almost as high as the magnitude 

for Nylon 6,6. This has been attributed to the fact that there is a film of Nylon covering 

the core of glass fibers. Therefore, acid-base interactions between the Nylon 6,6 film and 

the sapphire disk are high. When the glass fibers are exposed due to wear the magnitude 

of the 216 Hz component drops significantly to between 0.05 and 0.06. Less Nylon is 

in contact with the sapphire disk, therefore there is less acid-base interaction and a 

reduction in intermolecular bond strength. Note that this interaction is similar to 

hydrogen bonding which is regarded by Fowkes [136] to be a subset of acid-base 

interactions. In comparison, bonding between glass fibers and sapphire would be 

characterized by weaker Van der Waal's types of attractions. 
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6. SUMMARY 

Since a great deal of information has been presented in this dissertation on the 

tribological behavior of polymer composites, this summary is provided to present the 

author's ideas as to what processes are most important. The polyamide-based (Nylon 6,6) 

composites served as a model composite system, and the incorporation of fibers into a 

Nylon 6,6 matrix significantly improved tribological behavior. A striking example of the 

effect of fibers on tribological behavior was demonstrated by the glass/Nylon 6,6 system. 

Adding 10 wt.% glass fibers to Nylon 6,6 reduced wear by 90%, surface temperatures 

by 65 to 125 C, and friction by as much as 70%. 

It is apparent that the classical wear models (e.g., adhesive and delamination) are 

insufficient to explain this tribological behavior by themselves. In particular, the role of 

chemical reactions at and near the surface must be considered. FTIRM studies have 

shown that tribochemical degradation does occur, and the transferred material, wear 

debris, and wear scar material are all degraded species. Furthermore, wear of the 

unfilled Nylon 6,6 polymer is attributed to tribochemical degradation, and this degradation 

process is reduced when glass fibers are combined with the polymer to make a composite. 

The cause of this reduction is not exactly known, although the reduction in surface 

temperatures measured for glass/Nylon 6,6 is believed to be an important factor. 

Both thermal and tribochemical effects can lead to the degradation mechanism 

through breakage of the N-C intramolecular bonds. Such tribochemical effects are 

associated with frictional energy mechanisms at a tribological interface which are quite 

different than energy mechanisms associated with pyrolytic-type processes. In pyrolytic 
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processes such as thermogravimetric analysis, a degradation temperature is measured by 

heating the bulk of the polymer. In comparison, tribochemical effects due to frictional 

processes can lead to surface degradation of a polymeric material at temperatures lower 

than those usually required for bulk degradation. This is indeed the case since 

tribochemical degradation of the Nylon 6,6 material apparently occurs at a surface 

temperature of 200 C which is lower than the bulk degradation temperature of 

approximately 300 C [142]. These degradation processes have also been observed at 75 

and 135 C for the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials. However, the extent of tribochemical 

degradation is reduced for the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials due in part to these lower surface 

temperatures which can be directly related to a reduction in friction. 

Since a tribochemical degradation mechanism implies that there is a part of the 

frictional energy which is not directly converted to heat (with a subsequent increase in 

surface temperature), it was desirable to examine possible correlations between surface 

temperature and friction. This was done using a frequency domain analysis to separate 

out the part of the measured friction signal which is not correlated with surface 

temperature. Results showed that there is indeed a part of the friction signal which is 

uncorrelated with surface temperature. But this alone does not prove that tribochemical 

effects are occurring. 

Due to the apparent relationship between surface temperatures, tribochemical 

degradation and wear, it is important to first examine why surface temperatures are 

reduced for the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials. It turns out that the reduction in surface 

temperatures is essentially due to the reduction in friction. For this particular polymer 
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composite-on-sapphire system, the thermal properties of the composite are not an 

important factor due to the high thermal conductivity of the sapphire disk. Also, 

experimental surface temperature results have compared well with elastic and plastic 

models for the real area of contact. (These models imply a single area of contact rather 

than a distributed one.) This has been confirmed using the infrared microscope in a 

scanning mode to measure surface temperatures as a function of IR target spot position. 

Therefore, the reduction in surface temperature cannot be directly related to the 

subdivision of real contact areas when fibers are added to a Nylon 6,6 matrix. 

The next key question is how do glass fibers reduce friction in the composite 

system? Adding glass to Nylon 6,6 appears to reduce the real area of contact as well as 

friction. The classic adhesive model for friction predicts that friction force is equal to the 

real area of contact times the subsurface shear strength of the weaker material. However, 

experimental results show that this model is insufficient for explaining the large reduction 

in friction when only 10 wt. % glass fibers are added to a Nylon 6,6 matrix. Likewise, 

the shear strength over hardness ratios -- a simple extension of the adhesive friction 

model -- also do not support the reduction in the coefficient of friction observed for the 

glass/Nylon 6,6 composites. 

The role of intermolecular attractions between the surfaces should be more 

carefully considered. Such attractions include relatively weak dipole-dipole interactions 

as well as stronger acid-base interactions or hydrogen bonding mechanisms. From the 

frequency domain analysis it has been demonstrated that for Nylon 6,6 there are higher 

frictional effects when the sapphire disk is at the limit of its oscillation cycle. Such static 
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frictional effects build-up when the sapphire disk comes to a temporary stop every half 

cycle, and could be related to intermolecular attractions between the acidic amide groups 

in the Nylon and the basic oxide groups which comprise the sapphire disk. In contrast, 

static frictional effects are reduced for the glass/Nylon 6,6 material. This is believed to 

be due primarily to the presence of the glass fibers. Glass itself is a basic material; 

therefore strong acid-base intermolecular attractions are not present between glass and 

sapphire. Since glass fibers are present in higher concentrations at the worn surface than 

in the bulk, less Nylon is in contact with the sapphire disk, the acid-base interactions over 

the composite surface are not as prevalent, and a reduction in intermolecular bond 

strength occurs corresponding to a reduction in friction. 

These acid-base interactions are not believed to be restricted to a solid such as the 

sapphire countersurface used in this study. Metallic materials such as steel are also likely 

to interact with Nylon 6,6. Fowkes [136] has pointed out that corrosion inhibitors in 

steel are often basic groups such as phosphates, silicates, and borates which allow for the 

adhesion of surface coatings to steel which are sometimes polymeric. Therefore, the 

intermolecular attractions of Nylon 6,6 to a metallic countersurface such as steel is also 

expected to be significant leading to higher wear rates. It is felt that the role of 

intermolecular attractions in the friction and wear of polymers and polymer composites 

iS a significant factor and should be given more attention. 

These concepts for wear, surface temperature, and friction reduction are not 

restricted to glass fiber materials. Results for the other fiber-types are also supportive 

of these concepts. For example, Kevlar fibers are themselves a polymer with acidic sites, 
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and can therefore be strongly attracted to a basic countersurface such as sapphire. Asa 

result, the improvement in tribological behavior is not as significant as was observed for 

the glass/Nylon 6,6 materials. In addition, the carbon fibers are formed from the organic 

precursor polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and are therefore also known to have acidic functional 

groups present on their surface [139]. Furthermore, there appears to be a weak 

fiber/matrix interface between the carbon fibers and Nylon 6,6 material which also limits 

the tribological behavior. 

From the FTIRM studies of the worn surfaces and transfer films, there was a 

potential role of acid-base interactions which could explain the presence of amide and 

amine-rich degraded species on the sapphire disk. Such transfer films and wear debris 

could be formed due to subsurface shear of the polymeric material following the build-up 

of the static frictional effects discussed in the previous paragraph. Intermolecular 

attractions lead to the build-up of frictional forces at the real area(s) of contact. Such 

frictional forces lead to the generation of surface temperatures at the interface, and both 

tribochemical and thermal mechanisms can lead to degradation of the polymeric material. 

Such degradation can in turn be related to wear and the formation of transfer films. 

Furthermore, degraded species with a lower molecular weight could be less "wear- 

resistant", weaker, softer, and more easily deformed leading to the higher wear rates. 

Therefore, a relationship between friction, surface temperature, and wear for the 

polymeric materials is observed based on chemical mechanisms rather than just 

mechanical and physical mechanisms. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

A fundamental study of the tribological behavior of polymer composites has been 

presented. In this study, experiments were performed using polyamide - based (Nylon 

6,6) fiber-filled polymer composites which are representative of typical composite 

materials used in friction and wear applications. Although conclusions drawn from these 

experiments are of prime importance to understanding the tribological behavior of 

polymer composites, it is also important to state conclusions which describe experimental 

techniques utilized and developed for this research along with the types of information 

which can be obtained. This set of conclusions based on the experimental techniques is 

listed below. 

1. An infrared microscope was successfully used to measure surface temperatures 

generated during oscillating/fretting contact. 

2. Notonly have surface temperatures been measured within an evolving contact region, 

but surface temperature distributions have been measured across a contact region to 

allow for a better understanding of the size, location, and distribution of real contact 

areas. 

3. Instantaneous fluctuations in surface temperatures over a single cycle of motion have 
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been measured. 

4. The software for calculating surface temperatures from radiance data has undergone 

extensive development, and is now available in the computer language "C" for use 

on an IBM compatible personal computer. 

5. A technique was used for measuring instantaneous friction fores as a function of 

time. This technique was originally developed in the M.S. work by Weick [23] and 

incorporates the use of semiconductor strain gages mounted on an octagonal ring. 

6. A technique was developed for measuring wear (and wear rate) during an 

experiment. It involves the use of a noncontacting position sensor to measure the 

upward movement of the load arm due to wear of the test specimen. Wear can now 

be measured continuously throughout a tribological experiment. 

7. A method for directly measuring the velocity of the sapphire disk during an 

experiment has been incorporated into the test apparatus. 

8. Instantaneous measurements of friction force and velocity have been used to 

determine instantaneous rates of heat generation. 

9. A digital data acquisition system has been used to monitor and acquire the measured 

data. This allowed for the direct conversion of the raw data to real parameters. 

Therefore, surface temperatures, friction forces and coefficients, wear volumes, and 

velocity have been displayed in their respective units. This is a vast improvement 

over the use of chart recorders to obtain characteristic "traces" for the measured 

parameters. 

10. In addition to observations made in the time domain, digital processing of the data 
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enabled the use of frequency analysis techniques to study the tribological data. In 

particular, a single input - single output frequency domain analysis technique was 

developed and used to study correlations between friction and surface temperature. 

The measurement and analysis methods discussed above were developed and/or utilized 

to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the tribological behavior of polymer 

composites. Therefore, the following conclusions can be drawn from this study. 

1. First of all, it is important to note that surface temperatures, friction, and wear were 

all measured during oscillating/fretting contact experiments with Nylon 6,6-based 

glass, carbon, or Kevlar fiber-filled polymer composites. 

2. Results show that there are significant differences in the tribological behavior of the 

glass, carbon, and Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 composites. 

3. Each material exhibits surface temperature, friction, and wear behavior that follows 

distinctive trends, and electron micrographs of the surfaces show that each material 

has a distinctive morphology during an experiment. 

4. Wear, friction, and surface temperature all tend to be reduced when glass, carbon, 

or Kevlar fibers are added to a Nylon 6,6 matrix. 

5. Glass/Nylon 6,6 proved to be the most effective composite. 

wear was reduced by greater than 90%. 

surface temperatures were reduced from 200 C to between 75 and 135 C ata 

relatively low level of heat generation ( < 15 Watts ). 

values for friction were reduced from approximately 1.1 to between 0.35 and 0.6. 
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6. The carbon and Kevlar fiber-filled materials are not quite as effective with wear 

reductions ranging from negligible values to greater than 40%. Surface temperatures 

for the carbon and Kevlar reinforced materials are reduced from 200 C to between 

105 and 155 C, and friction is reduced from 1.1 to between 0.6 and 0.8. 

7. Transfer films formed on the surface of the sapphire disk do not necessarily reduce 

wear or friction. For the Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 experiments a transfer film was shown 

to serve in a wear and friction-reducing capacity. In comparison, a transfer film 

formed during a carbon/Nylon 6,6 experiment did not serve to improve tribological 

characteristics, but had a somewhat detrimental effect due to the transfer of both 

matrix material and unworn fibers to the countersurface. 

8. Surface temperature peaks occur at the center of the evolving contact region during 

a glass/Nylon 6,6 experiment. This observation is based on scanning experiments 

where the IR target spot is moved over the contact region to measure surface 

temperatures as a function of position within the contact region. 

9. By comparing experimental surface temperature measurements with theoretical 

predictions, the size of the real areas of contact appears to be smaller for the 

composite-on-sapphire experiments. Furthermore, the sizes of the real areas of 

contact appear to be close to those predicted by simple elastic and plastic contact 

models. 

10. Under the conditions used in this study, thermal properties of the composites do not 

appear to have a significant effect on surface temperature. This has been shown to 

be true for the class of polymer composite materials studied due to their relatively 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17, 

low thermal conductivity when compared to the conductivity of the sapphire disk. 

Peak-to-peak fluctuations in surface temperature over a single cycle of motion were 

measured to be as high as 35 C during the carbon/Nylon 6,6 experiments. In 

comparison, the peak-to-peak fluctuations measured during experiments with glass, 

Kevlar, and unfilled Nylon 6,6 rarely exceed 5 C. 

The reduction in the size of the real areas of contact during the composite-on- 

sapphire experiments could lead to the reduction in the friction forces based on the 

classic adhesive friction model. 

Static frictional effects observed over a single cycle of motion are higher for nylon 

6,6 than for the Nylon 6,6 fiber-filled composites. 

These frictional effects could be attributed to higher interfacial adhesion between the 

basic sapphire disk surface and acidic Nylon 6,6 surface. 

A frequency domain analysis has shown that part of the friction signal is uncorrelated 

with surface temperature during the initial stages of the experiment. This provides 

some evidence that not all of the frictional energy initially goes into the generation 

of heat at the interface. 

Fourier Transform Infrared Microspectroscopy results show that chemical changes 

are produced during tribological processes involving Nylon 6,6 polymers and 

composites. In particular, glass/Nylon 6,6 composites were studied with FTIRM 

along with unfilled Nylon 6,6 polymers. 

A tribochemical degradation process for Nylon 6,6 materials has been presented. 

This process occurs at relatively low levels of heat generation (< 15 watts), and is 
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due to the dissociation of N-C bonds in the Nylon 6,6 backbone leading to two 

distinct degraded species. One species which comprises the wear scar material is 

enriched in carbonyl groups. The other species, indicative of the transferred material 

and wear debris, is enriched in amide, amine, and C-H groups. 

18. Since degraded forms of Nylon 6,6 comprise both the debris removed from the 

interface and the transferred material, wear of the Nylon 6,6 polymer and 

glass/Nylon 6,6 composite can be related to the proposed degradation mechanism. 

Although the degradation process is the same for each material, the extent of 

degradation for the glass fiber-filled material is less. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Polymeric materials and composites used in tribological applications should not be 

designed solely from mechanical properties without considering chemical factors. 

Physical and chemical behavior at and near the interface must be considered. 

2. Results from this research show that it is important to consider techniques to 

minimize chemical degradation of a polymer or composite if it is to be used in a 

tribological application. Stabilizers such as antioxidants can be added to the polymer 

to prevent oxidative degradation and therefore conceivably increase the wear 

resistance of the material. If other kinds of degradation are determined to be taking 

place (e.g., hydrolysis), other stabilizers or additives can be incorporated into the 

polymeric material. This is especially true for the polyamide materials since there 

is a possibility of including an additive to minimize the tribochemical breakdown of 

the amide linkage and thus reduce wear. It is suggested that the use of additives for 

this purpose be explored. In addition, experiments in dry air or nitrogen could be 

performed to examine the role, if any, of hydrolysis in the degradation of Nylon 6,6. 
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3. Another approach to the design of tribological polymers is to determine which 

macromolecular structures perform the best during tribological applications. These 

structures include crystalline versus amorphous polymers, linear polymers versus 

those that form networks, aromatic versus aliphatic-based polymers, and the more 

general categories of thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers. The structures 

which offer improved tribological performance can be determined, and polymers (or 

copolymers) can be designed which incorporate these structures. For instance, if 

network-forming polymers show enhanced performance over other structures, one 

can consider varying crosslink density during the polymerization process to form an 

improved tribological material. 

4. The influence of the fiber/matrix interface (or interphase) on the tribological behavior 

of polymer composites must be studied more thoroughly. There is some evidence 

from this research that the presence of an aminosilane coupling agent in the 

glass/Nylon 6,6 composite plays a role in minimizing wear of the composite. A 

study should be performed in which different types of coupling agents are included 

during the compounding of the fibers with the matrix. A coupling agent which 

reduces fiber/matrix adhesion can be used for one composite, and an agent which 
  

promotes adhesion can be used for another composite. Experimental research can 

then be performed to determine the role of fiber/matrix interfacial strength on 

tribological behavior. 

5. Improved analytical tools for studying tribological data should continue to be 

developed. Such tools include the frequency domain analysis used in this research 
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to determine correlations between measured parameters such as friction and surface 

temperature. These frequency analyses not only provide a measurement of the peak- 

to-peak fluctuations in a signal, but also help to understand characteristics of the 

signal observed in the time domain. 

6. To increase our understanding of the tribochemical degradation process observed for 

the Nylon 6,6 material, additional experiments could be performed using other types 

of polyamides such as Nylon 6,10 and Nylon 6,12. These Nylon materials have a 

larger ratio of CH, to CONH groups which could correlate with a different extent 

of tribochemical degradation and wear. However, the lower stiffness and heat 

resistance of Nylon 6,10 and 6,12 could also play a role in tribological behavior. 

7. To further evaluate the role of acid/base interactions on friction, experiments could 

be performed with both acidic and basic countersufaces. Since adhesion and friction 

were determined to be relatively high between a basic sapphire countersurface and 

the acidic Nylon 6,6 test specimen, it would be interesting to perform additional 

experiments with a more acidic countersurface such as aluminum. If acid/base 

interactions are related to friction, then experiments with an acidic polymer and an 

acidic countersurface could lead to a reduction in friction since these interactions 

would be reduced. 

8. Relationships between viscoelastic behavior of a polymer (or composite) and adhesion 

should also be studied in light of the frictional results summarized herein. At surface 

temperatures above T, a polymer is "tacky" and more likely to adhere to a 

countersurface. With the addition of fibers, the elastic characteristics of the polymer 
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composite material increases, and the likelihood of adherence to a countersurface 

decreases. Such a decrease in adhesion for a fiber-filled composite could be directly 

related to a decrease in friction. 

Because of their viscoelastic nature, the "tackiness" of polymers and their 

adhesive characteristics can also be influenced by the strain rate. In tribology this 

manifests itself as an effect of velocity on friction. For instance, at higher velocities 

encountered during an oscillating contact experiment, the surface of a polymeric 

material will appear stiffer (and less "tacky") than at lower velocities. Therefore, 

frictional effects for polymers tend to be higher at lower velocities (i.e., a negative 

slope to the friction-velocity curves). For fiber-filled composites this influence of 

velocity on friction is less certain since an elastic fiber is usually combined with a 

viscoelastic polymer. As a first approach to examining the viscoelastic behavior of 

fiber-filled polymers, modulus-strain rate (and modulus-temperature) relationships 

could be obtained using dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA). 

9. Since glass fibers proved to be an effective additive for improving the tribological 

behavior of Nylon 6,6, other oxides such as ceramic fibers should be studied as 

additives for tribological composites. 
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APPENDIX A. SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH THE 
BARNES INFRARED MICROSCOPE 

To use the infrared microscope with a digital data acquisition system it is necessary 

to eventually convert the raw signal from the microscope to surface temperature. Because 

the infrared microscope measures radiance in Watts/(cm’ ster), this process it not exactly 

a simple one. As discussed in Section 3.2 the Stefan-Boltzman equation cannot be 

directly applied, and the response characteristics of the infared microscope must be 

considered. Therefore, a series of computer programs have been developed over the 

years to simplify the calculation of surface temperatures and radiant energy from the raw 

IR signal. An earlier FORTRAN program developed by Rogers [6] provided a great deal 

of insight required for the development of the three programs listed below. 

Two of the programs are written in the computer language FORTRAN for use on 

either a VAX or IBM mainframe computer. The VAX version is written specifically in 

FORTRAN 77 which is also compatible with IBM PC - based compilers such as 

Microscoft’ and Watfor*. This VAX version was written for the M.S. research by Weick 

[23], and is provided for reference even though it was not used for the research discussed 

herein. The version for the IBM 3090 mainframe is written in the FORTRAN language 

FORTVS2 which can only be compiled and executed on the VTVM1 system at Virginia 

Tech. A more streamlined version of the program has also been written in the Borland 

computer language "Turbo C". This program was used extensively throughout this 

research due to the fact that it can be compiled and executed on an IBM compatible 

personal computer. As a result, data sets did not have to be transferred to and from a 
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mainframe computer. Furthermore, since "Turbo C" is a "higher-level language" it 

compiles and executes computer programs much faster than the more cumbersome (and 

antiquated) FORTRAN compilers. However, the version of the program written in 

FORTVS2 on VTVM1 was still utilized for larger data sets which would require an 

extensive amount of time to run on a PC. Typically, data sets up to 2000 points long 

required 20 minutes to run using the "Turbo C" program on an IBM compatible personal 

computer with an Intel 486 33 MHz processor. For data sets longer than this -- such as 

the 16000 point data sets used for the frequency analysis -- the IBM 3090 (VTVM1) 

computer was used. Although it takes about 5 to 10 minutes to transfer a data set of this 

size to the mainframe, the greater speed of the mainframe system could run the 

FORTVS2 program in about 1 to 2 minutes. With the advent of faster personal 

computers, however, the ability to process larger data sets on a PC using the "Turbo C" 

program will be realized. This PC-based vesion is much more user-friendly and requires 

only a limited knowledge of DOS to use. Furthremore, it can be executed from an icon 

in Microsoft Windows 3.1°. This allows for the use of Windows’ multi-tasking features 

to execute the program multiple times and literally "do something else" on the computer 

when the program(s) are running. 

Listed on the following pages are the three computer programs for converting the 

raw signal from the infrared microscope to surface temperature and radiant energy. 
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FORTRAN 77 version entitled INFRATEMPS (filename INFRATS.FOR) 

- Compatible with Digital Equipment Corporation VAX computer systems and IBM-PC 

compatible FORTRAN compilers such as Microsoft's FORTRAN compiler and WatFor®. 

PROGRAM INFRATEMP5 

Brian L. Weick 

This program calculates surface temperatures from radiance 
data when the following information is supplied as input: 

- an array of voltages from the AC/DC or DC channels of the 
infrared microscope 

- an emissivity value for the test specimen 
- the transmittance of the sapphire disk 
- the reference level voltage output from the microscope 
obtained before an experiment 

- the ambient temperature of the microscope 

This program is based on a FORTRAN program originally written by 
Rogers [6]. Modifications have been made to this original 
program to allow for expedient calculation of instantaneous 
temperature rises from instantaneous radiance data. 

The theoretical basis for this program can be found in 
Section 3, along with the actual procedure used to calculate 
surface temperatures from radiance data. 
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DOUBLE PRECISION EMISS, TNAUC, TNAUK, RESP1(4000), AMBR, SURF, IR, 
$FRES,EXTER, TRANS,REFLS1,REFLS2,REFLA1,REFLA2,REFLA3,N1,N2,CAL, 

$TIME(5000), RAWVOLT(5000),ZTIME,ZDCVOLT(5000), ZDCAVE,DCVOLT(5000), 
$ZEROCALC,RESP2(4000), TEMPSK,EXPRAD(5000), THYRAD,FPRIMOFT,FOFT, 
$TEMPRISE(5000), AVERAD,AVERISE,MAXRAD,MAXRISE 

INTEGER NDC,NZ,J,K,L,M,] 

CHARACTER DCFILE*15,ZFILE*15, VRTFILE*15, TNRFILE*15, TNTFILE*15, 
$ANS*1,CHAN*1 

! 
TIERCE 

C Interactive statements for entering the required input data 
! 

PRINT *,'Enter the emissivity of the specimen:' 
READ *,EMISS 

PRINT *,'Enter the AMBIENT TEMPERATURE of the microscope’ 
PRINT *,'in degrees C:' 
READ *, TNAUC 

| 
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PRINT *,'Enter the EXTERNAL TRANSMITTANCE of the sapphire disk.’ 

PRINT *,'{ 0.8296 is the external transmittance of an unused 
PRINT *,'0.040 inch (1.02 mm) thick sapphire disk }.' 
READ *,EXTER 

PRINT *,'Enter name of INPUT file containing voltage output’ 
PRINT “*,'from the AC/DC or DC channel of the infrared microscope:' 
PRINT *,'(THE OPTICAL OBJECTIVE OF THE MICROSCOPE MUST BE 15X)’ 
READ (*,'(A15)') DCFILE 
OPEN(2,FILE=DCFILE,STATUS='0LD’) 
PRINT *,'Enter length of ',DCFILE 
READ *,NDC 

PRINT *,'Ener name of INPUT file containing the ZERO reference’ 
PRINT *,‘level voltage output from the microscope: 
READ (*,'(A15)') ZFILE 
OPEN(4,FILE=ZFILE,STATUS='OLD') 
PRINT *,'Enter length of ',ZFILE 
READ *,NZ 

PRINT *,'Enter name of OUTPUT file that will contain the ' 
PRINT *, ‘following: DC VOLTAGE OUTPUT, DC RADIANCE, and the ' 
PRINT *,, TEMPERATURE RISES in deg. K that correspond to these’ 
PRINT *,'levels.' 
READ (*,'(A15)') VRTFILE 
OPEN(8,FILE=VRTFILE,STATUS='NEW) 

PRINT *,'Enter name of OUTPUT file that will contain the ' 
PRINT *,'following: TIME and DC RADIANCE.’ 
READ (*,'(A15)') TNRFILE 
OPEN(10,FILE=TNRFILE,STATUS='NEW) 

PRINT *,’Enter name of OUTPUT file that will contain the ' 
PRINT *,'following: TIME and TEMPERATURE RISE in deg. K.’ 
READ (*,'(A15)') TNTFILE 
OPEN(12,FILE=TNTFILE,STATUS='NEW) 

PRINT *,'ls the data from the AC/DC or DC channel? (enter A or D)' 
READ (*,'(A1)') CHAN 

C Calibration constants for the AC/DC and DC channels: 

IF (CHAN .EQ. ‘A’) THEN 
CAL=8.017D-3 

ELSE IF (CHAN .EQ. 'D') THEN 
CAL=1.528D-2 

ELSE 
GOTO 2 

END IF 

TEVCCTEEAEAECEEECEEEEEEEEE et 
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C Determine the ambient background radiance in accordance with Eq. 3.14: 
| 

TNAUK=TNAUC+273. 
CALL SPECRESP(1.8,5.5,0.001,RESP1) 
CALL PLANK(1.8,5.5,0.001,RESP1, TINAUK,AMBR) 

! 

C Set the surface reflectivity to zero if the spherical test specimen 
C is sapphire: 
| 

5 PRINT *,'IS THE SPHERICAL TEST SPECIMEN SAPPHIRE? (Y/N)' 

READ (*,'(A1)') ANS 
IF (ANS.EQ.'Y') THEN 
SURF=0.0 

ELSE IF (ANS.EQ.'N') THEN 
SURF=1.0-EMISS 

ELSE 
GOTO 5 

END IF 

C Calculate the parameters n,, and n, [6,23] 
! 

IR=1.65 
FRES=(IR-1.0)**2/((IR+1.0)**2) 
TRANS=EXTER*((1+FRES)/(1-FRES)) 
REFLS1=(1-FRES)*TRANS 

REFLS2=(1-FRES)*SURF*FRES*(TRANS**3) 
REFLA1=FRES 
REFLA2=(1-FRES)**2*SURF*(TRANS**2) 
REFLA3=(1-FRES)**2*(SURF**2)*FRES*(TRANS**4) 
N1=REFLS1+REFLS2 
N2=REFLA1+REFLA2+REFLA3 

{ 

C Read in voltage output from either the DC or AC/DC channels of the 
C infrared microscope 
| 

DO 20 K=1,NDC 
20 READ(2,*) TIME(K),RAWVOLT(K) 

| 

C Read in reference level voltage output from either the DC or AC/DC 
C channels of the infrared microscope 
! 

DO 30 L=1,NZ 
30 READ(4,*) ZTIME,ZDCVOLT(L) 

C Rewrite the voltage output measured during the experiment with 
C respect to the reference voltage output measured before the experiment 
| 

CALL AVERAGE(ZDCVOLT,NZ,ZDCAVE) 
CALL REWRITREL(RAWVOLT,DCVOLT,ZDCAVE,NDC) 

C Calculate a reference voltage level based on the ambient radiance 
C calculated using ambient temperature measurements 
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{ 

ZEROCALC=AMBR*((EMISS*N1)+N2-1.0)*(1./CAL) 
{ 

C Write the following parameters to an output file: 
C objective of the microscope, N,, e, F,, p; , T, M;, NM 
! 

WRITE(8,90) 
WRITE(8, 100) OBJ,AMBR,EMISS,FRES,SURF, TRANS,N1,N2 

WRITE(8, 110) 
{ 

C Set-up a function RESP2 that is defined as the spectral response of 
C the infrared microscope in the 1.8 to 5.5 ym wavelength interval 
1 

CALL SPECRESP(1.8,5.5,0.020,RESP2) 
| 

C Calculate the radiance being emitted at the interface in accordance 
C with Eq. 3.8, and write the data to an output file 
! 

DO 40 M=1,NDC 

TEMPSK=600. 
EXPRAD(M)=( (DCVOLT(M)*CAL)+AMBR-(N2*AMBR) )/(EMISS*N1) 
WRITE(10,125) TIME(M),EXPRAD(M) 

| 

C Use Newton's method to calculate surface temperatures from radiance 
C data in accordance with Eq. 3.12. The derivative of Plank's 
C distribution function, and the function itself, are incorporated into 
C two separate subroutines: DERIVPLANK and PLANK. Convergence is 
C obtained when the difference between the experimental and theoretical 
C radiance is less than 0.00001. The calculated temperature rises are 
C subsequently written to an output file. 
{ 

DO 50 I=1,100 
CALL PLANK(1.8,5.5,0.020,RESP2, TEMPSK, THYRAD) 
CALL DERIVPLANK(1.8,5.5,0.020,RESP2, TEMPSK,FPRIMOFT) 

FOF T=EXPRAD(M)-THYRAD 

IF (ABS(FOFT).GE.0.00001) THEN 
TEMPSK=TEMPSK-FOFT/FPRIMOFT 

ELSE 
TEMPRISE(M)=TEMPSK-TNAUK 
WRITE(12,125) TIME(M), TEMPRISE(M) 
WRITE(8,120) DCVOLT(M),EXPRAD(M), TEMPRISE(M) 
GOTO 40 

END IF 
| 

50 CONTINUE 
| 

‘40 CONTINUE 

C Determine the average and absolute maximum radiance and temperature 
C rise, and write them to an output file 
! 
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CALL AVERAGE(EXPRAD,NDC,AVERAD) 
CALL AVERAGE(TEMPRISE,NDC,AVERISE) 
CALL BIGGEST(NDC,EXPRAD,MAXRAD) 
CALL BIGGEST(NDC, TEMPRISE,MAXRISE) 

WRITE(8,105) ZEROCALC,ZDCAVE,AMBR, TNAUC,AVERAD, AVERISE,MAXRAD, 

$ MAXRISE 

STOP 
90 FORMAT(2X,'OBJ',2X,'AMB RAD',4X,' EMISS ',' FRESN ',' RHOS ', 

$' TRANS ',' ATTN1 ',’ ATTN2 ',/, 
$2X,'__',X,' "'2X,6(' \A 

100 FORMAT(2X,F3.0,X,G10.5,X,6(F7.3),///) 
105 FORMAT (//,2X,G16.5,' = the calculated reference voltage level',/, 

$2X,G16.5,' = the experimentally determined reference voltage 
$ level',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = the ambient radiance in watts/(cm**2*ster)',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = the ambient temperature in degrees C’',/, 

$2X,G16.5,' = the average radiance in watts/(cm**2"ster)',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = the average temperature rise in degrees K'’,/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = the maximum radiance in watts/(cm**2*ster)',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = the maximum temperature rise in degrees K',//) 

110 FORMAT(2X,' DC VOLTS ',' RADIANCE ',' TEMP RISE K ',//) 
120 FORMAT(2X,G10.4,X,G10.4,X,G10.4) 

125 FORMAT(2X,F20.8,X,G15.5) 

END 

SUBROUTINE SPECRESP(A,B,DLMDA, TAU) 

DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DLMDA,DIV,WAV, TAU(4000) 

INTEGER L 
! 

C This subroutine calculates the ratio of the spectral response of the 
C infrared microscope to the peak spectral response of the microscope, 

C (See Fig. 3-8) 
! 

| 

DIV=(B-A)/DLMDA 
WAV=A-DLMDA 

DO 200 L=1,DIV 
WAV=WAV+DLMDA 
IF(WAV.GE.1.6.AND.WAV.LT.2.0) TAU(L)=.75*WAV-1.2 
IF(WAV.GE.2.0.AND.WAV.LT.2.2) TAU(L)=-.10*WAV+.50 
IF(WAV.GE.2.2.AND.WAV.LT.2.4) TAU(L)=.0375*WAV+.1975 
IF(WAV.GE.2.4.AND.WAV.LT.2.6) TAU(L)=.1125*WAV+.0175 
IF(WAV.GE.2.6.AND.WAV.LT.2.8) TAU(L)=.20*WAV-.21 
IF(WAV.GE.2.8.AND.WAV.LT:3.0) TAU(L)=.25"WAV-.35 
IF(WAV.GE.3.0.AND.WAV.LT.3.2) TAU(L)=.30*WAV-.50 
IF(WAV.GE.3.2.AND.WAV.LT.3.4) TAU(L)=.425*WAV-.90 
IF(WAV.GE.3.4.AND.WAV.LT.4.2) TAU(L)=.375*WAV-.73 
IF(WAV.GE.4.2.AND.WAV.LT.4.8) TAU(L)=.225*WAV-.10 
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IF(WAV.GE.4.8.AND.WAV.LT.5.0) TAU(L)=.10"WAV+.50 
IF(WAV.GE.5.0.AND.WAV.LT.5.2) TAU(L)=-.60°WAV+4. 
IF(WAV.GE.5.2.AND.WAV.LT.5.4) TAU(L)=-1.30°WAV+7.64 
IF(WAV.GE.5.4.AND.WAV.LT.5.6) TAU(L)=-2.35°WAV+13.31 
IF(WAV.GE.5.6.AND.WAV.LT.5.8) TAU(L)=-.45*WAV+2.67 
IF(WAV.GE.5.8.AND.WAV.LT.6.0) TAU(L)=-.25*WAV+1.51 

200 _IF(WAV.GE.6.0.AND.WAV.LT.6.2) TAU(L)=-.05*WAV+.31 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PLANK(A,B,DLMDA, TAU, TSK,EFFRAD) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DLMDA,TAU(4000), TSK,EFFRAD,DIV,WAV,C2PLAMT, 
SINT(4000),EFRAD 
INTEGER I,K 

1 

C This subroutine calculates Plank's distribution function in accordance 
C with Eq. 3.10 

DIV=(B-A)/DLMDA 
WAV=A-DLMDA 

DO 300 I=1,DIV 
WAV=WAV+DLMDA 
C2PLAMT=14388./(WAV*TSK) 
IF (C2PLAMT.GT.86.D0) THEN 

INT(I)=0.0D0 
ELSE 

INT(I)=((11909.WAV**5)*(1./(DEXP(C2PLAMT)-1.)))*TAU(I) 
END IF 

300 CONTINUE 
| 

EFRAD=0.0 
DO 310 K=3,DIV,2 

310 EFRAD=EFRAD+(DLMDA/3.0)*(INT(K-1)+4.0*INT(K)+INT(K+1)) 
| 

EFFRAD=EFRAD*13.50 
{ 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DERIVPLANK(A,B,DLMDA,TAU, TSK,DERIVF) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DLMDA, TAU(4000), TSK,DERIVF ,DIV,WAV,C2PLAMT, 
$KERN(4000),DERIF 
INTEGER I,K 

| 

C This subroutine calculates the derivative of Plank's distribution 
C function, (The derivative of Eq. 3.10). 

DIV=(B-A)/DLMDA 
WAV=A-DLMDA 
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DO 400 I=1,DIV 
WAV=WAV+DLMDA 
C2PLAMT=14388./(WAV*TSK) 
IF (C2PLAMT.GT.86.D0) THEN 

KERN(I)=0.0 
ELSE 

KERN(I)=( TAU(|)*14388.*11909.*DEXP(C2PLAMT) )/ 
$ ( WAV“*6*TSK**2*( ( DEXP(C2PLAMT)-1. )**2 ) ) 

END IF 
400 CONTINUE 

{ 

DERIF=0.0 
DO 410 K=3,DIV,2 

410 DERIF=DERIF+(DLMDA/3.0)*(KERN(K-1)+4.0*KERN(K)+KERN(K+1)) 
| 

DERIVF=-13.50*DERIF 
| 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE REWRITREL(INPU,OUTPU,ZEDAVE,N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION INPU(5000),OUTPU(5000),ZEDAVE 
INTEGER I,N 

! 

C This subroutine rewrites the voltage output measured during the 
C experiment with respect to the reference voltage output measured 
C before the experiment 
| 

DO 600 M=1,N 
OUTPU(M)=INPU(M)-ZEDAVE 

600 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BIGGEST(N,PARAM,MAX) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PARAM(5000),MAX 
INTEGER Q,N 

C This subroutine finds the largest number in an array 
| 

MAX=0.0 
DO 700 Q=1,N 

IF (ABS(PARAM(Q)).GT.MAX) THEN 
MAX=ABS(PARAM(Q)) 

END IF 
700 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE AVERAGE(INPUT,N,AVE) 
DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT(5000),SUM,AVE 
INTEGER I,N 

! 

Cc This subroutine finds the average of an array of numbers 
| 

SUM=0 
DO 500 I=1,N,1 
SUM=SUM+INPUT(I) 

500 CONTINUE 
AVE=SUM/DFLOAT(N) 
RETURN 
END 

FORTVS2 version entitled INFRATEMP8B (FILENAME INFRAT8B.FOR) 

- This version is compatible with the IBM 3090 mainframe computer at Virginia 

Tech. This computer is commonly known to campus users as VTVM1. 

INFRATEMP8B requires only one vector of input data from the file that contains voltage output 
from the infrared microscope, and one vector of data from the zero level file, 
Surface temperatures and radiance are printed out as vectors in separate data files 
along with an additional file which lists the parameters used by the program. 

INFRATEMP8B IS COMPILED AND EXECUTED USING THE FILE INFRAT8B EXEC. 
This "executable" file is shown below and contains three input files 
and three output files. The contents of these six files are also 
discussed below. To run INFRATEMP8B, create the three input files and 

executable file as specified herein, then type INFRAT8B from the CMS 
environment. 

FORTVS2 INFRAT8B 
GLOBAL TXTLIB VSF2FORT IMSLDP IMSL1 IMSL2 CMSLIB 
GLOBAL LOADLIB VSF2LOAD 
FILEDEF 2 DISK IR INPUT A 
FILEDEF 4 DISK ZIR INPUT A 
FILEDEF 8 DISK PARAMS OUTPUT A 
FILEDEF 10 DISK TNR OUTPUT A 
FILEDEF 12 DISK TNT OUTPUT A 
FILEDEF 14 DISK INFRAT8B INPUT A 
LOAD INFRAT8B ( NOMAP START 

IR INPUT: Name of input file containing time and voltage arrays from 
the AC/DC or DC channels of the infrared microscope. 
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(5000 data points max) 

ZIR INPUT: Name of input file containing time and "zero level" 
voltage arrays from the AC/DC or DC channels of the 

infrared microscope. The zerolevel voltage array 
is usually obtained by sampling data vefore initiating 
the experiment. (5000 data points max) 

INFRAT8B INPUT: name of input file containing the following parameters: 

- EMISSIVITY 
- AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OF MICROSCOPE 
- EXTERNAL TRANSMITTANCE OF SAPPHIRE DISK 
(0.8296 FOR AN UNUSED SAPPHIRE DISK) 

- LENGTH OF THE FILE "IR INPUT" (5000 DATA POINTS MAX) 
- LENGTH OF THE FILE "ZIR INPUT" (5000 DATA POINTS MAX) 
- CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR INFRARED MICROSCOPE 
If the attenuator setting is O (fully open), then the calibration constant is 
8.017E-3 for the AC/DC channel and 1.528E-2 for the DC channel 

TNR OUTPUT: RADIANCE in W/(cm? ster) 

TNT OUTPUT: SURFACE TEMPERATURE in degrees C (not surface temperature rise) 

PARAMS OUTPUT: Output file that contains the various parameters 

used by infratemp8b. These parameters are defined 
below: 

AMB RAD: ambient radiance in W/(cm? ster) 
EMISS: emissivity 

IR: index of refraction 
FRESN: Fresnel reflection coefficient 
RHOS: surface reflectivity 
EXTER: external transmittance of the sapphire disk 
TRANS: transmissivity of the sapphire disk 
ATIN1: the fraction of emitted radiation from the 

test specimen that leaves the top surface 

of the sapphire disk, and is received 
by the infrared microscope. 

ATTN2: the fraction of ambient radiation received 
by the infrared: microscope that is reflected 
from the top surfaces of the test specimen 
and sapphire disk. 

beues Other parameters listed in "PARAMS OUTPUT" are described below.... 
- number of data points 
- calibration constant for the infrared microscope 

- calculated reference voltage level 
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- experimentally determined reference voltage level 

- the ambient radiance in W/(cm’ ster) 
- the ambient temperature in degrees C 
- the average radiance in W/(cm’ ster) 
- the average temperature rise in degrees K 

- the maximum radiance in W/(cm? ster) 
- the maximum temperature in degrees K 

C LISTING OF FORTRAN PROGRAM INFRATEMP8B 

O
O
 

Q
A
O
 

0 
Q
O
0
 

C 
C 

20 

30 
C 

VERSION 8B OF INFRATEMP........ B. L. WEICK........ 5/14/1991 
THIS VERSION IS DESIGNED TO RUN WITH THE FOLLOWING FILES: 
seseeeeeeeeenes INFRAT8B EXEC 
seneeeeseeseees INFRAT8B INPUT 

REAL*8 EMISS, TNAUC, TNAUK,RESP1(4000),AMBR, SURF, IR, 
$FRES, EXTER, TRANS, REFLS1,REFLS2,REFLA1,REFLA2,REFLA3,N1,N2,CAL, 
$RAWVOLT(16385),ZDCVOLT(5000),ZDCAVE,DCVOLT(16385), 
$ZEROCALC,RESP2(4000), TEMPSK,EXPRAD(16385), THYRAD,-FPRIMOFT,FOFT, 
$TEMPC(16385), AVERAD,AVERISE,MAXRAD, MAXRISE 

INTEGER NDC,NZ,J,K,L,M,I 

READ-IN DATA FROM INPUT FILE "IR INPUT" 
READ (14,*) EMISS, TNAUC,EXTER,NDC,NZ,CAL 

CALCULATE THE AMBIENT BACKGROUND RADIANCE (Eq. 3.14) 
TNAUK=TNAUC+273. 
CALL SPECRESP(1.8,5.5,0.001,RESP1) 
CALL PLANK(1.8,5.5,0.001,RESP1, TNAUK,AMBR) 

CALCULATE THE ATTENUATION FACTORS n, AND n, 
SURF=1.0-EMISS 
IR=1.65 
FRES=(IR-1.0)**2/((IR+1.0)**2) 
TRANS=EXTER*((1+FRES)/(1-FRES)) 
REFLS1=(1-FRES)*TRANS 
REFLS2=(1-FRES)*SURF*FRES*(TRANS**3) 
REFLA1=FRES 
REFLA2=(1-FRES)**2*SURF*(TRANS**2) 
REFLA3=(1-FRES)**2*(SURF**2)*FRES*(TRANS**4) 
N1=REFLS1+REFLS2 
N2=REFLA1+REFLA2+REFLA3 

READ-IN RAW IR SIGNAL AND ZERO LEVEL SIGNAL 
DO 20 K=1,NDC 

READ(2,*) RAWVOLT(K) 
DO 30 L=1,NZ 

READ(4,*) ZDCVOLT(L) 
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C REZERO THE DATA FILE 
CALL AVERAGE(ZDCVOLT,NZ,ZDCAVE) 
CALL REWRITREL(RAWVOLT,DCVOLT,ZDCAVE,NDC) 

ZEROCALC=AMBR*((EMISS*N1)+N2-1.0)*(1./CAL) 

WRITE PARAMETERS TO "PARAMS OUTPUT" 
WRITE(8,90) 
WRITE(8,100) AMBR,EMISS,IR,FRES,SURF,EXTER, TRANS,N1,N2 

aq 

CALCULATE THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF THE INFRARED MICROSCOPE 
CALL SPECRESP(1.8,5.5,0.020,RESP2) 

q
0
 

a
n
 

CALCULATE THE RADIANCE (Eq. 3.8) AND WRITE IT TO "TNR OUTPUT" 
DO 40 M=1,NDC 
TEMPSK=600. 
EXPRAD(M)=( (DCVOLT(M)*CAL)+AMBR-(N2*AMBR) )/(EMISS*N1) 
WRITE(10,125) EXPRAD(M) 

USE NEWTON'S ITERATIVE METHOD TO CALCULATE A SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
FOR EACH RADIANCE VALUE (Eq. 3.13) 

DO 50 |=1,100 
CALL PLANK(1.8,5.5,0.020,RESP2, TEMPSK, THYRAD) 
CALL DERIVPLANK(1.8,5.5,0.020,RESP2, TEMPSK,FPRIMOFT) 
FOFT=EXPRAD(M)-THYRAD 

a
Q
a
0
N
0
 

IF (ABS(FOFT).GE.0.00001) THEN 
TEMPSK=TEMPSK-FOFT/FPRIMOFT 

ELSE 
TEMPC(M)=TEMPSK-273. 
WRITE(12,125) TEMPC(M) 
GOTO 40 

END IF 

50 CONTINUE 

40 CONTINUE 

C DETERMINE ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS FOR "PARAMS OUTPUT" 
CALL AVERAGE(EXPRAD,NDC,AVERAD) 
CALL AVERAGE(TEMPRISE,NDC,AVERISE) 
CALL BIGGEST(NDC,EXPRAD,MAXRAD) 
CALL BIGGEST(NDC, TEMPRISE,MAXRISE) 

C 
WRITE(8,105) NDC,CAL,ZEROCALC,ZDCAVE,AMBR, TNAUC,AVERAD, 

$ AVERISE,MAXRAD,MAXRISE 
C 

STOP 

90 FORMAT(2X,'‘AMB RAD',4X,' EMISS ';' IR_ ',' FRESN','RHOS |, 
$' EXTER ',' TRANS ',' ATTN1 | ATIN2 ‘/, 
$1X,' ' 2X,8(' ,/) 

100 FORMAT(1X,G10.5,1X,8(F7.3),/) 
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105 FORMAT (/,2X,116,, = NUMBER OF DATA POINTS',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR THE IR MICROSCOPE'/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = CALCULATED REFERENCE VOLTAGE LEVEL',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED REF. VOLTAGE LEVEL',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = THE AMBIENT RADIANCE IN WATTS/(CM**2*STER)',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES C',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = THE AVERAGE RADIANCE IN WATTS/(CM"*2*STER)',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE RISE IN DEGREES K'’,/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = THE MAXIMUM RADIANCE IN WATTS/(CM**2*STER)',/, 
$2X,G16.5,' = THE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE RISE IN DEGREES K',//) 

125 FORMAT(2X,G15.5) 

O
N
Q
A
Q
A
N
Q
A
Q
N
 

END 

SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF THE 
IR MICROSCOPE (Fig. 3-8) 
SUBROUTINE SPECRESP(A,B,DLMDA, TAU) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DLMDA,DIV,WAV, TAU(4000) 
INTEGER L 

DIV=(B-A)/DLMDA 
WAV=A-DLMDA 

DO 200 L=1,DIV 
WAV=WAV+DLMDA 
IF(WAV.GE.1.6.AND.WAV.LT.2.0) TAU(L)=.75*WAV-1.2 
IF(WAV.GE.2.0.AND.WAV.LT.2.2) TAU(L)=-.10*WAV+.50 
IF(WAV.GE.2.2.AND.WAV.LT.2.4) TAU(L)=.0375*WAV+.1975 
IF(WAV.GE.2.4.AND.WAV.LT.2.6) TAU(L)=.1125*WAV+.0175 
IF(WAV.GE.2.6.AND.WAV.LT.2.8) TAU(L)=.20*WAV-.21 
IF(WAV.GE.2.8.AND.WAV.LT.3.0) TAU(L)=.25*WAV-.35 
IF(WAV.GE.3.0.AND.WAV.LT.3.2) TAU(L)=.30*WAV-.50 
IF(WAV.GE.3.2.AND.WAV.LT.3.4) TAU(L)=.425*WAV-.90 
IF(WAV.GE.3.4.AND.WAV.LT.4.2) TAU(L)=.375*WAV-.73 
IF(WAV.GE.4.2.AND.WAV.LT.4.8) TAU(L)=.225*WAV-.10 
IF(WAV.GE.4.8.AND.WAV.LT.5.0) TAU(L)=.10*°WAV+.50 
IF(WAV.GE.5.0.AND.WAV.LT.5.2) TAU(L)=-.60*WAV+4. 
IF(WAV.GE.5.2.AND.WAV.LT.5.4) TAU(L)=-1.30°WAV+7.64 
IF(WAV.GE.5.4.AND.WAV.LT.5.6) TAU(L)=-2.35*°WAV+13.31 
IF(WAV.GE.5.6.AND.WAV.LT.5.8) TAU(L)=-.45*WAV+2.67 
IF(WAV.GE.5.8.AND.WAV.LT.6.0) TAU(L)=-.25"WAV+1.51 

200 _—sIF(WAV.GE.6.0.AND.WAV.LT.6.2) TAU(L)=-.05*WAV+.31 

A
O
N
0
Q
0
 

RETURN 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING PLANK'S DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (Eq. 3.10) 
SUBROUTINE PLANK(A,B,DLMDA, TAU, TSK,EFFRAD) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DLMDA, TAU(4000), TSK,EFFRAD,DIV,WAV,C2PLAMT, 
SINT(4000), EFRAD 
INTEGER I,K 

DIV=(B-A)/DLMDA 
WAV=A-DLMDA 

DO 300 I=1,DIV 
WAV=WAV+DLMDA 
C2PLAMT=14388./(WAV*TSK) 
IF (C2PLAMT.GT.86.D0) THEN 

INT(I)=0.0D0 
ELSE 

INT(I)=((11909.WAV**5)*(1./(DEXP(C2PLAMT)-1.)))*TAU(I) 
END IF 

300 CONTINUE 
C 

EFRAD=0.0 
DO 310 K=3,DIV,2 

310 EFRAD=EFRAD+(DLMDA/3.0)*(INT(K-1)+4.0*INT(K)+INT(K+1)) 
Cc 

EFFRAD=EFRAD"13.50 
Cc 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING THE DERIVATIVE OF PLANK'S DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION 
SUBROUTINE DERIVPLANK(A,B,DLMDA,TAU,TSK,DERIVF) 

DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DLMDA,TAU(4000), TSK,DERIVF,DIV,WAV,C2PLAMT, 
$KERN(4000),DERIF 
INTEGER I,K 

Q
Q
O
A
9
0
N
0
0
 

DIV=(B-A)/DLMDA 
WAV=A-DLMDA 

DO 400 I=1,DIV 
WAV=WAV+DLMDA 
C2PLAMT=14388./(WAV*TSK) 
IF (C2PLAMT.GT.86.D0) THEN 

KERN(I)=0.0 
ELSE 

KERN(I)=( TAU(I)*14388.*11909.*DEXP(C2PLAMT) )/ 
$ ( WAV**6*TSK**2*( ( DEXP(C2PLAMT)-1. )**2 ) ) 

END IF 
400 CONTINUE 

Cc 
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410 
C 

C 

O
a
g
a
q
g
0
n
 

DERIF=0.0 
DO 410 K=3,DIV,2 

DERIF=DERIF+(DLMDA/3.0)*(KERN(K-1)+4.0*KERN(K)+KERN(K+1)) 

DERIVF=-13.50*DERIF 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINES FOR DETERMINING AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM VALUES AND 
REWRITING THE DATA WITH RESPECT TO A NEW ZERO LEVEL 

SUBROUTINE AVERAGE(INPUT,N,AVE) 
DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT(16385),SUM,AVE 
INTEGER I,N 

SUM=0 
DO 500 I=1,N,1 
SUM=SUM+INPUT(I) 

500 CONTINUE 

Q
0
0
0
 

AVE=SUM/DFLOAT(N) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE REWRITREL(INPU,OUTPU,ZEDAVE,N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION INPU(16385),OUTPU(16385),ZEDAVE 
INTEGER I,N 

DO 600 M=1,N 

OUTPU(M)=INPU(M)-ZEDAVE 
600 CONTINUE 

N
O
0
N
0
0
 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BIGGEST(N,PARAM,MAX) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PARAM(16385),MAX 
INTEGER Q,N 
MAX=0.0 

DO 700 Q=1,N 
IF (ABS(PARAM(Q)).GT.MAX) THEN 
MAX=ABS(PARAM(Q)) 

END IF 
700 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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TURBO C version entitled TEMIRMB.C (filename TEMIRMB.C) 

- This version is written in the "Turboc C" computer language (Ver. 2.0) developed 

by the Borland Corporation. It is designed to be used on an IBM compatible personal 

computer. The program uses a single file of raw data from the infrared microscope 

and calculates the radiance and corresponding surface temperature in degrees C. 

Radiance and surface temperature are written to separate files specified by the user. 

A third output file contains a list of parameters used by the program. 

/* TEMIRMB.C */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 
#include <process.h> 

/* define default variables */ 
#define RSIZE 740 /* array size for spectral response function “/ 
#define DLMDA 0.005 /* wavelength increment used in subroutines */ 
#defineB 5.5 /* upper limit of wavelength interval */ 
#defineA 1.8 /* lower limit of wavelength interval */ 
#define CHECK 100 /* limit for exponential power variable c2plamt */ 
#define STARTK 600. /* start temperature for Newton's Method */ 
#define CONVERGE 0.0001 /* convergence criteria for Newton's Method */ 
#define PUTGRIN 10 /* variable for tracking progress of program */ 

void specresp(double tau[]); 
double irrad(double temp, double roverr{]); 
double fprimoft(double sresp[],double degk); 

main() 

{ 
double emiss,exter,tamb,zvolt,cal,resp[RSIZE],ambr, 

surf, ir,fres trans,n1,n2,volt,relvolt,exprad,foft,tempsk,temrise; 
char infile[25], ou1[25], ou2[25], ou3[25]; 
long i, length, percent, m, smile; 

FILE “fin, *fou1, *fou2, *fou3; 

clrscr(); 
smile = PUTGRIN; 

/* interactive statements for loading variables and input file names */ 
printf("\nEnter an emissivity value for the test specimen: "); 
scanf("%lf', &emiss); 
printf(‘\n\nEnter a value for the external transmittance of the"); 
printf("\nsapphire disk...(the transmittance for an unused"); 
printf("\nsapphire disk is 0.8296): "); 
scanf("%lf",&exter); 
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printf(‘\n\nEnter the ambient temperature of the infrared microscope’); 
printf(‘\nin degrees C: "); 
scanf("%lf",&tamb); 
printf(‘\n\nEnter name of INPUT file: "); 
scanf("%s" infile); 
printf(‘\n\nEnter length of %s: ",infile); 
scanf("%ld" &length); 
printf("\n\nEnter name for OUTPUT file that will contain radiance: "); 
scanf("%s",ou1); 
printf("\n\nEnter name for OUTPUT file that will contain a summary’); 
printf("\nof parameters utilized in the calculation of radiance: "); 
scanf("%s",ouz2); 
printf("\n\nEnter name for OUTPUT file that will contain"); 

printf(‘\ntemperature rises in degrees C: "); 
scanf("%s",ou3); 
printf("\n\nEnter reference voltage level in VOLTS: "); 
scanf("%lf", &zvolt); 
printf("\n\nEnter the calibration constant for the microscope:"); 
printf(‘\n(The calibration constant for the DC channel = 1.528E-2)"); 
printf("\n(The calibration constant for the AC/DC channel = 8.017E-3): "); 
scanf("%IG",&cal); 
printf(‘\n\n"); 

/* calculate the spectral response of the infrared microscope (see Fig. 3-8) */ 
/* and determine the ambient background radiance in accordance with Eq. 3.14 */ 
specresp(resp); 
ambr = irrad((273.0+tamb), resp); 

/* calculate the parameters n,, and n, [6,23] */ 
surf=1.-emiss; 
ir = 1.65; 

fres=pow((ir-1.),2.)/pow((ir+1.),2.); 
trans=exter*((1.+fres)/(1.-fres)); 
n1=trans*(1.-fres) + pow(trans,3.)*surf*fres*(1.-fres); 

n2=fres + surf*pow((1.-fres),2.)*pow(trans,2.)+pow(surf,2.)* 
pow((1.-fres),2.)*fres*pow(trans,4.); 

fou1 = fopen(ou1,"wt"); 
fou2 = fopen(ou2,"wt"); 
fou3 = fopen(ou3,"wt"); 
if (( fin = fopen(infile,"rt")) != NULL) 

{ /* check contents of input file for NULL values */ 

for(i = 1; i <= length; i++) 
{ /* start of primary loop for reading-in a voltage signal from the infrared */ 

/* microscope and determining a surface temperature */ 
fscanf(fin,"%lf\n", &volt); 
relvolt=volt-zvolt; /* rezero the data relative to the initial zero voltage level */ 
exprad=( (relvolt*cal)+ambr-(n2*ambr) )/(emiss*n1); “calculate radiance iaw Eq. 3.8*/ 
fprintf(fou1 ,"%E\n",exprad); 

for(m = 1, tempsk = STARTK; m <= 100; m++) 
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{ /* start of loop for using Newton's iterative method to determine temperatures */ 
foft = exprad - irrad(tempsk,resp); 
if (fabs(foft) >= CONVERGE) 

{ tempsk -= foft/fprimoft(resp,tempsk); } 
else 

{ temrise = tempsk - (tamb+273.); 
fprintf( fou3,"%E\n" ,temrise ); 
m = 101; } 

} /* end of Newton loop */ 
percent = (100*i)/length; 
if (percent >= smile) { printf("  "); putchar(1); smile += PUTGRIN; } 

} / end of primary loop */ 

/* print-out variables used by the program to a separate output file */ 
fprintf(fou2," ir = %4.3f ....index of refraction for air-sapphire\n", ir); 
fprintf(fou2," fres = %4.3f ....fresnel reflection coefficient for air-sapphire\n",fres); 
fprintf(fou2,"exter = %4.3f ....external transmittance of the sapphire disk\n",exter); 

fprintf(fou2,"trans = %4.3f ....transmissivity of the sapphire disk\n",trans); 
fprintf(fou2,"emiss = %4.3f ....emissivity of the test specimen\n",emiss); 

fprintf(fou2," surf = %4.3f ....surface reflectivity of the test specimen\n" surf); 
fprintf(fou2,"  n1 = %4.3f ....the fraction of EMITTED radiation from the test\n",n1); 
fprintf(fou2,"\t\t: specimen that leaves the top surface of the\n"); 
fprintf(fou2,"\t\t_ sapphire disk, and is received by the infrared microscope\n"); 

fprintf(fou2," n2 = %4.3f ....the fraction of AMBIENT radiation received by the\n",n2); 
fprintf(fou2,"\t\t_ infrared microscope that is reflected from the\n"); 
fprintf(fou2,"\t\t_ top surfaces of the test specimen and sappphire disk\n"); 
fprintf(fou2," cal = %4.3f ....the calibration constant used for the infrared microscope\n",cal); 

fprintf(fou2," tamb = %4.2f ....the ambient temperature of the microscope in degrees C\n",tamb); 

fprintf(fou2," ambr = %E ....the ambient radiance in watts/(cm*cm’*ster)\n",ambr); 
fprintf(fou2,"zvolt = %4.3f ....the reference voltage level in volts\n\n",zvolt); 
fprintf(fou2,"DLMDA = %4.3f, RSIZE = %d, STARTK = %4.3f, CONVERGENCE = 

%5.4f", DLMDA,RSIZE,STARTK,CONVERGE); 

} / end of 1st part of ‘if for checking contents of the input file */ 
else 

printf(‘\nls %s the correct name for the input file?", infile); 
printf(‘\nls %s empty?", infile); 
printf(‘\nls %s in the default directory?", infile); 
printf("\nRun program again....but this time get it right!\n"); 

} & end of 2nd part of 'if for checking contents of the input file */ 

fclose(fin); 
fclose(fout); 
fclose(fou2); 
fclose(fou3); 

} /* end of main program */ 
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/* Start of function irrad for calculating Plank's distribution function accounting */ 
/* for the spectral response of the infrared microscope.*/ 
/* A value for NT) is returned corresponding to Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. */ 
double irrad(double temp, double roverr{]) 

{ 
double wav, iblam[RSIZE], c2plamt, ener; 

int |, k; 
/* Calculate Plank's distribution function as a function of wavelength at a specified */ 
/* temperature (Eq. 3.10), and multiply it by the spectral response of the IR microscope */ 
for (| = 1, wav = (A-DLMDA); I <= ((B-A)/DLMDA); I++, wav += DLMDA ) 

c2plamt=14388./(wav * temp); 

if (c2plamt > CHECK) /* if - else to prevent the computer from blowing-up */ 
{ iblam[l]=0.0; } 

else 
{ iblam[l]=(11909./pow(wav,5))*(1./(exp(c2plamt)-1.))*roverr{!]; } 

} 
/* Integrate the modified Plank's distribution function to determine N,,,{T) */ 

for(k = 3, ener=0; k <= ((B-A)/DLMDA); k += 2) 

/* Simpson's numerical integration method [98]*/ 
{ ener += (DLMDAV3.) * (iblam[k-1] + 4. * iblam[k] + iblam[k+1]); } 

return(ener *= 13.50); 
} / end of function irrad */ 

/* start of subroutine specresp for determining the spectral response of the infrared */ 
/* microscope, see Fig. 3-8 */ 
void specresp(double tau[]) 

double wav; 

int I; 

for(| = 1, wav = (A-DLMDA); | <= ((B-A)/DLMDA); I++, wav += DLMDA) 

{ 
if ((wav >= 1.6) && (wav < 2.0)) tau[l] = .75*wav-1.2; 

if ((wav >= 2.0) && (wav < 2.2)) tau[l] = -.10*wav+.50; 
if ((wav >= 2.2) && (wav < 2.4)) tau[l] = .0375*wav+.1975; 
if ((wav >= 2.4) && (wav < 2.6)) tau[l] = .1125*wav+.0175; 
if ((wav >= 2.6) && (wav < 2.8)) tau[l] = .20“wav-.21; 
if ((wav >= 2.8) && (wav < 3.0)) tau[l] = .25*wav-.35; 
if ((wav >= 3.0) && (wav < 3.2)) tau[l] = .30*wav-.50; 
if ((wav >= 3.2) && (wav < 3.4)) taufl] = .425*wav-.90; 
if ((wav >= 3.4) && (wav < 4.2)) tau[l] = .375*wav-.73; 
if ((wav >= 4.2) && (wav < 4.8)) tau[l] = .225*wav-.10; 
if ((wav >= 4.8) && (wav < 5.0)) tau[l] = .10*wav+.50; 
if ((wav >= 5.0) && (wav < 5.2)) taul[l] = -.60*wav+4.; 
if ((wav >= 5.2) && (wav < 5.4)) taull] = -1.30*wav+7.64; 
if ((wav >= 5.4) && (wav < 5.6)) tau[l] = -2.35*wav+13.31; 
if ((wav >= 5.6) && (wav < 5.8)) tau[l] = -.45"wav+2.67; 
if ((wav >= 5.8) && (wav < 6.0)) tau[l] = -.-25*wav+1.51; 
if ((wav >= 6.0) && (wav < 6.2)) tau[l] = -.05*wav+.31; 

} 
} /* end of subroutine specresp */ 
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/* Start of function fprimoft for calculating the derivative of Eq. 3.12. */ 

[* This derivative is required to use Newton's method. */ 
double fprimoft(double sresp[],double degk) 

double c2plamt,kern[RSIZE],wav,derivf; 

int m,n; 

for (m = 1, wav = (A-DLMDA); m <= ((B-A)/DLMDA); m++, wav += DLMDA ) 

c2plamt=14388./(wav * degk); 
if (c2plamt > CHECK) 

{ kern[m] = 0.0; } 
else 

{ kern[m] = ( sresp[m]*14388.*11909.*exp(c2plamt) )/ 
( pow(wav,6.) * pow(degk,2.) * 

pow((exp(c2plamt)-1.), 2.) ); } 

} 
for(n = 3, derivf=0; n <= ((B-A)/DLMDA); n += 2) 

{ derivf += (DLMDA/3.0)*(kern[n-1]+4.0*kern[n]+kern[n+1]); } 

return(derivf *= -13.50); 
} * end of function fprimoft */ 
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APPENDIX B. CALIBRATION OF THE BARNES 
INFRARED MICROSCOPE 

The Barnes RM-2A infrared microscope is calibrated using a heated blackbody 

source and control unit provided with the system. The following procedure is used for 

this calibration. 

1. The infrared microscope is turned-on and allowed to warm-up for approximately thirty 

minutes. 

2. The settings on the microscope control unit are positioned as follows: 

emissivity dial at 1.0 

ambient dial - OFF 

HI impedance 

HIX or LOX objective depending on if the 36X or 15X objectives are used 

wide bandwidth 

radiance scale X1 

3. The attenuator on the upper part of the microscope was placed at the position "3" 

which is marked on the side of the microscope. This position was maintained 

throughout the experiments due to the difficulty associated with changing the setting, 

and subsequently trying to return it to precisely the same position. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the calibration procedure listed herein be repeated if an attenuated 

setting such as "3" is desired. 

3. Output from the AC/DC and DC channels is monitored using the digital data 

acquisition system. 

4. The microscope is focused on the center of the blackbody source. 

5. With the blackbody source at ambient temperature, the output from the microscope 

is zeroed as required using the zero-set knob on the control unit. (Typically, this does 

not have to be done because the software discussed in Appendix A can be used to 
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digitally zero the signal.) 

6. When the calibration source is heated to a different temperature, the microscope is 

positioned away from the source. 

7. When the equilibrium temperature is reached (after approximately 10 minutes), the 

microscope is positioned over the blackbody source and voltage output from the 

AC/DC and DC channels is recorded. 

8. Steps 6 and 7 are repeated for each of the desired temperature levels. 

Calibration data recorded in accordance with the procedure above are shown in Tables 

B-1 and B-2 for the 15X and 36X objectives, respectively. The resulting regression 

equations, standard deviations, and 95% confidence intervals are shown below each of 

the two tables. Note that only the slope of the calibration curve(s) is required to use the 

software shown in Appendix A. And, the difference between the slopes for the 15X and 

36X objectives is negligible as expected. Figure B1 shows a plot of the resulting 

calibration curves using the data shown in Table B-1. 
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TABLE B-1: CALIBRATION OF THE INFRARED MICROSCOPE 
AC/DC AND DC CHANNELS (15X OBJECTIVE) 

Temperature 

of 

Blackbody 

(deg. C) 

Radiance 

from 

Blackbody 

(10)? W/(cm? sr) 

Output from 
AC/DC Channel 

(Volts) 

Output from 
DC Channel 

(Volts) 

  

72.5 
99.8 

120.0 
139.0 
150.0 
157.0 
164.0 
172.3 
181.5 
186.0 
190.6 
193.8 
197.3 
202.5 
206.2 
210.0 
213.9 
218.5 
223.4 
233.7 
238.7   

1.41 
2.90 
4.64 
6.93 
8.60 
9.81 

11.15 
12.91 
15.10 
16.27 
17.53 
18.45 
19.49 
21.13 
22.35 
23.66 
25.06 
26.79 
28.73 
33.14 
35.45   

0.119 

0.287 
0.480 
0.720 
0.891 
1.02 

1.18 
1.40 

1.61 

1.73 
1.89 
2.15 
2.16 

2.31 
2.43 
2.59 
3.07 
2.93 
3.24 

3.65 

4.40   

0.066 
0.154 
0.255 
0.381 
0.470 
0.536 
0.622 
0.734 
0.845 
0.909 
0.991 
1.13 
1.13 
1.21 
1.28 
1.36 
1.62 
1.54 
1.70 
1.92 
2.31 

  

DC Radiance = 15.9(10)*(DC Volts) + 1.14(10)? W/(cm? sr) 
Standard Deviation = 9.82(10)* W/(cm? sr) 

95% Confidence Interval = +1.01(10)? W/(cm? sr) (max) 

  

AC/DC Radiance = 8.37(10)?( AC/DC Volts) + 1.17(10)? W/(cm? sr) 
Standard Deviation = 9.68(10)* W/(cm? sr) 

95% Confidence Interval = +9.32(10)* W/(cm? sr) (max) 
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TABLE B-2: CALIBRATION OF THE INFRARED MICROSCOPE 
AC/DC AND DC CHANNELS (36X OBJECTIVE) 

Temperature Radiance 
of from 

Blackbody Blackbody 
(deg. C) (10)? W/(cm? sr) 

Output from 
AC/DC Channel 

(Volts) 

Output from 
DC Channel 

(Volts) 

  

0.92 
1.07 
1.24 
1.44 
1.65 
1.89 
2.16 
2.45 
2.78 
3.14 
3.54 
3.97 
4.45 
4.97 

5.53 
6.14 
6.80 
7.52 
8.29 

10.01 
12.00 
14.26 
16.83 
19.73 
23.00     

0.200 
0.232 
0.269 
0.315 
0.367 
0.427 
0.512 
0.606 
0.677 
0.709 
0.734 
0.782 
0.823 
0.883 
0.924 
1.024 
1.150 
1.187 
1.238 
1.422 
1.646 
1.942 
2.302 
2.652 
2.919   

0.104 
0.121 
0.141 
0.165 
0.192 
0.223 
0.268 
0.317 
0.354 
0.371 
0.384 
0.409 
0.430 
0.462 
0.483 
0.530 
0.596 
0.615 
0.642 
0.737 
0.855 
1.026 
1.215 
1.398 
1.538 

  

DC Radiance = 15.5(10)2(DC Volts) - 1.79(10)? W/(crm? sr) 
Standard Deviation = 6.14(10)? W/(cm? sr) 

95% Confidence Interval = +6.80(10)? W/(cm? sr) (max) 

  

AC/DC Radiance = 8.17(10)?( AC/DC Volts) - 1.85(10)? W/(cm? sr) 
Standard Deviation = 6.27(10)* W/(cm? sr) 

95% Confidence Interval = +6.76(10)* W/(cm? sr) (max) 
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APPENDIX C. CALIBRATION OF THE STRAIN RING 

The tangential channel of the strain ring is used to measure frictional forces as 

described in Section 3.3. To calibrate this channel the strain ring is incorporated into the 

test apparatus depicted in Fig. C-1. As depicted in this figure, known loads are imposed 

on the ring using a load arm and miniature cable pulley. Voltage output from the 

tangential channel is monitored using the digital data acquisition system, and regression 

techniques can therefore be used to obtain calibration equations from the data sets. 

SPHERICAL CAP MINIATURE CABLE PULLEY 
WITH BALL BEARINGS 

STRAIN RING C) CALIBRATION ARM 

LOAD ARM S/S 

  

  
  

  

  

        SY APPLIED 
FORCE ! 

Pe A
c
c
y
]
 

    

  
FIGURE C-1: CALIBRATION SET-UP FOR THE TANGENTIAL CHANNEL OF THE STRAIN RING 

A total of ten data sets were obtained for the tangential channel as shown in Tables 

C-1 and C-2. Five of these data sets are for a 1/4 in. diameter spherical specimen (or 

ball), and five of these data sets are for a 1/4 in. diameter spherically-tipped cylindrical 

pin. To accomodate the 3/8 in. long cylindrical pin, the load arm is lowered through the 

removal of a shim, and a special fixture designed by Tripathy [26] is used to hold the pin. 
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As a result, a slightly different signal is expected to be obtained from the strain ring due 

to the larger moment associated with the use of the pin. This is indeed the case as shown 

by the calibration curves in Fig. C-2. At any given load imposed on the ring during the 

calibration procedure, a higher voltage output is observed when the pin holder is used in 

lieu of the ball holder. 

During the calibration procedure (and experiments) the Wheatstone bridge was 

operated at a voltage of 3 volts. This is one-third the capacity of the semiconductor strain 

gages which comprise the ring, and was done to nullify the ambient temperature effects 

observed when the gages are powered at their maximum capacity [23]. However, due 

to this lower 3 V opertating level, the signal from the gages had to be externally 

amplified by a gain of 500. (This gain factor is divided-out in the data sets shown in 

Tables C-1, C-2 and Fig. C-2.) The resulting regression equations, standard deviations, 

and 95% confidence intervals are shown below each of the two tables. Note that these 

parameters reflect the use of five different voltage measurements at each applied load to 

verify the accuracy of the device. This can also be seen in Fig. C-2 since five different 

data points are shown at each load for both the ball and pin holders. 
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APPLIED 
LOAD: (N) 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT FROM STRAIN GAGES CONNECTED INTO A 
FULL WHEATSTONE BRIDGE (FIVE DATA SETS): (millivolts) 

TABLE C-3: CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE TANGENTIAL CHANNEL OF THE STRAIN RING 
(1/4 in. diameter BALL HOLDER) 

  

0.994 
1.975 
2.956 
3.937 
4.918 
5.899 
6.880 
7.861 
8.842 
9.823 

10.804 
11.785 
12.766 
13.747 
14.728 
15.709 
16.690 
17.671 
18.773 
19.754 
20.735 
21.716 
22.697 
23.678     

0.484 
1.001 
1.432 
1.790 
2.216 
2.684 
3.183 
3.653 
4.293 
4.784 
5.402 
5.956 
6.040 
6.556 
7.172 
7.200 
7.478 
8.031 
8.710 
9.078 
9.495 

10.247 
10.819 
11.303 

0.485 
0.972 
1.409 
1.774 
2.231 
2.631 
3.116 
3.619 
4.196 
4.749 
5.240 
5.819 
5.924 
6.421 
6.978 
7.112 
7.420 
7.994 
8.504 
8.886 
9.372 

10.293 
10.730 
11.162     

0.480 
0.990 
1.401 
1.723 
2.164 
2.633 
3.127 
3.750 
4.160 
4.896 
5.183 
9.817 
5.933 
6.353 
6.884 
7.121 
7.349 
7.889 
8.441 
8.980 
9.717 

10.066 
10.672 
11.062   

0.484 
0.936 
1.430 
1.722 
2.125 
2.628 
3.085 
3.715 
4.166 
4.705 
5.190 
5.717 
5.808 
6.422 
6.822 
7.097 
7.300 
7.866 
8.347 
9.018 
9.894 

10.199 
10.594 
11.001   

0.483 
0.941 
1.418 
1.742 
2.084 
2.606 
3.048 
3.630 
4.162 
4.634 
5.146 
5.715 
5.809 
6.297 
6.823 
7.050 
7.336 
7.854 
8.305 
8.837 
9.602 

10.019 
10.513 
10.958 

  

Applied Voltage to Bridge = 3 V; External Gain = 500 {divided-out} 

Friction Force = 2.159(millivotts) 
Standard Deviation = 0.400 N 

95 % Confidence Interval = 0.12 N (max)   
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TABLE C-4: CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE TANGENTIAL CHANNEL OF THE STRAIN RING 

(1/4 in. diameter by 3/8 in. long PIN HOLDER) 

APPLIED 
LOAD: (N) 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT FROM STRAIN GAGES CONNECTED INTO A 
FULL WHEATSTONE BRIDGE (FIVE DATA SETS): (millivolts) 
  

0.993 
1.974 
2.955 
3.936 
4.917 
5.898 
6.879 
7.860 
8.841 
9.822 

10.803 
11.784 
12.765 
13.746 
14.727 
15.708 
16.689 
17.683 
18.664 
19.645 
20.626 
21.607 
22.588 

0.522 
1.046 
1.614 
2.036 
2.480 
2.993 
3.528 
4.019 
4.518 
4.936 
5.707 
5.956 
6.648 
6.775 
7.398 
8.430 
9.072 
9.125 
9.427 
9.691 

10.246 
11.092 
11.718   

0.544 
1.020 
1.666 
1.996 
2.497 
2.877 
3.437 
3.920 
4.385 
5.198 
5.487 
5.933 
6.386 
6.885 
7.465 
7.906 
8.474 
8.988 
9.494 
9.999 

10.688 
10.948 
12.152     

0.534 
1.017 
1.664 
2.007 
2.523 
3.054 
3.611 
3.926 
4.507 
5.111 
5.420 
5.948 
6.475 
6.850 
7.425 
7.907 
8.669 
9.075 
9.772 

10.113 
10.714 
11.151 
11.860   

0.529 
1.026 
1.625 
2.028 
2.539 
3.044 
3.683 
3.949 
4.528 
5.043 
5.461 
5.956 
6.478 
7.002 
7.499 
8.133 
8.632 
9.249 
9.627 

10.039 
10.932 
11.136 
12.277   

0.524 
1.033 
1.587 
1.960 
2.939 
3.107 
3.735 
3.987 
4.565 
5.097 
§.323 
5.952 
6.456 
7.341 
7.643 
8.055 
8.554 
9.400 
9.503 

10.131 
11.079 
11.156 
12.460 

  

APPENDIX C. 

Applied Voltage to Bridge = 3 V; External Gain = 500 {divided-out} 

Friction Force = 1.937(millivolts) 
Standard Deviation = 0.347 N 

95 % Confidence Interval = £0.10 N (max)   
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FIGURE C-2: CALIBRATION CURVES FOR THE TANGENTIAL CHANNEL OF THE STRAIN RING 
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APPENDIX D. CALIBRATION OF THE POSITION SENSOR 
USED TO MEASURE WEAR 

To calibrate the Kaman position sensor described in Section 3.4, a Vernier 

micrometer is installed underneath the load arm adjacent to the position sensor. 

Therefore, the scale on the micrometer provides a direct measurement of the distance the 

load arm moves relative to the location of the sensor. The signal from the position sensor 

increases proportionally as the load arm is moved upwards, and stays linear in the 0 - 14 

V range for the maximum sensitivity setting at an applied voltage of 24 V. These settings 

were used during all experiments: therefore the calibration was also performed using 

these settings. 

Prior to beginning the calibration procedure, the output from the sensor is zeroed 

using an external control unit, and a setting on the external amplifier is selected. 

Amplifier settings of either 1 or 10 were used depending on the range desired. For 

instance, if an amplification setting of 1 is selected (i.e., no amplification), then load arm 

deflections can be measured in the O - 700 um range. For the higher amplification setting 

of 10, load arm deflections can only be measured in the 0 - 100 wm range. However, 

by using the higher amplification setting the accuracy of the measurement increases by 

an order of magnitude! This is demonstrated in Tables D-1 and D-2. 

Table D-1 shows two data sets obtained by calibrating the sensor using an external 

amplification setting of 1. Therefore, the range of the sensor is from 0 um to a little over 

700 pm, and the 95% confidence intervals are +3.3 and +4.9 ym for each of the two 

data sets. For an external amplification setting of 10, two more data sets were obtained 
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as shown in Table D-2. Although the range is now limited to 0 - 100 um, the 95% 

confidence intervals have been reduced to +0.2 and +0.6 yum for each of the two data 

sets. Typically, during an experiment the more precise 0 - 100 ym range is initially 

selected using an amplification setting of 10. If the signal goes off scale (i.e, the 

deflection of the load arm exceeds 100 ym) then the amplification is reduced to 1 which 

corresponds with the larger 0 - 700 um range. 

In addition to confidence intervals, regression equations and standard deviations 

are listed at the bottom of Tables D-1 and D-2 for each of the four data sets. Note that 

the slopes of the regression lines for each data set are 51.4, 51.0, 51.2, and 50.8 

pm/volt. This demonstrates the accuracy of the measurement method; whereas the 95% 

confidence intervals of +3.3, +4.9, +0.2, and +0.6 um demonstrate the precision. 

Regression lines are plotted in Figs. D-1 and D-2 for data sets no. 1 and 3 in Tables D-1 

and D-2, respectively. 
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TABLE D-5: CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE 
KAMAN POSITION SENSOR 
(RANGE: 0 - 700 ym) 

DISTANCE 

MOVED: pm 

DATA SET 

#1: volts 

DATA SET 

#2: volts 

  

0 

10 
20 
30 
40 

50 
60 

70 
80 
90 

100 
120 
140 

160 
180 

200 
220 
240 

260 
280 
300 

320 
340 

360 
380 

400 

420 
440 
460 

480 
500 

520 
540 

560 
580 

600 
620 

640 
660 

680 
700 
720 

0.000 
0.183 
0.399 
0.590 
0.790 
0.987 
1.175 

1.390 
1.557 
1.758 
1.953 

2.366 
2.749 

3.131 
3.560 

3.938 
4.360 

4.767 
5.149 
5.563 

5.977 

6.358 
6.939 

7.187 
7.563 

7.930 

8.330 
8.708 
9.096 

9.479 
9.864 

10.220 
10.582 

10.947 

11.314 
11.645 
12.007 

12.356 
12.675 

13.041 
13.336 
13.652     
  

Data Set #1: distance moved (ym) = 51.4(volts) 
standard deviation = 7.4 ym 

95% confidence interval = +3.3 pm 
  

Data Set #2: distance moved (ym) = 51.0(voits) 
standard deviation = 9.0 pm 

95% confidence interval = +4.9 pm 
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TABLE D-6: CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE 

DISTANCE DATA SET DATA SET 

ym #3: volts #4: volts MOVED: 

KAMAN POSITION SENSOR 
(RANGE: 0 - 100 pm) 

  

0 

5 
10 

15 
20 

25 
30 
35 
40 

45 
50 

55 
60 

65 
70 

75 
80 

85 
90 

95 

0.000 

0.092 
0.189 

0.294 
0.388 
0.479 
0.585 
0.685 
0.783 

0.876 
0.977 

1.069 
1.165 

1.270 

1.367 
1.470 
1.555 
1.663 

1.767 
1.848 
1.966     

0.000 

0.090 
0.181 
0.293 

0.379 
0.509 
0.637 
0.689 
0.764 

0.872 
0.973 

1.062 
1.170 

1.271 

1.371 
1.474 
1.576 
1.699 

1.759 

1.884 
1.973 

  

Data Set #3: distance moved (um) = 51.2(volts) 

standard deviation = 0.3 pm 

95% confidence interval = +0.2 ym 
  

Data Set #4: distance moved (ym) = 50.8(volts) 

standard deviation = 0.8 ym 
95% confidence interval = +0.6 pm   
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FIGURE D-1: CALIBRATION OF THE KAMAN POSITION SENSOR USED TO MEASURE WEAR 

(Data set no. 1, Table D-1) 
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FIGURE D-2: CALIBRATION OF THE KAMAN POSITION SENSOR USED TO MEASURE WEAR 

(Data set no. 3, Table D-2) 
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APPENDIX E. HARDNESS DATA 

Hardness testing of the polymer composites materials was performed using a Leco 

DM-400 Hardness tester which meets ASTM E384 requirements for a microhardness 

tester. The device can be used with either a Vickers or Knoops indenter, and provides 

a direct measurement of hardness in kg/mm?. The hardness testing was performed using 

the flat sprues left-over from the injection molding process to which the spherical test 

specimens were attached. A load of 100 grams was used for all the hardness 

measurements, and the load was applied for a duration of 10 seconds. The hardness data 

is shown in Table E-1 and plotted in Fig. E-1. 

TABLE E-1: HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR NYLON 6,6-BASED COMPOSITES 

  

  

    

  

  

( kg/mm? ) 

NO 10% 20% 40% 10% 20% 40% 10% 20% 
FIBERS | GLASS | GLASS | GLASS | CARBON | CARBON | CARBON | KEVLAR | KEVLAR 

10.07 | 10.24 ] 1696 | 21.83 | 18.14 | 23.20 | 34.70 | 15.40 | 18.45 
9.53 | 10.35 | 16.96 | 2498 | 1841 | 23.38 | 3562 | 1634 | 16.45 
9.24 | 10.27 | 17.46 | 3083 | 17.80 | 23.62 | 35.82 | 15.82 | 19.24 
9.47 | 10.41 15.83 | 25.48 | 1780 | 21.50 | 34.75 | 16.77 | 16.78 
9.67 9.81 17.04 | 1895 } 17.75 | 23.17 | 35.52 | 16.37 |} 17.68 
9.14 9.67 | 16.53 | 18.35 | 1792 | 22.07 | 36.52 | 15.60 | 16.83 

MEAN 9.52 | 10.13 | 1680 | 23.40 | 1797 | 2282 | 35.49 | 16.05 | 17.57 

STAND. peviat. | 0:33 0.31 0.56 4.69 0.26 0.84 0.69 0.53 1.10                   
  

  
Without going into a detailed statistical analysis of the data, one can see that 

hardness increases when fiber content increases. A simple one-way analysis of variance 

has been used to test if there is indeed a significant difference between the mean hardness 

values measured for each of the specimens. This analysis shows that there is greater than 

a 99% probability that the mean hardness values for the specimens are indeed different. 
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INDIVIDUAL 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR AVERAGE HARDNESS 

ARE BASED ON A POOLED STANDARD DEVIATION OF 1.7 kg/mm? 

NYLON 6,6 t—*K— 

10% GLASS t—*K 

20% " " t—*K 

407 " " t—*K—1 

10% CARBON -—*— 

20% " " -—*— 

407% " " -—*— 

10% KEVLAR t-—kK— 

20% "  " —*— 

  

59 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
HARDNESS: (kg/mm?) 

FIGURE E-1: HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR NYLON 6,6-BASED COMPOSITES 

This confidence is maintained when separate groups are also analyzed in this manner. 

For instance, if an analysis of variance is performed using the data sets obtained for 

Nylon 6,6, 10% glass, 20% glass, and 40% glass, a significant difference between the 

mean hardness values is once again determined with a confidence of 99%. Likewise for 

a group of sample sets comprised of Nylon 6,6, 10% carbon, 20% carbon, and 40% 

carbon this confidence is maintained...as is the case for an analysis of variance performed 

using Nylon 6,6, 10% Kevlar, and 20% Kevlar. Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 specimens with a 

fiber weight percentage of 40% were not available due to the fact that the fabrication limit 

for adding Kevlar fibers into a Nylon 6,6 matrix is apparently 20 weight percent as 

specified by the supplier, LNP Engineering Plastics. Due to this fact, a more intensive 

two-way analysis of variance -- using the two factors fiber-type and weight percent -- 
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could not be performed since there would be a lack of data in the 40% Kevlar cell. 

Smaller 2x2 analyses of this type could of course be performed to test out hypotheses 

such as the significance of fiber-type and addition of fibers on hardness. However, the 

one-way analyses already discussed show a 99% confidence for the effect of fiber 

quantity on hardness. 
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APPENDIX F. EMISSIVITY DATA 

Emissivity measurements for Nylon 6,6 are shown in Table F-1, and emissivity 

measurements for Kevlar/Nylon 6,6 and glass/Nylon 6,6 are shown in Tables F-2, and 

F-3, respectively. These measurements were made in accordance with the procedure 

described in Section 3.2.3, and an emissivity value of 0.90 was used to determine surface 

temperatures from radiance data as discussed in Section 5.3.1.a. (Emissivity 

measurements for carbon/Nylon 6,6 are not shown. No significant difference between 

the radiance from the "painted-on" black spot and the radiance from the unpainted surface 

of the carbon/Nylon 6,6 specimen could be determined; therefore the emissivity of the 

carbon/Nylon 6,6 surface -- which is itself black -- is regarded as being close to 0.90, the 

emissivity of the painted surface.) 
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TABLE F-1: EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS FOR AN UNWORN NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

         
  

  

          
            

              
        

                                  

      
   

   

  

EMISSIVITY TEMPERATURE OF 
(e, = 0.90)* SPECIMEN: °C 

0.900 24.2 
0.878 26.1 
0.879 26.7 
0.887 30.0 
0.889 31.7 
0.891 33.8 
0.887 34.6 
0.886 36.8 
0.894 40.3 
0.889 43.4 
0.879 44.9 
0.887 47.2 
0.887 50.2 
0.884 53.1 
0.884 54.1 
0.885 59.9 
0.887 96.8 
0.878 57.9 
0.878 60.5 
0.877 63.5 
0.863 66.1 
0.871 71.3 
0.877 73.8 
0.884 76.7      
  

  

   

AVE.EMISSIVITY 
+ 95% C.l.    

0.883 + 0.003 

      
    

0.008 

  

Standard Deviation 

*e, = Emissivity of the painted surface, Eastern Chem Lac, Solar Chem Black*® 
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TABLE F-2: EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS FOR 20 WT.% KEVLAR/NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

  

    

  

EMISSIVITY TEMPERATURE OF 

(e, = 0.90)* SPECIMEN: °C 

0.842 28.1 
0.872 31.4 

0.858 36.1 

0.871 39.4 
0.867 41.8 

0.875 43.4 

0.890 47.2 

0.889 51.1 

0.889 54.7 

0.888 58.8 

0.889 63.3 

0.888 66.8 

0.888 69.6 

0.893 74.3 

0.888 77.3 

0.874 79.6 

0.872 85.1 

0.887 89.1 

0.892 93.4 

0.889 94.9 

AVE.EMISSIVITY 
+ 95% CI. 0.880 + 0.006 

Standard Deviation 0.013 

*e, = Emissivity of the painted surface, Eastern Chem Lac, Solar Chem Black® 
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TABLE F-3: EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS FOR A WORN AND UNWORN 
GLASS/NYLON 6,6 SURFACE 

  

  

  
  

  

EMISSIVITY 
EMISSIVITY (WORN SURFACE) TEMPERATURE 
(UNWORN OF SPECIMEN: 
SURFACE) | FIBER-RICH | MATRIX-RICH °C 

REGION REGION 

0.871 0.856 0.848 30.3 
0.884 0.893 0.893 29.5 
0.894 0.889 0.889 33.7 
0.903 0.903 0.888 37.9 
0.901 0.904 0.904 41.1 
0.898 0.895 0.895 43.6 
0.902 0.906 0.898 47.4 
0.904 0.903 0.896 49.8 
0.903 0.900 0.895 53.0 
0.905 0.905 0.900 58.1 
0.897 0.907 0.896 60.5 
0.893 0.902 0.900 62.9 
0.897 0.905 0.897 64.6 

0.902 0.908 0.905 65.8 
0.886 0.894 0.895 70.8 
0.899 0.906 0.899 75.6 
0.906 0.898 0.895 78.1 
0.903 0.906 0.898 83.6 
0.907 0.907 0.907 88.1 
0.906 0.902 0.902 91.7 

AVE.EMISSIVITY 0.898 0.899 0.895 
+ 95% C.l. + 0.004 + 0.005 + 0.006 

Standard Deviation 0.009 0.012 0.012     
Emissivity of the painted surface = 0.90; Eastern Chem Lac, Solar Chem Black® 
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APPENDIX G. SHEAR STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS 

Shear strength measurements were made using the procedure described in Section 

th a bar chart of the data set. i 3.9.2. These measurements are shown below along w 

TABLE G-1 SHEAR STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS FOR NYLON 6,6-BASED COMPOSITES 
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APPENDIX H. MODULUS MEASUREMENTS 

H.I ELASTIC MODULUS DATA 

The technique use to measure elastic modulus is described in detail in Section 

3.9.3. It entails loading the spherical polymer or polymer composite test specimen 

against the stationary sapphire disk using the load arm system shown in Fig. 3-2. The 

position sensor located underneath the load arm is then used to monitor the position of 

the load arm as it moves upward due to deflection of the spherical test specimen. Once 

this deflection is known, the elastic modulus of the specimen can be calculated from 

classical Hertzian contact equations. These equations are shown in Section 3.9.3, and the 

deflection of the strain ring is accounted for since both the sphere and ring can deflect 

when a load is applied to the system. A computer program for using the modified 

Hertzian contact equations to determine elastic moduli is provided in Appendix H.2. 

Figure H-1 shows the deflection of the load arm as a function of applied load for 

the unfilled Nylon 6,6 and the 10 wt. % fiber-filled Nylon 6,6 composites. The deflection 

was determined using the calibration equations shown in Appendix D for the position 

sensor. As expected, Nylon 6,6 deflects the most, and the stiffer composites deflect less. 

Also, for Nylon 6,6 and 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6, the solid lines reflect loading the 

spheres against the sapphire disk, and the dashed lines reflect removal of the loads at the 

end of the experiment. 

To determine elastic moduli from the data sets shown in Fig. H-1, the computer 

program listed in Section H.2 is utilized. By using this program, the elastic modulus data 
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FIGURE H-1: DEFLECTION AS A FUNCTION OF LOAD FOR NYLON 6,6 AND THREE 

NYLON 6,6-BASED COMPOSITES 

can be plotted as a function of deflection or normal load. These plots are provided in 

Figs. H-2 and H-3, respectively. The nonlinearity of the modified Hertzian equation (Eq. 

3.27) 1s apparent in these figures. At low loads (or deflections) the modulus is relatively 

high, and decreases as the load is increased. At higher loads an asymptotic level is 

approached for each material as shown by the dashed lines in Figs. H-2 and H-3. These 

dashed lines reflect extrapolations beyond the acquired data sets, and provide a 

measurement of the elastic modulus at the 20 N load used in this research. These elastic 

modulus values are shown on the right-hand vertical axis in Figs. H-2 and H-3. For 

Nylon 6,6 the elastic modulus value was determined to be 2.1 GPa. This agrees with 

values listed in the literature for the elastic modulus of Nylon 6,6 at room temperature 
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(1.59 - 3.79 GPa [142,143]). For the 10 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6 composite, the elastic 

modulus was determined to be the highest of the four materials evaluated (3.7 GPa). The 

10 wt. % Kevlar and carbon fiber-filled materials showed lower stiffnesses of 2.8 GPa and 

2.7 GPa, respectively. 

Modulus measurements were also made using this technique for 20 wt. % Kevlar 

and 20 wt.% glass/Nylon 6,6. Results showed that the stiffness of 20 wt.% Kevlar is 

indistinguishable from the stiffness of 2.8 GPa measured for 10 wt.% Kevlar. For the 

glass fiber-filled materials, the stiffness of the 20 wt.% material was actually determined 

to be somewhat lower than the stiffness of the 10 wt.% material -- 2.8 GPa for 20 wt. % 

glass versus 3.7 GPa for 10 wt.% glass. Further studies would have to be performed to 

determine the relevance of this finding, but this is beyond the scope of the current 

research. However, there is some evidence of more elastic hysteresis in the deflection- 

load curves for 20 wt.% glass when compared to 10 wt. % glass. 
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H.2 SOFTWARE FOR DETERMINING THE ELASTIC 
MODULUS FROM HERTZIAN EQUATIONS 

/* MODULUS2.C This program calculates the modulus of a sphere when 
it is loaded against a sapphire disk. 

Input parameters include deflection of the sphere and normal load as 
well as the variables defined below. The input values must be in two columns, 
one for deflection in microns and one for normal load in Newtons. 

Output values are as follows: 

deflection (microns), 
normal load (N), 
modulus of the sphere (GPa) { ring deflection not included }, 
modulus of the sphere (GPa) { ring deflection included }, 
absolute error due to not including the ring deflection, 
percent error due to not including the ring deflection. */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <process.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 

#define R 3.175E-3 /* radius of sphere in mm */ 
#define NUD 0.20 / Poisson Ratio for sapphire */ 
#define ED 3.65E11 /* elastic modulus for sapphire */ 
#define RM 6.93E-3 / mean radius of strain ring */ 
#define T 2.20E-3 /* thickness of strain ring */ 
#define C 6.35E-3 /* width of strain ring */ 
#define ER 193E9 /* elastic modulus for strain ring */ 

double error, deltar, nub, defi, norm; 

char oufile[25], infile[25]; 

long length, i; 
FILE “fin, *fou; 

double ballmod(double beta, double load, double fishball); 

main() 

{ 
printf("\nEnter name of output file: "); 
gets(oufile); 
printf("\nEnter name of input file containing"); 
printf("\ndeflection in microns and load in Newtons: "); 
gets(infile); . 
printf("\nEnter length of %s: ",infile); 
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scanf("%ld" &length); . 
printf("\nEnter Poisson Ratio for sphere: "); 
scanf("%if",&nub); 

fou = fopen(oufile,"wt"); 
if (( fin = fopen(infile,"rt")) != NULL) 

{ /* start of if for checking input file */ 
for(i=1; i <= length; i++) 

{ /* start of loop for reading in defl and load */ 

fscanf(fin,"%lf %if\n",&defl,&norm); 
defl*=1.E-6; 
deltar = ( norm*pow(RM,3) ) / ( ER*C*pow(T,3) ); 
error=ballmod((defl-dettar),norm,nub)-ballmod(defl,norm,nub); 
fprintf(fou,"%6.4If %6.4If %6.4If %6.41f %5.31f %4.2If %5.3ifin", 

defi*1.E6, 
norm, 
ballmod(defl,norm,nub)*1.E-9, 
ballmod((defl-deltar),norm,nub)*1.E-9, 
error*1.E-9, 

(error*1.E-9*100.)/(ballmod((defl-deltar),norm,nub)*1.E-9), 
deltar*1.E6 ); 

} * end of loop for reading in defl and load */ 
} 7 end of if for checking input file */ 

else { printf("\nls %s correct?" infile); } 

fclose(fin); 
fclose(fou); 

} * end of main */ 

/* subroutine for determining elastic modulus in accordance with Eq. 3.27 */ 
double ballmod(double beta, double load, double fishball) 

double first, second, elasmod; 

first = pow( ( (16*R*pow(beta,3)) / (9*pow(load,2)) ) , 0.5 ); 
second = ( 1. - pow(NUD,2.) ) / ED; 

return( elasmod = ( 1 - pow(fishball,2.) ) / ( first - second ) ); 

} 
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APPENDIX I. FOURIER TRANSFORM SOFTWARE 

Listed in this appendix are three programs for doing an H1 and H2 single input 

- single output spectral analysis. Section 5.5.2 describes the methodology and 

mathematics used to develop these computer programs. They are written in Borland's 

Turbo C language (ver. 2.0), and the programs entitled gxxgyy.c and gxy.c must be run 

before sisohih2.c. Interactive statements allow the user to input data sets by specifying 

file names, and print statements allow the user to track the progress of the program. The 

information in these print statements serve as documentation to the programs in addition 

to the comments separated by the standard /* and */ delimiters used in the C 

programming language. The programs entitled gxxgyy.c and gxy.c use the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) subroutine listed in Numerical Recipes in C [141]. This subroutine is 

listed after the main part of the program gxy.c. 

/* gxxgyy.C  B. Weick 4/21/93 
gxxgyy.C calculates the spectral distributions for multiple blocks of 
TWO DATA SETS using Hanning windows applied 
to the data. The output from gxxgyy.C consists of 3 vectors. Vector 1 
contains the frequencies. Vector 2 contains the estimated squared ampl of 
the sinusoidal component at each frequency FOR DATA FILE 1. Vector 3 
contains the estimated squared amplitude of the sinusoidal component at 
each frequency for DATA FILE 2. A sqrt(8/3) correction factor is applied 
to the data to account for the use of the Hanning window to prevent leakage. 
gxxgyy allows the user to scale the output data at the end. 
THIS PROGRAM SHOULD ONLY BE USED WITH MULTIPLE BLOCKS WHERE EACH 
BLOCK IS 1024 DATA POINTS IN LENGTH */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 
#include <process.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#define K2 2048 

#define K4 4096 
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/* initialization of FFT subroutine four1; this subroutine must be included 
at the end of this program */ 
void four1(float data[K4], int nn, int isign); 

main() 

{ 
float samp, pf1[K4], pf2[K4], msq1, msq2, totmsq1[K4], totmsq2[K4], 

speci, spec2, freq[K2], k, hanning, pi, fact; 
char ans, ans3, inf1[35], inf2[35], oufile[35]; 
int i, length, blk, totblks; 
FILE *fin1, *fin2, *fou; 

clrscr(); 

pi=acos(-1.); 

/* interactive input statements */ 
printf(‘\nEnter name of output file: "); 
gets(oufile); 

printf("\nThe lengths of the two input files must be equal.\n"); 
printf("\nEnter name of first input file: "); 
gets(inf1); 
printf("\nEnter name of second input file: "); 
gets(inf2); 
printf("\nEnter number of data blocks to be used for each input file: "); 
scanf("%d",&totblks); 
printf(‘\nEnter length of each data block: "); 
scanf("%d",&length); 
printf("\nEnter sampling rate in Hz: "); 
scanf("%f",&samp); 

printf("\nDo you want to apply a Hanning window to the data? "); 
putchar(ans = toupper(getch())); 

for (i = 0; i <= length; i+=2) 

{ totmsqi[i] = 0.; totmsq2[i]=0.; }. /* initialization */ 

fou = fopen(oufile,"wt"); 
fin1 = fopen(inf1,"rt"); 
fin2 = fopen(inf2,"rt"); 
for (blk = 1; blk <= totblks; blk++) 

{ /* start of loop for stepping through data blocks */ 

clrscr(); 
printf(‘\n\noutput file: %s\ninput files: %s %s",oufile,inf1 ,inf2); 
printf("\n\n%d blocks....each block contains %d points" ,totblks, length); 
printf(‘\n\nsampling rate = %6.2f Hz", samp); 

printf(‘\n\n...reading data files for block number %d",bik); 
for (i = 0; i <= 2*length; i+=2) 

{ 
fscanf(fin1,"%f\n",&pf1[i]); /“ load real part of arrays */ 
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fscanf(fin2,"%f\n",&pf2Ii]): 
pf1[i+1]=0.; /* load imaginary part of arrays */ 
pf2[i+1]=0.; 

} 

/* apply Hanning window to data if requested */ 
if (ans =='Y' ) 

printf("\n\n...applying Hanning window to block number %d",blk); 
for (i = 0, k=0; i <= 2*length; it=2, k++) 

{ 
hanning = (1. - pow( cos( (pi*k)/length ), 2.) ); 

pf1[i] *= hanning; pf2{i] *= hanning; 

} 
} 

/* adjust magnitude for presence of Hanning window if used */ 
if (ans == 'Y') { fact = 8./3.; } else { fact = 1.; } 

printf("\n\n...calculating FFTs for block number %d", blk); 
four1(pf1-1,length,1); /“ calculate FFTs decrementing by 1 */ 
four1(pf2-1 length, 1); 

if (blk > 1) 
{ printf(\n\n...calculating squared magnitudes for block number %d",blk); 
printf(\n\n...summing squared magnitudes at each frequency with those"); 
printf("\n calculated for blocks 1 - %d\n",(bik-1)); } 
else { printf("\n\n...calculating squared magnitudes for block number 1"); } 

for(i=0; i<=length; i+=2) 

{ 

msq1 = fact*( pow(pf1[i],2.) + pow(pf1[i+1],2.) ); 
msq2 = fact*( pow(pf2[i],2.) + pow(pf2[i+1],2.) ); 

totmsqi[i] += msq1; /“ add magnitudes at each frequency */ 
totmsq2[i] += msq2; 

} 

} end of loop for stepping through data blocks */ 

printf("\n\n.....calculating spectral distributions"); 
for (i=O, k=0.; i <= length; i+=2, k++) 

{ /* start of loop for calculating spectral distributions */ 
freq[i]J=k*(samp/length); /* calculate frequencies */ 
spec1=( totmsq'|i]Aotblks); 
spec2=( totmsq2{[i]/totblks); 
fprintf(fou,"%E %E %E\n",freq[i],spect,spec2); 

} /* end of loop for calculating spectral distribution */ 

fclose(inf1); 
fclose(inf2); 
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fclose(fou); 

printf(".....finished....."); 

} /* close of main program gxxgyy.c */ 

[* gxy.C_ B. Weick 4/21/93 
gxy.C calculates the coincidence and quadrature components 
of the cross spectral density of two input functions. 
Output is frequency, coincidence, quadrature, squared magnitude of gxy. 
A sqrt(64/9) correction factor is applied to the data to account for 
the use of the Hanning window to prevent leakage. It is only applied to 
the value for gxy which is (cxy42 + qxy*2) */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <ctype.h> 
#include <process.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#define K2 2048 

#define K4 4096 

/* initialization of FFT subroutine four1; this subroutine must be included 
at the end of this program */ 
void four1(float data[K4], int nn, int isign); 

main() 

{ 
float samp, x[K4], y[K4], cxy, qxy, totcxy[K4], totqxy[K4], msqgxy, 

gxyreal, gxyimag, freq(K2], k, hanning, pi, fact: 

char ans, inf1[{35], inf2[35], oufile[35]; 
int i, length, blk, totblks; 
FILE *fin1, *fin2, *fou; 

clrscr(); 
pi=acos(-1.); 

/* interactive input statements */ 
printf("\nEnter name of output file: "); 
gets(oufile); 
printf("\nEnter name of first input file: "); 
gets(inf1); 
printf("\nEnter name of second input file: “); 
gets(inf2); 
printf('\nEnter number of data blocks to be used for each input file: "); 
scanf("%d" &totblks); 
printf("\nEnter length of each data block: "); 
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scanf("%d",&length); 
printf("\nEnter sampling rate in Hz: "); 
scanf("%f", &samp); 
printf("\nDo you want to apply a Hanning window to the data? "); 
putchar(ans = toupper(getch())); 

for (i = 0; i <= length*2; i++) 
{ totcxy[i] = 0.; totqxy[i] = 0.; } /* initialization */ 

fou = fopen(oufile,"wt"); 
fin1 = fopen(inf1,"rt"); 
fin2 = fopen(inf2,"rt"); 
for (blk = 1; blk <= totbiks; blk++) 

{ /* start of loop for stepping through data blocks */ 

clrscr(); 

printf("\n\noutput file: %s\ninput files: %s %s",oufile, inf1 ,inf2); 
printf("\n\n%d blocks....each block contains %d points" ,totblks, length); 
printf(‘\n\nsampling rate = %6.2f Hz",samp); 

printf("\n\n...reading data files for block number %d", blk); 
for (i = 0; i <= 2*length; i+=2) 

fscanf(fin1 ,"%f\n",&x{i]); /“ load real part of arrays */ 
fscanf(fin2,"%f\n" &y[i]); 
x[i+1]=0.; /* load imaginary part of arrays */ 
yli+1]=0.; 

} 

[* apply Hanning window if requested */ 
if ( ans == 'Y' ) 

{ 
printf(‘\n\n...applying Hanning window to block number %d",blk); 
for (i = 0, k=O; i <= 2*length; i+=2, k++) 

{ 
hanning = (1. - pow( cos( (pi*k)/length ), 2. ) ); 
x{i] *= hanning; y[i] *= hanning; 

} 
} 

printf("\n\n...calculating FFTs for block number %d", blk); 
four1(x-1,length,1); /* calculate FFTs decrementing by 1 */ 
four1(y-1,length, 1); 

if (blk > 1) 
{ printf(‘\n\n...calculating squared magnitudes for block number %d",blk); 
printf("\n\n...summing squared magnitudes at each frequency with those"); 
printf("\n calculated for blocks 1 - %d\n",(blk-1)); } 
else { printf("\n\n...calculating squared magnitudes for block number 1"); } 

for(i=0; i<=length; i+=2) 
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oxy = ( x{i]"yli] + xfi+1]"yli+1] ); 
axy = ( x{i]"yli+1] - y[i]"xfi+1] ); 
totcxy[i] += cxy; /“ add magnitudes at each frequency */ 

totqxy[i] += qxy; 
} 

} / end of loop for stepping through data blocks */ 

/* adjust magnitude for presence of Hanning window if used */ 
if (ans == 'Y') { fact = 64./9.; } else { fact = 1.; } 

printf(‘\n\n.....calculating spectral distribution"); 
for (i=0, k=0.; i <= length; it=2, k++) 

{ /* start of loop for calculating spectral distribution */ 
freq[i]=k*(samp/length); /* calculate frequencies */ 
gxyreal=totcxy|i]/totblks; 
gxyimag=totqxy[i]/totbiks; 
/* calculate mean squared amplitude which equals gxy */ 
/* multiply times 64/9 if Hanning window was used */ 
msqgxy=fact*(pow(gxyreal,2.) + pow(gxyimag,2.) ); 
fprintf(fou,"%E %E %E %E\n",freq[i],gxyreal,gxyimag,msqgxy); 

} / end of loop for calculating spectral distribution */ 

fclose(inf1); 
fclose(inf2); 
fclose(fou); 

printf("".....finished....."); 

} /* close of main program gxy.c */ 

/* start of subroutine four1 that calculates FFT's. 
See page 411 of Numerical Recipes in C (1989) [141] for documentation. */ 

#define SWAP(a,b) tempr=(a);(a)=(b);(b)=tempr 

void four1(data,nn,isign) 
float dataf); 
int nn,isign; 

{ 
int n,mmax,m,j, istep, i; 
double wtemp,wr,wpr,wpi,wi,theta; 

float tempr,tempi; 

n=nn << 1; 

1; 
for (i=1;i<n;i+=2) { 

if G> i) { 
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SWAP (data[j],data[i]); 
SWAP (data[j+1],data[i+1]); 

} 
m=n >> 1; 

while (m >= 2 && j > m) { 

j-=m; 
m >>= 1; 

j += m; 
} 
mmax=2; 

while (n > mmax) { 
istep=2*mmax; 
theta=6.28318530717959/(isign*mmax); 
wtemp=sin(0.5"theta); 
wpr = -2.0*wtemp*wtemp; 

wpi=sin(theta); 
wr=1.0; 
wi=0.0; 

for (m=1;m<mmax;m+=2) { 
for (i=m;i<=n;i+=istep) { 

j=itmmax; 
tempr=wr'datal[j]-wi*datalj+ 1]; 
tempi=wr*data[j+ 1]+wi*datalj]; 
data[j]=data[i]-tempr; 
data[j+1]=datafi+1]-tempi: 
datal[i] += tempr; 

data[i+1] += tempi; 

} 
wr=(wtemp=wr)*wpr-wi*wpitwr; 
wi=wi"wpr+wtemp*wpitwi; 

} 
mmax=istep; 

} 

#undef SWAP 

/* end of everything for gxy.c*/ 
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/* sisohth2.C B. Weick 4/26/93 
sisohi1h2.C SINGLE INPUT - SINGLE OUTPUT MODEL (H1 and H2) 
This program must be run after gxxgyy.c and gxy.c. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <conio.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

main() 

{ 
float pi,freq,gxx,gyy,gxy, Cxy,qxy,msqgxy,coh,errcoh, conf95coh,dump,totblks, 

gnn,estgyytrue,estayytrue,msqh1 ,axx,axy,ayy,ann, phrad,timedelay, 
errphrad,conf95phrad, conf95delay ,laxx95conf,raxx95conf, 
layy95conf,rayy95conf, CHIBLK,CHI975, CHI025,msqhz2., gii, aii, 
estaxxtrue, estgxxtrue, laxxtrueci,raxxtrueci,layytrueci,rayytrueci, 

laii95conf,raii95conf,lann95conf,rann95conf; 

char inf1[35], inf2[35], oufile[35]; 
int i, length; 
FILE *fin1, *fin2, *fou; 

/* Chi-squared values for 8 data blocks (df = 2°8 = 16)....a-values are 
0.975 and 0.025 corresponding to a 95% confidence interval. 
CHIBLK = 8; 
CHI975 = 6.908; 
CHI025 = 28.85; */ 

/* Chi-squared values for 16 data blocks (df = 2°16 = 32)....a-values are 
0.975 and 0.025 corresponding to a 95% confidence interval. */ 

CHIBLK = 16; /* df = 2.*16 */ 

CHI975 = 18.32; /* conservative interpolated value for df=32 */ 
CHI025 = 49.45; /* conservative interpolated value for df=32 */ 

clrscr(); 
pi=acos(-1.); 

printf(‘\nEnter name of output file: "); 
gets(oufile); 
printf("\nName of input file containing Freq, Gxx, and Gyy: "); 
gets(inf1); 
printf("\nName of input file containing Freq, Cxy, Qxy, and Gxy: "); 
gets(inf2); 
printf("\nEnter NUMBER of data blocks used to create %s and %s: ",inf1,inf2); 
scanf("%f",&totblks); 
printf(‘\nEnter LENGTH of EACH data block used to create these files: ",inf1,inf2); 
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scanf("%d",&length); 

fou = fopen(oufile,"wt");fin1 = fopen(inf1,"rt");fin2 = fopen(inf2,"rt"); 

clrser(); 

printf("\noutput file: %s\ninput files: %s %s",oufile, inf1 ,inf2); 
printf("\nlength of each data block is %d", length); 
printf("\ntotal number of data blocks is %4.0f",totblks); 

printf("\nChi-squared value is %4.3f for a = 0.025 and df = %3.0f",CHI025,(2.*CHIBLk)); 
printf("\nChi-squared value is %4.3f for a = 0.975 and df = %3.0f',CHI975,(2.*CHIBLK)); 
printf("\nThese values must be changed if df is not equal to 2 times %3.0f" totblks); 

/* See Section 5.5.2 for corresponding mathematical formulas */ 

printf(‘\n\nCalculating and printing the following parameters:"); 
printf(\nfreq,"); /* frequency */ 
printf(\nlaxx95conf,axx, raxx95conf,"); /* spectral distribution of input function axx */ 
printf(‘\nlayy95conf,ayy,rayy95conf,"); /* spectral distribution of output function ayy */ 
printf("\nlayytrueci,estayytrue,rayytrueci,"); /* spectral distribution of correlated part of ayy */ 
printf("\naxy,"); /* cross-spectral distribution */ 
printf("\ncoh,conf95coh,"); /* coherence */ 
printf(‘\nlann95conf,ann,rann95conf,"); /* spectral distribution of uncorrelated part of ayy */ 
printf("\nmsqh1, msqh2,"); /* squared magnitudes of H1 and H2 */ 
printf(‘\nphrad,timedelay,conf95delay,"); §_/* timedelays */ 

printf(‘\nlaii9Sconf, aii, raii9conf,”); /* spectral distribution of uncorrelated part of axx */ 
printf("\nlaxxtrueci,estaxxtrue,raxxtrueci"); /* spectral distribution of correlated part of axx */ 

for (i = 1; i <= length/2.; i++) 

{ 
fscanf(fin1,"%f %f %f\n",&freq, &gxx, &gyy); 
fscanf(fin2,"%f %f %f %f\n",&dump, &cxy, &qxy, &Msqgxy); 

coh=msqgxy/(gxx"gyy); 
errcoh=( pow(2.,.5)*(1.-coh) )/( pow(coh,.5)*pow(totblks,.5) ); 
conf95coh=fabs( ( (coh/(1.-2.*errcoh)) - (coh/(1.+2.*errcoh)) )/2. ); 

if (coh >= 1.0) 
{ printf("\ncoherence is %f at freq = %f: gnn set to 0 at this freq.",coh,freq); gnn=0.;} 

else { gnn=(1.-coh)*gyy; } 
ann = (2./length)*pow(gnn,.5); 
estgyytrue=coh"gyy; estayytrue=(2./length)*pow(estgyytrue, .5); 

msqh1=msqgxy/pow(gxx,2.); 

msqh2=msqh1/pow(coh,2.); 

if (coh >= 1.0) 
{ printf("\ncoherence is %f at freq = %f: gii set to 0 at this freq.",coh,freq); gii=0.; } 

else 

{ gii=(1.-coh)"gxx; } 
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if (gii < 0.) { printf("\nerror - gii = %f at freq = %f",gii,freq); } 
aii = (2./length)*pow(gii,.5); 
estgxxtrue=coh*gxx; estaxxtrue=(2./length)*pow(estgxxtrue, .5); 

axx = (2./length)*pow(gxx,.5); ayy = (2./length)*pow(gyy,.5); 
axy = ( 4./pow(length,2.) )*pow(msqgxy,.5); 

laxx95conf = axx - (2.*CHIBLK*axx)/CHI025; 
raxx95conf = (2.*CHIBLK*axx)/CHI975 - axx; 

laxxtrueci = estaxxtrue - (2.*CHIBLK*estaxxtrue)/CHIO25; 
raxxtrueci = (2.*CHIBLK*estaxxtrue)/CHI975 - estaxxtrue; 

laii95conf = aii - (2.*CHIBLK*aii)/CHI025; 
raii95conf = (2.*CHIBLK*aii)/CHI975 - aii: 

layy95conf = ayy - (2.*CHIBLK*ayy)/CHI025; 
rayy95conf = (2.*CHIBLK*ayy)/CHI975 - ayy; 

layytrueci = estayytrue - (2.*CHIBLK*estayytrue)/CHI025; 
rayytrueci = (2.*CHIBLK*estayytrue)/CHI975 - estayytrue; 

lann95conf = ann - (2.*CHIBLK*ann)/CHI025; 
rann95conf = (2.*CHIBLK*ann)/CHI975 - ann; 

phrad = atan(qxy/cxy); 

if (i> 1 ) { timedelay=phrad/(2.*pi*freq); } else { timedelay=0.; } 

if (coh >= 1.) 
{ printf("\ncoherence is %f at freq = %f: errphrad set to 0 at this freq.",coh,freq); 

errphrad=0.; } 
else 

{ errphrad=pow((1.-coh),.5)/( pow(coh,.5)*pow((2.*totbiks),.5) ); } 
conf95phrad=fabs(_ ( (phrad/(1.-2.*errphrad)) 

- (phrad/(1.+2.*errphrad)) )/2._ ); 
if(i>1) 

{ conf95delay=conf95phrad/(2.*pi*freq); } 
else 

{ conf95delay=0.; } 

fprintf(fou,"%E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E %E ME %E %E 

YE VE ME WE WE WE %E %E\n", 

freq, 
laxx95conf,axx,raxx95conf, 

layy95conf,ayy,rayy95conf, 
layytrueci,estayytrue,rayytrueci, 
axy, 

coh,conf95coh, 
lann95conf,ann,rann95conf, 

msqh1, msqh2, 
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phrad,timedelay,conf95delay, 
laii95conf,aii,raii95conf, 
laxxtrueci,estaxxtrue,raxxtrueci); 

} /* end of loop for calculating spectral distributions and siso params */ 

fclose(inf1); fclose(inf2); fclose(fou); 

printf("\n.....finished....."); 

} / close of main program sisoh1h2.c */ 
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